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This paper contains a summary of my studies of the Salish tribes of the south-eastern portion of Vancouver Island, known to us under the name of Lekúinên, with additional notes on the neighbouring Cowitchin or Island Halkómélem tribes.

I have again to acknowledge my indebtedness to the Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society for another special grant of £40, by the aid of which I was enabled to cover a larger field of inquiry and make a closer examination of the ethnology of this section of the province than I could otherwise have accomplished.

The Lekúinên, together with the cognate tribes of the Saanich, the Clallam, and the Sooke, form a division apart from the rest of the Salish of British Columbia, and belong rather to that portion of the Stock whose habitat lies immediately to the south of the International Boundary; and just as the various Cowitchin tribes speak of themselves collectively as the Halkómélem, or "speakers of the same language," so do the tribes of this division call themselves by the term Lekonénéni, which means the same thing. By this convenient term I shall hereafter call them when speaking of them collectively. In their social organisation and in their language they have, as will be seen, many interesting features peculiar to themselves.

As I came in contact with the Cowitchin or Island Halkómélem tribes, I took occasion to learn, for the sake of comparison with the mainland tribes of this division, something of the traditions and language of this group. Some of the results of this study will be found herein incorporated.

The natives from whom I received most assistance in my studies of the Lekúinên, are William Jack Qámecten, a lineal descendant of the old chiefs; Sinópen, the chief of the Esquimalt Band; and the wife of Thomas James, my chief informant on the Cowitchin, the husband and wife being of different tribes.

I fear the study of these tribes has been delayed too long to obtain the best results; all the older people, versed in the knowledge and ways of the old days, have passed away, taking with them much valuable information that will now be lost to us for ever.
I have recorded here all that a diligent care enabled me to gather concerning the past of the Lekúen. Their comparatively long contact with the whites, who settled in their midst more than a half century ago, has much modified their lives and customs; and the present generation knows but little of the life and conditions of its forefathers. They are by no means the best representatives of their race; indeed, of all the Salish tribes of British Columbia, I fear they have benefited least by contact with a superior civilisation. Alcoholism and all that follows in its train have wrought sad havoc among them both physically and morally. Touching the former, their mortality has been appalling. From a strong and populous community of 8,500 souls in 1859, they have dwindled down now to about 200, or less than one-fortieth of their former number. They appear doomed to speedy extinction. In the seventeen years which have elapsed since Dr. F. Boas made his first reconnaissance of the Island Salish, many changes have taken place, especially among the Lekúen. Upon many points on which he was able to gather information, I could learn nothing at all, those who might have supplied the information having all passed away. My notes in some points are not quite in agreement with his, particularly as to the local divisions of the Lekúen; but in the main the information gathered in 1905 harmonises with that gathered in 1888–9, such differences as exist being such as might, in the circumstances, be expected to occur.

ETHNOGRAPHY AND SOCIOLOGY.

According to my informants, the Lekúen occupied the following villages before the advent of the whites and the founding of Victoria by Governor Douglas:—

1. S'neka  
   6. Teékauútc, Around Ross Bay.
2. Sluko  
   7. Soñes, Near Parry Bay.
3. Tcúkūn, Shoal Bay.  
   8. Nukstlūiyun
   9. Teťańk  
   10. Teiwótson  
5. Skuúñnes, Discovery Island, off Oak Bay.  
   11. Sqēmältlitl, Esquimalt Harbour.

After the founding of Victoria, first called Camósun, after the Indian name of the "rapids" on the Gorge, the natives flocked into the harbour in great numbers and settled at what is now the foot of Johnston Street. They were known as the Swinhoń, and were composed of members of the various outside villages. This became a populous centre, so populous, indeed, as to inconvenience the colonists; and Governor Douglas induced them to cross the bay and settle on the other side, where there has been a mixed settlement ever since, known as the "Songish Reserve." He also transplanted the village of the Qsăpsem, who dwelt near the spot where the Parliament Buildings now stand, to Esquimalt Harbour where a remnant of the tribe still lives.

Dr. F. Boas classified the various divisions of the Lekúen as "gentes," but
I prefer to regard them as septs. I can see no difference between the sub-division of the Island tribes and those of the Delta tribes. This word gentes had a very loose meaning in this country at the time when Dr. Boas wrote, and I am not sure what he meant to convey by it. Each local group or sept looks upon itself as distinct from the rest, and believes it had a separate origin. Each claims to be descended from a certain "first-man," but yet the individual members of the local group do not all regard themselves as akin to one another, as they should if the local group were a true gens. At any rate, if the sub-divisions of the Lekúñen are gentes, then so are also the sub-divisions of the Delta tribes, for they also claim descent equally from "first men" in the same way. The only difference I can perceive between the sub-divisions of the Lekúñen and those of the Halkómélém, or the Síciatl or the Sk'wí'mic, is that the first have separate and exclusive fishing, hunting, root and berry-grounds, and the others have not. But this feature of the sociology of the Lekúñen I regard as the result of their peculiar social organisation and not as evidence of their division into gentes.

Each local community is, or was, composed of distinct classes or castes. First comes the caste of the chieftains, the office of Headman being strictly hereditary among the Lekúñen; second, the caste of the hereditary nobility; third, the caste of the untitled or Base-Folk; and fourth, that of the slaves. The lines of demarcation between these several classes were hard and rigid, and could not be broken except perhaps in the case of the last two. Orphaned and friendless children were sometimes pressed into servitude and thus passed into the slave class.

The sons and daughters of chiefs customarily intermarried only with those of their own caste, and thus a "princely" class was maintained. In like manner nobles married only with nobles, and no amount of wealth in an untitled person could raise him to the ranks of the hereditary nobility. This is brought out in a very interesting manner by the creation of an intermediate class which formed a kind of bourgeoisie. This class was distinguished from that from which it sprang by a name of its own. This, in the Lekúñen, was Nitenáñit, and the term had literally the same significance in the mind of the Indians as the word parvenu had in the minds of the French under the old régime. The Nitenáñit were men who, by their ability or good luck, had acquired wealth, by means of which in giving feasts and potlatches, they had gained a certain social standing in their tribe, but as they had no "grandfathers," no pedigrees of honourable descent, and no family or kin-crests, they could not be admitted among the hereditary nobles, and so had to form a sub-class intermediate between these and the common folk.

The exclusiveness of the privileged classes is illustrated in all their social functions. On these occasions the chiefs put on lofty and condescending airs, conversed only with one another, and always formed a group apart from the others. The hereditary nobles formed a similar second group, and the untitled or common-folk, a third. The Nitenáñit or nouveaux riches held on these occasions a rather equivocal position, determined largely by the condescension of the nobles and the degree of respect and consideration paid them by the people.
The Lekúñen method of receiving and placing their guests was absurdly like that in vogue in high social functions among more sophisticated peoples. Two or more of the older noblemen stood at the entrance of the Feast Chamber and received the visitors, inquiring their names or titles and those of their fathers and grandfathers, and placing them accordingly—rank being determined and marked by these as distinctly as among ourselves. Each social division or caste had its own list of names or titles, so that a person had but to give his name or that of his father or grandfather to show his social position and standing in his tribe.

Among the Lekúñen, titular names were bestowed upon their bearers only when they had reached and passed the age of puberty. This was done in a very formal manner among the nobles.

When a father wishes to bestow one of the family names upon his son it is customary for him to do it in the following manner: he first visits the chief of his commune and informs him of his desire and secures his consent and promise of assistance. A date is then fixed for the event, and invitations are sent broadcast throughout the neighbouring tribes. The day appointed having arrived, his guests come in from the various villages round about. In the meantime he has been making great preparations to receive and entertain them. Large quantities of food have been brought together by his family and kinsfolk; the family treasure-chests have been opened and their contents set in order for distribution at the feast. When all is ready for the ceremony the father takes his son, accompanied by the latter's sponsors, to the roof of the family dwelling—the pitch of which is exceedingly shallow and convenient for the purpose—and from this vantage ground the proceedings take place. These vary to some extent from centre to centre, and from district to district, but, commonly, the ceremony is opened by the father of the boy dancing and singing one of the family dance-songs. This song-dance is usually a more or less dramatic representation of some event, real or fancied, in the life or history of his ancestors, probably that which gave rise to the name he is going to bestow upon his son. When the dance is over a distribution of blankets or other gifts is made to honour the names of the spirits of the family, it being held to be dishonourable to speak of or even mention an ancestral name publicly without making gifts. Formerly, these gifts were always blankets, now other articles are often given. The father next calls about him some thirty or forty of the leading noblemen among his guests to act as sponsors or witnesses of the rank his son will acquire through the name he is about to receive. Two elder men, or, preferably, two aged chiefs, who know his lineage and ancestry, now bring the youth forward, and, standing one on either side of him, the elder of the two proclaims in a loud voice to the assembled audience that it is the wish and intention of the boy's father to bestow upon him his paternal grandfather's name or title. At this announcement those present express their assent and pleasure by clapping of hands and shouting.

The name or title is then given to the youth, and another distribution of blankets takes place, special care being taken to give at least one each to all the
formal witnesses of the ceremony and to the officiating elders. If the father of
the youth be a man of wealth he will now throw other blankets among the
common, untitled folk to be scrambled for, amid much excitement and fun. When
this part of the ceremony is over the feasting begins.

After the ceremony is over the youth is known by his newly-acquired name,
though, according to the universal custom among the Salish, he is never or rarely
called by it except on special and ceremonial occasions.

Among the Lékúñen and cognate tribes a man could not take his own father's
name, even though his father be dead, the names of deceased persons being tabooed
among them for a whole generation. All the ancestral names were thus handed
down in these tribes.

In connection with names, I may here say that although I did not learn any-
thing new concerning them, I received everywhere confirmation of the statements
respecting their general significance, made by "Captain Paul" as recorded in my
last report.¹

In their marriage customs the Lékúñen differed in some interesting features
from the other tribes examined, and the ceremony brings out in a very distinct
manner the pride and exclusiveness of the nobles.

Among men of rank, marriage was, and to some extent still is, a very formal
ceremonial affair, and the young people themselves were never permitted to choose
their own mates. When a youth has arrived at marriageable age, the elders of his
family look around them for a suitable bride for him, and his wishes are rarely, if
ever, consulted in the matter.

When they have chosen a girl they think desirable, negotiations are opened
with her parents and family. This is done by several of the suitor's (Eckwásin)
elder-women paying them a formal visit and diplomatically sounding them on the
subject of the marriage. If the suggestion of an alliance is not favourably received,
the matter drops at once, and no more is said upon it. If, however, it is favourably
received, no further progress can be made at this stage, the office of the elder-women
being merely to open up the negotiations. The next step in the proceedings is
taken by the Eckwásin, that is, the elder-men, whose duty it is to set forth the pedigree
and honourable descent of the suitor.

These men now pay the girl's parents a visit, and make known to the family
their young kinsman's rank and standing. Should the girl's relatives be satisfied
on these points, a day is then fixed for the Eckwásin to come for his bride.

When the time for the ceremony of fetching the bride comes round, the family
and friends of the Eckwásin's party set off in their canoes for the camp or settlement
of the bride's father. They have, of course, been expected, and preparations have
been made to receive and entertain them. They take with them the ctečítākwétdi,
or "bride's price," which the relatives and friends of the groom's father have assisted
him in getting together. When the party arrives the bride's father immediately

¹ J.A.I. xxxv, p. 126 ff.
shuts and secures the door of his dwelling, round about which a large crowd has assembled. The groom's father now calls out to some half-dozen of the more socially prominent of those present and requests them to ask to have the door opened, that his son may seek his bride. They are encouraged in their service by gifts of blankets. These men now knock at the door, and beg the bride's father to open his door to his prospective son-in-law. For a long time he refuses to do this, but when this singular feature of the ceremony is over and the door is at length thrown open, these same men go down to the water's edge and lift the canoe containing the bridegroom and etoolkwotq bodily out of the water and convey it into the house of the bride's father. Here it is set down with the youth still in it, and he is now supposed to remain there until his bride is brought and placed beside him. This may not be for two or three days; the higher his social rank, however, the shorter the time of waiting. When the time of probation is over, the bride's father calls two elder-women of his family to him and bids them take the bride to the groom. This they do, and place her in the canoe with him. He then instructs them to place food before the youth. A large quantity of food is then placed before the young man, who eats a little and sends the rest to his friends, who have been waiting outside. This is the central feature of the ceremony, and the girl is now his wife. Those present in the house clap their hands and shout their approval of the proceedings. The groom now presents the "bride-price" to the girl's father, who shares it with his friends. These in return now make presents to the bride, and shortly after the canoe is carried back to the water, and the gathering breaks up, and the visitors return to their own village. This closes the first part of the marriage ceremony. Before, however, the ceremony is complete, a return visit has to be paid by the bride's family and friends. This usually takes place about one moon after the return of the groom to his own village. He is busy during this period making preparation for the reception of his father-in-law. The latter comes in due time laden with gifts of food and blankets. One side of the dwelling is given over to the visitors, the regular inmates occupying the other. All the friends of the groom have been invited for the occasion, and a great feast has been prepared.

When all is ready and the guests all present, the groom rises in his place and says to his own friends, "Before you may eat this food, so generously provided by my father-in-law, I must pay for it." "That is right and proper," respond they, "only don't delay, for we are hungry and wishful to begin." With this the groom turns to his father-in-law and publicly thanks him for his gifts. "But," says he, "I cannot accept them without making a return to you." He then counts the presents of his father-in-law and sets a generous value upon them. He now makes a return in kind, of equal or greater value, which the father-in-law accepts. When this is done he says again to his father-in-law, "I am still in your debt; I owe something to the canoes by which you brought me your present. The sails of the canoes were very serviceable; pray take five dollars on account of each sail. The bailing cups, too, were useful, for without them the food would have been injured.
Here are two dollars each for the bailing-cups. The paddles, too, must not be forgotten; without them you could not have got here. Take one dollar each for the paddles. For the canoes themselves I ask your acceptance of twenty dollars each, and for the paddlers five dollars each.

"Now, I would like to make you a present yourself. You are now my father-in-law, and it is fitting for your daughter's husband to remember her father. Here is one hundred dollars; pray take them for yourself and this hundred for your wife."

This generous distribution of money or its equivalent has been much appreciated by the recipients of the presents, and has also given great satisfaction to the groom's friends. His position as a great man is well assured from this time onward. The distribution of presents over, the feasting now begins. This is customarily kept up, accompanied with games and dancing, for several days. The longer the period the greater the event and the higher the honour and social prestige of the groom.

Of the other social customs of the Lek'ownēn I was able to gather little of interest, so complete has been the disintegration along these lines. The old-time "secret societies" have apparently wholly passed away, and I could learn nothing reliable concerning them. In their dwellings, dress, and food, the Lek'ownēn closely resembled the Delta Salish and their Cowitchin neighbours.

LINGUISTICS.

As far as I am aware, no attempt has been made to set forth the grammatical structure or dialectical peculiarities of the Lekūnēn speech. Though having a few features in common with the neighbouring Halkomelēm, it belongs to a totally different linguistic group. Apart from the cognate tribes, the Saanich, the Clallam and the Sooke, its affinities link it with the Salish tribes of the opposite shores of North Washington rather than with any others in British Columbia. It may be said to form with the Clallam and the Lummi of Puget Sound, a distinct sub-linguistic group called by the Songish about Victoria the Lek'ownēn speech; the term signifying in Lekūnēn what "Halkomēlem" does in the Stló or Fraser River speech—"one and the same language."

Its most noticeable feature in comparison with the other British Columbian Salish dialects is a strongly nasalised ų. It has a feature also in common with the Stlalumih presented in my last report. Many of its verbs end in ų, only as a rule they are here nasalised. This ų is the equivalent of the commoner m of the other dialects. Throughout the vocabulary ų nasalised or otherwise, replaces the m of the Halkomēlem; thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lek'ownēn</th>
<th>Halkomēlem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alnū, house</td>
<td>lākem, house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>su'na, kettle</td>
<td>'sūna, kettle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stēlōn, song</td>
<td>stēlēm, song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sōgem, to wash oneself</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other examples may be seen in the vocabulary.

1 J.A.I. xxxv, p. 126 ff.
Another peculiarity is the use of the particle kō in verbal constructions. It corresponds to the pa of the Island Halkóméín, and like it, though it may sometimes have a definite meaning and force, may often be left out without apparently affecting in any way the sense of the phrase or sentence. Numerous examples of its use are given below in the native texts.

The indeterminate character of the vowels is as marked in Lekónéne' as in the other dialects examined. This applies equally to long and short vowels.

**PHONOLOGY.**

**Vowels.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Tlingit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a, as in English <em>hat.</em></td>
<td>ā, as in 'father.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i, as in English <em>pin.</em></td>
<td>ī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā, as in English <em>all.</em></td>
<td>ť, as in 'gnat.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŭ, as in English <em>pen.</em></td>
<td>ē, as in 'they.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē, obscure vowel as in English <em>flower</em>; * written above the line, a vowel sound which sometimes follows the palatized k' and is only partially articulated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diphthongs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Tlingit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ai, as in aisle; au, as in cow; oi, as in boil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Consonants.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Tlingit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h, as in English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k, a strongly palatised or &quot;clicked&quot; k.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k', intermediate between our k and g.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t, an explosive palatised l.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l, as in English mostly, but interchanging with n in the mouths of some speakers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m, as in English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n, a strongly nasalised n, equal to ng.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p as in English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p', no equivalent in English, a kind of semi-mute, semi-sonant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s, as in English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t, w, y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q, as in oh in <em>lock</em> in broad Scotch.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q, approximately as <em>wh</em> is uttered in North Britain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Report on the Ethnology of the H, as in the German ich.

31, as in English sh.

tc, as ch in the word church.

ts, as in English.

kw, as qu in the word quantity.

The comma sign ' written above the line, indicates a pause or hiatus usually caused by the elision of a vowel. When placed at the end of a word it indicates that the final letter is uttered with stress.

Accent.

Accent in Lek'oonéneñ appears to follow the same laws as in the other Salish dialects examined.

Number.

Number in Lek'oonéneñ is distinguished by reduplication, epenthesis or diaeresis. This rule applies equally to nouns, adjectives and substantive verbs. Thus:

- sme-ýis, a deer.
- sk'áqa, a dog.
- ekwó-a, a panther.
- cép-an, a knife.
- ekwum, an axe.
- stékéu, a horse.
- sn'ányit, a stone.
- káñi, maiden.
- swhéeka, man.
- k'leína (one), dirty.
- kw'stlalóq (one) old.
- eqatl-sen, I am sick.

Diminutives.

- knife, cép-an.
- axe, ekwum.
- horse, stékéu.
- stone, sn'áñjít.
- deer, sme-ýis.
- dog, sk'áqa.
- panther, ekwó-a.

- little knife, célabép-en.
- " axe, ekukwéakwum.
- " horse, stéla'kaat'l.
- small stone, sn'élanañjít.
- fawn, smecátl.
- puppy, skéqátl.
- cub, ekwóát'l.

Gender.

We find a grammatical gender of a kind in Lek'oonéneñ as in some of the other Salish dialects. It is confined to certain demonstratives, particularly those used to indicate the third person. thus, tsíía, that, he, and sú, that, she. Again, in the
possessive pronouns when compounded with demonstrative particles, a similar distinction is made; but it must be clearly understood that no genderal distinction is made in the pronoun proper, only in the locative or demonstrative particles attached to it, for when these are absent so is the genderal distinction.

**Personal Pronouns.**

Of these we find the usual three classes, viz., the Independent, the Copulative or Enclitic, and the Incorporative.

**Independent Pronouns.**

\[
\begin{align*}
I, & \quad me, \text{ úsa.} \\
\text{thou,} & \quad 
\text{thee, nükwa.} \\
he, & \quad 
\text{tsáá.} \\
she, & \quad 
\text{sí.}
\end{align*}
\]

This is the common form. A Selective or emphatic form is used at times. This differs from the common form by having the demonstrative particle “tía” added to it, thus: tía úsa tía, tlűńetl, etc.

**Copulative Pronouns.**

\[
\begin{align*}
I, & \quad \text{-séu.} \\
\text{thou,} & \quad 
\text{-sóq-teč or teč.}
\end{align*}
\]

These are the common forms used in direct statements; the conditional forms are somewhat different as may be seen from a study of the verbs. The secondary forms in the second person are those commonly employed with transitive verbs, -sóq being the common form for substantive verbs.

**Incorporative Pronouns.**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I will help you,} & \quad \text{kwénámëšen sí.} \\
\text{You will help me,} & \quad \text{kwénámëšq sí.} \\
\text{We will help him,} & \quad \text{ó etlíńetl sí kwénáńet tsau nítl.} \\
\text{We will help thee,} & \quad \text{kwénáńeš.} \\
\text{He will help me,} & \quad \text{tsau nítl sí kwénáńes.} \\
\text{They will help me,} & \quad \text{ó nenétlía sí kwénéñes.}
\end{align*}
\]
You will help us, kwemaňetaňetl-sőq-hála.
You had better help us, či enasusq-hala kwemaňetaňetl.

" me, čnalía sta kwemaňes.

I see thee, o kwen-si-sen.
 you, o kwen-si-sen-hala.
 them, o kwen-čt-sen tsau nenélía.
 him, o kwen-čt-sen tsau nítl.

Thou seest me, o kwen noňususq, or, kwenésusq.
 us, o kwen noňul ko, or, o kwen-čt-al-q.
 him, o kwen-čtesq ko, or, kwenoq kwesq.

You saw me, o ye-kwenésq hala, or, o ye kwen čsesq hala.
 You see me, o kwen noňus ko hala.

" us, o wē kwenetaňutlusq.

You saw us coming, o ye kwenetalaqusq.

" them, " kwenetqš ko tsau nenélía.
 We see you, o wē kwen nötltä.

" him, " něltä tsau nítl.
 " them, " " nenélía.

He sees us, o wē kwenentšita ko, or, o ye kwenentštä.

" me, o kwemaňunš ko.

" you, kwitl kwenataňes ko.

" thee, kwitl kwemonošq ko.

I like thee, ne-stle-sőq.

 you, ne-stle-sőqenekwélia.

We like thee, stle-tilas ko(e)nükwa.

" him, stle-tila ko tsau nítl.

" you, stle-tila nükwélia.

" them, " " nenélía.

Thou likest me, nükwa stle tě usa.

Thou likest us, nükwa stle tia ethenšetl.

" him, " stłes tsau nítl.

It will be seen that in the latter verb " to like," little, if any, incorporation of the pronoun takes place. It will also be observed how different the incorporative forms in this dialect are from those in the dialects examined before.

**Possessive Pronouns.**

Of these, there are two forms, the General and the Selective, thus:

General Form.

*my father, ne-man.*
*thy* " un(e)man.
*his* " man-s.
*our* " man-tša.
*your* " un man-hala.
Selective Form.

*my father*, t*ía n̓e* man.
*thy* , t*én (a) man.
*his* , t*s̓aa mans.
*our* , t*ía man-tlta.
*your* , t*én (a) man-hálə.

**Locative Possessive Forms.**

These differ from the simple possessives by having a locative particle added to them. These particles have a formal gender, and thus distinguish between masculine and feminine objects, thus:

*Object present and visible.*

**Masculine Form.**

*my dog*, t*ía n̓e-skáqa.
*thy* , t*ía un-skáqa.
*his* , t*ía skáqas.

**Feminine Form.**

*my dog*, s*ía n̓e-skáqa.
*thy* , s*ía un-skáqa.
*his* , s*ía skáqas.

*Object present but invisible to speaker.*

**Masculine Form.**

*my father*, kwʾ*ía n̓e* man.
*thy* , kwʾ*ía un (a) man.
*his* , " mans.
*our* , " mantlta.
*your* , " un (a) man hálə.

**Feminine Form.**

*my mother*, kwʾ*s̓ia n̓e-tan.
*thy* , " un-tan.
*his* , " tans.
*our* , " tan-tlta.
*your* , " un-tan-hálə.

*Object absent and invisible to speaker.*

**Masculine Form.**

*my father*, kwʾ*sā n̓e* man.
*thy* , kwʾ*sā un (a) man.
*our* , kwʾ*sā mantlta.
*your* , kwʾ*s en (a) man hálə.
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Feminine Form.

my mother, tlesā netan.
thy "" tlesā tan.
our "" tlesā təntələ.
your "" tlesōn tan hála.

Substantive Possessive Pronouns

mine, neskwa. ours, skwatlə.
thine, unskwa. yours, unskwa hála.
his, skwas. their, skwas tsan nenelə.

It or this is mine, neskwa tla.
" " thine, unskwa tla.
" " ours, tla skwatlə.
" " yours, tla unskwa hála.
This is mine, netl neskwa tla.
" " thine, netl unskwa tla.

These substantive forms are occasionally used with the object to emphasise the ownership, thus:—

This is my house, netl 6 neskwa álən.

Reflexive Pronouns.

self, kwonətuq.

Indefinite Pronouns.

anybody, everybody, sānə. no-body, aųiinasan.

Interrogative Pronouns.

who? san? whose is that? tůq san átəck?
who is that? netl yuqətəc san? whose house is that? tůq san átəc álənə?
who are you? nůkwa san? what? stan?
who did or made that? tůq san what do you want? stən kwən's stələ?
átcic təč? or, staŋ átcic kw's stələ?
what's that? stəŋ átəc? which? tuqəin?
whose? tůq san? which do you want? tuqəin unstələ?
which man? tuqəin swęsəka?
Numerals.

Class numerals abound in this dialect, as in the others examined. The simple or absolute forms are as follows:—

1 nêtsa. 20 tsauqkwus.
2 teâsa. 21 " âtsa nêtsa.
3 têlôq. 30 tlateqâ.
4 nôs. 40 nêsetlaqâ.
5 tliskâteis. 50 tlukutsetlaqâ.
6 t'qen. 60 t'equinsetlaqâ.
7 tsâkwis. 70 taikutâ etleqâ.
8 t'asis. 80 t'asisetlaqâ.
9 tûgoq. 90 tûqoqetleqâ.
10 âpen. 100 ni'teo(w)îte.
11 âpen âtsa nêtsa. 1000 âpânite.

Class Numerals.

Persons.
1 nâtsa. 4 ñesâla.
2 teâsâ. 5 tlukuteqâla.
3 tleqâla. 6 t'quñâla.
10 upenâla.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canoes, ships, etc.</th>
<th>Long round things, as poles, etc.</th>
<th>Round things, as stones, money, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>netsâkwetâ.</td>
<td>netsamits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>señâkwetâ.</td>
<td>c'ts'amits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ê tlêtlôq.</td>
<td>tlôqamits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ê nôñus.</td>
<td>snisamits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ê tlâkâis.</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ê âpen.</td>
<td>sepênamits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>netsâwok.</td>
<td>netsâuitoq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>teâsawok.</td>
<td>sênitoq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>tlôq(w)âwok.</td>
<td>tlêqitoq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>tlukutsetâwok.</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>epenâwok.</td>
<td>epanôitoq.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PARTITIVE NUMERALS.

half, utu teq.

DISTRIBUTIVES.

one each, netsítq.
two " tesátq.
ten each, aqentq.
three each, tleqtuq.
four " uñostq.

ORDINALS.

first, ḋ tlcála.
second, ḋ yistásétl.
third, or middle, or inside, ḋ stásétl.
last, ḋ tkwáwas.

twice, suñsań.
ten times, aqenátł.

It is interesting to note that the particle ḋ is in this dialect employed with ordinals and also with some of the class numerals, such as canoes, ships, etc. In the Stlátłumí dialect we find it entering into the formation of the Distributives. The use of identical particles or terms in different ways is one of the most interesting features of the Salish language. While revealing the common origin and unity of the various dialects, notwithstanding their general diversity of form and structure, it shows also the plastic informal condition the language must have been in before these dialects arose.

ADVERBIAL NUMERALS.

once, netsańq.
twice, suñsań.
thrice, tleq(w)átł.
four times, ñesátł.
ten times, aqenátł.

VERBS.

The method of inflecting the Verb in Lek'óneq is the same as that observed in the other Salish dialects examined. A regular past is formed by adding lā to the present stem, usually between the stem and the pronominal element. This lā is probably the nē or lē of the Halkómélém dialects. The simple future is formed by adding to the verb stem the particle só. This also is probably a modified form of the tsa or tca, the future particle of the Halkómélém dialects. This similarity is noteworthy. It is the first time that we have found the signs for the "future" alike in any two of the dialects; heretofore we have met with a different form in each dialect examined, and that in dialects more closely related to one another than is the Lek'óneq with the Halkómélém.
SUBSTANTIVE VERB.

Present Tense.

I am sick, esqatlatl-sen.

we are sick, {esqulqatl(l)-tlta.

thou art sick, esqatlatl-söq.

you " " esqulqatl-söq hálta.

he is sick, esqatlatl tsáa.

you " " esqulqatl " "

she " " se.

they are sick, esqatlatl tsau nemúlia.

Aorist.

I was sick, esqatatl-lá-sen.

we were sick, esqulqatl-lá-tlta.

thou wast sick, esqatlatl-lá söq.

you " " esqulqatl-lá-söq-hálta.

we were sick, esqatlatl-lá-tlta.

you " " esqulqatl-lá-söq-hálta.

The plural forms are optional; the speaker uses either, though the esqulqatl form is the more idiomatic. In the Sooke dialect the singular form is always "esqatl." The duplication here seen seems to be peculiar to the Lekúnen.

There is a secondary past which answers pretty nearly to our "perfect past," thus:

I have been sick, klá-lá-sen-sqátatl.

thou hast been sick, klá-lá-söq-sqátatl.

we have been sick, klá-lá-tlta-sqátatl, or, esqulqatl.

you " " klá-lá-söq-sqátatl-hálta, or, esqulqatl-hálta.

Future Tense.

I shall be sick, esqatlatl-sen sá.

we shall be sick, esqatlatl-tlta sá.

thou wilt be sick, "-söq sá.

you will " " söq-hálta sá.

Conditional Forms.

I think I am going to be sick, esqatlatl-yúq-sen-sá.

when I am sick, kwénës esqatlatl lá.

if I am sick, kwë esqatlatl-cn.

when thou art sick, kw's en-esqatlatl lá.
if thou art sick, kwe esqatlatl-ôq.
when we are sick, kw's esqulqatl-tlta la.
if " " " kwe " "
when you " " kw's en-esqulqatl-lâ-hâla.
if " " " kwe esqulqatl-hâla.

Dubitative Forms.

I may be sick, éwâ kô esqátatl-sen si.
we " " " esqulqatl(E)tita si.

Negative Forms.

I am not sick, aûa-sen esqátatl.
we are " aûa-tlta esqulqatl.

Interrogative Forms and Replies.

Are you sick? esqátatltesôq?
(Yes) I am sick, esqátatl-sen.
Is he sick? esqátatl-a tsâa?
(Yes) he is sick, esqatlatl tsâa or, esqatlatl kô tsâa.
There is nothing the matter with me, aûena nekwenêtl.
I am often sick, ôiyás kw'sênen esqátatl.

N.B.—In some of Lek'ônêneâ dialects, the singular form of this word is qatl or sqatl. The form here given is clearly a duplicated one.

I am hungry, kw'tlkwê-sen.
thou art hungry, kw'tlkwê-esôq.
he is " " tfa (or, tsâa ô ntf.)
we are " " -tlta.
you are " " esôqhâla.
they are " " tsâa ô neftdia.
I am tall, tluk'tatl-sen kô.
thou art tall, tluk'tatl sôq kô.
we are tall, tlaluk'tatl-tlta kô.
you " nekwêlia tlaluk'tatl kô, or, tlaluk'tatl-sôq-hâla kô.

Active Verb.

It will be seen from the following that the copulative pronoun for this class of verbs has in the second person a totally different form from that used with substantive verbs.
Present Tense.

I strike, etcut-sen.
we strike, etcut-tlta.

thou strikest, etcut-tcē.
you strike, etcut-tcē-hāla.

he, or she strikes, etcut-es.
they strike, etcut-es (tsiaonenitdia).

By adding kō to the above, we get the equivalent of the Halkómélém ə-ṣen-kwákwot, I am striking, thus:—

etcut-sen kō, I am striking.

By substituting kwa for kō we get the equivalent of the Halkómélém nē-ṣen-kwákwot, I struck, thus:—

etcut-sen kwa, I struck.

Past Tense.

Aorist.

I struck, etcut-lā sen.
we struck, " tlta.

I was striking, etcut-lā-sen kō.
we were striking, etcut-lū-tlta kō.

By prefixing ə to the above, we get another form, thus:—

ə etcut-lā-sen kō, I was striking.

This form may be called the Responsive Past. It is that commonly employed in answering questions.

Future Tense.

I shall strike, etcut-sen sī.
we shall strike, etcut-tlta sī.

By adding ə and kō to the simple future, a secondary form is obtained. It seems to be used only in answer to questions: will you strike it? and may therefore be termed the Responsive Future. All the Salish dialects seem to use forms in reply to questions which differ more or less from those used in direct speech or statement.

Imperative Forms.

strike! hái-tcē-etcut!
strike you! etcut-tcē!
strike now! cōtcēetcut!
strike you (plu.)! etcut-tcē-hāla!

let me strike it! tōq utsutōq etcut!
let us strike it now! tōq utlunetl tōq etcut!
"  "  " tōq utlunetlta etcut!
Negative Forms.

\[ \text{I strike not, aña-sen-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{we strike not, aña-tlta-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{thou striketh not, aña-sŏq-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{you strike not, aña-sŏq-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{he strikes not, aña-ctcutēs.} \]
\[ \text{they strike not, aña-ctcutēs.} \]

Past Indefinite.

\[ \text{I didn't strike it, aña-sen-kwa-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{we didn't strike it, aña-tlta-kwa-ctcut.} \]

Past Definite.

\[ \text{I haven't struck it, aña-sen-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{we haven't struck it, aña-tlta-ctcut.} \]

Future.

\[ \text{I shall not strike it, aña-sen-sā-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{we shall not strike it, aña-tlta-sā-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{thou wilt not strike it, aña-sā-sŏq-ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{you will not strike it, aña-sā-sŏq-hāla-ctcut.} \]

Negative Imperative.

\[ \text{don't strike it, aña-sŏq ctcut'.} \]
\[ \text{don't strike me, aña-sŏq cute's.} \]

Conditional Forms.

\[ \text{ái kwe ctcut-ēn, if I strike.} \]
\[ \text{“” “” -sŏq, if thou strike.} \]
\[ \text{“” “” -ēs, if he, she strike.} \]
\[ \text{“” “” -ēltā, if we strike.} \]
\[ \text{“” “” -ōghāla, if you strike.} \]
\[ \text{when I strike, kwēnes kw'tl ctcut ī.} \]
\[ \text{when we struck, kw'tl ctcut-lā-tlta-kū.} \]
\[ \text{when we shall strike, kw'tl ctcut-tlā sā kō.} \]

Desiderative Forms.

\[ \text{I wish I had struck it, ctcut-yuk-sen-ala.} \]
\[ \text{I wish we had struck it, ctcut-yuk-tlta-ala.} \]
\[ \text{I wish I could strike it, ne-stlē kwēnes ctcut.} \]
\[ \text{I wish we could strike it, ne-stlē kw's ctcut-tlta.} \]
Interrogative Forms.
cetuts-cyuuq? did he hit it?
cetuts kō, he did.
cetuts-cyuuq? did you hit it?
cetut sen kō, I did.
cetuts-cyuuq sū? will you hit it?
cetut-sen sū kō, I will.

Iterative Forms.
ō-citekte-sen, I am repeatedly striking it.
ō-citekte-tlta, we are ''
ō-citekte, he is ''

Responsive Form of Same.
ā-tla-sen ō citekte (yes), I am repeatedly striking it.
ō citekte-tsōq, keep on striking it.
ō cetute-ēl-tlta kō, we struck each other.
aia-sōq citekt, don't strike it.
ts'weńet ē kwānt, please don't strike it.

Passive Voice Forms.

Accidental Action.
I am struck, cite-noon-sen.
thou art struck, cite-noon-sōq.
he is struck, cite-noon-se tsāa.
she is struck, cite-noon-se sa.

Purposive Action.
I am struck, cetute-oon-sen.
we are struck, cetute-oon-tlta.

By prefixing ā-tlā to the above, another tense is formed, which may be termed the Immediate Past. Thus:

ā-tlā-sen cite noñ, I am struck.
ā-tlā-tlta cite noñ, we are struck.

Past Tense.

Accidental Action.
I was struck, cite-noon-lā-sen kō.
we were struck, cite-noon-lā-tlta kō.

I was struck, ceteu-on-lā-sen kō.

we were struck, ceteu-on-lā-tlta kō.

Future Tense.

I shall be struck, cite-noū-sen-sī.

we shall be struck, cite-noū-tlta-sā.
I shall strike myself (if I do that), cite-noūt-sen sā.

Conditional Forms.

If I am struck, kwe cite-en.
If we are struck, kwe cite-etlta.

Negative Forms.

I am not struck, aūa-sen sécīte.

we are not struck, aūa-tlta sécīte.

I was not struck, aūa-lā-sen sécīte.

we were not struck, aūa-lā-tlta sécīte.

I shall not be struck, aūa-sen sā cite.

we shall not be struck, aūa-tlta sā cite

Miscellaneous Phrases.

what is that? stañ yū ēte?

a stone, tsē sūnīt.

is it a stone? sūnīt-a?

it is a stone, sūnīt kō.

which stone? tuqēin ēte sūnīt?

what kind of a stone? stañ ēte utl sūnītes?

a black stone, nekēq sūnīt.

is that a black stone? o nekēq-a kō tēq sūnīt?

on a stone, utsā sūnīt.

under the stone, klätcīlawet utsā sūnīt.

it is a good stone, ēi kō sūnīt.

one dog, netsēkwus (skāqa).

two dogs, teesēkwus (skāqa).

no dogs, auca na skāqa.

dogs, skālāqa.

any dogs, muk-a skwenēn skāqa.

many dogs, ūnū skāqa.

few dogs, aūa sūnū.
right ear, tsi men.
left ear, tsukwáen.
both ears, tsatácan.
right eye, swémáles.
left eye, tsékwales.
both eyes, cwetcálès.
right hand, séméláqen, sémékwuss.
left hand, tsékwyéös.
both hands, sátecós.
right foot, sáialumsin.
left foot, tsékwusin.
both feet, tsétecásin.
this house, tía álóñ.
that house, tsáa álóñ.
these houses, tía áláloñ.
those houses, tsáa áláloñ.
I want some water, nestlé kw's kwá.

N.B.—This word "want," "wish," "like," is one of the most constant of all the Salish terms. It has the same form in all the dialects examined, and is always conjugated with the pronominal forms ne, etc. It is perhaps the best test word of this linguistic stock.

I am thirsty, cácäsen.
I want some food, nestle kw's sétlun.
I am hungry, tlúteisen.
The moon will rise soon, tuqtcilel aiyúna kwán tse tiskalte.
who is that? nél ñtec san tsáa?
give me some water, kñátec kwákwá stóñis.
make up the fire, teuk kó séstá.
one tree, smets étlté' (skelálenóq).
two trees, uste's étlté'.
a small tree, usmémen étlté'.
small trees, usmélémén étlté'.
lots of trees, núñ skelkelálenóq.
all trees, muk' skelkelálenóq.
few trees, auskwén étlté'ál skelálenóq.
one house, nitsanítóq.
two houses, suftóq.
many houses, núñ áláloñ.
small houses (klaklóka, small), áálóñ.
large house, teukátóq, teuk álóñ.
large houses, teuk áláloñ.
a good man, čí swééka.
he is a good man, éí swéeka tī ø nīl.
I am working, tē-sēn kō.
he made it with a knife, ō oplīten tēsqtcēs.
I am struck with a stone, ts'ētoŋ-sēn utsā sūānit.
it is going to rain, tlāmoq yoq sā.
it is John's dog, tūq John skāqā.
we have some horses, tōstēkēū-tīlta.
my dog is white, kw's (or tē) nē skāqā pūk:
your dog is black, kw's(a)unskāqā nek'ēq.
come with me, ēnātce ēsūwa.
bring me the dog, emauqtcē tēn skāqā.
give me the dog, ēnāstēcē tēn skāqā.
it is cloudy, ecquānwis.
are you hungry? kw'wāyisq?
I am hungry, kw'tl kw'wāyisen.
are you cold? tsātlunāsq?
I am cold, tsātlunisen.
did you shoot a deer? tēqtlunuk'asq uk smēyis?
it is John, ō nīl kō John.
he said I was a bad man, aqun kw'ēnis skāas swēeka.
when you come in shut the door, āsq enā núwēluń ēnutkutq se satl.
these horses are black, tīa stēkēū nek'ēq.
those men are old, tsau nēnētlia selalōq.
those girls are beautiful, tśia kuńkuńitcał alē.
those women are ugly, tsau nēnētlia kukulāma.
I have a dog, tēskāqā-sēn.
you have a dog, tēskāqā-swā.
you and I have a dog, mokʷa stukō tō kwa skāqā.
we have some horses, ōtē stēkēū-tīlta tukō
he has some horses, ōtē stēkēū tō nīl.
my dog is black, tīa neskāqā nek'ēq.
your dog is white, kw's unskwā unskāqā pūk.
his dog is white, tīa (or kw'sī) ō nīl skāqas pūk.
our house is old, kw'tl sālōq tī āluń.
my hat is on the ground, tō nēstesank se sānkte.
it is under a stone, tītcalawutl utsā sūānit.
it is in the box, esnuawetl utsā k'áltayakus.

near me, estāsktl ā úsī.
a stone will sink in the water, tsa sūānit tl'elteel'ēstuń sā utsā kwā.
come with me, ēnātce ē sūwa úsī.
come home with me, ēnātce tākʷ̓ ēsūwa úsī.
go with him, qonētce ēsūwa ēsāa.
I will go with you now, yēsensā ēsūwa unūkwa ētiau qoń.
I will go with you to-morrow, yesen sii esuwa unũkwa kwokwáiteilis.  
I went with you yesterday, yēla sen kw'cuntil unũkwa teilakelt.  
let us go now, héista kw'tlyiatlta.  
let us all go, héista yátltta o mukʷ-a stīya.  
let us go together, héista o yekwentił.  
let us build a house, héista tectcitwun.  
let us eat it all, ūnasta o mukʷ-

the moon is bright, nūqwafyuũ sī tiłkelte.  
the day is clear, tā ānuk yaifyuũ.  
it is fine, ēi skwátteil.  
he is making a fire, teukwēo tsā.  
make up the fire, qonate teukōse.  
light the fire, teukōse.  
give me the horse, emanq stēkēu.  
I can ride, estcū̃at sen untzeluũ.  
I can swim, kła sen ko stcū̃at tuñoũ.  
are you cold? tśāluluũ esōq?  
no, I am not cold, aña sen tśāluluũ.  
yes, I am cold, tśāluluũ sen kō.  
is he sick? esqatlatla?  
he is sick, esqatlatl kō.  
are you hungry? kw'tletc esōq?  
I am, kw'tlctec sen.  
is your father dead? kw'lt k'wōi yekwe kw'en man?  
yes, he is dead, āa, kw'lt k'wōi kō.  
is he coming? yeūn-a?  
are you coming? ā tla esōq ē yeūn-a?  
I often go there, őyā kwēnes ūauq.  
come in, enātect nūwēluũ.  
go in, ūauqte nūwēluũ.  
did you shoot a deer? te' tlounikwovus auk smēyis.  
is it dark? ā-tłatek?  
yes, it is dark, tłate kō.  
is it light? stātō-ā?  
yes, it is light, ō stātō kō.  
I want you to go, nestlē kw'sen sīa.  
come along, enātect.  
once he came to my house, ő-netsauq tāteil ne álun.  
he often used to come, ő yāla kō kw'sō̃enas.  
when I came in, the man was lying on the bed, kwēnes tāteil tsō nīl seseunt útsa cwamut.  
when I went out I saw him there, kwēnes kw'ltəa skēluũ őyū kwēnesen seseunt útsa cwamut.
when you come in shut the door, ásōq nūwélūn ēi nūqtekut tsāasātl.
when you are sick you should take medicine, kwe esqatetlöq ēi k’u kwōkwaniisānqū.
when it rains I stay in the house, ása tlūmoq ēyū usnāwētl-sen sā uk”ū’stalēnqū.
when the deer saw me it ran away, nītl ne sō kwēnāhūs sō kwānīnūts tsāa smēyis.
would you not like some meat? aūa es-un-stle tsāa shlēuk?
which is your horse? nītl ātce teqēin un-skwa tša stēkōū?
he stole my dog, ō nītl kō kānes ú-kwe-ne-skāqa.
he stole your dog, ō nītl ko kwānēsā un-skāqa.
my dog was stolen, ka nētnūsēn aū-kwe-ne skāqa.
I lost my dog, hwēl kō kwe-ne-skāqa.
I cut my foot, tštetsēsen.
it is raining, tlūmōq.
it is snowing, tēcyukʷ.
it rained yesterday, tlūmoq uks te’ilakētl.
it will rain to-morrow, I think, {éwa tce} tlūmoq sā kō kwātecilis.
if it rains I shall not go, ásā tlūmōq ēyū aūa-sen sā.
where are you? āqēin kw’s ē ātce?
I am here, ātla sen kō.
where were you? āqēin làswaātce?
where do you live? āqēin skwe ātce?
I live here, ātłā-sen kō ē kālā etfā.
I live there, là-sen kō etłōlō.
he is in the house, ātła tī ō usnāwētl āluūn.
where is John? āqēin yūq kw’s ē ātce kwe, John?
he is on the beach, là ātē sāsāu.
I am a Songish, sońēs-sen kō.
he is crying, tsāa ō nītl qañoń.
he is laughing, tsāa ō nītl nēnalyūn.
did you go? kw’l yālā-sōq?
no, I did not, aūa-sen siyā.
yes, I went, ō yālā kō.
he went, ō hai la yā kō.
yes, I will go with you, āa ko ēsūva sen.
come along then, enātce.
where have you been? tuqēn la swātce?
I have been for a walk, ō cūtuń-sen ēlā.
where are you going? tuqēn swātce?
you had better not go, ō auńtce.
I must go, ō yā-sen kō.
I am going, yā-sēn.
won’t you come with me? ā wā-sōq ēmū ēsūwa.
stand up, sētlūn.
I am going, kw’tl nētl nēsyū.
go! qonētēc!
you had better go, yātēcē.
I am not going to strike, ē auna sen sa ctuct.

Prepositional Phrases.
on the beach, sāsō.
near the water, estāsetl utsā kwā.
in bed, kw’tl ētēl.
on a stone, ts’āsat utsā sūnčit.
in the clouds, uskwākwa, cwāstēn.
on the water, eskasetl ātsā kwā.
in or under the water, klātectl ātsā kwā.
in the sky, sīsetl utsā skwācčil.
in the canoe, clālīt utsā smūktēt.
in the house, ēwusnāwutl utsā āloñ.
outside, esākčitl.
underneath, k-lātectlawitl.
on the ground, sē sait utsā tunūq.

sit by or near me, enātēc estāsetl.
sit by or near me, enātēc estāsetl kwenz āmunt.
come along with me, enātēc ēsōwā.
I am struck with or by a stone, klumatoń-sēn utsā sūnčit.
he struck me with a stone, ő nētl kō klumas utsā sūnčit.

Story of Smūtuksen.

Skwācin utsmeńante. "Enātēc ūña uts en-smāńite." "Enātēc ēsūwa ā kwāsešem a kwicōlas ūnč smāńite." Ėnēl-sō yās with me and I show you where is lots of gum" (said he). Then they went kwācēmētēn. nētl sō "aqéin ētēc te cwōlas te smāńite?" "Tūq together. Then (said she) "Where is the place of the gum?" "Nearly teišisalita čtōs." Ye-kūmtēs te sēlekwus te skēts, nētl sō ēyē-there-we getting" (said he). She breaks off the fringe of the blanket-her. Then she kulktēs. Šō yās čenčun. nētl sō hais te sēlekwus.
hangs it on the limbs Then they go on walking. Then she finished the fringe.
of the trees.
Nëtl së tëq teccoliuoks skëllukëliñuñq, tus utsë qátca, nëtl së kwâtës
Then she bent the boughs young trees, they get to a lake. Then speak

te' slëñ. Së emás ò tàteil tlutthlač. "Álëlt-teë." Nëtl së álstls
the crane. Then there appears a shallow-canoe. "Get-in-you" (said he). Then they get in.
së tàkkwëls; nëtl së tsëns tsäa Skwácin. Nëtl së "nüwëliñ-teë."
Then they cross. Then they reach that Skwácin. Then "Go in" (said he).
the home of

Nëtl së nüwëliñs. Nëtl së qàiteñs nëtl së sëñistëns, së
Then she-went-in. Then she-slipped-down then he picked her up, and

amât'ëns; nëtl së umuts tsëa Skwácin umuts slëñli. Nëtl së
set her down; then sat down that Skwácin sat down (also) the girl. Then

kwâlnûkwel. Skwácin "Kwenálà unëwëkłakwa?" "ápënt-lltà"
they talked together. Skwácin (said) "How many your brothers?" "Ten-we" (said she)
tòwa kwâlkwëls tsëun nëntëlìa kwël-kwal te slëñ. Nëtl së te
awhile they talked they when cry out the crane. Then the

kwëstëns. "Nëtl unëkw'kwa?" "Nëtl" enà nüwëliñ së
Canoe brings "Is that your brother?" (he asks) "It is" (she replies) then he enters then
him over.

tëcakës, nëtl së nuqñltkweñkwastëñ tsëtsálas, nëtl së tl'pitsets.
he slips down, then (Skwácin) takes out the heart his, then he swallows it whole.

K'la kwël-kwal te slëñ. K'la tâteil te nátsa klaunqëmátiñ.
Again cries out the crane. Again comes another one he does the same to him.

aiyú yaqëmátiñ. Aiyú aukâ tsä ápen. Qënoñ se
then does same to all (the brothers). Then finished the ten (of them). Crying the

tëns mukâ skwàtcil. Nëtl së kwëñëts tsëi kûtci. Nëtl së tl'ñnas
mother-their every day. Then she took some moss. Then she took

tsë smûtuksen ê yeñtës útsa kûtci, nëtl së mukâ skwàtcil, nëtl së
some snot and put it on the moss, then every day, then

kwûukset, nëtl së kwônës te sâlës ê tsë sqúna, së kwôñuñq
it begins to-move, then she perceives the hand and the feet, then she sees
tsë kûloñ ãnà së álësëts. Mukâ skwàtcil tcë ñës Smûtuksen.
the eye, then it becomes alive. Every day (growing) it grows into Smûtuksen.

Nëtl së yeñyäsëñ. "Qutsësiñ-teë kw's nûyéctët." Nëtl së quëtsë tsë
Then he plays about. "Make-me-you a shooting weapon" Then she made a

(said he to his mother).

cwômátiñ ê k'la yéctëut, 'nëtl së ctûñs. "Aàsóq leõloñ, aukâ
bow and also arrows, then he went hunting. "Don't you go far away, lost

un-cecééñ. Nëtl së tsëuk swëéka Smûtuksen. "Stàñ yuçatce
your elder brothers." Then big man (was) Smûtuksen. "What kind of wood
kwe tânúñ?" "ë aña ò kò nuñiñu ñ-aña atë Ç êi kwëns-táat?"
may be hard?" (said he) "I don't know my-son hadn't you better try"

(answered she) (for yourself)
Nétl só tátats muk-u swunún cteal, wonú kluú-álttc kłaaq. Smutuksen
So he tries all kinds of wood, only yew tree hard. Smutuksen
reét te tuns: "estañés arote ēsýás ē qaoón?" "Muk-u qái unewałk-wa.
asks the mother-his: "Why always crying?" "All dead your brothers
ewa até slalakum kwe-tecałuk." Aúu skwáls ó leláníinú. Nétl só yás
and sister. may-be a monster lives in the woods." Not speaks he listens only. Then he goes
Smutuksen stün qelqallekwets, nétl só kwónúqs te sélekwus, nétl só
Smutuksen for a walk all armour-clad, then he perceives the fringes, then
yeltalás nétl só sálís só kwáls te slún. "Nétl-a
taats so kwáls te slún. "Nétl-a
he follows (the signs) then he reaches the lake whereupon cries out the crane. "Is that
he is shoving off, fine will be my meal." Smutuksen was singing: "No matter how
unowákwa sálí?" "Tuq aúina"; "ha! ha! skwáls te Skwácín
great a monster maybe I am shall turn you down." Smutuksen then disembarks. When
your brother at the lake?" "None left"; "ha! ha! said Skwacin
the cranetalks, nétl só kwódëls, nétl só niq'tlkenkwástaan
(said Skwacin) (she answers)
his fingers into his heart
he enters (does) the Smutuksen then fight, then he (the Slalakan) thrust
Smutuksen then
his fingers into his heart
(Smutuksen's)
nétl só tseltukus te' sálíit. "Kw'thüntel aúén's qonání?" nétl só
they break off his fingers. "Is that all you can do?" (said Smutuksen) then
taats so kwiskwau te Skwácín. Nétl só
cæakwutun te Skwácín, nétl só kwiskwau te Skwácín. Nétl só
he struck him on the head the Skwácín, then fell down Skwácín. Then
kúni set Smutuksen niq'tltekikut. "Muk-u ne-cwálakwa tsalas
the maiden lade Smutuksen cut him open. "All my brothers and sisters' hearts
usnawéll." Nétl só niq'tltekuts, tuq sanyuq até te slaal tlaa
inside" (of him, said she). Then he opens him, whose heart this one
(Smutuksen)
helays in a row those dead-ones, he fits each (heart), then he restores them to life.
(hew-lá kó wá niq'wet). Nétl só tákúš, teástees ka'w's-tákwels.
"Long-time have slept" (say they). Then go home, two-by-two cross they.
Smutuksen étl-wákwus ka'w's tákcwels. Nétl só kw'tél'tstes te slén, nétl só
Smutuksen was the last to cross. Then he killed the crane, then
talstuün títíleluu nétl só tákús, ét-skáwelekwens se tuns,
he destroyed the ferry-boat then went home, rejoices the mother-their.
Nétl só yás tétátutl muk-u nénétla. Nétl só kwuq'nankwewls. "Nétl
Then went duck-hunting all of them. Then quarrel they together. "This is
He asked, "Aua, nêtl neskwa." Nêtl só latl my my arrow (said one). "No, it's mine" (said another). Then the elder one kwunquwêl utl Smûtuksen. "Nêctwêl nêtl ô neskwa ne-yêtent." quarrels with Smûtuksen. "My elder brother, it's my my arrow" (said Smûtuksen).

"Aua-sôq teçtlun uye-ûsa, smûtuksensoq." Nêtl só tâteuks, só tâkus, "Don't you 'brother' me, you snotty-one." Then he becomes angry and goes home, só teâns nêtl só étuts, etlalâëkwôn. "Umut-tec étlumsoq," when reaches home then he lies down, covers his face with the "Sit-up-you, get up," blanket.

set sa tans, aua skwals, tsâi Smûtuksen, nêtl só tca'nit aûina, said his mother, not he replies, that Smûtuksen, then she felt him and behold nothing was there, nêtl só twéstâs ô twâl tsâi smûtuksen. Hái kwe.

then she pulled back the blanket and lo! only that snot. Finished.

THE EQUIVALENT OF ABOVE AS TOLD IN ENGLISH. BY THOMAS JAMES.

There was once a family of ten brothers and one sister; they lived together with their mother. One day the girl went into the woods alone. She saw there a fine-looking man who was chewing gum. He made a great noise over it. Thought the girl to herself, "What is the man chewing? it must be some kind of good gum." She accosted the man asking him for some of his chewing-gum. Said he to her, "I have no more here, but I will show you where you can get plenty for yourself. It is only a little way from here." She followed him a little way and then questioned him again. "How long before we shall come to the gum." "In a little while now," he replied, "it is only a short way from here." But she is alarmed now, and fears he is taking her away, so she unravels her blanket and ties bits of the yarn to the branches of the trees she passes. Before they get to their destination she has used up all her blanket in this way. She now marks her course by breaking off the ends of the twigs and branches in her path. In course of time they come to a lake; as they approach a Crane cries out. He is watchman to the ogre who had enticed the girl away, and always gave notice of the approach of anyone by a harsh cry. When they reach the edge of the lake a little boat appears self-propelled without sails or paddles. It was the ogre's magic boat. The ogre now bids the girl get into the boat. He follows her, and they presently are carried to his house, the inside of which is as bright and dazzling as the sun. The floor is also bright and exceedingly slippery, so slippery that no one can stand upon it. "Go in," said the ogre to the girl, but no sooner had she set her foot upon the floor than she fell down and could not of herself get up again. The ogre now picked her up and set her upon a seat. He then asked, "How many brothers have you?" "Ten," she replied.
Now when the girl did not come home that night her brothers and mother were very anxious about her, and on the following morning the eldest set out to follow her track. He had no difficulty in doing this on account of the bits of yarn tied to the trees and the bent and broken twigs. In course of time he reached the lake and the Crane gave his warning cry. The little boat next appeared into which the young man stepped and was taken to the ogre's house. He stood at the entrance a moment and the ogre said, "Come in, my friend, you will find your sister here." The youth entered, but as soon as his feet touched the slippery floor he fell prone upon his back. Thereupon the ogre thrust his fingers into the young man's breast and tore out his heart and swallowed it. This done he set the dead body aside out of the way. The eldest brother not returning, the second set out in search of him and his sister. In due course he arrived at the ogre's house and met the same fate as his brother. In like manner each of the ten brothers setting out one after the other were decoyed to the house of the ogre and there done to death by him.

Now the poor mother was left without sons or daughter. She cried for many days. At last she took a bunch of moss, in the centre of which she placed some mucus from her nose. She watched this day by day; soon the mucus began to show movement, a little later a hand appears, then another and also the feet. Next she perceives the face and eyes. Then it becomes alive and grows into a stout boy baby. The mother now tends and cares for this new child, and he quickly grows into a big strong boy. "Make me a shooting-weapon, mother," said he. The mother complied, and furnished him with a bow and arrows. With these he would go out hunting. Before he went away his mother cautioned him about wandering too far off, telling him how she had lost all his elder brothers and sister. Smútuksen was fast growing to manhood. One day he asked his mother, "Which is the hardest kind of wood?" "I cannot tell you my son," replied she; "hadn't you better try for yourself." So he tried all kinds of wood, and found the yew-tree best suited for his purpose.

Now his mother had not ceased grieving for her lost children and Smútuksen often found her crying. "Why do you cry so much, mother?" he asked one day. "I cannot help grieving over your lost brothers and sister. I think they must have been taken by an ogre that lives in the forest." Smútuksen listens to his mother's conjecture concerning the disappearance of his brothers and sister, but says nothing. He went out thoughtfully clad in his armour and presently came upon a piece of the fringe of his sister's blanket still hanging upon the bush where she had tied it. He looked about and saw the next piece, and thus found the trail his sister had left. He follows this up till it brings him to the Lake. When the Crane saw him it gave forth its croak of warning. Upon this the ogre, who had heard it, asked the girl if she thought that was another of her brothers coming to look for her. Replied she, "I have no other brothers." Smútuksen now began to sing. "You may be ever so great an ogre but perhaps you will find your master in me." "Ha! ha!" laughed the ogre, "hark at the boastful puppy. What a nice
meal he will presently make for me." Meanwhile Smùtuksen was crossing the lake in the magic canoe. Now he had brought some pipe-clay with him, and when he reached the doorway of the house and saw the slippery floor he threw some of this upon it. By this means he could walk over it without falling or slipping down. He now enters, and a conflict begins between the ogre and Smùtuksen. The ogre, as was his wont, thrust forth his claw-like fingers and tried to tear out Smùtuksen’s heart, but he had found his match this time. His fingers broke off against Smùtuksen’s armour. "Oh! oh " mocked Smùtuksen," is that all you can do? take that for your trouble," and with that he struck him a great blow on the head which felled him to the ground. The girl, who had observed the fight, now called upon Smùtuksen to cut the ogre open. “He has swallowed all my brothers’ hearts,” said she. Smùtuksen cut the ogre open and found the ten hearts inside him. “I wonder whose heart this is?” he remarks as he pulls out the first. When he has taken out all the hearts he lays the bodies of his brothers in a row and fits into each the heart belonging to him. This done he restores them to life. “Dear me,” says each, “I must have slept a long time.”

They now set off home, crossing the lake two at a time. Last of all came Smùtuksen and his sister. When he lands he turns and smashes the canoe to pieces. He also kills the Crane. Soon they reach their mother’s dwelling, and great is her joy at the recovery of her children.

Some time after this the brothers all go duck-hunting together, but when the shooting began they fell to quarrelling among themselves as to whose arrows brought down the ducks. The eldest brother claimed them, but Smùtuksen said, “O my elder brother it is not your arrow, it is mine.” Thereupon the elder brother got angry and said to Smùtuksen, “Don’t ‘elder brother’ me—you are not my brother; you are only a snot-man.” This remark wounds Smùtuksen so deeply that he leaves the others and returns home alone. When he reaches the house he goes in and lies on his bed, covering himself entirely with his blanket. Presently his mother comes to him and bids him uncover himself and sit up, but she gets no response from him. Then she pulled back the blanket and beheld he had changed back into nose-mucus again and was no more a man.

Memhafas’ Grandson.

There was once a chief named Memhafas who had ten sons and one daughter. The latter after the custom of chief’s daughters was a ëlauñuñ, that is, she led a very secluded life, rarely if ever leaving her father’s dwelling during the day.

One night she was awakened by someone pulling her blanket aside, “Who’s that?” she asks. Her visitor’s only reply was a request to move over a bit and make room for him. He lay with her that night and she repeatedly asked who he was, but received no reply to her question. On several successive nights her unknown lover came to her, but she could never get him to reveal his name or tell her who he was. All she knew of him was that he possessed a fine head of hair.
In course of time the girl found herself with child, and was much distressed thereat by reason of the shame it would bring upon herself and family. She now set herself to discover the identity of her nightly visitor. To do this she took some deer fat and mixed it with certain ochres, and smeared the palms of her hands with the compound, and when her lover lay with her that night, she left an impress of them upon his shoulders. Now it was the custom of the youth of the village to engage in various athletic exercises in the early hours of the day, to perform which they always threw aside their blankets or tunics leaving their bodies bare. On the morning following the girl begged to be allowed to go out to see the young men go through their exercises. At first her mother refused her request, but finally gave way to her importunities, and allowed her to go well shrouded in her blanket. When the young men stripped for their contest, almost the first sight that met the girl's gaze was the imprint of a pair of hands on the shoulders of her younger brother. She is horrified at the discovery, well knowing the deep shame and disgrace that must fall upon her family. She returned to the lodge and all that day she sought to find some way by which she might spare her parents this dreadful disgrace. She could see but one, and that was for herself and brother to steal away quietly from the camp and hide themselves in the depths of the forest. So that night when her brother came to her, she told him of her condition, and that she knew who he was, and urged him to leave home with her, to spare their father the deep shame that his conduct must bring upon him if she remained till her condition was discovered. He consented to her plan, and they left the camp that night before anyone was stirring, and betook themselves to the forest and mountains. They travelled continuously for twice four days, then the girl said, "We will stay here and build a shelter for ourselves." This they did, and in course of time the girl was delivered of a fine male child. The child grew amazingly and soon became a strong boy. One day he was out shooting with his bow and arrows a little way from home when he saw a great fire in the direction of his parents' lodge. He hastened back and arrived just in time to see the roof fall in. He called aloud to his mother and father, but could get no reply. That night it was revealed to him in a vision who his parents were, what they had done, why they had left home, and how they had planned to wipe out their offence by self-destruction. He learnt also the name of his grandfather. The boy determines now to seek the latter. To this end he calls upon his totem the woodpecker, and asks his assistance. The woodpecker promises to guide him to his grandfather's lodge. The boy cuts himself a staff and the woodpecker perches upon the top of it, and they thus set forth. As they went the boy sang and cried alternately. The words of the song were, "Oh! my father and mother are burnt to death, and my grandfather is Memnafaas."

As he neared his grandfather's village, a woman who was gathering shell-fish on the beach heard his song and called out to Memnafaas' wife, who was sitting out of doors engaged in basket weaving, and told her that someone was singing in the mountain about her husband Memnafaas. The wife called out and told her husband
what the woman was saying, and he bade her go down to the beach and listen for herself. She went down and the women said to her: "Look towards the mountain and listen." She listens and hears her grandson's song, "Oh! my father and mother are burnt to death, and Memhiaas is my grandfather." The old woman now calls her husband to come down and hear for himself. The day was very fine and still, and the sounds carried a great way. He goes down to the beach and listens, and presently hears his grandson's plaint. Memhiaas now calls his friends to listen, and they decide to go up the mountain and seek the singer. After some time they come upon him, and find that he travels in a very singular manner. He takes but one step to each repetition of his song, and it thus takes them fifteen days to get him down the mountain. When he arrives he tells his story and what he had learnt in his vision; and the mystery of his parents' sudden disappearance from their home was thus made known to his grandparents. They sorrow much over the sad end of their son and daughter, and send out a search-party to see if by any chance they had not perished in the fire. But no one could get near the spot where the house had stood, the fire had spread itself for miles on all sides, and was still fiercely burning, and nothing was ever afterwards heard of the unhappy pair who had thus deliberately planned their own death to wipe out the disgrace of their lives.

This story recalls one which I gathered some years ago among the Thompsoms of the Interior, but is less graphic and much shorter. I am not disposed to think the Leku'ena version is derived from the Thompson. Each I think is independent of the other and both equally interesting as exhibiting the shame and disgrace of incestuous unions.

**Myth of the Ghost-Lover.**

Once a long time ago the Soaes made a successful raid upon the Sciatiel, and returned to the island with many heads, which they stuck upon poles set up in the village. Now it happened that the daughter of the chief of the Soaes was passing by where the heads were set up and looking upon them compassionately observed that one was the head of a very handsome young man. She was moved to take this head down and cry over it, caressing the beautiful long hair as she did so. For twice four days she daily fondled and cried over this head. At the end of that time some one came to her couch that night. She asks, "Who are you?" and received the reply, "It is the man whose head you have been fondling and crying over." For several successive nights her ghostly visitor appeared to her in this way.

One night he said to her, "To-morrow night I am going to take you away with me to my old home; I have a brother who lives there, who is just like me. When you arrive at Sciatiel climb the mountain and you will see a lot of mountain-goat wool which you must make into blankets. I will be with you all the time till you meet my brother, whom I want you to marry." About the middle of the following night the ghost-man came to her bedside and said, "If you are ready, come." She
got up and followed him out of the house. On the beach was a canoe with many paddles in it. Said the ghost-man, “Get in and cover your head with your blanket.” The girl does as she is bidden, and hears nothing but a succession of “Ohs! Ohs!” Not a sound of paddling does she hear, and before she is aware of it the canoe has neared its destination. The ghost-lover now bids her uncover her head and get out of the canoe. “This,” said he, “is where my brother lives.” They climb the mountain and she finds quantities of wool. This she gathers and prepares and makes into blankets. Every morning she finds the carcass of a goat close by the shelter she had made for herself. She stayed here on the mountain spinning wool and weaving blankets for a whole year. At the end of that time one day she met a young man. She looked at him closely and saw that he was very like her ghost-lover. “This must be his brother,” she said to herself. She hung her head and began to cry. The youth said nothing and presently left her. He goes home to his mother and says, “I met the finest woman I have ever seen this morning on the mountain. I wish you would get her for my wife. When you ask her, tell her I am the young man she saw this morning.”

The parents of the youth went to see the girl, and found her busy weaving her blankets. The mother opens the conversation by asking the maid if she remembered seeing a young man lately. She answered, “Yes, I saw him.” “He is my son,” said the old woman, “and he wants you to be his wife.” “I will go with you,” replies the girl remembering her ghost-lover's wishes. They descend the mountain together. When they arrive at the old people’s dwelling, they ask her how she got to their part of the country. “I was brought here by the ghost-people,” said she, and thereupon tells them her story. When she speaks of the strong resemblance between their son and the head she had fallen in love with, they cry out and say, “Alas! it was our son his twin brother.” The father then says, “I will send you back to your people with my living son, but we must first find some one who knows the way.” He thereupon calls in the Elk and asks, “Do you know the whole country round?” “No,” replies the Elk, “I am acquainted only with open glades.” He then calls in the Deer, and puts the same question to him. The Deer replies, “I know parts only of the country.” The old man then called in one animal after another, but no one of them possessed the necessary knowledge, till he came to the Mink. Mink replied to his question, “Yes, I know all the country, and I know, moreover, this girl's father's name. He is called Mińqaias.”

The old man now sent for the store of blankets the girl had in her mountain home. There were many bales of them, far too many to put into their canoes. So he ordered them to make a great raft by means of their canoes. Upon this he placed the bales of blankets and then set out with his son and daughter-in-law and friends, with Mink to guide them.

They follow the coast till they reach the country and settlement of the Sk'qomíc. Here Mink calls aloud for Mińqaias. They learn that no such person lives there and proceed on their way again till they reach the settlement
of the Musköiam, at the mouth of the Fraser. Mink calls aloud for Mińqaias here, also, but is told no such person dwells there. From Musköiam they proceed to the settlements of the Stewāśm, and from thence to Semiahmoo Bay, but meet with no better success. In none of these places lives Mińqaias, the father of the girl. Next, they call at the settlements of the Thumi. Here Wolf comes out and says, "You have called at the wrong place. If to-morrow morning you will follow the sun you will come to Mińqaias' country."

On the morrow they follow the course of the sun, and at dusk they come to a mountain called Skāłakcum. Here they wait till the moon rises, when they follow it throughout the whole night. At sunrise they approach a village and Mink calls out as usual for Mińqaias. Now, there was a woman on the beach gathering cockles, who, when she heard Mink calling for Mińqaias, leaves her cockle gathering and runs to Mińqaias' dwelling and informs him that some people on a large raft are calling for him.

When Mińqaias hears the woman's words, he bids his people prepare themselves for war. Said he, "They may have come to fight with us." Mińqaias and his people placed themselves in readiness, and would not go near the raft. When the girl saw that her father feared treachery she stood up and called aloud, "I am Mińqaias' daughter; I have returned and brought my husband and his friends with me." When Mińqaias hears and recognises his daughter's voice, he cries out for joy, and bids the people go down to the water and bring the raft with its contents into his house.

This they do, but so large was the raft that they had to take down the side of the house to bring it in. The girl now relates her adventures and all are greatly astonished at her story. Mińqaias entertains his guests royally for several days. He also inquired of them how long they had been coming, and learnt that they had been two moons on the way. The father of the young man asks Mińqaias if he cannot show them a shorter way. Mińqaias promises to do so, and says he will ask his brother who lives in the sea.

The name of this "brother" is Steqwii. Mińqaias goes to the top of the mountain, and calls out to his brother of the sea. The latter replies and asks what he wants. Said Mińqaias, "If I want to pass quickly from one end of the island to the other, how can I best do it?" "I will tell you," replied Steqwii. "Whenever you want to travel on the water take the course of the current. This goes in one direction for half the day and in another for the balance of the day." Mińqaias thanks his brother, the Steqwii, for his advice, and returns to his guests. He then calls to him all the animals and asks them if they know the way to follow the ocean currents, but none but Sea-lion knows, and he requires much food to eat on the way. Mińqaias calls upon his brother again, and asks him to supply them with food for Sea-lion. Steqwii promises to send the salmon along with them. Next morning the visitors bid Mińqaias adieu, and set off under the guidance of Sea-lion. Presently they strike the current and find the Salmon travelling with them. Sea-lion and his people have, therefore, plenty
of food by the way. The current carries them to a small island near Sechelt Bay. Here Sea-lion rises to the surface with the towing line in his mouth, and informs them that they are at home.

For this reason the sea-lions of to-day always travel by means of the ocean currents, and the Indians say that objects drift from the island to the mainland and back again, by regular and periodic currents; and they believe these currents were caused by Stàoqi, the "brother" of Miʔquis, as related in this story. They further say that this intermarriage of the Soʔes maiden and the Siciatl youth in the manner related, was the origin of the peace and friendship which have existed ever since between the two peoples.

**STORY OF SQLEKEK.**

There was once a boy who had three uncles. The name of the eldest was Tlʔtakelťaq, that of the second, Tlʔoʔšƛ̓umq, and that of the youngest, Tsʔkwíʔem. Whenever his uncles gave a feast this boy disgraced them by licking off the platters and dishes like a dog. This habit made the people laugh at him, and brought shame to his uncles. Said the eldest to the others, "What can we do with such a nephew? I will kill or drown him." "No," said the youngest, "you must not kill him. You had better punish him in some way." The eldest uncle then took a handful of cedar tips, and rubbed the boy's face till the blood came. "Now," said the youngest uncle, "if you take some of the prickly dust of the white pine and fill his eyes with it you will punish him well." One of them objected, saying, "Why do that? You might as well kill him outright as blind him." Replied the youngest uncle, "I don't agree with you; one can never tell what might happen; perhaps something good may come of it." "All right," now say the others, "do as you say."

Upon this they fill the boy's eyes with the prickly bark dust, and take him into the mountains, and leave him there. The boy, thus left to himself, wandered about for four days. At the end of that time the eldest of the uncles went out one evening and was startled to see flashes of lightning coming from the direction of the mountain where the boy had been taken. Said he to the others, "I have seen a strange thing; I saw many flashes of lightning coming from the direction of our nephew; lightning at this time of the year is very unusual; I wonder what it means?" All the uncles now go outside and sit and talk and watch the lightning. Presently the youngest said, "I had better go and see what this strange thing means." He went to that part of the mountain where the boy had been left. As he approached his nephew called out to him: "I see you coming, uncle, don't come any nearer to me or you may be harmed. Swówas, the Thunder-being, took away my blind eyes and gave me new ones instead, and these flash the lightning you have seen. I want you now to make me a house without any roof; make the walls of new mats (sūl̓ats) which have never been used before." The man returns to his brothers, and tells them what he has discovered.
The uncles now feel proud of their nephew and his mystery powers, and forthwith build him the house he asks for. The boy's face shines and gleams like fire, and whenever he opens his eyes they emit flashes of lightning.

When the uncles have finished the house, the youngest of them went to the mountain, again, and told the boy that it was ready for him. "Very well," said the youth, "but don't take me till the evening."

That evening the uncle conducts him home again, the nephew keeping his eyes closed the whole time. As soon as he is within his house, he opens his eyes and the lightning flashes through the roofless dwelling into the upper air.

The nephew now instructs his uncles to go and tell the people what has happened, and bid them come and learn what his name for the future would be. The uncles did as they were bidden, and called together all the people of the Snémámoq, Pultlatch, and neighbouring tribes. When the people had come together and stood round about the new house feeling much afraid of what might happen, they saw the lightning flashes in the air and heard a voice as it were from the clouds, singing "Sqáléken!" This was the new name of the youth. Sqáléken now asked his youngest uncle, "Which is the highest mountain you can see?" The uncle replies, "Célsip." "Take me there," said the youth. They go to the Célsip mountain, but it is not high enough. The mountain on Salt Spring Island seems to them to be the highest and they go there. "This will do," said the nephew. The uncle now builds another house on the summit of this mountain and digs a well for water. The youth looks all round him and sees a small bay in the distance, the sand of which was formed of broken clam-shells. Said he to his uncle, "Do you see that beach yonder?" "Yes," said the uncle. "Go there then, and fetch a canoe load of that shell-sand." The uncle did as he was bidden, and when he returned with it, his nephew instructed him to put it into the bottom of the well to line it. The uncle did so and the sand may be seen there to this day on the top of the mountain.

Now the youth possessed a big hat, and when he desired a wife he would not go for her himself but sent his hat with his uncle, who said, "Sqáléken's hat wishes for a wife." In this manner he acquired many wives whose fathers kept him and them supplied with food, carrying it to the house on the mountain.

Now it happened that another man with mystery power, Swíten, by name, lived at that time on the Chimauns River, and one day Sqáléken sent his hat to him. Said Swíten to his messenger, "Who is this upstart who sends and demands gifts of me? I am Swíten en Skwall, the heaven-born; for whom does he take me? If he wants anything from me, why does he not come himself like a man, and not send me his hat? Go back and tell him that I don't want his hat, I want to see himself." The messenger returns and reports. "Oh," says Sqáléken, "he wants to see me, does he? Very well, I will go, but I think he will be sorry." All the people round about that part of the country now came together to see the meeting of Sqáléken and Swíten. They filled the house of the latter. Sqáléken arrives, his eyes flashing like lightning all the way, but Swíten lies on his back on his couch.
and says nothing. The visitors speak to him, and say, "What are you going to do? Sqálekén wants your daughter to wife." But Swíten pays no heed to them, but continues to lie on his back. After the people had pestered him a good while he arose and said, "If Sqálekén wishes to be on friendly terms with me, let him keep his eyes closed. I have power as well as he, and can do him hurt if I wish to." Sqálekén thereupon closes his eyes and makes no display of his powers. Swíten then gives him his daughter, and Sqálekén returns to his mountain-home with her, and waits for Swíten to bring him food, as the fathers of his other wives had done. He waits day after day until a considerable period had gone by, but no Swíten appears. He gets tired of waiting and bids his wives dig some lukumas roots. Said he to his new wife, "I will go and see my father-in-law; something must be the matter with him, I think. You prepare three canoe-loads of gifts." They set out to go to Swíten's, and on the way meet him on his way to the mountain-house of Sqálekén. "Hallo," says Sqálekén, "I was coming to see you, father-in-law." Swíten replies, "I think you had better turn back again." "Oh no, I won't do that," said Sqálekén, "you go back." Each then tries to persuade the other to turn back, but neither would yield, and in the end, to get over the difficulty, each agrees to return to his respective house. Now the "power" of Swíten was the west wind. They had not long separated when a great storm arose, and rain-drops fell as big as a man's fist. Said Swíten to his people, "I'll teach that man a lesson; paddle me to the land." When he is landed Swíten jumps into the water and splashes and tumbles and dives, singing all the while his magic wind song. The wind rises higher and higher, and the trees are broken and dashed to the ground, and their scattered branches fill the air. Presently the storm reaches Sqálekén and overwhelms his canoes, and he and his company are obliged to swim ashore. When they get home the youngest of the uncles says to the others, "Brothers, I am astonished at the manner in which Swíten has treated our nephew; he is certainly the more powerful man of the two; our nephew will now be shamed in the eye of the people. They will be exceedingly angry, and will probably seek to kill him, and so disgrace us and our children. I think we had better put him out of the way ourselves and so avoid a public disgrace."

They listen attentively to his remarks, and the eldest replies, "But how will you kill him? You can't club him to death, his glance would burn you up." "Oh, leave that to me," answered the youngest, "I know what to do." He thereupon began to kill a number of hair-seals. The brothers then gave a great feast, and call all the people together. The flesh of the seals is roasted, and distributed among the guests, among whom was Sqálekén himself. The uncle who had undertaken to kill him now instructed the others in this wise: "I will presently go behind Sqálekén and throw a seal-skin over his face, and then while his eyes are covered you must rush forward and club him to death. Get a stick of hard wood, and use it for a poker."

In the meantime Sqálekén lay upon his bed with averted face. When they were ready for the deed Ts'kwímít said to his eldest brother, "Brother, stir the
fire with your poker, it is going out, I think." The eldest brother took the poker-stick, and made as if to stir the fire, and at the same time Ts'kwímket threw a sealskin over the head of Sqálěk̓en, and before the latter could throw it off and use his eyes, the other brothers had brought the poker down upon his head and brained him.

When the people perceived that Sqálěk̓en was killed, they shouted for joy, so greatly had they dreaded his terrible powers, which even in his death had not wholly left him. In burying him they had to use the greatest care that no part of his body was left uncovered; the exposure of even a finger or toe resulted in grievous thunder and lightning. After his corpse had been disposed of, the fathers of the various brides came and took them away.

**MYTH OF NEMÕKIS AND THE TEN BROTHERS.**

There were once ten brothers living in a Siyálek-a. They were very big strong men. Besides the ten brothers there were many other people in the village, which was situated on a small rocky islet. Every morning the sea-lions used to go there to bask in the sunshine. The people used to try and capture the lions, but only the ten brothers were ever successful. This made the others jealous of the brothers, and one old man plots to bring trouble upon them. He went to the woods and shaped a sea-lion from a block of cedar, near by a small lake. When he had fashioned its exterior, he took some leaves of the salal-berry bush to form its liver, some moss for its fat and its fur, and cedar boughs for its beard. This done, he made a strong "medicine" from certain herbs, and with it washed the cedar-lion all over, and then placed it in the lake. Presently it became alive and swam about, but it could not dive, it was too buoyant. So the man drew it ashore, and put some stones inside to make it heavier, and then bid it try to dive again. This time the creature was able to dive as well as swim. The old man now instructs it in this wise: "From this lake to the sea there is an underground passage; you must dive down and come out on the open sea. You will see my village there on a small islet. When you reach it, mingle with the other sea-lions and lie and bask on the shore with them."

In the meantime the ten brothers had heard of the work of the old man, and had made up their minds to destroy his cedar-made lion at the first opportunity. With this intention they started out one morning to spear sea-lion. Said the eldest to the others, "I will certainly smash it if I see it. After all it is only wood, and I can smash it easily." Presently they perceive a large sea-lion on the rocks. "Ah! that is surely it," said the eldest. "All of you give me your spears and I will do the spearing."

When the cedar-made sea-lion perceived the brothers coming he made for the water, but before he had time to dive, all ten spears were sticking in his hide. He rolls over and pretends to be dead, and floats away seaward. Now to the point of each spear a line was attached, and that of the second brother adhered mysteriously
to his hand. He cries out and asks what he shall do, shall he cut it. The others all reply "Yes." But he is unable to do so, and is being dragged out to sea in his canoe by the floating body of the sea-lion. The others follow in their canoes, and the youngest bids each man use his "mystery" powers to the utmost to save their brother. But not one of them has power to stop the floating carcase and release his brother's hand. The youngest then said to the others, "I will try what I can do; take up your paddles and whip the water with them, and sing your songs." But the youngest can do no more than the others, and they follow their brother northward for several days till they come at last to a mountain in which there are many sea caves. Here the mock sea-lion stops and lets go of the line which he had been holding in his flipper up to this time, whereupon the line left the man's hand, and he was free from it. The magic creature now entered one of the caves, and the ten brothers, not knowing what else to do, followed it in. Said the eldest, "We can never find our way back alone, we have been travelling day and night for a long time now, we had better see what is in this cave." So all ten of them enter and follow the sea-lion.

When they are well within the caves they come upon a number of women and children, and some of the women have no clothes on. They have skins which they put over their heads, but are unable to draw them down lower than their breasts till they enter the water. They are the wives and children of the sea-lions whose home is in the sea caves. Presently the chief of the Sea-lion came forward and said to the mock-lion, "You should have sent word you were bringing strangers with you." He replied, "I did not know they were following me." The chief was much perplexed, and did not know what to do with the ten brothers. One of the elders suggested that they should send them home to their own country, and let five of the young men show them the way. The chief now turned to the brothers and asked the eldest where they had come from. "From the south country," he replied. "If I send five of my young men to take you home, will you go with them?" the chief asks. The brothers say "Assuredly." "But," said the young sea-lions, "five of us cannot drag ten canoes." "Will you put aside five of your canoes?" They consent to do this, and forthwith five of the canoes are ripped up the middle and the paddles set upright in the cracks. These the sea-lion people turn into killer-whales, the paddles becoming the large dorsal-fin.

The chief then warns them to avoid the point of the island. "The monster Nemókis," said he, "lives there, and he is always on the look out for sea-lion. If he sees you he will come out into the water and kill you. Make a wide detour at this point, and so avoid all risks." The five young sea-lions now take the canoes in tow across the gulf. When they near the point where the monster Nemókis dwells, the eldest of the brothers says, "I am going to see this Nemókis and try and slay him. Let us go in closer." As they are near their own country, the sea-lions now leave them, and the brothers paddle their canoes towards the point where Nemókis had his home. As they drew near, Nemókis perceived them.
and came down into the water towards them. The brothers cast their spears at him but they fell back from his body as if they had been thrown against stone. Presently the monster reaches them, and picks up the five canoes and carries them in his arms to his house. Now, for wife, Nemókis had a small urine vessel called Cweála, and whenever she wanted to draw Nemókis' attention she would scream. This was the only sound she could make.

Nemókis kept the ten brothers in his dwelling, and it was her task to warn him if his captives sought to escape. But the brothers were unaware of this at first. The eldest planned to escape. Said he to the others, "Let us cook a lot of food when Nemókis is away hunting, and when we are ready we can load the canoes with it and get away." So they prepared as much food as they thought would be necessary to serve them till they could get home. When it was ready they seized an opportunity when Nemókis was out elk-hunting to carry it to their canoes. But Cweála began to scream and Nemókis came striding back with his long strides and took the brothers from their canoes before they had gone a hundred yards, and carried them back to his dwelling again. Several times they thus thought to escape in Nemókis' absence, but each time Cweála gave the alarm and brought Nemókis upon them. After the first attempt when Cweála screamed they rushed back to the house before Nemókis could see them, and when he came in he would question them as to the reason of his wife's screams. As she could not talk they made excuse each time. One time they said they had put too much wood on the fire, and made the house very hot and alarmed her. Another time they had let the fire go out, and she screamed to call attention to the fact; and so each time they had a new excuse. They now saw it would be impossible to get away while Cweála was about or could see what they were doing. So they took some stones and covered her up, and then set to work to cook a fresh supply of food. When this is ready one of the brothers suggests that they should smash the urine vessel. They agree, and stealing up quietly behind it, they cast a great stone upon it and crush it, and the blood begins to flow. They then rush for their canoes and paddle off as quickly as they could.

At sunset Nemókis comes home. He perceives the stream of blood at once, and flies into a great rage. He shakes the earth with his stamping and raving, and rushes into the water to overtake the canoes. He almost reaches them before the water is too deep for him. In his anger he seized great masses of rock, and cast them at the canoes. But the brothers happily escaped him. He ceased not to throw the rocks about for a long time, and they fell all over the country, and that is the reason why so many boulders are now seen scattered over the land far from their mountain sources.

**Myth of the Man who Changed his Face.**

There was once a young man who fell in love with a maiden, but she repulsed him, telling him he was not handsome enough for her. This grieved and hurt him,
and he went to his grandmother to learn how he might improve his looks. The old woman instructs him in this wise. "Take some deer fat and red paint and go into the forest and follow the trail to the prairie beyond. In the centre of this prairie you will see a column of smoke rising. Go towards this and you will presently come to a lodge. This is the home of the Face-maker; he will give you a new face for your old one if you ask him." The young man set out to seek the home of the Face-maker, and after many days' travel arrived at the edge of the prairie his grandmother had spoken of. It was about mid-day. He sees the smoke in the distance and makes towards it. When he gets close to the spot, he perceives that the smoke is coming out of a small hole in the ground. He looks down the hole and his body casts a shadow below. Within the underground house was a man who when he saw the shadow cried out: "hep! hep! hep!" He thought it was a cloud passing over. The youth looks down a second time and again darkens the interior. "That's a strange cloud," thinks the man and looks upward and perceives his visitor.

"Hullo! is that you?" he calls out, "Come down." The youth begins to climb down. The floor seemed far below him, but as soon as his feet were inside, the floor came up to meet him. The old man now asks him what he had brought. Said he, "I have this fat." "What else have you got?" "I have also this red paint." "All right," said the old man, "give them to me and choose your face."

The youth looked round the place at all the faces but found none to his liking. Said he, "I don't like any of these I see, haven't you some more?"

The old man then opened a chest and offered its contents to his visitor. The latter looked them over but found nothing to suit him there. Said he, "I don't like any of these either." The old man opened his last chest in which he kept his best faces, saying as he did so, "How will these suit you?"

The young man saw amongst them a face that pleased him, and said, "I will take this one." The Face-maker now removed the youth's own head and replaced it with the one he had chosen. When this was accomplished he instructed the youth thus: "When you return to your own country be careful to keep away from yonder mountain. A witch woman lives there who devours everyone she gets within her clutches. No one ever escapes her if they go near her abode: Her name is Zo'hálat; be careful of her." Now the young man was a great runner, and he despised the advice of the Face-maker, and went near the mountain trusting to his fleetness of foot to save him if the witch sought to seize him. As he passed he heard a voice say, "Come back to me, my husband." He looked behind him and saw a monstrous woman as tall as a tree coming after him. He took to his heels; but in a few strides she caught up with him and seized him by his belt, his feet dangling on one side and his head on the other. Thus she carried him to her dwelling.

Now she kept as slave a handsome young woman whom she had caught, and as she entered she said to her, "Te'cetqen, look at my new husband; isn't he a fine
young man." The youth sought every opportunity to escape but found none. Every night he slept between her huge breasts, and if he tried to steal away she awoke in an instant, and grasped and placed him in his place again. She kissed and fondled him for a while and then after her manner swallowed him whole. It was now his turn to be avenged, and he took her heart in his hands, and squeezed it till she cried and rolled in agony. Not knowing the cause of her pain she sent for all the animals to come and try and heal her. She asks of them: "Which of you is the best doctor." Blue-jay, who was a setîwa, claimed the distinction. He sang his "medicine-song" over her, but as she got no better he remarked to the others, "I don't think we can cure her, I think she will die." But Smîkwa the Crane said, "Here, let me try what I can do? all of you beat time to my song with your sticks." "All right," said Crow, the spokesman of the crowd. The Crane then put his long bill into the stomach of the witch, which, the youth perceiving, caught hold of and firmly held. The Crane tried to withdraw his bill and struggled with all his might. Presently the youth let go, and the Crane fell back with such force that he turned a complete somersault. He knocked all the breath out of his body, and lay on the ground a moment to recover. Said first one and then another, "How was it Crane could not pull out his bill? it can't be just a sickness, I believe there is somebody inside of her." All this time the witch is crying and rolling with the pain, and presently she expires. The slave woman now says to the people, "Cut her open, there is a man inside of her."

They cut her open, and the young man comes forth alive.

The woman now takes possession of all the witch's property, which was immense. With the help of the young man she makes a raft and places all the property upon it, and together they float down the river to the salt water where the father of the young man lived.

The latter had been missed, and all his friends had wondered where he had gone, and were now much astonished to see him return with a handsome young wife and a raft full of property.

When the maiden whom he had formerly wooed saw him, and how handsome he had grown, she desired now to become his wife. But he rejects her in the same manner that she had rejected him, and tells her she is not handsome enough for him. She learns now how he had got his handsome face, and determines to go and get hers changed. She accordingly set out and in due time arrived at the Face-maker's home and requested him to change her face. He did so, but gave her a head with a frightful countenance so that she became hideous in the extreme. Thus was she punished for the rejection of her lover.

**STORY OF CWOT THE SISTER OF RAVEN.**

Raven once upon a time went to pay his sister Cwot a visit. She welcomes him, and he bids her call in her children. She goes outside and plucks a spray of blackberry bush and returns to the house with it. She planted the spray in the
ground and began to sing. Thereupon the spray blossomed forth and berries appeared upon it. Cwot collects them in a dish and sets them before Raven. He is much gratified and eats his fill of them. After his meal he leaves, telling her as he goes that she must come and see him soon. She promises that she will do so. Some little time after she went to see him. When she arrived Raven very unctuously bade her welcome. "Come in, come in, dear sister, I am so glad to see you. You will have some dinner with me. What will you have, blackberries, raspberries, salmon berries, or any other kind? I have them all, so take your choice." She replies, "Oh, it doesn't matter what kind; serve me with any that you like." "Very well," returns he, and goes out and plucks, as he had seen her do, a spray of blackberry bush. He brings it into the house and sticks it in the ground and begins to dance and sing. His neighbours hear him and say: "What's up with Raven? listen to him fooling." Cwot, too, was greatly amused at his antics, and endeavoured to hide her face in her hands to prevent his seeing her smiles. Raven sang and danced a long time, but the berry-spray bore no fruit nor made any growth. After awhile Cwot said to him, "Brother, stand aside and let me try. You don't seem to have the power." Raven was very glad to be relieved of his task. Cwot now sings her mystery song three times. It sounded to him like the song of the "berry-bird."

Immediately the bough began to grow and bloom and the fruit to appear and ripen. "There," said Cwot, "now eat your fill; I don't want any." Raven greedily ate of the berries and took no notice of his crying, hungry children who also wanted some. While he was stuffing himself someone came to his door and said, "There's a man here who wants to see you; his name is Skwináuq, and he has a lot of halibut for you." "Oh dear," says Raven, "I'm in for it now. Where is he?" "Out on the water." Raven flies over to the man's house and goes inside. "Hello, brother," says the man, "you have got here, have you? Come inside and sit down and I'll get you some dinner." So saying he took a halibut hook and removing one of the boards of his floor took up a splashing, live halibut. Raven looked on with greedy eyes and said to himself, "I'll kill this fellow and get all his supplies." Skwináuq placed the halibut before Raven, who ate greedily of it, pondering in his mind the while how he might dispose of Skwináuq. Said he to Skwináuq, "You have treated me very handsomely. Your fish was very fine. I should like to make some return to you. Let me carry you all round the country and show you many things you have never seen. Get on my back and make yourself easy. Don't be afraid of looking down. I'll see that you don't fall off."

Skwináuq got upon Raven's back, who flew into the air with him as high as the top of the highest mountain. The height was so great that Skwináuq could scarcely see the land below him. "Now look down," said Raven, "and see what is below you. See that curious object just below?" Skwináuq was afraid at first to look below him, but Raven encouraged him, saying, "Don't be afraid, let go of my neck with one hand and look over the side." Skwináuq loosened his hold of Raven's neck and looked downwards. As he did so Raven suddenly turned over
in the air and cast Skwínáuq into space, saying as he did so, "There, go down and see for yourself and stay there for ever."

Raven now flew back to the Skwínáuq's house, congratulating himself on the skilful manner in which he had got rid of the fish-man. When he got into the house he took a line-hook as he had seen Skwínáuq do, pulled up a plank, and then cast it into the water. Instantly he felt a jerk upon the line and began to pull it up. He experienced great difficulty in doing this. Said he, "There must be a very big fish on the hook." Pull as he might he could not bring it to the surface, it always managed to get under the planking. Presently Raven kneeled down to look under the plank to see what was the matter. As his head came near the water something clutched his hair and pulled him into the water, where he was speedily drowned.

This someone was Skwínáuq the fish-man who had fallen into the sea, and thus repaid Raven's treachery. When Raven was dead, Skwínáuq let him come to the surface. The lifeless body floated away, drifting from spot to spot for a whole moon.

At the end of that period he was thrown up by the waves on the beach. He lay in the sun for three days, at the end of which time he was brought back to life by the sun. When he was thoroughly himself again he related his adventure to his friend the Crane.

Day by day he sat upon a tree cracking jokes with all the other birds. Said he to them, "Take care not to get drowned in the fall of the year or you will never get alive again. Choose the Spring-time and then the sun will warm you to life again. It's great fun drowning and coming back to life; you people should try it for yourselves." But no one seemed inclined to take his advice, and he soon betook himself to other parts.

**STORY OF SEMÁTL.**

When Semátl reached the age of puberty, his mother said to him, "I want you to undergo your Kwéteít and try and secure yourself a Skwínóųkt (spirit helper). He will help you avenge your father's death, who was killed by such and such persons." The youth went forth into the forest to keep his lonely vigil and laid himself down by the side of a great boulder.

One night the Spirit of the Boulder came to him in his dreams and said, "Why are you sleeping here?" The youth answered, "Because I desire help to become a great runner and a brave warrior." Replied the spirit, "You can't become such unless you skin the soles of your feet, and employ Wolf to do it for you."

"How shall I find Wolf?" questioned the youth. "You must first go to the mountain Tlówúlnóq; there you will see many bones and a great quantity of hair. That is the place for you to sleep in, and where you will find Wolf." In the morning he returns to his home and relates to his mother what had happened to him. Said he: "Tsrealgán (the Boulder Spirit) bade me seek the Wolf chief who lives at the foot of Tlówúlnóq, telling me that he would help me."
His mother replies, "Very good, my son, do as you have been bidden, but not yet awhile; wait ten days and in the meantime get me some kaitaltlp (a certain bark), and I will make some strong medicine for you."

The youth procured the bark, and his mother beat it up very fine and made a drink from it. During the ten days he drinks the bark tea, and eats deer fat only. When the ten days were up she bade him set forth. Said she, "When you get to the mountain, follow the evening star and this will lead you to the place you seek." The youth set out, and following his mother's instructions came in due course to the mouth of a cave round about which lay many bones, and a great quantity of hair. Here he lay down and slept.

Wolf and his family came to the mouth of the cave, and the Wolf chief said, "What is that snoring that I hear? and where does this nice smell of deer fat and sweet breath come from? Ah, I see," he continued, as his eyes alighted upon the sleeping youth.

He and his wife now carry the young man into their cave and then send for his children's instructor Squirrel. When Squirrel arrives he is shown the semi-conscious youth and told to scratch off the skin from the young man's feet. "Scratch," said Wolf, "till you lay bare the cords and sinews." This Squirrel did, and then Wolf took some pieces of deer sinew, of which he had a great store in the cave, cut out the sinews from the feet and legs of the youth and replaced them with those of the deer. The young man's arms and back were treated in like manner. When he had completed his task he called his youngest son to him and said, "See if you can lift up this young man? Now breathe your strong breath into him."

The young Wolf did so and inflated the young man's chest with his wolf-breath. This revives him, and he becomes conscious again. Young Wolf now says to him, "Now you are fleet and strong. If you run for ten or twenty days you will never tire or get winded. I can run from one end of the island to the other before the tides can change. I have given you all my strength and wind. Now you should ask my father what is the best weapon to kill with." The youth did so, and received from the old Wolf his own Kwákwesten (skull-tapper) made from the horn of an Elk. "Your name henceforward is Kwákwestuł. But if you want your powers to continue you must be careful not to lie with a woman when your Kwákwesten is in the house or it will club you to death. First hide it in the mountain. When you sing your war-song say these words: 'Ha! ha! ha! haha! úsa Kwákwestuł.' (Ha! ha! ha! haha! I am Kwákwestuł!) When you sing this song your enemies will lose their senses."

The youth remained with the wolves all that winter till the snow thawed; then he went back to his home. When he arrived he looked in and saw his mother crying and his uncle lying on the bed. The latter catching sight of him said to his sister: "What is that at the door? It has eyes and hair like an animal." The youth was crouching in the doorway holding his club. He now cries out, "Don't be afraid; I won't hurt you. My name is Kwákwestuł." But so sharp and piercing was his voice that both his mother and uncle cried out in terror, and he
had great difficulty in making himself known to them and allaying their fear of him.

Now his father had been killed by some people who lived at Plumper's Pass, and he was determined to avenge his death. He questions his uncle as to the best way of getting there. "You must go by canoe," said the uncle. "Very good," replied the youth, "will you call your people to paddle me across." The uncle calls his slaves and the youth taught them his war-song to sing as they went. In course of time they come to a place called Tsêlkulô, where lived the people who had killed his father. The people heard the singing of the paddlers and came out to see what it meant, and with them came the chief and his five strong sons. It was this chief who had killed the youth's father. His name was Qêyakwâlêstên, a noted slave maker. When Kwâkwultûq's canoe was about 30 feet from the shore he sprang to his feet, uttered his magic war-song, and leaped upon the shore. The mother of the five young men cries to them to run for the woods, but the words of Kwâkwultûq's song benumbs their limbs and they remain helpless. He clubs them all to death and then returns home laden with booty.

Nobody can touch or catch Kwâkwultûq, so swift and active is he; and he caused much trouble and sorrow in the land. His death eventually came about in the following manner. He was at war with some of the Clallam tribes and was making his usual great leaps when a branch in a lofty tree caught in one of the fur anklets upon his feet and so held him that he could neither get up nor down, and the Clallam people shot him to death as he hung suspended by his anklet. When he was dead they tried to get him down, but were unable to do so. So they cut off his head and left the body hanging from the branch of the tree. Some time later his people came and burnt down the tree and recovered and carried off his body.

A Lekoeni Vocabulary.

Terms of Consanguinity and Affinity.

- great-great-grandfather: stêpâyiñukô
- "great-great-grandfather, mother": okwâyiñukô
- great-grandfather: sîla
- "grandfather, mother": tsiñuñô
- grandson: čéñus. My grandson, ne čéñus, my granddaughter, sîla ne čéñus.
- granddaughter, sêlîla
- grandparents, sêlîla
- grandchildren, ūñéñus.
- my son, nuñuna, te' suñetcêll.
- my daughter, sênuñuna.
- my family, nenuñuna.
my parents, ne tėlős.

mother, tan; my mother, ne tan; addressed, ta.
father, man; my father, ne man; ma.
mother’s 
father’s } brother, satc’s.
mother’s 
father’s } sister, satc’s.

my uncles and aunts collectively, ne sālate’s. If parents dead, then called s’kesātecatl.

my eldest brother

" " " sister } ne cėyotl.
" " " cousin

my younger brother } ne sāitein. This term is used when speaker is proud of

" " " sister 
" " " cousin } the relationship; if otherwise, he uses the term 
sstcatl.

These terms are used alike by boys and girls.

brother’s 
sister’s } child, stékwen; collective form, stetékwen.
nephevs and nieces (members of one family), nuqnetsalakwum. If immediate

relative be dead, they are then called skwenūtecatl.

my eldest child, ne slutklētecatl.

my youngest child, ne sētečtecatl.

my father-in-law 
my mother " } ne sšālecatl.

my son-in-law
my daughter-in-law } ne stōtatl.

my step-father
my step-mother } ne cq-sāk-wetl.

my step-son

" " daughter } ne s’ũnaĩ.

my father’s 

" mother’s } brother’s wife, ne cq-satc.

" father’s 

" mother’s } sister’s husband, ne cq-satc.

wife’s 

{brothers and 

male cousins } slatl.

sisters and

wife’s 

{female cousins } sńatwon.

husband’s 

{brothers and 

male cousins } sńatwon.

husband’s 

{sisters and 

female cousins } cwāle.

wife’s relations collectively, sēsēlētecatl.
A man calls his wife's relations after her death by another term, viz., tc'aïya.

husband's relations, co-stcàlata.  
my wife, ne slëni.
my husband, ne stálus.
widow  
widower } sìyútënd.
married man, tc'etlàni = "belongs to woman."
  "  woman, tc'ewëka = "belongs to man."

CORPOREAL TERMS.

head, 'skwáiini.
face, seási or s'áisia.
crown of head, sk'tàluùk'.
back of head, tàltiïiùn.
forehead, skwùïïiïu.
cheek, cleakwun.
iew, s'k'juseaisun.
skull, tsâmëüuk.
hair, siitten.
beard, kwénësen.
hair of body, kwênékekws.
  "  animals, skwólukën.
tooth, tcfnis.
tongue, téqsetk.
palate, slúken.
gums, slükëeniùn.
nose, núksen.
ear, k'wolën.
eye, kúloïiùn.
eye-lashes, tlópten.
eye-brows, sáïïïiùn.
pupil of eye, nek'hálòs.
mouth, tsásin.
ilps, slek'wàsen.
upper-lip, 'slásum.
lower-lip, s'tlètcsasun.
throat, lwáñen.
neck, lwónsretl.
breast (female), skúma.
milk of the breast, "
breast (male), ts'ùntël or ts'unëkù.
back, stáskwënl.
spine, tsúmowite.
loins, swôk*. 
stomach, k'las.
arm, tálõ.
shoulder, kôkwëuk'ën.
forearm, sámëiëqen.
elbow, skwomkwolaqen.
hand, sâlis. 
fingers, s'téek'âlsis.
finger-nails, s'téek'âlsis.
thumb, sintlalasis, cf. sintl a = oldest.
thigh, sláletëc.
leg, tl'k'úsìn.
knee, sk'k'úïn.
lower leg, sampsen.
foot, smùwkëlslën.
instep, kùloësen.
toes, s'técëslëen.
toe-nails, s'técëslëen.
bone, tsám.
skin, kwólô (the whole skin=kwolô-
  kwolëkwis).
heart, tsálà.
blood, s'kàtem.
lungs, skákwa.
bowels, gükë.
spinal cord, k'líðùniù.
brain, smëtskàma.
liver, súkà.
fat, nos.
rib, lukwunq.
tail, stlùpësniùt.
Terms of the Principal Animals, etc.

elk, kaiyétc.  
black bear, s'teútwun.  
grizzly bear, k-wa'etcin.  
beaver, skélauí.  
raccoon, sqafkwus.  
squirrel, tsupsfasen.  
she, tátétúm.  
lizard (rock) qolqolawátein (= “throw-away-tail”).  
lizard (water), pétein.  
snake, s'elaltka.  
snail, káiáltem.  
hawk, muñiánul.  
fish-hook, téeoqtenq.  
robin, kwúskúq.  
deer, snaíyes.  
panther, sunwówa.  
wolf, s'ekáiyii.  
mink, tétcówákun.  
land otter, skálaltl.  
rat, k-wát'én.  
louse, nésuí.  
spider, tuktúkem.  
frog, skékánúq.  
frog (young in the forest in autumn), wák'uk.  
frog (in spring), wákutl (“= croaking”).  
grouse (blue), néét.  
grouse (willow), sk wuts.  
pigeon, humó.  
blue-jay, teitecá.  
snipe, skáitéks.  
... skukniya.  
wren, tétám.  
raven, s'kúúuí.  
eagle, tósískun.  
... sk’tádúq.  
... kwúlnásken.  
loon, snúkwa.  
canvas-back duck, muñiulawitl.  
loon (big), swákwnun.  

... diver, qékwus.  
... sqetés.  
... tluktáteíñ.  
crane, s'múk'wa.  
seal, ásq.  
porpoise, kwánet.  
sea-lion, ces.  
whale, kwénis.  
sea-trout, stéánis.  
halibut, sátk.  
cod (black), éyit.  
... (red), tukt-tuk.  
... (rock), ésséseín.  
... tom, ts'ánuq.  
herring, sláníit.  
smelt, kwátís.  
flat-fish, kák'au.  
king-fisher, tsétkúla.  
wood-pecker, tsékúlt.  
... tsútún.  
owl (large), teiteuínnq.  
... (small) s'pupulkwétsa (= “ghosts”).  
crow, sk'ok-wáta.  
goose, tlákweqen.  
mallard, túnuskén.  
brant, nwá'ank; shululte.  
swan, sówka.  

duck, stúnétc.  
... tsauitečqen.  
... kwákveloq.  
... ánúa.  
... sesaúq.  
sea-gull, kúní.  
fur-seal, tsaiya.  
sea-otter, túmas.  

salmon (spring), kwétcin.  
... (sock-eye), súkai.  
... (coho), k-técuks.  
... (dog), kwáloq.  
... (hump-back), húmen.  
... (steel-head), s'hankúm.
flounder, p'ówi.
whiting, skwémus.
bull-head (large), skwénetl.

" (small), skwéiyušte.
devil-fish, skénuk-a, tla'iyuč.
crab, tlačuq.
clam (large), swám.

Terms of Principal Berries and Roots eaten by the Lekúšen.

strawberry, téluč.
salmonberry, elóla.
blackberry, skwelálinišq.
salalberry, táká.
gooseberry, támúq.
hawthornberry, mátečiš.
sour grass, temáša.
wild parsnip, tláqel.
lily bulb, sákwičem.

" (fern-root (Pleiris aquilina), skwáčuq.
white-clover root, ts'átečiš.
"sopálali" berry, stlášum.
wild cherry, tsákwišun.

whortleberry (blue), āša.
" (red), pípuq.
raspberry (black), s'k-wáma.
crab-apple, káauq.
"ground-apple," k'lék-wun.
"kamass" root, kwetšul.
earrot (wild), sákwičuk.
onion " (k'óqkwáiite.
tulip bulb, tsúloč.
wild rhubarb, sauk; yála.
wild celery, skuitulwás. The seed of this plant was used for making a kind of tea.

General Glossary of the Commoner Words.

able, can, hoň.
I can, hoň-sen kó.
above, sftluuň.
across, tákwén.
adopt, skwončtuň.
afternoon, hai tawq k'élét.
again, kelát.
ad, help, kwéniče.
adder-tree, skwońčétte.
all, muk-a.
always, óyá.
anchor, k'semátën.
anger, tla'iyuč.
animal (generic), tétásélanuq.
another, kelát.
give me another, anáteč kelát.

answer to, nüqtučukun.
anybody, muk-a san.
apple (crab), káauq.
apple-tree, kwéiqwilte.
ashamed, qaíaqa.
I am ashamed, qaíaqa-sen.
ask, to, te'táteč.
ashes, s'tekšósála.
avel, 'súlikwánus.
axe, skwókáň.
bail, sqás.
bail, to, kwélését.
bailer, a, ts'ańtên.
bait, náluńńú.
bake, to, tálak.
bark of tree, te'lili.
bark, to, wewás.
  he is barking, wé'sela.
basket, meló̂̂̂. 
  " (large), súmtéten.
  " (packing), thuas.
beach, sásau.
beat, to, kótéťiň̓. 
beautiful, ēi.
bed, cwauiut. 
beq, to, úña.
below, klátčitl.
  " down stream, kwok̓-n.
belt, swiámten. 
bend, to (stick), esnúsičt̓.
bent, EskwasEtl, spapi. 
berry, 'sElttnEfi. 
big, large, tcuk. 
"billow, wave, yálacitc̓. 
bite, to, ts'uniut. 
bitter, saq̓En. 
black, nuk'Eq. 
blackberry, skwulalunoq. 
blanket, tlisket. 
bleeding, súteť̓. 
blind, atwiina ć'kwiuatl. 
blood, to, nákútséšés; he is blushing, 
  nákútséšés kó. 
boil, to, kwulus; the water is boiling, 
  tlápakun. 
bold, brave, ństćánukwoń. 
bon, to, slúkut. 
borer, a, ektóčéntul. 
borrow, to, ńiyil. 
bottle (made from dog-fish gut), sésa. 
box, to, nekwásin. 
bow, a, cweumáten. 
bow, kláákus. 
boy, stlátčitk̓us; youth, swéakáčtł. 
braid, to, tuńšáńun. 
brench, tsustásís. 
break, to, tuk̓-n. 
breaking, tuktuk̓-t̓; break it up! 
  tuktuk̓-t̓-t̓č̓! 
bright, kaiqúnəń. 
bring, unaúq; bring it here! unaúq- 
  sòq-atl̓á̓. 
brush, a, cwpulkt̓. 
burn, to, teukú. 
bury, to, teinit. 
bush, ecčéíts. 
call, to, kwánis. 
canoe, snúkwetl. 
camp, kúšün. 
carry, to, tkwinat. 
cave, to, mutkwénus; he is carving 
  n̓ushut-kó. 
catch, to, kwité; catch it! kwitéčtł! 
cedar, q'púi. 
change, to, aiyákt̓. 
charcoal, čé̓snuit. 
chew, to, ńfákut. 
chief, notable, héwus, silšíám. 
child, stlétltlutk̓etl. 
children, stlétltlutk̓etl̓. 
choke, to (from eating), tkwénatł. 
  " (from external pressure) 
  teuptnáltətən. 
chop, to, kokwúmkə. 
clay, sęyúk. 
climb, to, cęlúń. 
cottonwood (white), esfén. 
coffin, stákóń. 
cold, sısáťeń. 
comb, to, t̓ec̓ékoń. 
comb, a, t̓lsíneń. 
come, to, ena. 
I am coming, 6 yeená-śen. 
corpse, kw'ltenánte. 
cottonwood-tree, tečenawetl̓p. 
crab-tree, kekqiitłe. 
crab-apple, kauq. 
cry, to, qún. 
current, coońálkeń. 
cut, to, klé̓süt; cut it, klé̓süt-sòq.
daily, mok-"skwátei!; ad litt. "every
day," " all the days."
dance, to, kwáiéluc.
damp, sásásqo'n.
dark, tláté.
darling, dear, néqóóskwá.
daybreak, skútesalín.
daylight, kwíl-kwáteil.
day, skwáteil.
dead, kwái; just dead, kwíl kúmetlnél;
sometime dead, skwákwaí.
deaf, skwólán.
deep, klute.
der-deer-hide, kwéló-ésméí.
desire, wish for, to, stlé.
difficult (to do), k'lú kó.
different, nélts.
dig, to, sékwenélts.
dim, eënákwes.
dirty, kelémá. Collective form as
applied to people, kelémáma.
disappear, to, óstúqweal.
dish (long wooden ones), kwí'sáles.
" (small ones), eméman láásn.
" (large ones), teék láásen.
disappoint, to, méluk.
you disappointed me, mélukésök kó.
distribute, to, tlcítut.
dive, to, núku'n.
dizzy, giddy, sélk'tún.
door, sáátll.
down, skáéts.
drag, to, qök wés.
dream, to, skelkelésen.
I am dreaming, ne-skelkelésen.
dream, to (a mystic dream), skwimánet.
drop, to, kwísíkwán.
drown, to, kuss; he is drowned, es
ekssíkwás.
drum (made from skin), kwéló-kàuít.
" " " board, kwánátí,n.
och, nátsa.
earth, kóqwélúqs, túnúq.

eat, to, étlen; he is eating, tú étlen.
easy, léluk; it is easy, o léluk kó.
echo, sinnúñez.
coldly, kwáiqún.
elder-tree (red-berry), tsékók.'
  " (purple-berry), tsékók.
enemy, emín.
enough, kwí'llátlum or esllátlum.
evening, táásen.
fall, to, teúk.
far, lélá.
fat, grease, nos.
" stout, nól.
real, to, tlúpet.
fight, to, kwévuntel.
file, a, étåkus (= grind-stone).
fill, to, letsít.
find, to, kwénúq.
finish, to, eùk.
for (red), tsécaí.
for, skúmiyoks.
fire, stékóksa; burnt, teuk.
fire-stones, kwéntálus.
fire-place, stékóksa-ála.
fire-wood, etcítal.
fish, stluknánín.
fish-bone, sín, utl stluknánín.
fisherman, ó yóseye stluknánín.
flame, qétákúún.
flat, estluknúnok-a.
flesh, sélóók.
flower, skwákúún.
float, to, pepákúún.
fox, sptíqún.
follow, to, teésálakuún.
food, skétlen.
freeze, to, tetóques; the water is frozen,
pewiteín.
fun, cyóóní.
gamble, to, núksléhálem.
ghost, spílwétsa.
girl, slíníntceatl.
girls, slíníntnatceálatl.
give, to, áñust.
glad, héalaúk.
    I am glad, héalanksen.
good, óí.
good-bye, háiktáce, háiyáko.
grass, sqásái.
great, big, tenk:
greedy, nekékewutl.
green, nekwái.
groan, to, únquset.
grow, to, tésíni.
grumble, to, tétátuk:
guide, to, kwéoq.
gum, pick, smánite.
hail, tsutémélen.
handsome (of face), noqwaiyia.
hard, k'loq.
hark, haala-ní-teci (teci, imperative suffix).
hat, stocísak‘; hats, stocítcósauk‘.
he, tsíia tsaa ó nêtí.
hear, to, aláíñen.
    I hear you, ò aláíñen-sen ko.
heavy, ‘séi.
help, to, kwénáñes.
hide, to, kwáles.
    I will hide, kwáles-sen-sa.
hill, espápuk.
hold, to, kwínát.
hole (round), sutlk‘.
    split, estcákét.
hollow (open), estukofí.
    closed, cuwécwon.
hook (gaff), tklkwun.
hone (house), álúñ.
horn, tsétásten.
hot, kwáles.
house, álúñ; small house, áálúñ.
howl, to, wósels.
huckleberry, skwóteis, póóqó.
hunt, to, áména.
hunter, umáména.
husband, stálus, addressed, nau.
I, tía úsa.
ice, sóma, sléloq.
infant, skákála, coll. skalákala.
itk, kwulkwóluíí.
jump, to, qétuñ.
keep, to, unkwáte.
kettle (wooden), súña.
    (basket), ts’únten.
kiss, to, unkwáte.
kneel, to, sukátíkañ.
knife, cépën.
know, to, q’tétt.
lake, húte.
language, ekwélten.
large, big, tenk.
laugh, to, nénéyún.
leaf, ‘sáatla.
lead, to, áýel.
lie, to, nuqkaíyuqkun.
lice, núíen.
líck, to, támét.
lie down, to, skwáset.
life, ínúewili.
lift, to, sáát.
light (of day), státú.
lightning, skwénêla utl sqókwáš
    (= “glance” of the thunder-bird).
little, tleltółla.
live, to, cwlíí.
log, kw’tláí.
long, kláktó.
lose, to, qél.
loud, terkúken.
man, swéka; men, sówéeka.
maiden, k‘ání, teqslání.
maidens, k‘alání, teqslénsání.
maple-tree, stlátítlo.
married man, te’tlání.
married woman, te’wéeka.
mark, to, qélóla.
mat (bed), sláqánwín.
mat (seat), silekwátceín.
me, tía úsa.
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mean, múktli.
meat, słéuk.
medicine, stálenuq.
meat, to, núktloqmost.
melt, to, téaqwet; melt it yourself, téaqwet-skwéte.
mend, to, núqeput.
middle of night, táq-nuq-net.
middle of day, táq-kélet.
mind, qítkenen.
mine, lila.
en Enskwa, this is mine.
en Enskwii Jiaia sniskwa, it's not mine.
mine, to, miqput.
middle of night, tilq-nuq-net.
middle of day, taq-kelet.
mind, qítken.
mis, to, melmuñuñ.
mix, to, melmelite.
move, to, tcqwEt.
middle of night, tilq-nuq-net.
middle of day, taq-kelet.
mind, qítken.
mis, to, melmuñuñ.
mix, to, melmelite.
move, to, tcqwEt.
middle of night, tilq-nuq-net.
middle of day, taq-kelet.
mind, qítken.
mis, to, melmuñuñ.
mix, to, melmelite.
move, to, tcqwEt.

outside, skilawutl (with reference to objects).
paddle, qánit.
pail, skwáten.
pain, qátliitl.
paint, tènuutl.
paint, to, qúlet; paint it, qúlet-tei.
pass, to, teiíuú.
path, trail, sáiyetset.
road, sáíl.
paw, sális (= hand).
pay, to, núntucè.
peel, to (apples, etc.), epálest.

" (trees), skwékwust.
peep, to (through a hole), tekitkasín.

people, estáliñoq.
perhaps, qwáteca; perhaps I'll go, qwáteca úsóiyá-sen-sa.
play, to, yéyásín.
prick, to, tucè; don't prick me, aña tucè noñes.
proud, esnátsen.
push, to, tcuít.
quarrel, to, kwelhúel.
quiet, to be, sámoq; be quiet! sámoq-tei!

race, to, ówátél, ótal; foot-race, kwáñínt; I will race you, kwáñínt-sen-sa. In the verbal form it will be seen that the accent is thrown forward.
raw, quats.
recognize, to, ópetit; I recognized him, ópetit-sen-tsí.
red, nesítk-a.
red hot, noqailuñ.
rest, to, kákúñ; rest! kákúntoci!
remember, to, óhak-a.
return, to, nukyélkun.
revive, to, hunteqawiyes.
ring, a, stéti.
ripe, k'wol; it's ripe, kw'tl k'wol.
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river, stālō.
roast, to, kwōlnū.
" " (roots in ashes), stāluk.
rob, to, kēnētuñ.
rocker, kānkun.
roof, slāletuq.
root, kwotsuñ.
rope, line, teātceł (cedar), kwān (kelp).
rose, to, kEiietuii.
robber, kankun.
root, slāletuq.
root, kwotsuñ.
rope, line, (cedar), kwafl (kelp).
rose, to, Qeakwut.
rub, to, Qeakwut-sEn-ko.
run, to, kwāniñet.
sail, pōqūnuñ.
same, as, like, qenāñ; same as this, qenāñ tila.
sand, pōkwātecin; gravel, ts'qait.
say, to, yesäś; tell me, yesästci.
said, to, kwās.
sold, to, kwālūñut.
srape, to (carrots, etc.), eqūkst.
srape, to (round objects), eqālist.
scratch, to, ēaqEti.
scream, to, kōkwečyutl.
scream, to, kōkwečyutl.
scream, to, kwāniñet.
sell, to, kōkwātecin.
search, to, saiyukt'.
sea, kōtātse.
seed, plant, to, tečunčetl.
see, to, kwōnēt (different from kwānet, to take).
send, to, set.
see, to, tečiyits.
shadow, kēkkenāten.
shake, to, kvēeqEti.
shallow, čicun.
shame, qafla; you ought to be ashamed of yourself, ensiqtcEñ wā.
shaman, cwoñām.
sharp (edge), aiyēs; (point), aiyēsuksiñ.
sharpen, to (point), eqūkstE (edge), tekāqEti.
shoot, tleāmuñ; it's shot, estlenk". short, tečucytuñ.
shout, to, kwātcuñ.
show, to, kunit; show it to me, kunit-tānq.
shut, to, q'tekut.
sick, skātšetl; I am sick, eskātšetl-sen.
sight, skwēñela (=glance, gleam of the eye).
sing, to, stēlem.
singing, tēlem.
sink, to, k'lätšetlūñ.
sit, to, umut; sit down, umut-tei.
sky, kwātel.
slap, to, tkīkutw.
slave, stōiętłōn.
sleep to, čuut; I feel sleepy, ctātuñ-sen.
slide, to, sqwēmečen.
split, to, qaituñ.
slow, āterūn.
smart, quick, ṮoṰtuñ, livel)=sqiyū̱es.
smell, to, hākwēnūq.
smell, odor, hāak.
smolder, to, tukw.
smile, to, muqenēyuñus.
smoke, pākōn.
snail, tlīqvonėwus (=slippery body).
sneeze, hāsuñ.
snore, tlētkwunūñ.
he is snoring, tlētkwunūñ ko.
snow, nāka; it is snowing, tčiyuk.
snow-shoes, tečkwēmecn.
snak, to, stālkkai.
salt, limp, nēk水墨.
" (to touch), kwāl.
song, stēluñ.
soon, tūnāł.
soot, kwāitętup.
sore, a, skwākzwutl; I am sore, kāketllenu.
soup, alāp'.
sour, tečunūñ.
spoil, kełuq.
sparks, tleśtuñsiñ.
speak, to, kwel.
spit, to, tcčuqātsa.
split, to, teuq.
spoil, kulkéla; don't spoil it, aú-a-soq.
kulkulélet.
spoon, qáló (horn), tlápén (wooden).
spring of water, métákó, métcú.
squeeze, to (with hand), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between legs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
starve, to, tcéput.
steal, to, kan.
steam, vapor, cálaqú.
step, to (over something), tcéput.
  "  hug, to, tcépást.
  "  to (between logs), estcúnz.
stand, tsétíliń.
standing, setsétíliń.
star, tsetliń.
touch, to, eséstuq; don’t touch it, aúa-
sööq eséstuq.

track, trail, hunalín̓nz.

trap (for animals), húcen.

” (fish), skeláliň̓oq.

tremble, to (from fear), sáisi.

” ” (from cold), toźnuň.

try, to, tátat.

I will try, táat-sën-sa.

turn, to (round), teičńān̓set.

揭露, to, Esetuq; don’t touch it, aúa-
SOQ Esetuq.

track, trail, hufiantfnz.

trap (for animals), HucEn.

fish), skEliilinSq.

tremble, to (from fear), saisi.

(from cold), tcrinun.

try, to, taat.

I will try, taat-skEn-sa.

turn, to (round), tciliinisEt.

over), tcilosEt.

twilight, skailEt.

twist, to, qElutcEt.

ugly, sqas.

uncover, to, klEwest.

understand, know, to, oqteet.

undress, to, tlakwun.

village, tufiuq (= earth, land), tia

on this is my country.

voice, skwałten.

vomit, to, tcaat.

vowel, to, seacjufi.

wait, to, ilukwaies, tswiskai, kai;

he is waiting, nukwanEs ko.

wake up, to, QiitcESEt.

walk, to, stūn.

wall, tańān.

war, qeluq.

warm, hot, kwáles.

wart, ‘steüpōon.

wash, to (oneself), sákoň.

wash, qyelös.

water, kwá.

wave (small), háiyëluk.

” (billo), yaletęup.

we, te tińń̓etl.

weave, to, ts’líken̓.

wedge, kwait̓Eq (maul, for driving=
ctél ris). 

weep, to, suk’umáles.

whisper, to, saukuň.

whistle, to, čap’t.

why? nēłt kw’s ustānut?

why do you whistle? nēłt kw’s
ustānut uncčap’t.

white, puk.

who, san.

wide, t̓lk’ut.

widow, siyärten.

widower, sásiyāten.

wife, stāles; when addressed by husband,

nau.

willow tree, squálēxtle.

win, to, nēl’t’wónuk.

wind, ’sp’wēla.

” to, k’élakwist.

wing, s’tl’kāl.

wink, to, terpālesēn.

winter, teiń sātlīn.

wipe, to, āteč.

witch, s’iń̓a.

with, ainsūwa, kwacınısa.

I’ll go with you, ye sen sa aśuwa.

woman, slāni.

wood, stcatl.

work to, teč; I am working, teč
es-sen.

I have been working, argout yë sen kō.

wring, to, tčesut.

yawn, to, wakus.

year, netsa (= one) stčlāneň.

yellow, nukačé.

yes, hāa.

yesterday, teičńān̓set.

you, te nukwélia.

The KauftsEn or Island HalkomēlEm.

The following notes and myths on the KauftsEn or Island HalkomēlEm I
gathered from Thomas James, an intelligent native of this division.

Socially the KauftsEn have more in common with the neighbouring island
tribes than with their brethren of the mainland. Linguistically regarded, however,
the original unity of the two divisions is very clearly brought out. Indeed, I may say that it was a source of much gratification to me to find that Thomas James could follow and understand my native texts of the River Halkómélem without the slightest difficulty. The chief distinction between the two divisions is in the presence of a verbal particle "pa" in the island speech which is totally absent from that of the mainland; and in the mode of utterance. The island speech is sharp, brisk and precise, while that of the mainland is slow and drawing to slovenliness. It is this difference in the mode of utterance that makes the speech of the two divisions seem more distinct than it really is. The vocabulary differences do not amount to ten per cent. of the words, and the practical identity of the two forms is admirably brought out in the little story which I have written in the two dialects in parallel columns below.

The first Kauitšen was "ten skwail," that is, "heaven-born." His name was Qultémenten, the name of the second, also "ten skwail," was Stětı̊sen. From these two men and their wives all the Kauitšen people are supposed to be descended.

The story runs thus: In the beginning Qultémenten and Stětı̊sen lived on Sháw'ñigan Lake in a house by themselves. For wives they had carved two female figures out of wood, and had partly made a basket, leaving it to be finished by the women.

Now it happened at this time that two "ten skwail" women lived alone without husbands at Sooke Harbour. By some means the knowledge of the two men came to the two women and they determined to cross the mountain and seek the dwelling of the two men. They perceived the house before they came to it by the smoke ascending from the fire-place. When they reached the dwelling Qultémenten and his companion were from home. The women looked round the house and saw the two wooden figures. These they smashed into pieces and threw them into the fire. They then took up the unfinished basket and completed it.

Then they hid themselves to await the arrival of the men. Qultémenten shortly after came in and at once perceived the finished basket and was well pleased.

"The next thing I want you to do now is to talk," said he to the figures which he thought were present. He now looks about for them and presently sees their charred remains in the ashes. Presently Stětı̊sen comes home, and he tells him of the finished basket and the loss of their wives. The two men are sorry and grieve. At this the two real women come forward and show themselves. The men bid them welcome, saying "We are very glad to see you; we are very lonely. You shall be our wives." From this union thus brought about, sprang the Kauitšen people, and peace and friendship have always existed between the Sooke and the Kauitšen.

There seems to be an element of real history in this tradition. It is possible that the Kauitšen are comparatively recent comers on the island. The practical identity of their speech with that of the river tribes of the mainland suggests that they cannot have been long separated from the mainland Halkómélem; and it may be that a small band of men from the Fraser Delta drifted or otherwise found their way to the island and intermarried with the Sooke and settled there.
Qultémten is said to have named his children by bestowing modified forms of his own name upon them, thus:

**Masculine Forms.**
- qultémít.
- Kwelásten.
- Kwiksitéstän.
- Swelámst.
- Síám.

**Feminine Forms.**
- qultémtenáát.
- kwelémýe.
- Kwelémníya.
- Síámtenát.

These names are "séwanatl sná," that is "siwën" names, mystery names. Their significance is now lost.

Common people's names were mostly derived from nick-names.

The following are the list of villages or settlements of the Kaútsen as given me by Thomas James.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>First Chiefs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tskénénus</td>
<td>Sqášítem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Thumtíumétets</td>
<td>Tsásitén.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Tátke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Kwísísínum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Húntsán</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Qulkwésála</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. S’áména (older settlement, Sátłám)</td>
<td>Láméeqését.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Kwaníyéken</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Hainípsten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Kwátkum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Sétésmsákun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forty-five years ago the Kaútsen numbered 5,005 souls, according to a census taken by the missionary in charge. To-day they do not exceed 800.

**Cowitchin Traditions of a Great Flood and Earthquake.**

The Kaútsen proper of Vancouver Island derive their divisional name from the chief mountains of their habitat. They believe that it was here they came together after the great Flood. They say that before the Flood everybody used to dream of its coming. Some of the people heard a voice saying, "Build a big raft which will hold all your family and friends." This they set about doing. They took two large canoes and laid a planking across from one to the other, and on this constructed a house in which they stored all their belongings and much dried fish and other food. They also made a long cedar rope and attached it to a great stone on top of the mountain; they made a hole in this stone by which to fasten the rope,
and this stone they say may be seen on the mountain to this day. When this raft was finished a noise like the report of a great cannon was heard and the river began to rise rapidly. There was no rain at all. As the water rose they pulled on their rope and rose with it till the top of the mountain was reached. Then the waters slackened. This condition of things lasted about one moon and then the water level began to fall, leaving the floating trees and logs on the upper parts of the mountain, where they can be seen to this day. When the flood had subsided and let their raft down again it was found that all the animals had been drowned and that the fish had died; there was nothing for the people to eat but the bodies of the drowned animals or the floating fish. A great number of those saved from the flood now died from a sickness caused by eating the dead flesh. At last when the ground was dry the women and children set to work to dig wild carrots. From these they made a medicine which cured their sickness, and they recovered, and in time became a great tribe again.

In the days before the white man there was a great earthquake. It began about the middle of one night and continued about twenty hours, when it ceased. It was so severe that it made all the people sick, threw down their houses and brought great masses of rock down from the mountains. One village was completely buried beneath a land-slide. It was a very terrible experience, the people could neither stand nor sit for the extreme motion of the earth. The old people took their stone pestle hammers one in each hand and pounded the ground with them, chanting a song to the spirit of the earth as they did so. They bade everybody do the same, and a little time after the shocks ceased. It is more than possible that these two traditions have a basis of substantial fact.

**Halkómôle Texts.**

**Island Dialect.**

Nōnitsa swéeka te técnico teitien tläsō
A man was fishing then
tēnsa útsa nētsa tläsō kwōsōyuns.
caught a one then he dips (the net).
qon kūtablei ē-wētli-tzālitmeneté
while so-doing he heard
kwā cēcēkolos. Nētū sō qēnams,
a whistling noise. Then he listens,
nētū sō tō-lūs aisquafic. Nētū stlās
then awhile he stands. Then
kwōsōyuns, stlā sō tzālitmeneté kwā
again he dips, again then he hears a
cēcēkolos stlā sō kwōsōyuns,
whistling noise again then he dips,

**Lower Fraser Dialect.**

Nōnisa swéeka yāyes te
A man was working at the
sāltēn, ē-tlās-wā skwātsa te nētsa,
fishing, and then he caught a one,
ē-tlās-wā kelāt kām. Qon-qātātsa
and then again he dips While so-doing
(the bag-net).
ē-wētli-tslāmātēs kwā hāpes.
he heard a whistling-noise.
ē-tlās-wā qēlāmētēs tō-lūs tsa
Then he listens awhile
kīsōlius, ē-tō kelāt kām, tō
he stands, then again he dips, then
kelāt tslāmātēs kwā hāpes,
again he hears a whistling-noise,
South-Eastern Tribes of Vancouver Island, British Columbia.

kla wutl kelát tzáltlemétes kwá then again he hears a céepeleos či-yátł-nés télnuqs kwá's whistling noise then he knew that nélts te çinés céepeleos, it was the game (which had been) whistling.

Nélts sö kwónets te uqsémt'en, nétlt sö Then he took the net, then qómesástes nélts sö tákus, he folded it up then homewards.

Nélts ne sö qónins te cówális. Then he reached the parents-his.

Nélts sö kwałs: "Namtsén tánált'a, Then he said: "Go I away, töhfísta čușe tse̓n qé'álem." Né au shortly come I back." Then tsáwin kwe šléuk, nélts sèsö haïya, he took some food, then he set out, nélts sö haïyas-kwaïiyisít. ō yástse then he sought his guardian spirit. Always kw'sö sèsis te cówálut te ménas, then kept ready the bed the son-their.

Quéseš te šálakit aiyémé hunét. Four moons he came home.

Nélts sö yétatekús nélts sö kwénets Then he was coming then he took home.

té sákónm nélts sö šlákuts nè the cedar-bark then he tied upon te kwélés, nélts sö ká̱akusuts, snat the belly-his then bound it up, night kw'swétil humúmets, yún swéwé se it was when he arrived she was awake his home, seúltq, nélts sö qižets te stálus, mother, then she woke the husband-her, nélts sö pítémets: "Núúša" "ánsii." then they ask: "It is that "It is I." you?"

Nélts sö namts néimísteqs te Then they go to put-him-they-to the čitol kelát kám, tló kelat Then again he dips, then again tšáltamek kwá hápes. čílás-wá he hears a whistling-noise. Then he télnuqs kwá'stlas te qómesés knew that it was the game ni-háhápas, čílás-wá kwénits te (which) had been then he took the whistling, swéltens, čílás-wá luhúlimits. net-his, then he-folded-it-up. čílás-wá némis tuk'wó, čílás-wá then he went home, then qómesés te cówális čílás-wá he reached the parents his then kwélás: Nem-tšen či'yilisál'a, töhfísta he said: Go I away, shortly čușe tse̓n kónsít. čílás-es-wá kwénits come I back. And then he took te anúmišúlénk'w. čílás-wá némis, a little food. Then he-set-out, čílás-es-wá kwášiiets, wúált-ša and then he sought his Always guardian spirit.

kw's wúč stáños te sëyëł te they kept ready the parents the eq̓es te ménas. húhásen t'ke'leš bed-his the son-their. Four moons čușe qé'ámit, kw'ses ša mä-tlámè he came home, while he was coming lák'wó čílás-es-wá kwénits te sákum home then he took the cedar-bark čílás-es-wá šlákuts nè te kwélés, then he tied it upon the belly-his, čílás-es-wá kée̓k nè te kwélés, then he bound the belly-his. Snat ša kwa k'swétil-táci̓ceš qéšámit. Night it was when he arrived home. čílás-es-wáš kéčwéšiš se sèčel, čílás-es-wá she was awake his mother, then qéšets te swéčukus, čílás-es-wá she woke the husband-her, then pítémets: "Nóă?", "Énsa." ask they: "Is that you?" "It is I." čílás-es-wá némis néimísteqs te Then they go they put him to the
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wánum, ē-tū-hís ēmék’ap e bed, presently assembled together a
kuq mistémoq, nětl sō kwáles multitude of people, then spake
"kweftla hauwálematla, te seláloq: "kwéftla hauwálematla, the old people: "Let us see perform you
swálwolus.” Nětl sō sëq’ílic te young men.” Then stood up the
swálwolus, nětl sō hauwálemus, young men, then they perform, nětl sō kwáles te swálwolus: then said the young man:
"Tō-yükwolsipála!” nětl sō kwáles "Let the fire be made up!” then said te seláloq: “yükwolsi” naus-te the old-people: “make up the coming-to fire!
qetlqetlaml kwá nitéstén,” nětl sō appear some wonder.” Then umës, sëq’ílic nětl sō kwáles: he came he stood up then he said:
"Namá’tla kwénet kwa ‘súma.” "Go get a kettle.’
Nětl sō nam te swálwolus kwénetEs Then went the young men took te ‘súma, nětl sō neq’něses nětl sō the kettle, then they carry it then tłówakts stétás ute haiyuk, nětl sō they set it near the fire, then namis, nětl sō kwéyélíic stétás he went, then he danced close ate ‘suma. Tō-hís-tsá kw’s-kwéyélíic, to the kettle. Awhile he danced, tsúltsalantsa kwéyélíic, nětl tsá sō from-end-to-end he danced, and then qokále’s, ē-wá nětl tsá sō water appeared, then he continued kwéyélíic, nětl sō wólis te sákwaí, to dance, then appeared a salmon,
cáqës, ēts kwa më tō hís, bed-his. When a little time had passed, ēmék’ap te keq mistémoq, assembled a multitude of people, ē-tlás-ts-wë kwélës te siyálakwa: then spake the old-people: “Tōhauwálematla swálwolus.” "Let us see you perform young men.” ē-tlás-wá sqélíis te swálwolas.
Then stood up the young-men, ē-tlás-wá hauwálemus, ē-tlás-wá kwélës then they perform, then said tsú swálwolus: “Tō-yükatatlal!” the young man: “Let the fire be made up!” ē-tlás-wá kwélës te siyálakwa: then said the old-people: “Yükatatlal, i-ē-tst-wë kwa “Make up the fire, we are going to see some títán!” ē-tlás-wá mës, sqélíis, wonder!” Then he came, he stood up, ē-tlás-wá kwélës: "Némá’tla kwénet then he said: “Go bring kwa ‘súma,” ē-tlás-wá ném te a kettle,” then went the swálwolus kwénetEs te ‘súma, young men (and) took the kettle, ē-tlás-wá neq’nëses, tlákates stétás then they carry it, they set it near te haiyuk. ē-tlás-wá némis tō-tla the fire. Then went he ē-tlás-wëlt kwéyélélíis në te and then began to dance around the ‘súma. Tōhís-tsá kw’kwéyélélíis, kettle. Awhile he danced, tsúltsalantsa kwéyélíic, ē-tlás-ts-wë from-end-to-end he danced, and then mës will te ku. ē-witl tsá came to appear the water. He often kwéyélíicís tō-tla. ē-tlás-ts-wë mës danced that man. Then came will te sökwaíi, ē-tló kelát appearing a salmon, yet again

1 The phrase nětl sō wólis te ka could have been used here, but this expression is more idiomatic.
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CTYUS utl Tsoqélem.

History of Tsoqélem.

Tso qaqa oghtánem stá kw’s smiyus. thuktámits, yéníc qaqa. He had magic power. he ran like a deer. He was tall, he moved lightly kw’s énic, skwé kwensátlemet kw’s féníc. Kákait te smistémuq, when he walked, can’t hear him when walking. He killed the people, thánk-wétes. Tsa kauwétsem snant nétl lâlemps làlem utl, yuq-spás, he robbed them. The Cowitchin mountain was his home the home of a one-time-bear. Keq skwolás sènáwá làlem utl spás, sèná tsa huwétens. Tó síc-áľuq. Lots of guns within house of bear, inside the ammunition. He was half-witted qon slétlikutl, smútuksen, klóvétsa, thúkwélas qunem unítl kw’s étsums, when a boy, running-nose, naked, heedless as to any clothing, aúa kw’s étlemens, énic útsa sáluk muku skwáil, tséimáisen, without any food, roaming in the woods every day, dribbling-at-mouth, tótlawíst tsíi kéntém, tsíi kéntém, Qályákwétsáten cánuqts te slétliketl shifty his eyes, as-an-animal’s. Qályákwétsáten saw the boy nètsa skwáil, nètsa súluqts táw-táw kwétsa tsá wá-émíc sèsát one day, then know-he what-kind-of-person will be when becomes grown-up swéeka. “Oh! čì tsa kúlima.” “Nëřúma, enátëa ñá-sa!” “Qona kwen-siŋ man. “Oh! good his eyes.” “My-boy, come here!” “Now go and get (me) uks skwáilláŋ-qéltse.” Kwánñut. Té swéeka čùyú-amut. a blackberry-bush.” He went for it. The man there was sitting. Qiyanánus tètèlel te swéeka, ákwéteín, só kwénts. He was smiling (the boy) he came to the man, he gave it to him, then he took it. Só kwénts te slétliketl, qókwákántem qiyanunkustem. Aúa. Then he seized the boy, threw him on his back and rubbed his face. Not kw’s sqaums te slétliketl, úŋkunumal, súqwoq tsaqtaus. “Kwámkwum ten he cried the boy, only grined, bleeding his face. “Strong your kúlem ômè qútsa swéeka.” Nétl só kwı́ts, čì ekwálawons staluk. eyes become when a man.” Then he went off, good his heart in the woods.

Then he goes to

Lemáltca. Tiłtašiacin nonëtsa sláni nû utsa cátl wâwutlatas Lemaltca. They were feasting (there) one woman there in the doorway keeping-away te skwumkwunmai. Kwenátes te skáluq. Sôqëlem núwëlem. Sôqëlem the dogs. She held a clam-digger. Sôqëlem sprang-inside. Sôqëlem kwulutets skyúxila mestémuq. Sôqëlem tcítúm. Tsi shot two men. Sôqëlem jumped about. That sláni skélum úte owuñut. Nétł so tátsels stëtsás woman sprang upon the bed. Then came he near. utfénsa. Nétł ne so kwëmat qátlet te skáluq. Nétł so Then she held him across the chest with the root-digger. Then tauts: “Amétla! étseñ wutl kwun-ñuq, ataeñq skwëlácus kwa she calls out: “Come here! I have got him, don’t you bring a umétiíq, s’kúkwum’stečiíq.” Nétł so tátsels se tátses é-yû-kwëmiín utsa gun, axe you him.” Then came her husband bringing an skúkwum. Kwakwuts te sqúns, nétł so méuktáwit. Nétł so axe. He struck him on the head, then cut-off-the-head. Then tsáłtuns te sluk-wítís hës kw’s tsáłtuns. jumping about the headless-body long-time it was jumping.
STORY OF TSOQÉLEM.

About sixty years ago there lived at the foot of the mountain near Cowitchin Harbour a strange and fierce man named Tsoqélém. He was taller than the average man by nearly a foot, his face was long and thin and his tread was as soft and stealthy as that of the mountain-lion, and he could run like a deer. He became the terror of the district, waylaying and robbing anyone who crossed his path. His home was a cave in the side of the mountain, in which he always kept a goodly supply of fire-arms and ammunition. From his boyhood he had been a strange being, passing most of his time roaming in the forest or mountains. His eyes were shifty and roving like those of a wild animal. A great Shaman once saw him at Saanich, and said to the people round about him: "That boy has got remarkable eyes." The boy stared at the man, and would have run away but the Shaman caught him, and bade the people get him some trailing blackberry brambles. With these he rubbed the boy's face, saying as he did so, "I hope your eyes will now keep strong." The boy's face was severely lacerated with the thorns of the brambles, but he did not cry, he simply grinned all the time, and when the Shaman let him go with the command: "Run!" he ran off by himself into the forest again.

Tsoqélém now wandering through the forest, heard a noise before him like the growling of a dog over a bone. He crept stealthily forward and presently perceived a hairy forest monster who, with his wife and children, were devouring in dog-like fashion the body of a youth they had seized.

The monster held his victim on his knees, and with his long fierce claws tore off the flesh and passed it to his children. He accosted Tsoqélém, bidding him sit down. Tsoqélém sat down and the monster passed him some of the flesh. Tsoqélém ate like the rest. The monster then said to Tsoqélém, "When you fight and when you kill people I shall be with you. Come here to me and lie down. There is something in your eye. That Shaman did a good thing who rubbed your face, but he only half did his work; I will finish it." So saying he took the bill of a humming-bird and thrust it in the corner of the boy's eyes, telling him to look upwards till he could see the stars. From time to time he questioned him, "Can you see the stars yet?" Tsoqélém answered "No" at first, but presently the stars became visible to him through the blood of his eyes, and he cried out: "Yes, I can see them now." "Very good," said the monster, desisting from his task; "from this time you will be able to see as well in the dark as in the light; day and night will be all the same to you." Tsoqélém now went back to his cave home and danced and sang his mystery song: "čeën uliţ téma stálem qas : a ! a ! mustumiq yuq qas kwenés. utl humstalt qas : a ! a !" which signified that he had been given human flesh to eat. While he danced he flourished his gun and knife.

From this time onward Tsoqélém went about the country killing and robbing the people. After many years of this life he one day went to the Semaltca people on Kuper Island. It was about spring time, and the people were all assembled together feasting in one of their long-houses. A young woman sat in the doorway
holding her digging stick in her hand with which to keep out the dogs. All at once a gun went off and a man fell shot, and then another and Tsqélem was amongst them brandishing his weapons and killing all within his reach. Everybody made for the door except the young woman who held the digging stick. She sprang upon the bed platform, and as Tsqélem passed with his back towards her she was suddenly inspired with the thought that she could hold him down with her stick. Seizing her digging stick at both ends, she quickly passed it over his head and held it tightly across his breast and pulled him backwards, shouting as she did for her husband to come and kill him while she thus held him. Tsqélem struggled hard to break away from her and sought to stab her with his knife, but she held him fast and shouted the more. Her cries brought an old crone to the door, who called out, "Has he got you down?" "No," she replied; "I have got him down. Tell my husband to come quickly and bring the other men with him." The husband presently came, rushing up, followed by the other men. As they entered the house, the woman said, "Don't use your guns, attack him with your axes." This they did, soon disabling him; they then cut off his head and his body rolled and jumped about for a long time. When they cut him open they found that his heart and entrails were very small—much smaller than those of any ordinary man. Thus was Tsqélem slain by the wit and pluck of a woman.

**Kauitsen Account of a Great Fight between the Salish Tribes and their Hereditary Enemies the Kwakiutls.**

Once the Kauitsen were at war with the tribes on the American side of the Straits. While they were absent from their villages some of the Kwakiutl bands swooped down upon their settlements, burnt their houses and carried off the women and children into slavery. When the Kauitsen warriors came back they found their homes destroyed and their families carried off into slavery. Nothing was left to them but the smoking remnants of their dwellings. Not even a dog remained. They set their canoes to dry and then gathered for consultation. While the meeting was going on a youth from the Snanafmoq tribe came running up with information respecting the marauding tribes. This youth had seen their camp fires. Said he, "I saw five hundred and eighty cooking fires on the beach at Nanaimo, and I think they will stay there for a little while. If you hurry after them you can lay in ambush for them at the mouth of the harbour." The Kauitsen immediately sent out scouts to search all the bays between the Kauitsen Harbour and that of the Snanaimoq; they also sent off messengers to the other friendly Salish tribes with urgent requests to join them in their attack on the Kwakiutl. A ready response was made, and before the dawn of the next day the war canoes, each with its complement of thirty-five warriors, of all the Salish settlements on the Gulf and Islands rendezvoused at Kauitsen Harbour. The scouts had returned in the meantime with the news that the Kwakiutl were camped at Maple Bay with their canoes all hidden in the woods. When all the war canoes had arrived they set
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out for Maple Bay, forming their company into two divisions, one of which was stationed on the right and the other on the left of the entrance to the bay. It was agreed among them that three canoes of Kauitsen warriors disguised as women should row into the harbour and entice the Kwakiutl to come after them. A system of signals was also agreed upon. The sounds were to be those of the owl, the wolf, and the dog. The cry of the owl was to be given by the Kauitsen as soon as they saw they were perceived by the Kwakiutl, the sound of the wolf when the Kwakiutl swallowed the bait and began to pursue them, and the sound of the dog would be given by those in ambush outside of the harbour to signify that they were ready to dash in and surround the enemy. When all was ready the Kauitsen canoes with the men wearing big hats, such as the women commonly wore, to make them appear like women, entered the bay. Before they are half-way in they are discovered by the Kwakiutl, who launch their canoes and set off in pursuit. They give the signal and turn about and paddle back, followed eagerly and carelessly by the Kwakiutl who fail to observe the canoes of the Salish stealing in on either side of the bay. Presently when the Salish have got into the bay and surrounded them, they give their warwhoop and the Kwakiutl perceive that they have fallen into an ambush. The Kauitsen now close in upon the Kwakiutl, and a fierce battle begins which, the Kauitsen say, continued without intermission for four days and nights, and the waters of the bay became red with the blood of the slain. In the end fifteen canoes of the Kwakiutl broke through the cordon of the Salish and made for the open sea. Of these one was swamped off the point, three ran on a submerged reef and were wrecked and the rest were overtaken at Nanoose and their crews all slaughtered. During the battle the Kauitsen sang their war-song: "Hā hā · ā · ā yū - tsenukwat sen Qē Qē Qā hā ā ā. Behold we are the great serpent people!"

When the Salish had vanquished their foes, they determined to retaliate and to carry the war into the territories of the Kwakiutl and their allies. Accordingly they made for the settlements of the Sātlōdq (now Comox) whose fighting men had been among the Kwakiutl. The Sātlōdq, though properly Salish, were always regarded by the Kauitsen as Kwakiutl because of their alliance and sympathy with this stock. When the Sātlōdq women saw the canoes coming into the harbour they thought it was their own husbands and friends returning laden with the spoils of their foray, and ascended the roofs of their dwellings to dance and sing the song of welcome. Presently, when the canoes were at the landing they perceived their mistake and would have run away and hidden; but the many Salish slaves which they held, perceiving their countrymen in the canoes and surmising the object of their visit, seized upon both women and children and held them prisoners. The Kauitsen now came forward and bound all the Sātlōdq. After setting fire to the village, they took them away with them as slaves. From thence they went on to Cape Mudge, the home of the dreaded and warlike Y̓ukwitltaq, the southernmost of the Kwakiutl proper, and did the same thing there. They then proceeded to Alert Bay to the chief settlement of the Kwakiutl, and this they served in the same way, pressing all the women and children into slavery. Thus the Salish tribes
punished the Kwakiutl and their allies and so broke their power that from that time onward till the country passed into the hands of the whites they were free from the attacks of the Kwakiutl and could live in peace and security.

There is no doubt, I think, about the truth of the main features of this contest, but whether the Salish were as victorious as the Kauitsên relates may possibly be open to doubt.

CLAIRVOYANT POWER IN WOMEN.

The Indians everywhere believed in clairvoyant powers, and relate many instances of the exercise of such. The following is an example given me by Thomas James.

A hunter once lost his hunting knife. He did not discover his loss till he had brought home his game and shared it with his neighbours. The loss of his knife made him sad, and the people ask him why he is so sad after his successful hunt. He tells them he has lost his hunting knife, and one of them replies, "I know a wise old woman who will help you find your knife." The hunter was pleased to hear this, and said, "I will give her five blankets if she does." The old woman is sent for and told what has occurred, and begged to use her powers in the recovery of the lost knife. She replied, "I certainly used to have the power to see lost things, but I have not exercised it of late. I don't know if I can do it now, but I will try."

She thereupon sat down, closed her eyes, and began swaying her body. Presently she passed into a trance-like state, and when she recovered she was able to describe to the hunter where he had been, and just where he had dropped his knife. The hunter returned to the forest, retraced his steps to the spot indicated by the old woman, and there found his knife lying where she had seen it.
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[WITH PLATE I.]

The following notes are a summary of my studies among the Ssciatl. I have been enabled to complete them earlier, and in a more exhaustive manner than I could otherwise have done, by a timely grant of £40 from the Royal Society. By means of this help I was able to spend the greater portion of a month among them in the summer of 1902, visiting their different settlements and gathering all information now available from the most reliable and authentic sources. With the exception perhaps of a few folk-tales, I believe these notes record all that may now be gathered of the past concerning this tribe.

Of all the native races of this province, they are probably the most modified by white influences. They are now, outwardly at least, a civilized people, and their lives and condition compare favourably with those of the better class of peasants of Western Europe. Their permanent tribal home, or headquarters, contains about a hundred well-built cottages, many of them two-storied, and some of them having as many as six rooms. Each house has its own garden-plot attached to it, in which are grown European fruits and vegetables. In the centre of the village, and dominating the whole, stands an imposing church, which cost the tribe nearly $8,000 a few years ago. Near by, they have also a commodious and well-built meeting-room, or public hall, capable of holding 500 persons or more, and a handsome pavilion or band-stand fronts the bay. They possess also a convenient and effective waterworks system of their own. The water has been brought in iron pipes from a mountain stream some three miles off, and every street has its hydrants at intervals of 40 or 50 yards. From these, the water is easily carried into the houses in pails.

As a body, the Ssciatl are, without doubt, the most industrious and prosperous of all the native peoples of this province. The men engage either in fishing or lumbering the whole year round. Some of them are also expert hunters, and during the season ship a great number of deer to the Vancouver market, their territory abounding in game of that kind.

Respecting their improved condition, their tribal and individual prosperity, highly moral character, and orderly conduct, it is only right to say that they owe it mainly, if not entirely, to the Fathers of the Oblate Mission, and particularly to the late Bishop Durieu, who more than forty years ago went first among them and
won them to the Roman Catholic faith. And most devout and reverent converts have they become, cheerfully and generously sustaining the Mission in their midst, and supplying all the wants of the Mission Fathers when amongst them.

ETHNOGRAPHY AND SOCIOLOGY.

The tribe, as at present constituted, numbers some three hundred and twenty-five souls, between sixty and seventy of whom are adult males. It is a very difficult matter to get the exact number of any Indian settlement. Census-taking is something entirely foreign to the native mind, and no inhabitant of a native village, even when it contains less than a score of souls, can tell one offhand the number of adult males living in it. When questioned upon the point, they have to count them off by name upon their fingers, and are then as likely to overlook some as to give an accurate total.

The Sçiatił are obviously a mixed people. The facial types among them would make this quite clear, even if we had no evidence of the fact in their traditions and genealogies. At the time when the late Bishop Durieu first came among them in the early sixties of the last century, they were divided into four septs or sub-tribes, each having its own settlement and fishing and hunting grounds. These were in the neighbourhood of Sechelt peninsula, the neck of which commences about twenty or thirty miles above the entrance to Howe Sound, the waters of the neighbouring Skwómic. The present Mission, or headquarters of the united tribe, situated on Trail Bay on the outer side of the neck of the peninsula, is of modern origin, dating only from Bishop Durieu's time. Prior to that, though a most desirable and sheltered spot, fear of the blood-thirsty, marauding Yûkeltas (a Kwakiutl subdivision) prevented them from making a permanent settlement here. Known to them by the name of Tcatelête ( = "outside water ") it formed a temporary halting place and general rendezvous for the tribe. Here the different septs sometimes met for a common hunt. The neck at this point formed also a portage to the divisions living on the inner waters, and made a short cut for them to the Gulf, being only eleven hundred yards wide at this point.

The following are the names and settlements of the old divisions of the tribe:

Qûnétcin, at the head of Queen's Reach.
Tsônaï, at Deserted Bay, the junction of Queen's Reach and Princess Royal Reach.
Tûwáneko, at head of Narrow's Arm.
Squalaqos with many settlements, but no fixed abode.

Of the above four subdivisions, the two former are said to be of extraneous origin, being founded by men of Kwakiutl lineage. The two latter represent the true Sçiatił. Regarding these septs separately, the Tsônaï now number about forty souls. I gathered from the chief and his brother all that is now known of their ancestry and past. They have a genealogical table, extending back to the sixth generation, that is, to their Tôpiyuk. The genealogical lists of all the Sçiatił
divisions stop at this point. They have no memories or traditions of anything beyond. The Tóhiyuk is always with them the “first-man.”

The following is the genealogical table of the Tsónai chiefs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descendant</th>
<th>Relationship to Qólálin I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qólálin I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qólálin II. eldest son of Qólálin I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcauk'st I. eldest son of Qólálin II.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unakwátei, husband of Tselápolt, eldest daughter of Tcauk'st I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcauk'st II. eldest son of Unakwátei</td>
<td>Otškén, second son of Unakwátei and present chief of the Tsónai.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It would appear from the family traditions that Qólálin I. was not originally a chief of the Tsónai. It is related that he acquired the chieftaincy by excelling all others in “potlatching”; and he is said to come from Fort Rupert. His name bears witness to his greatness in this line, the term being derived from the root Qótsó, “to hold in a bundle,” or “press down,” i.e., all other competitors. He was a man of great wealth. He possessed a kind of Fortunatus’ purse in the form of a tétéléte—“increasing.” This was described to me as a kind of baby that he found in the forest one day and took home and placed in a box, which immediately became filled with potlatch treasures of all kinds. Hence his ability to excel in potlatches, and hence his name. He possessed also a large house called Kwósen-autq—“star house,” so named because the roof was constructed in such a manner that the stars could be seen through numerous small holes in it. No rain ever came in through these star-holes. Adorning the structure were many squtk, that is, carvings and paintings of animals. I was assured that these squtk were in no way totemistic in character, nothing corresponding to the totem crests or symbols of the northern tribes being known among the old Sciatl according to all my informants. They were simply symbolical of the social status of the owner. The figures were such as in the native mind typified greatness, loftiness, strength, power, wisdom, and so on; such as the eagle, the raven, the bear, the whale, and the beaver; and their number and variety on a man’s house or belongings marked the measure of his ability to excel in potlatching. Only men of acknowledged position in the tribe ever ventured to decorate their houses with such carvings or paintings. The ridicule of their fellows effectually prevented any man from undeservedly acquiring these distinctions.

When Qólálin was advanced in years, he became desirous of securing his eldest son’s succession to the chieftaincy; and to ensure this he gave a great feast, publicly resigned the chieftaincy, and nominated his son as chief in his stead, giving him at the same time his name and all his wealth. As no one could now

\[1\] A Kwakiuk settlement.
dispute his claims to the office, Qëlálín II. was acknowledged chief of the tribe. He took to himself nine wives, by whom he had ḍpedál tūkwēls, "ten offspring." When he became aged, he followed his father's example, gave a great feast, and distributed many presents. At the close of the feast, he led forward his sons and daughters, and declared his eldest son chief in his stead. His name was Tcawk'st which signifies of clean or honourable descent; implying by this that his parentage was above reproach, that he had no slave blood, or dog-blood, or other animal blood in his veins. He was regarded by all as "planted" firmly or deeply in the headship of the tribe.

Tcawk'st had one wife only, by whom he had sčkatsúíí tūkwēls, two sons and three daughters. His sons both dying, when he reached a ripe old age, he gave a great feast and named his eldest daughter Tsélāpolt as his successor and chieftainess of the tribe. Later she married Unakwātci, and he, taking his wife's rank and privileges, became a chief. By the help of his father-in-law, he gave many potlatches, and was acknowledged as supreme chief. It was during the chieftaincy of Unakwātci that Bishop Durieu came first among the Sčiatił. He was welcomed by this chief, and in return, it is reported, the bishop gave Unakwātci a bell, and made him and his successors hereditary chiefs of the Church which he established in their midst.

Unakwātci had seven children, two boys and five girls. When he was advanced in years, the bishop made him "sit down," and named his son Tcawk'st as chief in his stead. But Tcawk'st's mind becoming unbalanced later, he was set aside, and Unakwātci was reinstated in the office, which he held to the time of his death. As his successor, the bishop appointed his second son ʻÓtkēn, the present occupant of the office.

I have thought it worth while to give the family history of the Tsóñai chiefs as they gave it to me, because of the sidelight it throws upon important practices and customs.

In addition to the above genealogical table of the Tsóñai chiefs, I obtained the pedigrees of the chiefs of the Sqaafqös and Tsŭwânokq. It is worthy of remark as showing how deeply their modern environment has modified their lines, that only one person, an aged woman, knew or remembered the genealogical tables of the chieftains of these septs. Concerning the family history of the chiefs of the Qunétein division, I could obtain no account whatever, no one apparently possessing any knowledge thereof.

The following is the genealogical table and history of the Sqaafqös.

According to the belief of the natives, the founder of the Sqaafqös was te spēlamūťł, "a heaven-born man" named S'ónkētl. He had a brother named Sukāl, who became a secondary chief, and a wife named Yalqōmolt. He is said to have first appeared at a place called Smśt, which is at the head of Hotham Sound. This meagre account is all that can now be gathered concerning the past of this subdivision of the Sčiatił. The pedigrees of S'ónkētl and his brother Sukāl as given to me are as follows:—
The following is the pedigree of Sukál:

*Sukál = “lofty post”
(married Nuknékwélwit of Slaiamon tribe),
issue three sons.

*Slaikum (s.).  *Teléchwél (= “seated above all others”), (s.).

Yequécha (d.).  *Maníja (s.).  Qéguá (s.).  Sukál (s.).  Sáctelm (s.).  Kátakis (d.).
All these offspring of Slaikum dying without issue, the chieftaincy passed to Teléchwél, his brother.

*Sukwélten (s.).  Hasámels (s.).  Qeléwit (d.).  Tsultsulmat (d.).

*Thákten (s.) (died without issue and was succeeded by his brother Hétecal).  Haik; (d.).  Pétémiltq (d.).  *Hétecal (s.).
(Baptismal name Jack Isidore, the present representative).

N.B.—The names marked with an asterisk were ruling chiefs, (s.) and (d.) stand for “son” and “daughter.”
Tūwāneko <i> Sept.</i>

The founder of the Tūwāneko division was also te spełemūtl. His name was Tlentckēnēm. His successors were Tlentckēnēm II., III., IV., V. and VI., who is now a small boy.

We learn from these Family Tables that the chieftaincy was practically hereditary, although theoretically within the grasp of any member of the tribe who could outdo the ruling chief in potlatching or feast-giving; and it is not without interest to observe that the same anxiety and ambition to found and perpetuate a family, displayed in modern society, are equally factors in the life of savage races.

Socially, the Sčiatl people were divided into three castes or classes, as in the other Salish tribes examined, viz., chiefs, nobles, and base folk. We have seen how the first are constituted; the second were composed of the heads of families of standing, and, generally, of the wealthy. The last were made up of the thriftless, the indolent, and the slaves of the tribe. I made special and repeated inquiries with regard to secret societies and brotherhoods, and induced my informants and helpers to question in my presence the old men and women on these points; but all were unanimous in declaring that nothing resembling the modern secret societies of the Kwakiutl, of which they have some knowledge, had any place among the old-time Sčiatl. The nearest approach to anything of the kind was the initiation of the pupils, or disciples of the Siyaikwētl (medicine-man) or the Siwfn (seer), who were accustomed to attach a few followers to themselves after the manner of apprentices. My own conclusions respecting the social life of the old Sčiatl, formed after careful study and inquiry, are that it was of a very simple nature, and similar to that of the interior Salish tribes. The war-like division of the Kwakiutl stock which ruled the waters of the Strait, and kept the Sčiatl isolated from other influences, effectually hindered the acquisition of foreign ideas or conceptions from those quarters; and the large influx of Lillooet blood in the present Sčiatl suggests close relations with that tribe, if not original descent from it. Of the two dozen photographs which I obtained among the Sčiatl, a preponderating number are those of individuals with Lillooet blood in them. Another thing which points to relationship, or at any rate close contact, with the interior Salish, is the fact that they formerly practised that peculiar custom of secluding certain of their children; a custom which my collection of Thompson folklore shows to have been at one time prevalent among the N’ťakāpamuq, the neighbours of the Lillooet tribes. <i>A propos</i> of this practice, I learned from Charlie Roberts that the object of this seclusion was, in the case of male children, to make great hunters of them; great, that is, in the sense of securing by some occult means large quantities of game. They are said to have been quite white in appearance, much lighter than the average settler, from their long seclusion. They were shut up in box-like receptacles, and never allowed out of them, or the house, save at night, when they could not be seen. Another peculiarity was that their hair must never be cut. These individuals aroused much curiosity in the other members of the tribe, and all kinds of schemes were resorted to in order to
get a sight of them. In the case of youths, when it became known that one was about to set out on a hunting expedition, the young women would do their best to get a glimpse of him, and if possible, would waylay him, and induce him to break his celibacy in the hope of securing him for a husband. For, if a young man lay with a maid, she became *ipso facto* his wife. On leaving the house, they were always covered up with blankets, and were conducted by some near relative into the forest, until beyond the gaze of the curious and prying. They were supposed to possess supernatural powers of some sort. It is recorded of one that he went out fishing with his brother, and while they were engaged in their work, a young female seal popped up its head at a little distance from the canoe. When the youth saw it he cried out: "Oh what a nice young woman; how I should like her for a wife." The seal dived down, and his brother warned him to beware of uttering such wishes when so near a seal colony. But the youth took no notice of the advice, and made the remark again when the seal came up a second time near the canoe. Again it dived, but presently came up close to the canoe and assuming the form of a maiden, invited him to descend with her to the seal village below. He readily accepted the invitation, and dived down with her. After a little while he returned to the surface and bade his brother go home without him, saying that he intended to stay with the seal people. His brother urged him to change his mind, and accompany him, but was in the end obliged to return home without him; and his people never saw him again.

**Shamanism.**

The Shamans, among the old-time Siciatl, were of three classes: the *Siyalkw’l* or doctor, the *Siwın* or seer, and the *Sçiwa* or witch. The last-named were generally women, the other two invariably men. Their practices did not differ in any essential point from those of their class among the other Salish tribes treated of heretofore. The *Siyalkw’l* corresponded to the *Sqwam* of the Halkómelém, the Siwın to the Ola, and, like him, possessed clairvoyant powers, and could discover lost persons or things. One hears many stories of the supernormal powers of these Siwın, and they undoubtedly possessed the faculty of perceiving distant and hidden objects in some degree. Not every one who desired could become a Siwın. Only those whose psychical make-up fitted them for the office ever became Siwın.

**Suliaism.**

I inquired very particularly among the Siciatl concerning *Sulia*. In this tribe, as in the Skq’ómie, suliaism seems to have played a less prominent part than in the up-river and interior tribes. Not every one, it would appear, among these two tribes acquired sulia (called by them *sulqm*) or supernatural helpers. Those who possessed them were, according to all my informants, mostly shamans, or distinguished hunters, or fishers, or warriors, or runners, or those generally who exceeded in any particular thing; the attendant bodily exercises and the protracted fasts incidental to the acquisition of sulia apparently not being to the
liking of the ordinary individual. But as it was of the very essence of the sulia that its acquisition by the seeker should be kept secret from his fellows, at any rate among the Sk'qômíc and Sfèciatl, it is not improbable that this fact, and the long time that has elapsed since these tribes gave up their pagan habits and beliefs, hide from us the true extent to which suliaism permeated the lives of the old-time Sk'qômíc and Sfèciatl. Regarding the practice, however, merely from the point of view of my informants, we may yet perceive the significance which suliaism had in the mind of the natives, and the potent influence it exercised upon their lives.

The importance of the psychical factor of this cult in the development of these races can hardly be over-estimated.

Among the Sfèciatl there seems never to have been any painted or sculptured representations of the sulia on the houses or other belongings of the individual. Such sculptures and paintings as were displayed being, as I have already stated, honorific, and not totemistic in character. The import of this calls for consideration, for we have in these figures apparently another source or origin of personal and family crests. The son inheriting his father's house and rank, inherited with these all his carvings and paintings; and it becomes important in our studies of the social customs of the tribes of this region, and particularly of their crests and emblems, to determine which are honorific, which totemistic, and which merely commemorative in character; also to what extent the first were formerly employed, and what part they have played in the giving of animal names to individuals, families, and clans. For it seems impossible to doubt that figures of animals were used by other of the north-west tribes to symbolise the social status of their notabilities. Indeed, Father Morice has shown that the Déné tribes of the interior employed a like symbolism for that purpose, and signs of it are not wanting in the heraldic columns of the northern coast Indians. It is quite likely that we have sometimes confused the honorific symbols with those of totemic import. Certainly, students of these races have customarily regarded house sculptures and paintings as being totemistic in character and significance; and while this view may be right in some cases, or even in the main, it is clear from my present studies of the Sfèciatl and Sk'qômíc, that it cannot be in all. It will be important then, in future researches, to distinguish clearly between the different classes of symbolism employed by our Indians.

Another point of some importance has been raised by my studies of the Sfèciatl. According to them, the acquisition of such a magic treasure or supernatural helper as the Tétélètè of the ancestor of the Tsómai chiefs, did not result in the founding of a new crest or totem as was invariably the case among their northern neighbours. No carvings, paintings, or other marks were employed to symbolise such objects or possessions, or to commemorate their acquisition. While this is possibly true, and is certainly in keeping with what we have learned of the Salish of the interior, too much stress

should not be laid upon the statement. It is open to question whether the present Sčiatił are at all times trustworthy informants upon the practices and beliefs of their pagan ancestors, two generations separating them from the primitive order of things.

That the forest, the air, and the sea were full of mysteries to them is clear from their folk-tales; and their anthropomorphic conceptions of the animal and vegetable worlds coloured all their lives and thoughts, as among their neighbours. Even to-day, among the most advanced and intelligent of them, there is still a strong belief in the human or man-like side of animals, plants, and other objects and forces.

This universal concept of primitive man seems to be one of the most persistent of his early beliefs.

There is also one other point to which I would like to draw attention. The Tsonai sept claim, as I have before stated, a Kwakiutl origin. If this be true, and I know no reason why we should doubt it, the entire absence among the Sčiatił of all those peculiar observances and customs, so characteristic of the Kwakiutl when they first came under our observation, would seem to indicate one of two things: either that the Sčiatił mind was uncongenial to Kwakiutl institutions, which is very unlikely, judging by their adoption more or less fully by other Salish tribes; or, which is more probable, that the present social organisation of the Kwakiutl, with its strange societies, clan divisions, and elaborate winter ceremonials, is of modern origin. This is the view which Dr. Boas' studies of this people led him to adopt, and the absence of anything resembling these practices among the Sčiatił, who claim relationship through one of their divisions with the Kwakiutl, certainly brings additional and independent support to that view.

**Dress.**

In dress the Sčiatił did not differ materially from the other Salish tribes already described. Dressed skins, blankets, woven from the hair of the mountain goat and from a species of long-haired dog bred for the purpose, and capes and skirts from the inner bark of the cedar (*Thuya gigantea*) formed the ordinary covering of the people. In mentioning the cedar as a source of clothing, it will not be out of place if I call attention here to the unique value of this tree to the old-time native, and the many uses to which he put it, and for which it was so eminently adaptable. It was to him much what the cocoanut-palm was to the South Sea Islander. From its outer bark he constructed ropes and lines, coverings for his dwelling, his slow matches, or "travelling fire," and many other things. From its inner bark his wife wove garments for herself and children, made their beds and pillows, padded her children's cradles, and fashioned the compressing bands and pads for deforming their heads, and also the insignia of their secret societies, their headdresses and other ceremonial decorations, besides applying it in a multitude of other ways. From its wood he built the family and communal dwellings, made such furniture as he used—tubs, pots, kettles,
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bowls, dishes, and platters, fashioned his graceful and buoyant fishing and war canoes, his coffin, his treasure chests, his ceremonial masks, his heraldic emblems, his commemorative columns, his totem poles, and a host of other objects. From its branches he made his most enduring withes and ties, and from its split roots his wife constructed the beautiful basketry of this region. There was practically no part of this remarkable tree which he did not apply to some useful purpose or other. He even resorted to it for food in times of scarcity and famine: his wives and daughters robbing the squirrels and chipmunks of their stores of its cones for the nutriment they contained. One can hardly imagine what the condition of the natives of this region would have been without this tree, no other of the country lending itself to such a variety of useful purposes. That it has had a profound influence upon their condition, and has helped to shape the lines of their culture, there can be no doubt.

Dwellings.

The dwellings of the old-time Sfiatl were of the communal kind. They appear, however, not to have been so long generally as among some of the coast Salish; the nature of the ground at these villages not being so convenient for this purpose. In height they ranged from twenty-five feet to forty or even fifty feet, according to Charlie Roberts, but I think these latter heights doubtful. Usually each house was occupied only by persons connected by family ties. Families with numerous ramifications would always possess a building of their own, but sometimes two or more small families would share the same building between them. Isolated individuals, or those having few connections, would find accommodation in some family, whose dwelling was larger than their needs required.

The internal structure and arrangement differed somewhat from that of the other tribes. For example, at the building of the house a permanent platform about two feet high and five or six feet broad was erected all round the interior walls. This served as seats or lounges for the occupants during the day, and during the night as beds. Some ten or twelve feet above this platform small isolated cubicles or sleeping rooms were constructed. These were for pubescent boys and girls, who were confined separately in them for the space of ten days upon their reaching puberty.

Each family partitioned off its allotment from the rest by means of hanging mats. There were no hanging shelves for storing food, as in the Sk'qomic and Halkomelx̱m houses, for the reason that their supplies were kept elsewhere.

Food.

The staple food of the Sfiatl consisted of about equal proportions of venison and fish, supplemented by various roots and berries. Their territory abounded in game, and their waters teemed with fish. As I have said, they did not store their winter supplies in their dwellings, but “cached” them in the woods. Only a few days’ supply was ever carried home. This peculiar custom was due to
the marauding proclivities of the neighbouring Yúklá, who made periodical forays upon their settlement and carried off all they could lay hands upon. It was unsafe, therefore, to keep a large store of food by them.

In the matter of preserving the berries of their district for winter use, they had, and still practise, a most ingenious method of treating them. On one of my visits among them I was present when some of the women were making their winter "jam" from the salal berry, and I was thus able to observe the whole process. The fruit is first boiled for an hour or so, after which it is poured into a bowl and carefully mashed into a uniform jelly with a wooden pestle. A layer of large leaves is now spread over a kind of tray, made of narrow strips of wood fastened together by cross pieces. Upon the leaves is spread out a thin continuous layer of the jelly. The tray is then placed in the sun to dry, and when the upper side of the jelly has hardened into a cake, the whole is turned over on to another tray, and the other side of the layer is also left to dry out. When both sides are properly dried, the jam has the appearance of a piece of coarse felt, and can be rolled up like a mat and stored away for use. Now-a-days they use sugar in the boiling; formerly, of course, they had to dispense with this. When they wish to make use of this preserved fruit, they break off a piece, steep it in water for awhile and then reboil it, just as we do the evaporated fruits of commerce. Cured and preserved in this way, they say fruit will keep in good condition from season to season, or even longer, if kept dry and free from mildew.

Household Utensils.

The Siciatl made use of utensils similar to those employed by their congeners. Some of the women were very skilful in making the cedar-root basketry of this region. Even now, they make large numbers of them for sale to tourists, receiving from five to fifteen dollars a basket, according to size and quality. They had received an order just before my last visit to them, and many of the women and girls were busy in carrying it out. They employ only the small trailing roots of the bigger cedar for this kind of basketry. I was fortunate enough to be able to observe closely the whole process from beginning to end, and, indeed, I may say that I received instruction enough to be able, in a clumsy way, to put a basket together myself. The actual process of making is simpler than the appearance of the finished product would lead one to suppose. The most difficult and tedious part of the work is the preparation of the material. This, as I have said, is the root, or rather rootlets, of the cedar. These are dug up by the women with their skulp, or root-diggers, and brought home in bundles. The longer the roots the better, but the thickness of them should not exceed a thumb's width. The roots are first peeled or scraped, and, if not wanted at once, are placed in a stream or buried in wet ground to keep them moist and pliable. If required at once, they are halved and quartered longitudinally. This is done by means of a knife, and the hands and teeth, the latter playing a prominent part in the operation. The quarters are then split in the same manner into thin strands or splints of uniform
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thickness. Those that are not of uniform thickness are pared down to the required condition with a knife; but if too irregular for this purpose, they are set aside with the short lengths and broken pieces, to be used in the construction of the cores or coils of the basket. The strands are next tied separately into loose knots, just as one ties a bootlace or a piece of string, and thrown into a pail or pan of water ready for use. When a sufficient quantity of strands has been prepared, the woman sets about making her basket. She begins by putting together a core of the required length of the basket. This is made up of pieces of the cedar rootlets rejected in the process of making the strands, and varies from a quarter to half an inch in thickness. Round this core she next winds in close contact one of the strands, beginning at one end and finishing at the other. To both sides of this she then stitches, by over-casting other cores, until the bottom is of the desired dimensions. Upon this groundwork the sides are built up, coil by coil, in the same way. The stitching is done by means of an awl, now usually of steel, but formerly of pointed bone. Each stitch of the lower coil is pierced in turn, the strand carried over the new coil, which is built up as the work proceeds, passed back through the hole and pulled tight. This is repeated all round the basket, until the coil is complete. The coils are thus built up separately, one upon another, and when the desired height has been reached, finished off with a crown of doubled or trebled coils. The basket is made sometimes with a close-fitting lid or cover and sometimes without, according to the pattern or the use to which it is intended to be put. Usually these baskets are more or less ornamented with variously tinted grasses and barks. The bark most commonly employed for this purpose is that of the wild cherry and of the birch. Either strips of this, or the straws, or both combined, are hooked in on the outer surface of the basket during the process of making in the following manner:—One end is inserted under a stitch at some particular spot, and thus firmly secured. The strip of straw is then drawn over the face of the next stitch, and carried a little beyond it, then doubled back, and the doubled end fastened under the succeeding stitch, and the process is continued in the same manner as far as the design requires it. Sometimes this ornamentation is exceedingly tasteful, and the colours soft and harmonious. In some instances, the strips of bark are entirely dispensed with, and only a glossy yellow straw is employed. In such cases the whole outer surface of the basket is usually thus covered, giving to it a shining silvery appearance, and hiding entirely the underlying cedar strands. In the old days, besides these cedar-root baskets, they also made baskets from the bark of the birch, from water grasses, and from netted cords, spun from the bark of the cedar tree. These last they still make and employ, but I saw no specimen of the birch-bark kind among them.

The Skicitl had two kinds of bottles for storing their fish-oils, called respectively kwop't te lauí and pëiteis. The former was constructed from the air-bladder or sounds of fish, the latter from the bulbous kelp or seaweed (Macrocystis pyrifera) peculiar to the Pacific Coast. For domestic purposes they used a very singular detergent. It was a kind of tree-fungus, called by
them Qatkaímónate, "thunder-excrement." As many of the women use it still, I was able to secure a specimen. In appearance it looks like a lump of dirty-white under-baked dough; but its strong saponaceous qualities make it an excellent substitute for soap.¹

Puberty Customs.

In puberty rites and observances no two of our Salish tribes seem to follow the same customs. Among the Sčiatl the pubescent boy or girl was secluded from the rest of the household for the space of ten days in a cubicle (Kówitl), built over the family bed in the interior of the dwelling. The period of a girl's seclusion was always coincident with her first menses; that of the boy was determined by the breaking of his voice, by the appearance of hair on the pubes, and by the disappearance of the hard, pellet-like substance at the base of the nipple of the mammary gland. If, at any time, the boy or girl desired to leave the cubicle for any purpose, the former was always accompanied by three old men, and the latter by the same number of old women. The occasion of their seclusion was taken advantage of by the elders to instruct them in the several duties and responsibilities of man and womanhood. They were made to eat and drink very sparingly throughout the whole period of their seclusion; the object of this on the part of the boy being to fit him for the privations of the hunter's life, and to prevent him from developing a lustful temperament and interfering with other men's wives. On the part of the girl, it was to prevent her from becoming a greedy and gluttonous woman, who would seek to rob her husband of the choicest portions of their food. To teach them industrious habits the girl was employed in plucking the needles from a fir branch one at a time, or in picking yarn and in spinning; the boy in making arrows and other masculine objects. In order to make sure that the girl drank but little she was supplied with only a shell of water at a meal, and frequently this had a hole pierced through it for the purpose of letting the water leak away. Nor must she put even this small receptacle to her mouth, but must suck the water up through a small tube or hollow bone. A girl's first period is called qaixëqa, the succeeding ones sqaixëqa. It was customary for the father or uncle of the boy or girl to give a sólómités, or puberty feast, at this time to mark the occasion. If no feast were given, their friends and

¹ Since the above was written, a paper "On the Anatomical Characters of the substance 'Indian Soap,'" written by Miss M. Dawson, B.Sc. (Lond. and Wales), and published in the Transactions of the Canadian Institute, has come into my hands. According to Professor Macoun the substance is a Polyporus allied to P. betulinus, which had become changed by its own mycelium into punk. Miss Dawson in summing up her paper remarks, "As regards the nature of this substance, 'Indian soap,' the general arrangement and character of the large colourless hyphæ seem to support Professor Macoun's conclusion that it consists of a fructification of a Polyporus. . . . The whole structure has obviously been much changed by the action of parasitic hyphæ, so that we may perhaps, with justice, conclude that it consists of some large fungus, probably of the Polyporus type, which has been destroyed by two parasitic fungi. . . . As a result, degeneration of some of the interwoven hyphæ seems to have taken place, giving rise to a resinous substance to whose presence the characteristic saponaceous feeling is due."
relatives would be much ashamed, and feel lowered in the eyes of the rest of the tribe. After the period of seclusion of the girl was over, she was thenceforward treated as a woman. Her parents presented her with a comb and a pair of fire-tongs, and stones for heating water, and other household utensils, oiled her hair and painted her eyebrows and cheeks after the manner of women.

Mortuary Customs.

These customs among the Sčiátł differed somewhat from those practised by the Halkómélém tribes.

Dread of the dead was apparently not so strong among them as among the River tribes. The corpse was not taken out of the house, for instance, until the time of burial, usually the day following the death. It was prepared for burial by four or five old men, friends of the relatives. This unusual delay in the disposal of the corpse was due to the fact that these old men had to go apart by themselves, and undergo some ceremonial preparation, before they handled the body. The treatment of the corpse among the Sčiátł was similar to that among the tribes already treated of. When ready for disposal, it was usually placed on the open ground on some island set apart for this purpose. Since their conversion to Christianity the Sčiátł have gathered up all these old corpses and their remains and buried them in their consecrated grave-yards; somatological material is therefore difficult to secure among this tribe.

Beliefs and Customs.

The Sčiátł believe that the raven foretells the death of anyone. When they see him sitting on the branch of a tree, ruffling his feathers and croaking dismally, they believe that someone among them will shortly die. The old people also say that he gives notice of the approach of a canoe long before they know of it.

When a girl is undergoing her puberty rites she must not eat salmon, or there will be a scarcity of this fish at the next run.

Survivors of dead relatives must never eat salmon in the early stages of the run, nor enter a creek where salmon are found, or the salmon will be harmed. A dead body, or anything in connection with the dead, is inimical to the salmon.

When the women clean the first salmon of the season they must avoid wrenching off the neck. They are permitted to do this only with the later salmon.

Times and Seasons.

The Sčiátł divided their year into twelve portions, which correspond approximately to our twelve months. The moon seems to have held a very subordinate part in these divisions.

The year (Silámín) as a whole was reckoned either by summers or by winters, that is by so many tem ēyōs, "fine seasons," or by so many skwómaí, "snows."

The seasons (tem) are Spring, tem paiťa, Summer, tem ēyōs, Autumn (vacal), Winter, tem teim, "cold season" or tem sōlele.
Past seasons, or years, were thus expressed:—"last year," spēnewōl; last summer, tem eyōs-ōl; last winter, tem teim-ōl, etc.

The divisions of the year are:—

January, tem k'aiq, "eagle" time, so called because the eagle, they say, hatches its eggs about this time.

February, tem nēm, "time when the big fish lay their eggs."

March, tem sătskai, "budding time."

April, tem slēm, (from lēm, name of a large migratory bird with a red breast, and long neck and legs (not identified), which stays about a month in these parts.)

May, tem tsōutsōw, "The Diver (Loon)," so called because this bird begins to make its nest and lay about this time.

June, tem k-wēk-wēl, "salmon-berry" time.

July, tem sainq, "red-cap" time (the "red-cap" is a species of wild raspberry of this region).

August, tem tákā, "salal-berry" time.

September, tem ok-walémwu, "time when the fish stop running."

October, tem palk-šjūn, "time when the leaves fade."

November, tem qásōtei, "time when the fish leave the streams."

December, tem kwitó, "time when the raven lays his eggs."

The Sčiatl seem to have no special terms for the quarters as such, but specialize the winds coming from them, thus: North wind, tolūmela; south wind, k'awlūl; west wind, thalēcūl; east wind, kēcūl.

Archæology.

The archæological remains within the Sčiatl boundaries differ in some interesting features from those already described in other centres. Speaking broadly, they may be divided into three classes, viz., midden-heaps, Cairns, and fishing works. With respect to the first, they are to be found throughout the whole territory, wherever a suitable camping ground is found. Some of them are comparatively modern, and of no great extent, and are clearly old camps of the present tribes. Others belong no less clearly to a more remote period, and were formed, here as elsewhere, by races antecedent to the Salish. Some of the largest and oldest trees of the district are found growing over them, their roots gripping the midden-mass, and extending throughout it, thus plainly showing that they have sprung up there since the camp was abandoned, which, in some cases, must have been at least half a millennium ago. These midden-heaps do not differ in any essential features from those already described by me, except that I found none so large and extensive as those on the banks of the Lower Fraser and the shores of Puget Sound; and as far as my necessarily restricted examination went, they appear to be rather poor in relics. I secured a few arrow and spear-heads, some broken slate knives of the crescentic pattern, characteristic of this region, an imperfect pestle-hammer, and a few other specimens. The means at my disposal did not permit of extensive investigations.
Concerning the second class of remains, the cairns, I am unable to speak positively of the number and extent of these. The natives appear to know nothing of them, or where they are to be found. Those that came under my observation are situated on the summit of a mountain overlooking Pender Harbour and the waters of the Strait. This mountain is about twelve hundred feet above sea level. Its summit is open and terrace-like and almost devoid of soil. From the top an extensive outlook may be had of the waters of the Strait. It is very probable that other mountain-top or slopes in the Sficiatl territories contain similar remains.

These structures differ from those found in the Halkomélém territory, chiefly in the fact that they are composed wholly of stone, and in this respect are similar to some of those found on the southern half of Vancouver Island. The preliminary steps in the formation of these sepulchres were the same as those employed in the formation of the burial mounds or tumuli. An enclosure of varying dimensions was first formed by means of a wall of stones or boulders, set sometimes close together, at others at some distance apart. This boundary in the Halkomélém area was invariably rectangular in form. On this mountain, on the contrary, it varies from a proximately true circle to an oval. Within the enclosure thus formed the corpse was set down in the middle and covered over with a huge pile of rocks and thus left. It is not easy to estimate the age of these mountain tombs. All one can say is that they are not modern. Such as were examined contained no visible remains of any kind. That they belong to a comparatively distant past is clear from the fact that the modern Indians declare that they know nothing of them, and that their method of disposing of their dead before the advent of the missionary was to place them on certain of the islets in the inlets and arms of the Strait. This we know they did; for the remains of bodies so disposed of have been found on the islands.

Personally I am disposed to regard these mountain tombs or cairns, as I do the tumuli of the Halkomélém area, as the remains of a præ-Salishan people.

With respect to the third class of remains, the fishing works or stations, Sficiatl traditions make the Salish culture-hero or demi-god, Qeqqels, the author of them. I am unable to say how many of these fishing-stations may be found in the Sficiatl territory; I have knowledge only of that at the mouth of a small stream near Pender Harbour. This stream drains a chain of small lakes which were a favourite spawning-ground of the salmon, and its mouth lends itself admirably to the formation of the kind of traps we find here. It is not the ordinary barrier or weir stretching across the mouth of the river which impedes the ascent of the salmon and causes them to congregate in great numbers at the foot, but a series of lateral pockets or traps made of stone walls at one side of the stream, into which, by a series of channels or flumes, the fish are forced by the tide in their endeavours to ascend the stream to their spawning-grounds. At the ebb of the tide these pockets are practically drained, and the capture of the fish is an easy matter.

These traps are interesting in themselves as well as from the fact that they
Te Qanémanes cé te siyakçans cé ita émač-ét mëman stônica. An old-man and his wife-his and also grandson-their young man. Qak't'siyakçans, kum skats kwes-yakçanëms. Në a te pula skelt kum, No wife-his, then desired-he that-he might-take-a-wife. Upon a certain day then tê sô émaç tetsét a te stólo, tê tlâlet sosô, kum tê söqtas te kwütîem. He went walking near to the river. He continued going, then he saw a smoke. Tê-tlôms sös kwétas, tê söqtas ölkai têstlânai ástüq a te tlumstan, et he went to-investigate, he saw snake girl inside the house, fine slánai, stögwét aiyûbic tê-tlôms slánai ölkai. Tê-tlôms kwâls te stônica: woman, exceedingly beautiful that woman snake. He spoke the man: “etcâlim tee kwâlcown wa-yâkçùnmec-aun?” Tê-tlôms kwâls têstlânai: “what you think if-marry-you-1?” She answers youngwoman: “qâ-tean qâ-teauq nê-sqâtl-aunq, céïsôi te kelôn, pêk: tük-wilas, “not-1 not-you 1-like-you, squint the eye, broad belly, kainakaïkauqauq te icin mai-stôni-tein.” Tê-tlôms sös thuk te mëman short-arms and feet dislike-you-1.” He went out the young stônica, tê sô amëwit a te úlawëms, tê âqeq a te làas, tê quâm. man, he went home to the house-his, he lay on the bed-his, he cried. Tê-tlôms s'walâtut e-tle sôlas: “etcâlim-teïuq, émaç!” She asking of his grandmother-his: “what's-the-matter-with-you, grandson? Ástüte gauwöm?” “Kakayawëlsaim, teïu—i, tititeâl-télawós teïu-kwa, Why crying?” “She-called-me, grandmother, small-eyed I teïu—i, pêk-ââuwi teïu-kwa, teïu—i, tecêcítstoi na teïya grandmother, broad-bellied I, grandmother, arms very short teïu-kwa—i—i—i.”

[Each of these sentences is repeated three times in the story. The youth is supposed to be crying as he utters them.]

Tê-tlôms quiém te sôlas. “Në-aun ölkai haya She weeps his grandmother-his. “Had-I-been-there-when snake thus-said kwes-kakaiyewut têtos kwan émač. etcâlim-teïlep ustëlçap-gauwäm?” I would-have-killed her my grandson. wherefore-you you-continue-crying?”

Têtôms quiém thal te stônica. Tê-tlôms öts e[1]-sâmuktîl, kum tê-tlôms He cries still the man. She calls-up invisible-rain-clouds, then it

1 This particle ci plays an important part in the Sêkatl dialect. It is used in a variety of constructions. Its chief function is to mark that which is absent and invisible. It is employed here to indicate that the storm came on suddenly without warning.
kutt tē sāmuktl, aiyim' etcitl tēlētc. Tē stōlō tēsēluq tē came the rain-cloud, very-heavy rain-storm arose. The river it-washed-away the thimstans tē őltkai slānai. tēsēluq őltkai, tē tlalsam-nōmēt etla house-her the snake woman. it-washed-away (the) snake, she saved herself by-a sēsitālin sēsā. Tē tec tūal tē slānai:—"Aistōmē-tein kēlāi?" Tē grounded small-tree. She now called-out the woman:—"Love-you I beaver!" He kwēl tē kēlāi: "Qā-tecuq nēsqatlauq." Tētlōms kō'is tē őltkai. Kums hōis. replies the beaver: "Not-you I-like-you." She died the snake. No more.

The Beaver.

Once upon a time an old man and his wife lived together with their grandson, a young man. He was unmarried and very much desired a wife. Upon a certain day he went out for a walk near the river. He walked on for some time and presently he saw some smoke ascending and went forward to investigate. On getting nearer he perceived a house, inside of which was a young snake woman. She was a very fine woman, exceedingly beautiful was that snake woman. He accosted her thus: "What do you think of the idea of becoming my wife?" The young woman answered, "I couldn't think of marrying you. I don't like squint-eyed, broad-bellied men, with short arms and feet. Go away, I dislike you." Thus dismissed, the young man went out and started homewards for his own house. When he got there he threw himself on his bed and cried bitterly. His grandmother, seeing him, asked what was the matter, and why he was crying. "Oh, grandmother," he sobbed out, "she called me cross-eyed and big-bellied, and taunted me with my short arms and legs." The grandmother wept in sympathy, and said, "If I had been there, my grandson, when she called you these ill names I would have killed her. But don't cry any more, I will punish her." Thereupon she calls upon the invisible rain-clouds. Soon they appeared and a heavy rain-storm arose. The river rose rapidly, and in a short time washed away the house of the snake woman and also the snake herself, who was only saved from immediate drowning by clinging to the roots of a small tree. In her peril she cries out to the beaver, "Oh, Beaver, I love you." Beaver replies, "But I don't love you," and left her to her fate. The water continuing to rise, she was presently drowned.

TE Wōkwenātecm ita te Stēmtēm.

The Wolf and the Wren.

Tē sō ēmaec te stēmtēm stēlēst ā te kōllkō, tē tlālet sōsō, kum tē He went walking the wren near to the sea, he continued going, then he sóqtas te kwēnis skōiyēt. Tē sō tlātas, tēcēlosēt ā te kwatāmēlōms. perceived a whale lying-dead. He went up to it, he clambered on to the side-itsa.

Tē sēlētās tē tlātētēns, tētēlēm kwēs tē sō ēmaec: "nēsqātl kwēsn sōq It searched-for his knife-his, singing as he went walking: "I wish that-I could find my knife tekwōq tē kwēnis ts'! ts'! ts'! so-that-I-could cut-up the whale." [This is repeated three times in the story.]
C. HILL TOUT.—Report on the Ethnology of the Sitiatl of

Kum kej te skámluíq, stlumis, nö a te tā-témluíq kānim-et tāsē tē Then many the people, crowds, on the other-side (of water) hear-they those the stėntem tētēm nē c a te tā-témluíq tē-tlōms kwānats-ēt te snūqtit-ēt, tē-tlōms wren singing there on the other-side they take-they the canoes-their, they sōwet kwē-tēmluíq, tē sōqtas-ēt tle kwēnis. Tē-tlōms kwosēt auq, qāt’ go-they across, they perceive-the whale. They cut-up all, none sən tē stėntem. Tē sō te stėntem yēlcēn. Kwēs tē sōqtas tle tlātētcēn. Tē his the wren. He goes the wren back. When he found the knife-his. He sō tas ā te soqēnas, sōs tle kwēnis, tūiyēt tle sōqi cau. Tē kwin-nuq-went there to the game, gone the whale, only a tiny bone (was left). He took-it. ūnas. Tē-tlōms sēs temmekwōp, tē hēwētas tē cau. Tē kwēl te cau, tē-tlōms He went built-a-fire, he put-in-fire the bone. He cooked the bone, he skōnōts. Tē teqēs ēla tlātētcēn stēsē tā te mūkēns. Tē teqēt-nuq-ũnas tē “mouthed”-it. He cut-it with-his knife-his close to the nose-his. He cut-it the mūkēns tē kwēl pēlcēn. Stēqēt qēlīkī tē stėntem, tē nēmācēc te nose-his it came hanging-down. Greatly distressed the wren, he threw-away the cau. Tē-tlōms kwaicē, tē sō ēmāc ā tē cētecim, salīkakim tē mūkēns. Sōs bone. He stood-up, he went walking to the woods, dangling the nose-his. Going-on tē sōqtas te tētecin, tē-tlōms sōs tle tas. Tē sōqtas te stōmic sāqāc stēsē tā te he perceives a fire, he goes to it. He saw a man lying near to the tētecin. Tē sōqēm te stēntem tē-tlōms kwāls te stōmic: “ēmāc ne-sāia”-y. fire. He seeing the wren, he says the man: “Walk-forward my-friend.” Tā-tlōms stōmic steqēt quq te yēniss, Tē-tlōms kwāls tā-tlōms stōmic: “O That man very sore the tooth-his. He speaks that man: “O te-núwil ne-sāia, steqēt quq te-ne yēniss.” Tē-tlōms kwētēt tle stēntem, you my-friend very sore my tooth.” He examined-it the wren. Tē-tlōms kwāls te stēntem: “O ne-sāiaqā kwānkwēs te skvoi.” Tē-tlōms He said the wren: “O my-friend not severe the sickness.” He kwāls te stēntem “tlātēlcu-sqalīt tē-nēsēna mūkēn.” Tē-tlōms kwāls continues the wren “very-different-matter-to-cure my nose.” He replied te stōmic: “O ne-sāiaqā sqalātas, laqma-tecin skwa te mūkēn.” Tē-tlōms the man: “O my-friend not hard-to-cure-it, heal I will your nose.” He sōs te stēntem, tē kwānātem tle tlātēlcēn, tē sō tla-tas te stōmic, tē wētātas went the wren, he took the knife-his, he went over-to the man, he wrenched-out ēlte tlātētcēn te yēnis tla stōmic. Tē quiem te stōmic, tē-tlōms kwaicē with-his knife-his the tooth-of-the man. He laughs the man, he stood-up te-tēntūl, tē sō tla-tas te stēntem, tē kwānātas te mūkēn tla stēntem, tē he, he went over-to the wren, he took the nose of-the wren, he tluk-wamātas. Tē-tlōms sōwēt ēnēwac. hōis, made-it-whole. They go-they walking-off. Finis.

The Wolf and the Wren.

Once upon a time, Wren was walking near the beach when he perceived a whale lying dead. He approached it, and clambered up on one side, and searched
for his knife to cut it up. Not finding it, he sings to himself, "I wish that I could find my knife; I wish, I wish, I wish that I could find my knife, so that I might cut up this whale." Now it happened that there were a great many people on the other side of the water, and they heard Wren singing his song. Thereupon they take their canoes and cross over to his side. In the meantime Wren goes home to look for his knife. When the people arrived on the beach, they saw the whale and set to work at once to cut it up. They took away every bit of it, leaving none for Wren. When he got back with his knife, he found the whale gone and nothing left but a tiny morsel of bone. This he picked up, and when he had made a fire, he roasted it. When it was cooked, he put it into his mouth with one end of it sticking out. Taking his knife, he sought to cut it off close to his nose, and in doing so, cut the point of his nose off so that it hung down. Greatly distressed at his mishap, he threw away the bone and started off into the woods with his nose dangling before him. When he had gone a little way, he perceived a fire, and, on approaching it, saw a man lying near. When the man saw Wren, he cried out, "Come forward, my friend, come forward." Now the man was suffering very much from toothache, and said to Wren, "Oh, my friend, my tooth is very sore." Wren examined the man's tooth and said, "Oh, my friend, you are not very ill. Your tooth is nothing to my nose." But the man replies, "Your case is not very hard, my friend, I will soon heal your nose." Wren then took his knife, went over to the man and quickly wrenched out the aching tooth with his knife. The man was greatly relieved, got up, and went over to Wren, and taking his nose in his hand, set it in its place, and immediately it became whole. They then separated, each going off in the opposite direction.

**Te Siaiyak Soqolam.**

The Sun Myth.

Netcaií qałamanes ni te ménas, temicinal te sfylékcaus.1 Te swáwelos One old-man had a son-his, two the wines-his. The youth palát teatsbytled.2 Keq-álií te skumakums, kum tlöna tós kla te sfya, kum always hunting. Many the companions-his, then he goes to a tree, then tlöms lemétas, tlöms qätlüs te sfya té-tlïms hönöqots te skumakums, té kwásas he kicks-it, it burns the tree they gather-round the companions-his, it warms tatnénis. Kum té së éméwe, tó sóqtasét te skwétlaí ée te hópit. Té all-of-them. Then they go walking, they perceive-they a mountain-goat and a deer. He töqetem Tleyékóskin te skwétlaí ée te hópit, té qainEQas auk'Q. shot (did) Tleyékóskin (youth's name) the mountain-goat and the deer, he killed-them all. Té-tlöms tós te skumakums, yacatasét te skwétlaí ée te hópit, té só They go the companions-his, they pack the mountain-goat and the deer, they come (to the) cauíwa. Té kwátem Tleyékóskin te sfyácins në a te tat-kwát te stóló. Té beach. He left (did) Tleyékóskin his pack-his on the far bank of the river. He só améwit a te tlümstans, té talwitas te ments: "Má, kwó-tecin5-kwátán went home to the house-his, he informed the father-his: "Father (said he), I left te sfyácin a te tat-kwát te stóló," Té-tlöms sós kwaíçe te qałamanes, té a pack on the far bank of the river." He went he-stood-up the old-man, he
sō émac, kwinātas te siyācins, sōtl te mēnas, tē yācēm ā te qāmēmanes, went walking, he took it the pack-his, belonging-to the son-his, he packing the old-man, tē sō yilcin, tē sōtas ā te ounkats te stōlo, tē tuk' tūkāsas, tē pōks tē he goes back, he reached the centre of the river, it broke pack-saddle-his, it fell the siyācins ā te sōwōts, tē kwinātas, tē kwinātas, tē kwinātas.

pack-his into the water, he clutches-at-it, he clutches-at-it, he clutches-at-it.

(The repetition here marks the old man's efforts to recover his pack.)

Kum tē sōtas ā te thup sōwōts, kwōkwōr te qāmēmanes. Tē kwō-sēluq' ē tē Then he reached the deep water, drowned the old-man. He floats-away the qāmēmanes, tē kwunL tūa kwēuktai stēqwēt ēi kwēuktai, tē old-man, he became changed-into a piece-of-wood an-exceedingly pretty piece-of-wood, he sōtas ā-te-pāla swīya, tē sōqm ā te kek skāmiūq. "Stēqwēt ēi tē reached another country, he saw there many people.

"Very handsome that kwēuktai," tē kwānīte ēlē nētukā slanai, tē čōstwas ā te piece-of-wood" (said one), she took it with-her one woman, she carried-it to the thūmstans, sōtwon tē slanai: "ne-kewāst skwa we-čūlten-an," tē kwunL house-her, she-thinks the woman: "my-plate will-be when-eat-1," it became tīk'wom, Kum tē čūlten tē slanai, tē kwinātas tē kwēuktai, tē čēlātās dark, then she ate the woman, she took the piece-of-wood, she placed-upon-it tē sēltens, tē qāqōqes kum kwō' aukq te sēltens, tē kwinātas tē the food-her, it was-a-little-while then elsewhere all the food-her, she seized she kwēuktai nēmācas, tē sō unkwāt te kwēuktai ā te ēnyans te thūmstans, piece-of-wood threw-it-away, it fell down the piece-of-wood in the centre of the house-her, te k'wākat tē kwēuktai, tē kwunL tūq mēmans, tē-tlōms it began-to-cry-like-a-baby the piece-of-wood, it became changed-into a little-child, she sōs kwinātas, tē tēlotās, mōs skēlt kum tē kwun. tī-stōmīc, ēmac tē went (§) took-it-up, she brought-it-up, four days-only then he became a-big-man, walking he sō amēwit ā te ūlawins, tē sōqtas te mēnas, tē nōpivowem ācīlaus tē went home to the house-his, he saw the son-his, he meditates to-take-revenge-upon the menas. Tē-tlōms sō, kwaiēc, tē sō ā te sāñhētē te siya, tē wāēt son-his. He went, he stood-up, he went to the back-of a tree, he defecates nōn-tā-tlōm, tē őlōtas tē wāēt: "ōi kwēs tūq skwēkwālāwāc we-there, he instructs his ordure (thus): "Good that-you become little-birds when kwunL skwa tēne-mēna." Tē sō yē te qāmēmanes, te taūtas te mēnas: he-comes shall my-son." He went home the old-man, he says-to the son-his: "Mēna, stēqwēt ēi tē skwēkwālāwāc kwō-sōqt-an nē ā te sīya." "O," "Son, exceedingly pretty the little-birds just-now-saw-I in yonder tree." "O," tē sō te mēnas. Tē kwinātas te sluks ē te haiyāfītans, kum tē-tlōms sōs, he replies the son-his. He took the bow-his and the arrows-his, then he set-out, tē sōqtas tē skwēkwālāwāc, tē tōtsōtas ā te haiyāfītans, kum qā stealāmus kum he saw the little-birds, he shot the arrows-his, then not able then tōts-nūq-ūas, kum tē sō te sīya ā te kwātam, kum tē tēt kwe-nūq-ūas tē to-shoot-them, then it went the tree up-to-the sky, then he now seized-them the
skwéekwálkwiláč; tē kwutl tōq wate; tē mátau te tcálies; little-birds; they became transformed-back-to ordure; he shook the hands-his; tē-tłôms yîlîlâteems, kum qâ stealâmas kum sóqtas et-qutluk. Tē-tłôms quâems he looked-down, then not able then to-see down-below. He cries; tē-tłôms sós élégōl æ te kwâtâm; tē sóqtas te kwâtâm; tē séqwêt ël he went-up-to (the) top to the sun-land; he saw the sun-land; it very fine swîya; tē só émac, te kânam-nûq-ūas okwänojîm, te sóqwitas, te country; he went-on walking, he heard-it a-knocking-sound, he went-near, he sóqtas te tem'cînâli qâmêmanes, ankô-li tapós; tē tukaïe; te kwiniâtas perceived the two old-women, both blind; he sits-down; she takes-it (the food) tē yâtas tie tâtköps; tē kwiniâteem æ te swâwelôs; te wâlasten tie she passes-it to her companion; it is-taken by the youth; she asks the qâmêmanes: "Qâ-teçi̓kw win-nûq?" "Qâ." Tē-tłôms kwaîs tie old-woman: "Not-you get-it?" "No" (the other replies). She questions the

(This incident is repeated three times.)

netcâli qâmêmanes: "Nowîla émats?" "E." Tē-tłôms kwaîs tie one old-woman: "Are-you my-grandson?" "Yes" (he replies). He takes tê stêlmaqûs, te k'elâces æ te sëwôtî te sâliya, te tîlîtôstas te qâmêmanes, the medicine-his, he puts into the water the leaves, he sprinkles the old-women. Tē-tłôms skwêlâms te qâmêmanes. Tē-tłôms sós émac tîl te swâwelôs; They open-their-eyes the old-women. He went-on walking again the youth; tē sóqtas tf-stōlô, kēq tcâlîcêtn, tē kwiniâtas te skôtspins, tē nemâcès æ he perceives a-large-river, many salmon (there), he took a leg-hair, he threw-it on te swîya, tē-tłôms kwutl spa séqwêt kluk̓ swênâ̓ mâ tîl qaîlen; te kwiniâtas the ground, it began-to grow very strong like unto-a line; he took tê tem'cînâkwôm, tē só yilâcîstwas æ te qâmêmanes, tē saïyûstas æ te two-pieces, he went back-again to the old-women, he showed-them the tem'cînâkwôm, tē taîtas te qâmêmanes: "steqwêt kēq tcâlîcêtn æ têcâ stōlô." two-pieces, he told the old-women: "very many salmon in yonder river." Tē-tłôms snâts te qâmêmanes: "nêktâla tî lîl te swôlitn." Tē-tłôms kwaîs te He bids the old-women: "make this into-a net!" They reply the qâmêmanes, tecëyûntâset te swâwelôs, tē-tłôms kwaîs te qâmêmanes: "O, émats, old-women, thank-they the youth, they say the old-women: "O, grandson, òi kwes qâ sîqâtâs tê kwâlâwôn, só-tûq kwa-yû etê ulâwim, sóqâ-tuq it-is-good that-you not sorrow your mind, go-you absent-home-to your house, see-you kwa-tâe mêna æ tîl siyâkçù." Tē-tłôms nês kâlë te swâwelôs æ te absent-your son & your wife." He contented remains the youth at the thunstâms te qâmêmanes. Tē hôi te kwênas sk'elt kum tē kwâl tîl qâmêmanes: house-of the old-women. It passed a few days then she said the old-woman: "Wéyîla, émats kîlöm skwa es-sô yû." Tē-tłôms wek'et-čâ tîl "Haste, grandson, now shall you-go home." They opened-a-trap-door the qâmêmanes te stêstët æ te tecîm-mâlî. Tē-tłôms kwiâtâs te tf-kâteâ, te old-women close to the fire-place. They take a large-basket, they núwicas émats, tē-tłôms kaisêts te qaîlin, tē yôtâs te émats: "Qâ-tâuq put-in grandson, they fasten-on the line, they warn the grandson (thus): "don't-you
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wáwák-wósem¹⁰-auq weém kafás te káte, yékwočot-teńq yum thól-teńq¹¹ kwa uncover-yourself, should stop the basket, just-shake-you then again-you presently só pélem." Té tíalet sóso kum kwóem² kułyé, té go-on descending." He commences to descend when down-some-distance he-stops, he yékwočot kum qá kełtas pélem; té wákwosem, té-tłoms sós emyélt á rolls-about but not proceed to-descend; he uncovers-his-face, he (thereupon) goes back-up to te kwátém. Té-tłoms ótlöt-ét, té-tłoms nuwuýtát tál; té ótlötás te the sun-land. They scoold-him, they put-him-in-they again; they instruct the énats: "Tóí we-kánam-núq-auq gi¹²-skékák' kum teat wákwosem-teńq." grandson (thus): "Only when-hear-it you some-crow then now uncover-yourself."

Té swénám stéças te suqulal-ét étle sélás. Té kánam-núq-as té He like-as did the instructions-their of-his grandmother-his. He heard-it the skékák, kum té teat wákwosem. Té-tłoms sós yítltwas te káte crow, then he now uncovered-his-face. He went running-round-with the basket á ti swíya, hói kwó-tłoms sós of té káteca. Té-tłoms sós over this country, this-done, that went out-of-sight the basket. He starts énac te swáwélós, té sóqtas té siyákcaus yiefcás te menás; té kwál té walking the youth, he perceives his wife-his carrying the son-his; he calls-out the ménman: "Tai! tó kwó-kwult te mà." "Tó sós." "Ia ma little-one: "Mother! he is coming the father." "Be quiet" (she bids him). "Father kwó-kwult"¹³ té teat yilkláteem tlé taus, té sóqtas té swákáte is-coming" (he repeats). She now turns-round the mother-his, she sees the husband-hers té-tłoms tekaic, té kwult emení te swákáte, télais tekaic stèsét étle she sits-down, he comes there the husband-her, he also sits-down close to the siyákcaus. Té élemtas te menás té quaquéum; tél wálætém te stómic té wife-his. He takes-up the son-his they both shed-tears; he questions the man, he wálatais té siyákcaus: "Kwintca te netcáll ne-siyákcau?" "Kwo." asks the wife-his: "Where (is) the other my-wife?" (She replies) "Long-well swákác netl té man kwó⁴-swákáte." time-since married it is your father husband-her."

Notes and Explanations of the Text.

¹ siyálkcaus, distributive form with possessive suffix of third person from siyákcau or siyákcau.
² teóctétélém, iterative reduplication to express the frequency of his action, from teóctém or teóctélém.
³ kwq-álli. This compound is very interesting and shows us that the numeral suffix for “people” may be compounded with other than numeral elements, kwq being an adjectival pronoun signifying much or many. Cf. aukq-álli (below in this text) = “both.”
⁴ tláms. This form is here given three times without the usual prefix té. This is the more noticeable as té-tłoms is so uniformly employed. The final s marks its pronominal character. When employed as a simple demonstrative it lacks this inflective element so characteristic of the third person. tláms takes several prefixes, the commonest of which are té, tó and kwó.
⁵ kwó-teńq. This particle kwó is very interesting in its function. It is the same as the kwó above in the preceding paragraph. When compounded with the pronoun it has a temporal-locative signification. It refers to something that has taken place elsewhere and
There was once an old man who had a son. The youth had two wives. He was a fine hunter, and often went hunting with his companions. One day, when they were all out hunting together, they got very cold. In order to warm them, he went up to a tree and kicked it. Immediately the tree began to burn, and they all gathered round to warm themselves. When they were well warmed, they set off again on their hunting. Presently they came upon some mountain-goats and deer. The young man killed them all. They then cut up the game and each taking his pack started homewards. When they came to the river, the youth, whose name was TlEYkóekin, left his pack on the bank and went on home without it. When he arrived, he informed his father of what he had done, and bade him go to the bank of the river and fetch the pack. The old man set out, and, reaching the spot, proceeded to pack home the meat. As he was crossing the river his pack strap broke, and the pack fell into the water. He made a clutch for it, but failed to secure it; again he tried, and yet a third time, but failed to secure it. By this time he had got into deep water, and the current carried him off his legs and he was drowned. He floats off down the river, and as he goes he is changed into a piece of wood. In course of time the piece of wood is carried into a strange country. There are a great number of people about there, and a woman, seeing the piece of wood took a fancy to it, drew it out of the water, and took it home with her, saying as she did so: "I will use it for a dish when I eat." At supper-time she took the piece of wood and placed her food upon it; but she had scarcely begun to eat when all the food suddenly vanished. Thereupon she took up the piece of wood and threw it from her. When it fell it began to cry like a baby, and, in a moment, was changed into a little child. She went to it,
and took it up and nourished it; and in four days the child became a young man. Soon after he set out for his own home. When he arrived, and saw his son, he determined to take revenge upon him. So he went to the side of a tree and defecated, and gave instructions to his excrement in this wise, "When my son comes, I desire that you shall be changed into little birds." The old man then went home, and said to his son: "Son, I saw just now in yonder tree some very pretty birds." "Yes," said the son, "I will go and get them." So he took his bow and arrows, and went over to the tree. He shot all his arrows at the birds, but was not able to kill them. He then climbed the tree, and as he climbed the tree stretched upwards into the sky. He presently reached the birds and as he sought to seize them, they turned to excrement in his hand. Shaking his hands to cleanse them, he sought to descend the tree, but was no longer able to see down below. He wept at his predicament, and proceeds to the top of the tree and arrives in the Sun-land. It appears to him to be a very fine country, and he sets off walking. Presently he hears a strange knocking sound, and on approaching the spot from whence it came, perceives two old women who were both blind. The noise is caused by one of the old women preparing their food. He sits down beside them, and when the old woman passes the food she has crushed to her companion, he intercepts it and eats it himself. The one who had been thus robbed cried out for her share. "Did you not get what I just passed you?" questioned the other. "No, I have had none." Again the other passes her food, and again it is intercepted by the young man. Three times this is done, and then the old woman who was passing the food suspected the presence of someone among them, and called out: "Are you my grandson?" The young man replied in the affirmative, and, taking some medicine leaves, puts them in water and sprinkles the old women with the liquid, and thus restores their sight. He then left them, and went on walking. Presently he came to a large river, in which were many salmon. Pulling a hair from his leg, he threw it on the ground and immediately it became a strong line. Taking the line, he returns to the old women, and told them that the river beyond them contained lots of salmon, and bade them make the material he had brought into a net. The old women thank the youth, and one of them says to him: "Oh, grandson, don't disturb your mind about your going home; you shall get back all right by-and-bye to your wife and son." The young man curbs his impatience, and abides in the house of the old women. Some few days later, the old women said to him, "Get ready, grandson, now you shall go home." Thereupon they opened up a hole close to the fireplace, and, taking a large basket, bade the young man lie down in it. They then attach a long line to the basket, and instruct the youth in this wise: "When you are going down, if the basket should stop, don't uncover yourself; just shake it, and then it will go on descending again." They then let down the basket, which continues to descend without any trouble for a considerable distance, but presently it stops. Forgetful of the old women's instructions, he uncovers himself to learn what is the matter, but no sooner has he done so, than the basket immediately returns to the upper
land. The old people scolded him for his disobedience, and further instruct him saying: "Only when you hear a crow calling, then uncover yourself and get out: that will be your country." This time he did as they told him, and after a while got to the bottom and heard the cry of the crow. He thereupon uncovered himself, and got out, and taking hold of the basket, ran round with it in a great circle till presently it was drawn up again to the upper regions. When the basket had gone out of his sight he set off walking and presently perceives before him his wife carrying his son. The little one recognizes him and cries out: "Oh, mother, here is my lost father coming back." The mother chides him, and bids him be quiet, but the boy cried out again: "My father is coming." The mother now turns round, and perceives her husband. She sits down, and he comes and sits down by her side and takes the little boy in his arms. They all shed tears of gladness at their reunion. Presently the man questions the woman and asks where his other wife is. She tells him that his father had taken her soon after his mysterious disappearance.

Those familiar with the folklore of the Thompson Indians will at once perceive that this story is a somewhat imperfect version of Snikwap and his son N’tlíkcumtém. Throughout the whole story there is a lack of local detail. This, and the several omissions, mark it as a borrowed form. It reached the Sceiatl very probably through the Lilooets.

Steálisten Sqáqéam.

Salmon Myth.

Netskál méman qáqaqelém né á te kwótλkw,1 kun te kwínátem á te. One little-boy swimming in the sea, then he was-taken by a steálisten, te nekúmstom, te só te e-cp-tlup, te súqtaq salmon, he dived, he went-down the into-unknown-depths, he saw (the) e-cp-tlup, qíkt’ sówotl né, stewéqt tcióq te steálisten qá steálistenás3 far-bottom, no water there, very dry, the salmon (was) not merely-a-salmon swénám kwa e-cp-skálmitq, te só améwitenóm te méman, te né te méman like-as some disguised-person, he goes he-takes-home the boy, he is the little skwóts á te steálisten. Pála skwómai tété skwínés te méman skálset á te slave of the salmon. One year there stays the boy along-with the steálisten. Te hóí te pála skwómai, kun te hóíya te steálisten. salmon. It is-finished the one year, then they are-ready the salmon (for qáqawom te čeččóí steálisten. Sqáqs kwés kwu té the spawning grounds), crying the little salmon. They-desire that they-go skumét á te stlálahét, kun te kwál te qáqámémanas4: "Qá-tecálap čáp with the parents-their, but they say the old-people: "Not-you yet skumét, mós skwa skwómai cp²-hóí, kun tcat só-tecálap." Kwénétém á with-us, four shall-be years yet-completed, then now go-you." It-is-seen by te méman te sëláqóts te steálisten. Té-tloms óloqét á te smukôtįl-ét, the boy the doings-of the salmon. They get-into they the canoes-their.
tëltôns kwutL-ût á te stëltôlo, stëqwít kwâckwic, keq te stôlemât, they come—they to a creek, very glad, much the singing, (and) mâmâk'cm á te ti-sênkô. Têqwânômí á te stëlístên te kwo-kwôi te jumping in the big-water. It is known to the salmon when dead a swâkâtsotl' ée te mënasôtl' ée te sialyasôtl. Tê kwutL améwit te mëman, husband or a child or a friend. He comes home the boy, tê taitas te stëlatlatlas: "Qâ-tecap hôqsi-stap te stëlístên he instructs the relatives his (on this wise): "Don't-you break-neck you the salmon kwes őts kwutL ámeni á te stôlo." when first come into the river."

Notes and Explanations of the Text.

1 Kwëllkô means the "inner sea" or waters of the channels and inlets in contradistinction to sënkô, the sea proper or ocean.
2 See notes on this particle in preceding text.
3 The animals of the myths are always regarded as different from those now living.
4 Qâqâmëhänanes, reduplicated form employed here to mark the saying of the several parents.
5 Stëltôlo, diminutive of stôlo, river.
6 Mâmâk'cm, reduplicated to express repetition of action.
7 Têqwânômí, to know intuitively without information.
8 Suffix of "post" states and conditions, uniformly employed in this manner in this dialect to mark the "dead" from the "living."
9 Hôq-si-stap, a compound term with incorporated object.

The Salmon Myth.

A little boy was once swimming in the sea when he was seized by a salmon. He was taken down into the lower depths and saw the bottom of the sea. There was no water there, everything was quite dry. This salmon was not a common salmon, but a person who could assume salmon form. He took the boy home with him, and made him his slave. For a whole year he lived with the salmon. When the year had passed, the salmon got ready to start for their spawning-grounds. All the little salmon began to cry to go too, but the old people remonstrated with them, and told them they could not go till they were four years old. The little boy observed all that the salmon did, and took note of their lives and doings. When they were ready to start, they all took their canoes and made for a small stream. They were a very glad and merry party, and sang and jumped in the water. When the salmon went up the stream into shallow water, the little boy got out and went home and instructed all the people how they should treat the salmon. They were on no account to break the neck of the salmon they caught in the early days of the run, he told them, or the salmon would never return.

It is believed that the salmon always know when anyone is dead. They will never go near where a corpse lies.
Pálát teátatetlem te kaiq če te skaakenččk. Qăgai-niųq-as-čt Always hunting (were) the eagle and the owl. Killed-them-they te keq titatelmúuq, steqwét keq te tlenakwčt če te sček; á te tłumstancčt. the many animals, very many the skins-their and the meat in the house-their.

Qākt' siyákačančt. Ne-á-te-pála skčłt kum tč so émčwčte te tčmčináli (But) no wife-they. One day then they go for-a-walk the two káiẹqeqwēves1 tłentčnláni. Tč sóqtasčt te tłumstanc, tč so tekaće, young-sisters women. They saw-they a house, they went (and) sat-down, te tłwčt á te pála láas, kum tč so tle kútí á-te-pála láas. Tč so the elder on one bed, then she went the younger on-the-other bed. It came nánat, kum te kwutl amčwít te kaiq. Tč qaqóqes, kum tč tlčl evening, then he came home the eagle. It was-a-little-while, then he also kwutl amčwít te skaakenččk. Ėl te kwícwcon-čt stentćmíč á te came home the owl. Glad the hearts-their men for the siyálekčau-čt. Tle kútí siyákača te kaiq; čl mémau te mčnčs. Tle wives-their. The younger wife-his the eagle; fine little-boy the son-hers. The tłwčt siyákača te skaakenččk; höham te snas mčná. Tč so puksčtats elder wife-his the owl; (a) frog the her child. She went she-put-it ā te selátl. Aukq skčlt cčtatetetlem-čt. Tč qaqóqes kum kwó-qá in the lake. Every day hunting-they. It is-a-little-while they not améwitasčt. Sluk'čm te siyálekčaučt. Tč-tlomš sočwontč te stlentčnláni; come-home-their. Waiting the wives-their. They think-they the women-thus:

"Nčly čte ṣęqčná2 kwó-qai-čt tečm čswálektčs-čtl.‖ Tč-tlomš kwináč-čt "May-be a monster has killed them our deceased-husbands." They it-take-they ēthč tłwčt, kum tč yáctas te mčnčs tle tlcdqetl tle kútí. Tč so of-the elder, then she packs the boy-her she does-likewise the younger. They set-out émčwčte, tč tesmčtats-čt te selátl, tlč-lčtl, steqwét tlč-selátl. Tč-tlomš wáls walking, they arrive-at they a lake, a-big-lake, a-very big-lake. She explains tle kútí: "Tečstümucč-tklála kwósms so kwe-tčmũq?"3 Tč-tlomš the younger: "What-shall-we-do that-we-may get-to the-other-side?" This sosńtć čtěte tementčt: "Čọsńumtcč, so-čt kwa kwe-tčmũq."3 Tč-tlomšs reply of-the elder-sister: "Be-quiet, go-we presently across." They kwináčt ā tle tłwčt te höham-mčnčs. Tč yátkúčtas ā te quilem; tč take-they of the elder the frog-son-her. She puts-in-his-mouth a line; she qčktas: "sóla nesín á te tč-tčmũq3 te selátl." Qăqoqes kwes tč sósó bids-him: "go swim to the far-side of the lake." Presently when he is-going the höham kum titačyak: Tč yíiččn; tč tečyítem á te slaktčlas.4 the frog then gets-angry. He turns-round; he is-encouraged by the mother-and-aunt. Tč-tlomš sós tlčl. Tčntčlúá tč-tčmũq.5 Tč-tlomš tlańčsčt tle He starts afresh. They-arrive at the-other-side. They behind-leave-they the
hóham. Té-tloms sós émac-é’t thal. Té qáqoqes kum té frog. They set-off walking-they again. It is-a-little-while then they kínamu-núqasét ci-qálókom. Té sóqasét te tlmustan; té só úítúán; hear-it-they a-strange-noise. They perceive a house; they go into-the-house; té sóqasét te swáilekaisét sónqai. Qáqoqes kum té kwutl éná they see-they the husbands-their in-a-dying-condition. Presently then she comes there tle Yaneqémékqwom. Té qaíem; té-tloms kwáls: "Méwélá! só-e’lt kákšém." the She laughs; she says: "Come! let-us-go play." Té-tloms sówét. Té kwómótem á té tlewét te témíl ée te skwóq. They go-they. It is-placed-in-mouth by the elder the red-paint and the white-paint. Té yátas te mënas á té qafém. Té-tloms sós qaíqaqóqét. Té pektas té She gives the boy-her a line. They start sliding-down. She spits-out the témíl ée te skwóq. Té qaíem té Yaneqémékqwom; sótéwon kwés-red-paint and the white-paint. She laughs the ; thinking that-kwó-skwóí tle slánai. Té tlálat qáqáqíem, kum té qámálàiutcístém she-is-killed the woman. She keeps-on sliding, then she touched-her-on-the-shoulder.

[The younger sister repeats the same trick.]

Té kwál tle Yaneqémékqwom: "Stéqwét éit te mákén-elap. She says the "; Very fine the hair-your; te-tléntqícélap?" "Sté-tel kutlkwat té kweleél éé te kwás qafés, how-make-grow-you?" "Put-we on-the-crown some pitch and some hot stones, tloms kwutl. pā témíns mákén." "Hutás tôncléla!" thereupon comes growing our hair." "Do-it to-me!" (she demands). Té-tloms hútás-tólwét. té ni, té néicáli, á té kwilas, kum té ni, They set-about-it-they. She (standing) by, the one, the belly-her, then she by, té néicáli, á té oltcótem. Té-tloms kwátísét té kweleél éé íta kwás qafés. the other, the back-her. They put-they the pitch and also hot stones. Té yásítas témíns mákén, káq ámbantas. Té kwál tle sémam: She throws-forward her-own hair, she-is-fooled. She calls-out the witch: "Un-nun-na! quis-tecm." Té oltcótem káfyc. "Té wét-kwutl pā tē "Oh!Oh!Oh! sore-I-am." She bid-her be-quiet. "It is-coming to-grow your mákén." Té tlálat skwínet kum té kwóí, hair." She again cries-out then she dies.

Notes and Explanations of the Text.

1 Káinx-neq-wé-wes. This is a synthetic term of relationship very difficult to render into English. Káinxq is a word used to designate a younger brother, sister, or cousin. Neq appears in terms which express relationship to one’s wife’s people as: neq-tecnácten = wife’s brothers and sisters, neq-wé-reh-ter = wife’s relations generally, and the latter elements of the compound are seen in the term for “youths.”

2 Sémam. The use of this term in Siciatl is very interesting. It is the term for “Doctor” in the Halkomelem and Sk'omíqímic. A prefixes are locative particles with meaning similar to the cis- and trans- of the Latin.

3 There is no equivalent for this term in English. Both mother and aunt are equally skútás.
The Eagle and the Owl.

Once upon a time Eagle and Owl lived together in the same house. They were great hunters, and always had a goodly supply of meat on hand; but there was one thing that they both lacked and that was the possession of wives. They were both wifeless. Now it happened one day when they were off hunting, two young women, sisters, in one of their walks came by where Eagle and Owl lived, and seeing their house went into it. On entering they perceived that it contained two beds, and the elder sister straightway appropriated one of these, and the younger the other. A little after sunset, Eagle and Owl returned from their hunting and found the young women there. They were delighted to see them and each took one to wife; Eagle choosing the younger and Owl the elder sister. In due course of time each woman gave birth to a son. To the younger was born a fine male child, but the offspring of the elder was a frog, which the mother placed in the lake as soon as it was born. Eagle and Owl continued their hunting and went off day by day into the woods as before. One day they failed to return when night set in. The sisters waited day after day for them, but they came not. Said one to the other, "I fear some dreadful monster has killed our husbands, and they will never return to us more." At last they determined to wait no longer for their coming but go and search for them. So they set out together, each taking her child with her. When they had been walking for some time they came to a very broad lake, and the younger said to the elder, "How shall we ever get across?" "Oh, don't you worry about that," was the response, "we shall get across all right presently." And as she spoke she took a long line and fastened it in the mouth of her frog-child like a bit, and instructed him to swim before them across the lake, while they would follow after walking on the line. When they had gone some way in this manner the frog-boy grew restive and stopped and turned round; but his mother and aunt soothed and encouraged him and he set off again, and in course of time they all reached the other side in safety. Here the women left the frog at the edge of the lake and set off walking again. When they had been travelling for some time they heard a strange noise and perceived before them a house. They enter this, and find their husbands there at the point of death. Presently the witch-monster, whose house it was, came home and found them there. Her name was Yanéqé'mékwon. She grins when she sees the women; and, in order to destroy them, proposes that they shall play at sliding down the mountain. Now this mountain, after a short declivity, falls abruptly, and precipitates the venturesome slider into a yawning chasm, hundreds of feet below. Thus the witch-monster thought to rid herself of the wives of her victims. But the elder sister took the magic line she had used in crossing the lake, and, fastening one end about herself, gave the other to the little boy to hold. She also, the better to deceive Yanéqé'mékwon, put into her mouth some red and white paint. After that, she started to slide down the mountain side, and as she vanished over the edge of the chasm, she spat out the paint which
she had in her moiith. The witch-woman, perceiving this, believed it to be her brains, which had been dashed out in her fall. Thereupon she laughed a hideous laugh, but even while she laughed the woman returns, brought back by the elastic strain of the magic rope, and touches her on her shoulder, and she perceives that her scheme has failed. It is now the younger one's turn to slide. But she does the same as her sister; and when the witch is laughing in glee over her supposed death, she in like manner is drawn back, and to the witch's astonishment, stands by her side unhurt. Yanèqémékwon is now struck with the long glossy hair of the two women, and openly adnires it, asking them how they make it grow so luxuriantly. It is now the sisters' turn to deceive. So they reply that the abundance of their tresses is the result of their putting pitch and hot stones on their heads. Yanèqémékwon requests them to treat her hair in like manner for her. They consent, and set about doing it, the one standing behind, and the other in front to hold her down. They cover her head with pitch, and then place burning stones upon it; and the woman behind brings forward her own hair and lets the ends hang down over the witch's face in order to induce her to believe it was her own hair growing. The pain of the burning pitch and stones makes Yanèqémékwon struggle and cry out, but the sisters hold her down, bid her keep quiet, and declare that her hair is beginning to grow. The increasing pain makes her struggle and cry out again, and she would fain have rid herself of the cause of her agony, but it is too late now, and she presently expires.

**TÊ ASQ ÉE TÊ SKWÁTÔ.**
The Seal and the Raven.

TÊ skwátô nê tê ālis asq. Tê sô tê skwátô olôtl a tê snukôltis. Tê the raven had a sister seal. He went the raven into the canoe-his. He sô tas a tê skwidôs tê ālis. Tê beùntem a tê sêltens. Tê went there on a visit-to his sister. She prepared some food-her. She dêpênatójyem tê asq, tê sâteq tê sôs. Tê étten tê skwátô; tê hôiynîcin. roasts-her-hands the seal, It drips the oil. He eats the raven; he is satisfied.

Kum tê-tlôms kwâls: “néx-qat kwens cöstôq eï-tôla a tê tûqel.” Tê-tlôms asq. The sisters of. Then he says: “I-desire that-I adopt one of the family.” She kwâls tê asq: “čî nêl skwa tê kèektê sôswauq.” Tê-tlôms sôs tê replies the seal: “good it-is shall the youngest: go-with-you.” He went-to the skwátô teau olôtl tê a tê snukôltis kâsèt ée tê sêltís. Tê sô yîyîcin. raven beach into he the canoe-his they-get and the niece-his. They go back.


Tê këlôsem tê meñman tê sitâkwaqem kîlë skwátô. Tê kwôinôm. She stoops-to-drink the little-girl she is-struck-on-the-head by-the raven. She is-killed kîlë skwátô. Tê olôtl túas a tê snukôlt; kum tê sô yî. Tê sô by-the raven. He puts her-into the canoe; then he goes home. He arrived
améwit. Té tlaacín a tie selũn̓solt. Té auq̓ mútas-tuas teq̓ home. He feasted on his deceased-niece. He all did-the-same-to every-one-of selũntens openálí ita temčínálí. Té auq̓ qai-nuq-as teq̓ selũntensolt, kun nieces-his ten and two. He all killed-them all nieces-his-late, then tect sá mo tas tie álís. Qals ĩlál kwoes-kwoiyûts. Kun tē q̓ a he now went came there his sister. Desires-he also that-he-may-kill-her. Then he not kwóí-nuq-as. Té qetem, sō a tie sówolt. Té ololt a ti suukq̓̔̑uls, kill-her. She jumps, she-goes into the water. He gets-into the canoe-his, kun tē sō yū. Mai stómic te skwátó, steiltčoltl, kwōkwóqals, keq̓ then he goes home. Bad man (is) the raven, always-stealing, always-murdering, big éwón. Keq̓̔̑álí te siyálekčaus. Té taiyákemítém a te Qeq̓̔̑als, té aiywatém, liar. Many the wives-his. He makes-angry Qeq̓̔̑als, He is-transformed, tē kwutl tūq qaciels ēe tie siyálekčaus. Hői. He becomes changed-to stone and the wife-his. Finished.

The Seal and the Raven.

Raven, who lived in one part of the country, had a sister named Seal, who lived with her large family in another part. One day, Raven determined to visit his sister; so taking his canoe he set out. Upon his arrival, Seal set about preparing a meal for him. She did this by roasting her hands before the fire and catching the oil from them as it dropped into a dish. When Raven had satisfied his appetite, he told her that he desired to adopt and take home with him one of her children. "Very good," replied Seal, "you shall have my youngest daughter." In a little while Raven set out for his home, taking his youngest niece with him. When they were about half-way there, Raven asked his niece if she were not thirsty. She replying in the affirmative, he pulled ashore. She got out of the canoe and stooped down to drink. As she was stooping, Raven struck her on the head and killed her. He then places the dead body in the canoe, and makes straight for his home. When he arrives, he holds a feast and devours the body of his niece. In like manner, he got possession of all his nieces, twelve in number, and devoured them in the same way. When all his nieces had thus been disposed of, he makes up his mind to kill and devour his sister Seal; but she is too clever for him. When he attempts to kill her, she jumps into the water and gets away. Thus defeated in his purpose, he has perforce to return home empty-handed. His many crimes and wickednesses shortly after so incensed the Sky God Qeq̓̔̑als that, to punish him, he turned both him and his many wives into stone.

A Sckiall Prophecy.

Netcálí qámémānos teqwoneq̓̔̑ös tēt-auq̓-stam. Q̓ a siyuw̓̔̑ás, sukwénam a
One old-man foreknew everything. Not shaman, same-as a
ci-"prophet." kw̓a̱kwaqw̓ kwal a ci-kwaťem. Çög̓̔̑t netl ci-kwaťem-
prophet. Always-speaking about the-unseen-world. He-taught it was the unseen-sky
sátčal. Tē nêt tóm̓ osolt. Netl tē nêt-ōtl tet-auq̓-stam. Teqwoneq̓̔̑ös
power (who). He made-the-ancients. It-was he made every-thing. He foreknew
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ci-qalétem kwul skwa ā te swiya. Qōqwańqatém ā te skálminiq. far-off-white-man come will to this country. He was disbelieved by the people.

Nełtem kwes keq ałwouns. Teqwoneğqos te cemúń kwes kwul skwa it was regarded as big lie-his. He fore-told the warriors that come shall qalīq. to-fight.

A Siciatl Prophecy.

There once lived an old man who was able to foretell everything that was going to happen. He was not a shaman but a true prophet. He was always speaking to the people about the other world. He taught them that it was the unseen Power above who made the ancients and that He had made everything they saw. He foretold of the coming of the unknown white men to this country. The people did not believe him; they regarded his statements as great lies. He also foretold of the coming of their enemies in battle.

Note.—My informants told me that this person lived some generations ago before the coming of the priests.

Tradition of a Great Snowstorm.

The old people of long ago tell a story of a severe snowstorm. So deep was the snow and so long did the storm continue that the people died in great numbers from lack of food. Only the very wealthy were able to procure food at all. To such a pass were the poorer people driven that they not only ate their dogs and everything else they could lay their hands on, in some instances their very children.

This story would appear to be based on actual facts. The tradition of a fearful and prolonged snowstorm is common to most, if not to all, the tribes of this region; and a similar story is recorded with much graphic detail by the old people among the Squamish.

The Thresher Myth.

Te Stálacin Soaqšam.

Once upon a time some of the people of the village perceived a sea-otter (Kelte). They hastened to take their bows and arrows and shoot it. The otter was struck in the tail with an arrow and captured. It is given to the man who shot it, and he kills and skins it. As there was much blood on the hair, he left the skin soaking in the water and told his wife to go and wash it. When the woman had cleansed the skin, and was washing the blood from her hands, it floated a little way out from the shore. Upon seeing this the woman pulled up her skirts and went in after it; and just as she put her hand upon it, the skin jumped up and caught the woman in its arms, being changed at the same moment into a thresher (Stálacin). Immediately the surrounding water was full of threshers. When the husband learns what has happened, he becomes very angry. He paints his face with black, white, and red paints, and puts a large quantity of eagle down upon his head. He then takes his spear and harpoon, gets into his
canoe, and goes after the threshers. When he approaches they all dive. He waits for them to come up again, but they do not come. He goes out a little further on the water and drops his anchor. He then takes off all the down on his head, and dives into the water after the threshers. When he gets to the bottom he finds a very fine country down there. Perceiving a road he set out to follow it, and presently comes to a house. When he gets close he sees a crane. It flies away crying, "ka, ka, ka!" as it goes. "Shut up, grandmother," said the man, "I want to talk with you." The crane then stopped, and the man asked her if she had seen a woman pass that way with the people. "Yes," replied the crane, "I saw a woman just now with some people going by here." The man proceeded on his journey, and presently sees in the distance the smoke of another dwelling in the centre of a fine valley. When he came to the house, he saw a wild goose there. The goose was crying out after its kind, and the man bade it be quiet. "Shut up, grandmother," says he, "and tell me have you seen a woman pass this way?" "Yes," said the goose, "she passed by here just now." The man goes on here again, and, in a little while, perceives before him the smoke of another dwelling. Upon reaching it, he sees that it is inhabited by a slem (aquatic bird not identified). It also was making the noise peculiar to its kind. "Shut up, grandmother," said the man to it, "and tell me have you seen a woman pass this way?" "Yes," said the slem, "she passed by here just now." The man goes on a little further, and then, by his magic power, compels the slave of the Thresher to go out and gather firewood. As the slave approaches the spot where he is, he chooses a good tree, and gets inside of it. Thus hidden, he draws the slave to him. When the slave came to the tree, in which he was hidden, he took his stone chisel and hammer, and began to cut it down. When the slave drove the chisel into the trunk, the man inside opened his mouth, caught the chisel in his teeth, and broke it. When the slave perceives that he has broken his chisel, he sheds tears at its loss. The man now comes out of the tree, and, revealing himself, said to the slave, "Give me your broken chisel, and I will make it whole for you." The slave gave him the piece of chisel, and the man put it in his mouth, and by his magic joined it to the other piece, which he still retained in his mouth, and made it perfect as before. The slave is very grateful to the man. The latter now asks the slave to help him get his wife back from his master. This the slave consents to do, and they plan together how they may outwit the Thresher. The slave chops down the tree, and the man, taking a piece of the wood, hides himself within it by his magic power, and instructs the slave to carry it home, and put it down just inside the door. It is arranged between them that after the slave has made a big fire to enable the man to see all over the house and where his wife has been placed, he shall go to get water, and when he passes by the fire, shall pretend to fall down and spill it all over the fire. Upon arriving at the Thresher's dwelling, the slave set down the piece of wood containing the man just inside the door, as had been arranged between them, started a large fire, and then went out to fetch some water. In passing by the fire on his return he stumbled and fell, casting
the water on the fire, and leaving the room in darkness. The man thereupon jumped out from his hiding place, caught up his wife and ran away with her, while the slave busied himself in starting the fire anew. When the light of the fire is cast over the dwelling the Thresher and his friends perceive that the woman has got away. They all start off to pursue her, the slave going with them. Now the slave was by far the swiftest runner of them all, and, coming first to the runaways and wishing to aid them, he pretends to fall down, and where he fell there immediately sprang up a lofty mountain between the man and his wife and their pursuers. By the time the latter have climbed the mountain, the former are well on their way, but before the man can get to the spot over which his canoe is moored they are upon him again. The grateful slave again came to their rescue, and raised a second barrier between them and the pursuers by casting himself on the ground as before. Before the Thresher people could cross this second mountain the man reached the line hanging from his canoe and jerking it violently is pulled up to the surface with his wife in his arms by his brother who is waiting in the canoe for him. They immediately pull for the shore and only just reach it in time to escape the angry threshers, who, as soon as the fugitives got to land, gave up the chase and troubled them no more.

The Eagle People.

There was once a chief who had many wives. In his tribe there was a great number of young men. Now one of these youths fell in love with one of the chief's wives. She was the most beautiful of them all. At first she would take no notice of him, but, in the end, she yielded and spent most of her time with the young man. When the chief learnt of his wife's infidelity, he sought to find who her lover was. To do this, he laid a trap for him. He sent out a number of men to collect pitch. This he spread over his unfaithful wife's bed, and the following night when the young man went to visit her he laid down on the pitch, which adhered to his back. When he essayed to get up in the morning, he found himself held back by the pitch; and, in order to get up at all, was obliged to go away with the bed-board sticking to his back. The chief was looking for this, and had the young man seized and thrown into the water. When the youth found himself in the water, he prayed to Qeqals to save him. The sky-god heard his prayer, and calmed the water all around him. For ten days he floated with the tide, with the board still fastened by the pitch to his back. By the tenth day, the heat of the sun had so melted the pitch that he was able to rid himself of the board. A little while after, he found himself on the other side of the sea and drew himself ashore. He felt very sad and cried very much at the thought of his lonely condition. He threw himself on the beach, and covered his face with his blanket. Thus he remained for a long time. When the sun was well up, and he was feeling a little better, he felt something touch his feet and looked up quickly to see what it was. Seeing nothing, he covered up his face again. He had no sooner done so than he felt the touch repeated. He raised his head a second time and looked
round, but nothing was visible, and he covered himself a third time. This occurred many times; at last, feeling sure that somebody was playing him a trick, he set about discovering who it was. Instead of wholly covering his face, he so wrapped the blanket about him that he could peep out all the time. Presently he perceived a mouse come out of a hole near his feet. "I see you, Mouse," he cries, "you needn't hide any more." Mouse now stays and, sitting down by the young man's side, asks where he had come from. The youth replies, "I came from the other side of the water; Kāo threw me into the sea and I floated here. But where do you live?" Mouse replies, "We have a house over yonder. Many young women live there. I am their slave." Now the young women had seen the youth, and had sent Mouse to him; and, although he could not see them or their dwelling, they were at that very moment peeping at and discussing him. One said, "I will take him for a husband." Another said, "No, you sha'n't, I will have him;" and so said all of them. Mouse now brings the youth to the house. When they got in, he perceived a number of girls sitting down in a line. Being a fine-looking young man, the women all admired him greatly and each desired to possess him for herself. He sits down before them, and the first woman asks him, "Will you take me for your wife?" Before he had time to reply, each of the others made the same request. The young man would have been greatly embarrassed if Mouse had not forewarned him of what would happen. "Refuse them all," he had told him, "except the last one. Take her for your wife; her father is a very rich man." Acting on Mouse's advice, he chose her for his wife. As they talked together, she said, "My father will come to-morrow and offer you your choice of two eagles, one the black, the other the bald-headed eagle. Choose the black one. I will take the white-headed one for myself." Next day the old man came, and did as his daughter had said. His wife now instructed him to put on his eagle's skin. She did the same with hers. "Now, I will teach you how to fly and catch fish," said she; "only be careful to follow my instructions. There is a monster who floats on the water. Don't be tempted to catch him, or he will lead you to your death." He becomes a very successful fisher, and secures all kinds of marine game such as salmon, porpoises, seals, and whales. So excited is he with his sport that he forgets all about the monster. Lying on the surface of the water, he sees in the distance what looks like a large fish. He flies towards it, and fastens his talons in its flesh. Just as he does so, his wife perceives what he has done and the great danger he is in, and flies to his rescue. He was in the power of the monster. The creature now endeavours to drag him under the water, and when his wife reaches him, only his head is visible. She seizes him by the hair and calls to her father and brothers and other relatives to come and help. They hurry to her aid and many other eagles also rush to assist. They struggle together for a long time, but, in the end, the eagles win. The monster is torn asunder, and the youth carries the portion he held ashore. They all rejoice at their success, and talk of his wonderful escape. When a year had passed by, a son was born to him. As soon as the child began to speak, he cried
incessantly for his paternal grandparents. This makes the father desire greatly to get back to his own home, but knowing how far away across the water it was, he saw no hope of ever reaching it and became very sad in consequence. When his father-in-law (SwénEin) perceived his sorrow, he said to him, “Son-in-law (Stcenítas), don’t be downeast: you shall go back to your home by-and-bye.” The next day his father-in-law took a small canoe, and, placing a carved figure at each end, placed his son-in-law and his daughter and her child in the centre of it. He then pushed the canoe into the water, and said, “Go, carry them home.” The canoe thereupon went of itself. There was no lack of food for the journey, for the old man had given them a magic glove full of choice meat which never got empty.

In course of time, they crossed the sea and reached the village of the young man. It was night and very dark when he arrived, and no one knew that he had come. But next day, it soon became noised abroad, and everybody came to see him; above all, the young women of the village. They all desire to have him for their husband, but he declines all their offers. Next day he gave a great feast. His wife opened the glove in which their food was stored and took out what was left. It filled two houses. He now cooks it, and by his father-in-law’s magic, is able to boil this vast quantity in one small kettle. He now invites all the people of his village to share the food with him. When they are assembled, one of the guests, whose name was Raven, makes fun of the small pot in which the food was cooking. “Somebody will go short,” said he, “if that is all you have to offer us. I could put all that pot holds in my own spoon.” The young man and his wife say nothing, but take three small dishes and pour the meat into them and ask the people to help themselves. This, with much scrambling, they did, and to their surprise the dishes ever remained full. Raven tried hard to empty them, but found it beyond his power. However much was taken out, more remained behind, until everybody was satisfied. When all were filled, then the pot was empty.

When their guests had all gone, the wife says to her husband, “Now you must be very careful and not go with any other women. If you are unfaithful to me I shall go away and leave you.” On the following day, his wife wanting some water, he took a bucket and went to the creek to fetch her some. When he got to the creek, all the girls in the village were there on the lookout for him. One of them enticed him to go into the woods with her, and he, forgetful of his wife’s warning, accepted her invitation, and went with her. Some time later, he returned to his home with the water. When he sets the water down, his wife takes an eagle quill and, dipping it in the water, holds it up and examines it. By this means she learns of his infidelity. She throws away the water, and will have none of it. Said she to him, “You have broken your promise to me. Now I must leave you.” So saying she took her child, and went down to the beach. He follows her, and beseeches her to turn back. She does not stop, but bids him go home and leave her, saying as she went, “If I turn my face towards you, you will die.” When she got to the water, she did not seek her canoe, but walks straight on, and the water supported her. He follows close behind her, in like manner the water also
supporting him. Again he begs her to return with him, but she answers, "Nay, I can return no more; but go you home." He replies, "I will never leave you," and continues to walk after her, beseeching her, every few steps, to stop and turn back with him. Thus they continue for a long way; and she, at last weary of his importuning, turns round towards him. Immediately the waters cease to hold him up and he sinks beneath them and is drowned.

The Mink and the Wolf.

Young Wolf one day went out hunting. When several days had passed, his friends thought he must be lost, and went to look for him. In the meantime, Mink went down to the water to fish. As he sat in his canoe fishing, he saw Young Wolf on the beach. Wolf calls to him to come ashore, but Mink pays no attention to him; Wolf, however, continues to importune him, and Mink presently pulls ashore and takes him into his canoe. When he is seated, Mink asks him if he likes sea-urchins' eggs: Wolf replies that he does. Mink then bids him help himself, saying, "Eat as many as you like, but eat only the white ones, don't eat the red ones." Wolf falls to and devours a great many. When he had finished, Mink says, "If you want to go to sleep now, lie down in the bottom of the canoe and rest your neck on the thwarts." Wolf does so, and is soon fast asleep. Presently, Mink takes his knife, and cuts Wolf's throat with it so that he dies. He now pulls ashore, skins Wolf, and takes the pelt home with him, and hangs it by the fire to dry. A little while after, Wolf's grandmother came to Mink's house to buy sea-urchins' eggs. Mink tells her to look at what was hanging before the fire. She looked up, and saw her grandson's skin, at sight of which she cries bitterly. Said Mink to her, "If you want to make that noise you had better go outside, I don't want you blubbering here." The old woman thereupon left the house, and went home. "What are you crying for?" said Old Wolf and the others. She answered them, "I am crying because I shall never see my lost grandson any more; Mink has killed him." When they hear this, they become very angry, and declare they will go and kill Mink; but one says, "Don't let us kill him in his own house, but let us get him here and kill him." In order to entice Mink to their house, Old Wolf gave a great potlatch, and invited everybody to attend, Mink among them. Now the Mink suspects some trick will be played upon him, and that the Wolf people will try to take revenge for the murder of Young Wolf; so he takes steps to outwit them. Now Knothole was his grandmother, likewise Mouse, and he gives them instructions in this wise. To the former he says, "If the Wolves spring at me, you grow big and let me through." To the latter he says, "You gnaw all the bows and paddles of the Wolf people so they cannot use them without breaking." They promise to do as he bids them. When Mink reached the Wolves' house, and was fairly inside, they all sprang upon him with the intention of tearing him to pieces, but Mink, being on the lookout for this kind of welcome, sprang through the Knothole, and ran down to his canoe. The Wolves seized their bows and arrows, and essayed to shoot him; but as Mouse had
bitten each bow almost in two, their weapons broke in their hands. Seeing this, they threw them aside and rushed to their canoes to follow after Mink on the water. No sooner are they fairly started than their paddles snap in two, and Mink gets away from them. But the Wolves are determined to take him, and get new paddles and return to the chase. After a long pull, they overtake and capture him, and would have bound him with cedar withes, but Mink said to them, "It is no good tying me with cedar I can easily break that. You had better take a kelp line and tie me with that." This they did; then Mink said, "Let me dance before you kill me." "Very good," they answered, "you shall have your dance." So they bring the canoes together, side by side, and Mink begins his dance. He dances first in one canoe, and then in another. Then he puts one leg in one canoe, and the other in another, and bids them separate the canoes a little. "Now close up again," he says, "now open wider." When the canoes are well apart, he suddenly jumps into the water and dives down between them. The Wolves search everywhere for him, but cannot find him. Presently Mink pops his head up out of the water, near the shore, and cries out, "Hullo, you people, what are you doing there?" The Wolves pull ashore after him, determined yet to kill him. Mink now enters a hole, and the Wolves come and thrust their spears in, hoping to kill him; but again Mink outwits them. When they thrust the spears in, he takes some of his grandmother's guts and put them on the spears. The Wolves seeing this believe that they have killed him, and go out in their canoes again. As soon as they are on the water, Mink comes out of his hole and shouts out, "Hullo, you people, what are you doing out there?" The Wolves hurry back, and Mink hides in his hole a second time. Again they thrust their spears in, and again he puts the entrails upon them and deceives them. After awhile, the Wolves go away believing Mink to be dead. When they had gone but a few steps, Mink calls them back with a jeer saying, "Why don't you come and take me?" Time and again he thus deceives the Wolves, who, at last despairing of capturing him, go away for good and leave him.

LINGUISTIC.

As far as I am aware, no attempt has been made to set forth the structure and grammar of the Siciatl dialect, or collect a glossary of its terms. The following notes and texts will therefore be the more welcome.

The Siciatl differs considerably from the speech of the contiguous Salish tribes; and by the Indians themselves it is considered a difficult dialect to acquire. They tell me that most Siciatl can converse in the neighbouring Slaíá numérique, Sk'qomic and Halkómélän, but that few, if any, members of these tribes ever acquire a speaking knowledge of Siciatl. One reason of this is that its vocabularies are mostly foreign to those dialects. In the compilation of these notes, another illustration was afforded of the need there is to employ more than one individual in our studies of the native speech. The differences in the enunciation of the same words by Jack Isidore and Charlie Roberts were often so considerable, that I had on several occasions to call upon a third person to determine the form to
adopt and record. The personal differences in the speakers of barbarous and unlettered languages would appear to be considerably greater than those displayed by the speakers of cultivated tongues. This, in the case of the speech of the tribes under consideration, is due mainly to the undeveloped state of their phonology and the consequent indeterminate quality of many of their sounds, the result of which is a strong tendency to permutation in vowels as well as in consonants. This tendency is very strong in Sčiatl where n and d; m and b; ë, i, ai, are everywhere interchangeable in the mouth of the same person and in the same words; and it is utterly futile to attempt to get the natives to distinguish between them, particularly the consonants. To them n and d are absolutely alike in sound even when uttered by a European. The same may be said of m and b, d and t, and all other distinctions of surd and sonant. This confusion of n with d, m with b, was at first a cause of much trouble to me; for sometimes I secured the one sound and sometimes the other in the same word in different connections; but on account of the difference failed to recognize it as the same; the sound for example of tɛedis-tăédō, my dog, not suggesting readily to the ear the more correct form tɛfnis-tɛño. Many of the differences in the vocabulary will be found to arise from this permutation, and possibly some of the difficulty which the other tribes find in acquiring this dialect is due to the same cause.

My chief helpers in my linguistic studies were Charlie Roberts and Jack Isidore. Others of the tribe gave me occasional help and assisted me in the determination of doubtful constructions and sounds.

An examination of my grammatical notes will show that the Sčiatl differs in many interesting features from the dialects I have previously examined. Thus far, all examined have shown the employment of a different root for marking the future in verbs. The Sčiatl is no exception to this. The radix employed by them is totally unlike that in any other dialect. Considerable difference is also seen in their pronominal forms; and the temporal affix ne or le of the Halkómēlem dialects is changed to tē in Sčiatl.

**Phonology.**

**Vowels.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a as in English hat.</th>
<th>i as in English pin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ã  &quot;   &quot; father.</td>
<td>ì   &quot;   &quot; pique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>â  &quot;   &quot; all.</td>
<td>o &quot; &quot; pend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ã  &quot;   &quot; gnat.</td>
<td>ō &quot; &quot; tone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e &quot; &quot; pen.</td>
<td>u &quot; &quot; but.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ê &quot; &quot; they.</td>
<td>ū &quot; &quot; boot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ê obscure vowel as in English flower; ë in vowel terminal only in part articulatated.

**Diphthongs.**

ai, as in aisle; au, as in cow; oi, as in boil; en, as in few.

I have called attention in former reports to the indeterminate character of the vowel in the Salish dialects of this region. This quality characterizes the
Siciatl vowels in a marked degree, particularly the long vowels. There are also many obscure vowel sounds in Siciatl as in the other Salish dialects; but I have refrained from multiplying the symbols for these on account of the "personal equation" in the speech of the natives; no two as a rule, as far as my ear could detect, using quite the same sound in the same phrases. And for this reason I hold that any attempt at over-refinement of sounds in setting forth the phonology of native speech defeats the end in view; the more particularly when the sounds have been gathered as is frequently the case, from one person only. For all practical purposes the symbol k as here used serves the purpose of indicating the obscure character of the vowel very well.

Consonants.

b, as in English. This sound is never used in Siciatl as the complement of p, but is a permutation of m.
d, as in English. This sound is always a permutation of n in Siciatl and is never the sonant of t.
h, as in English.
k, "
k', a strongly palatalized k.
l, as in English.
lp, an explosive palatalized l.
L, the same but shorter.
m, as in English, everywhere interchangeable with b.
p, intermediate between our p and b.
s, as in English.
t, "
gen generally; occasionally intermediate between our d and t.
w, "
y, "
q, as ch in lock in broad Scotch.
q, approximately as ich is uttered in North Britain.
h, as the German ch in ich.
c, as in English sh.
ţ, as th in the word thin.
tc, as ch in the word church.
ts, as in the word fits.
kw, as qu in the word quantity.

In the mouths of some of the Siciatl initial s, runs uniformly into c. S, c and t, particularly when finals, are also interchangeable in the speech of some natives.

' marks a pause or hiatus, as: k'lemúm, to 'chop.'

' written over a consonant indicates that it is uttered explosively with stress, as: t'páos, "blind."
Accent.

Accentuation in the Salish tongue is as marked as in English. But it has a wider syntactic and grammatical use than in our language. I have not yet satisfactorily determined in my own mind the basic principle of the accent in Salish. The fact that the position of the accent in the same word frequently varies in the different dialects tends to make the subject more difficult. But speaking broadly two main principles reveal themselves, viz., radix accentuation and quantity accentuation. Both these rules are frequently disregarded and the accent is shifted to some other syllable in the word for syntactic and rhetoric purposes.

It is a common principle in the Salish dialects to distinguish homonymous terms by a shifting of the accent, more particularly when the words have an etymological identity. Thus: sk'omai, hair; and sk'omai, dog; m'tcin, lie; and m'tcin, testicles.

Number.

Number is distinguished in Siciatl in a variety of ways, as in the other Salish dialects. There appears to be no true plural, the same form being used for the singular as well as for the plural; but wherever the idea of severity or distribution enters the distinction is effected by a modification of the stem. This is done by reduplication, by epenthesis, diacresis, apophony, epitasis and by vocalic mutation. Ideas of greatness, abundance or plentitude are expressed by means of separate particles. The following words offer examples of these methods, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swáwelös, boy.</td>
<td>swáwelös, boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stòmic, man.</td>
<td>stòmic, men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qaëls, stone.</td>
<td>qëaëls, stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sìyàkòp, hat.</td>
<td>sìyàkòp, hats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stèkàiì, horse.</td>
<td>stèkàiì, horses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hòpìt, deer.</td>
<td>hèphòpìt, deer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcítwon, bear.</td>
<td>tcítwon, bears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thûmstan, house.</td>
<td>thûmstan, houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sìya, log.</td>
<td>sìya, logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'làkàtl, old.</td>
<td>k'làkàvatl, old (several)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qàmémànès, old.</td>
<td>qàmémànès, old (several)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stòtèkèmit, old.</td>
<td>stòtèkèmit, old (several)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender.

Gender is distinguished in Siciatl by the use of demonstrative particles, which alone possess a formal gender; by the use of separate words, or by placing the terms for "man" and "woman" before or after the class word, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>te, masculine.</td>
<td>tle, or së, feminine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man, father.</td>
<td>tan, mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stòmic, man.</td>
<td>tlànai, woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swáwelös, boy.</td>
<td>tlítlànai, girl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 These dogs were reared for the sake of their hair, hence the term.
In Séciatl there appears to be no modification of the terms for "man" and "woman" when applied to mark gender in animals as in the Halkómelkm and Skq̓ómic dialects, thus: stómic-tečdó, dog; tlánai-tečdó, bitch.

Case.

In the Salish tongue case distinctions are wholly wanting. The relations expressed by case-endings are in this language supplied by particles; the Salish being an analytical tongue like the English, with which it has many other points in common.

Reduplication plays an important rôle in Salish and has deeply affected the development of its grammatical and lexical forms. It subserves a variety of purposes. Primarily its function is to express severalty or distribution. It seems also at times to denote the idea of plurality; but on this point I am not yet certain, for in many instances where it seems at first sight to mark the plural, a closer examination shows that the predominant idea is really severalty. The ideas of augmentation and its opposite, diminution, are also expressed by reduplication. It also expresses intensity, repetition, frequency and prolongation of verbal action, collectively, totality, superiority and its opposite, inferiority, and several other categories. The expression of these several ideas is effected by phonetic changes in the radix or by a shifting of the accent. In words of one syllable the whole word is usually duplicated. In words of more than one syllable the radical syllable only is duplicated. This appears to be the general rule, but exceptions are not infrequent.

Diminutives.

Examples of diminutive reduplication in Séciatl are as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Séciatl</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tLEMstan,</td>
<td>house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stólo,</td>
<td>river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qaikx,</td>
<td>stone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tečdó,</td>
<td>dog.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hópit,</td>
<td>deer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwódot,</td>
<td>porpoise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwinis,</td>
<td>whale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tičičičLMstan, little house.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stótec,    rivulet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qaikxels,  pebble.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cético, puppy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hóhópit,  fewn.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwókwódototl, young porpoise.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwé(a)kwinisotl, young whale.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B.—The suffix -otl seen in the last two is added to distinguish the words from homonymous forms in the language:

kwáttLM, dish; kwákwečLM, platter.

Other examples of reduplication will be found in the vocabularies and native texts given below.

Augmentatives.

Augmentatives in Séciatl are commonly formed by prefixing the particle tí or tē to the term, thus: t̓é-thLMstan, a large house; t̓í-yólLMgotL, a great hunter; t̓í-stólo, a large river.
Substantivum Instrumentale.

The instrumental suffix -ten so characteristic of the Salish dialects finds a place equally in Síciatl, thus:—

haíyai-ten, arrow.  
k'ukkō-ten, a wall.  
pō-ten, a sail.  
kwál-ten, speech, language.  
tek'esót-ten, ladder, steps.  
péqualhė-ten, a brush.

1kupaiakwōiyə-ten, finger-nail.  
kwēl-ten, a stocking.  
schōse-ten, food-mat or tablecloth.  
tlatc-ten, knife.  
kwal-ten, a hiding-place.  
kwēkwinsōs-ten, a mirror.

It is interesting to note that no two dialects apply this suffix to the same category of terms. It is one of the most interesting of the Salish formative elements.

Substantiva officiālia.

These are formed in several ways, chiefly by the prefix nūks-, secondly by reduplication of the stem, and occasionally by the prefix of abstraction, s, thus:—
nūks-átetc, a stutterer; from átcetc, to stutter.
nūks-stélīm, or stétélīm or stetelt, from télēm, to sing.
nūks-étōt, or setétōt, a sleeper; from étōt, to sleep.
sūtētōt, a dreamer; from utētōt, to dream.
nūks-yōlēcōt, or yōyōlēcōt, a hunter; from yōlēcōt, to hunt.
stečitōltį, a robber; from tečitōlt, to rob.
kwōkwōyiluk, a murder of one person; from kwōyiluk, to murder or kill.
kwoiaiyiluk, or kwōkwāimaq, many times a murderer, from same root.
sōmat, a lazy person; from čōmat, lazy.
nūks-kwēkwētlkən, an interpreter; from the reduplicated root kwēkwētlkən.
stéctacleten, a fisher; from stéctalēten, to fish.

Synthetic Nouns.

The Síciatl usually employ synthetic or incorporative nouns when speaking of the body or its parts, and in a few other constructions such as class numerals, tree and house compounds, etc., thus:—


tsuq-ós-em, to wash the face.
tsuq-ōiy-em, to wash the hands.
tsuq-cin-em, to wash the feet.
tsuq-énas-em, to wash the chest.
tsuq-čakwád-em, to wash the head.

also k'ákabusəm

étłā-walos, I hurt my eye.
étłā-cin, I hurt my foot.

1 This formation is different from that of any of the other dialects previously examined. It signifies "thing for scratching or digging."
étlá-wafada, I hurt my ear.
étlá-wóiyá, I hurt my hand.
té-teín-sépäi-yuk', I struck my nose.
té-teín-sukälálíońk', I hurt my head (from something falling upon it).
suk'émálíońk', I hurt my head (by passing through a low doorway, etc.).
Isälíońk-teín, I hit my head (by striking the floor with it in lying down).

The incorporative forms for house are, -autq or -tq, for tree -ai, thus:
naítq-autq, one house; samitq, two houses, etc.; kwósän-autq, star-house; spal-ai, one tree; témcid-ai, two trees, etc.; cedar-tree, túqém-ai; fir-tree, pelád-ai; maple-tree, kúmol-ai, etc.

For numeral compound forms see under Class Numerals below (p. 69).

All these synthetic forms may be rendered by the independent forms and frequently are. Speaking generally these forms are derived from the older elements of the language, and are found with slight modification in all the Salish dialects.

**Compound Nouns.**

The compound nouns in Siciel are formed as in the other Salish dialects examined, by simple juxtaposition, by agglutination, and by formative elements. Abstract nouns are formed directly from the verb stem by prefixing s to them, thus: étłten, to eat; sétłten, food; kait, to shout; skait, a shout; kwut, to see; skwut, sight; utélôt, to dream; sutélôt, a dream; téúcam, or tétélcam, to learn; stéúcam, or stétélcam, learning, instruction.

**Personal Pronouns.**

Of these there are in Siciel three classes, the independent, the copulative and the incorporative. The independent pronouns are:—

\[ I, \text{me}, sáliyû. \]
\[ \text{we}, \text{thnémtloń, or némótl.} \]
\[ thou, nüwil. \]
\[ you, nüslap. \]

he or she, tê, té-téloms, tà, tátéloms. they, tê, té-téloms, tà, tátéloms.

The forms for the third person are really demonstratives, and are usually employed without distinction of sex, the context marking this. In constructions where it is necessary to distinctly mark the sex sé or tê is used for the feminine. The distinction between tê and tà, or té-téloms and tátéloms, is just that between hic and ille of the Latin. A clear idea of the function of these demonstrative forms may best be gathered from a study of the native texts given below. In the plural the compound forms are sometimes reduplicated, thus: tátéloms, they.

A selective significance is given to the pronouns by placing the demonstrative particles tê or tì before them, according to the gender, thus:—

\[ tê sáliyû, I. \]
\[ tê thnémtloń, we. \]
\[ tê nüwil, thou. \]
\[ tê nüslap, you. \]
Copulative Pronouns.

I, -tein, tein-, -tean, tean-, -an. We, -c't, -teat, -at.
he, she, -as, -s, -tas. They, -as, -aswč, -tas, -čt.

The function of these will best be seen in the native texts given above. It will be seen that they are sometimes prefixed and sometimes suffixed.

Incorporative Pronouns.

These forms present considerable differences from the corresponding ones in the dialects previously examined.

qatl-nömį-tein, I like thee. qatl-nömį-tečılıp, I like you.
qatl-nömį-čt, we like thee. qatl-nömį-čt-čılıp, we like you.
qatl-nömį-tečųq (te sàlyų), thou likest me. qatl-nömį-tę (te thémįl), thou likest us.
qatl-nųq-ña-tečųq, thou likest him, her. qatl-tnųq-ña-tečųq, thou likest them.
qatl-nąčų (te), you like him. qatl-nąčų-as, he likes us.
qatl-nömį-tų, he likes us. qatl-nömįtų, he likes me.
qatl-nömįtų-są, they like us. qatl-nömįtų, they like thee.
qatl-nömįtų (aiyawčt), they like you.

There is a certain interesting uniformity about these forms which is wanting in the other dialects examined; throughout they have the reflexive pronominal stem nömįt, self, in common. The forms for the third person are also interesting. The particle nųq seen in them is not a pronominal element proper. It is the same determinative particle which plays so important a part in Sk'qömic constructions to which I have previously called attention.

From the following there would appear to be another method of pronominal incorporation; but this is an irregular form.

kwêdêm or kwenêm, to see.

kwenécętein, I see you. kwenécętein, you see me.
kwenécętein-čılıp, I see you (plural). kwenécętein-čılıp, you see me (plural).
kwenécętein čt, I see him. kwécwénécętein, I see them.
kwenécąsą, they saw me. kwenécąsą, he saw me.
kwenécąsim te núwil, they saw thee. kwenécąsim, he saw thee.
kwenécąsim te núwilap, they saw you (plural).

Possessive or Adjectival Pronouns.

Of these the Sčiatl employ several distinct forms; they also make distinction between the thing present and the thing absent, the commonest form is as follows:—
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**Singular.**

- tek-n' man (object present), my father.
- tek-na man (object absent), my father.
- tek man (object present), thy father.
- tek man (object absent), thy father.
- tek man-s (object present), his, her, father.
- tek man-s (object absent), his, her, father.

The above are used exclusively with masculine objects. With feminine objects the following are employed:

**Plural.**

- tek-ms' man (object present), our father.
- tek-ms' man (object absent), our father.
- tek man-élap (object present), your father.
- tek man-élap (object absent), your father.
- tek man-ét (object present), their father.
- tek man-ét (object absent), their father.

A simpler and more intimate form is as follows:

**Singular.**

- ts'e-n' tan (object present), my mother.
- ts'e-n' (object absent), my mother.
- ts'e tan (object present), thy mother.
- klè tan (object absent), thy mother.
- ts'e tan-s (object present), his, her, mother.
- klè tan-s (object absent), his, her, mother.

**Plural.**

- ts'e-ms' tan (object present), our mother.
- ts'e-ms' tan (object absent), our mother.
- ts'e tan-élap (object present), your mother.
- klè tan-élap (object absent), your mother.
- ts'e tan-ét (object present), their mother.
- klè tan-ét (object absent), their mother.

This form is employed when the object is close to the possessor of it. Examples of its use will be found in the native texts below. As the demonstrative elements are wanting to it there is of course no distinction of gender with this form. It is the form most commonly used in answer to the question "Whose is this?"

The emphatic forms equivalent to the ne-swá or té̓mswá forms of the Halkómélem are as follows:

**Singular.**

- ne-tán, my mother.
- u-tán, thy mother.
- tan-s, his, her mother.

**Plural.**

- musnána-tan, our mother.
- u-tán-élap, your mother.
- tán-ét, their mother.
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Singular.

ten'senâ stéédô (object present), my own dog.
ten'senâ stéédô (object absent), my own dog.
ten'na stéédô (object present), thy own dog.
ten'na stéédô (object absent), thy own dog.
te'nâ stéédô (object present), his, her own dog.
te'nâ stéédô (object absent), his, her own dog.

This word stéédô may also be written stéénô, the d being a permutation of n.

The particle kwa which plays so important a part in the Halkómälem dialects is also seen in Sceiatl. It fills a subordinate place, however, in this tongue. It is found in pronominal forms and marks absence as in Halkómälem, but is not used in quite the same way. I have not found any distinction between present and visible, and present but invisible, pronominal forms in the Sceiatl, as in the Halkómälem. In the expression, is your father dead? kwa must always be used, thus: kwa kwoi tee man? Its function here is the same as in the other dialects. It marks the absence of the object, or rather, as the tee form does this, the absence of knowledge of the locale of the object spoken of. In Sceiatl the particle kwô is used in a temporal sense in a manner peculiar to that dialect, thus we say: kwô kükëlisčêlmen, he is sick, if the person referred to is in some other place. It is employed also in the following constructions: kwô-tein kwätân tie šácin â te tákvat tie stólô, I left the pack on the bank of the river; kum kwô aukq te šòčêlmen, then “away” or “disappeared” all the food. Të kwô kutl te na, “Father is coming.” It is found also as a compound of tlôm, thus: kwô-tlôm in contra-distinction to tê-tlôm.

Substantive Possessive Pronouns.

Singular.

nesenâ, mine.

usenâ, thine.
s'nas, senas, his, hers.

Plural.

mesenâna, ours.

us'nahelap, yours.

s'nanit, theirs.

Possessive with Verb Substantiveum.

Singular.

nêtl-tein-senâ, it or this or that is mine.

nêtl-tee-s'na, thine.

nêtl-tee-s'nas, his, hers.
It is interesting to observe the reduplication of na to mark the plural in these forms. There is no distinction between "inclusive" and "exclusive" forms in Siciatl.

A prepositional form is also used of the third person when the owner's name is mentioned. It is identical with that in the Halkomelem: thus: s'na tla John steédu, this is John's dog.

Possession is also thus expressed in Siciatl: "I have a horse," stékaiu teeséna: "you have a horse," stékaiu teesénas, etc.

_Interrogative Pronouns._

wat? who? wat-teñq? who are you? wat ci-ti neít tï? who made this?
tî-wat? whose? wat? whose? nêtl wat tï? whose is that?
stam? what? stam té-tlom? what is this? stam teék sqaLs? what do you want?
stam fya teék sqaLs? what does he want?
kwintca? where? kwintca teék stékaiu? where is your horse?
ne'tca? which? ne'tca teék tlumstan? which is your house?

_Reflective Pronouns._

nómôt, self.
té-tein-sepe-nómôt, I struck myself.

This form is identical with that in the Sk'qomic. In Siciatl it is an essential constituent of passive verb forms and incorporative personal pronouns.

_Indefinite Pronouns._

au-wat, anybody, watásye, somebody.

_Demonstratives._

te, té, tétlom, tâtlom, he, this, that; tle, sê, sétlom, tlâtlom, she, this, that.

The above are used principally with the third person, but not exclusively so. When the object is other than a person the following forms are usually employed:

tï, this; tâ, that (object little distance only from speaker).
å tâ, that (object farther off).
å tâ teük; that (object very distant).

There are no distinct forms to mark the plural. When it is desired to use them in this sense the object suffers modification, thus: ti tlâtlumstan, these houses; tâ tlâtlumstan, those houses.
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Articles.

té (masculine), tle (feminine), the, a; kwa, a.

The function of these can be gathered only from a study of the native texts. Consult also the writer's remarks on this head in the 4th Report Ethnological Survey of Canada, 1902, B.A.A.S.

Numerals.

Sceiatl abounds in class numerals. The simple absolute forms are as follows:—

1. páta.  2. témicín.  3. teátlas.  4. mós.
5. célétcis.  6. téquint.  7. tsótcis.  8. tíaércis.
9. tímqiá.  10. ópen.

The others follow in like manner:—

20. sámpea.  50. cílateca.
21. sámpea íta pála.  60. téqematsca.
30. teádanca.  70. sótcisaca.
40. mósatlc.  80. tíaércisaca.

90. tíwiqecaca.
100. tésáwite.
1000. ópen tésáwite.

Partitive Numerals.

sük, half.

There are in Sceiatl no terms corresponding to "quarter" or "three-quarters," as in the Halkómélén.

Class Numerals.

1 men, nitcáII (stómic).
2 men, témicnálI (stêmítomic).
3 tíaércáI.
4 mósail.
5 sólcáI.
6 tuqabáI or téqamáI.
7 sótcisáI.
8 téqëtcisáI.
9 tímqiáI.
10 ópenáI or ópedáI.
11 ópenáI íta nitcáI.
20 men, san'czáII or sabacállI.
21 san'czáII íta nitcáI.
30 teádancaI or teanumcáI.
40 mósélcáI.
50 sólcáI.
60 tuqabátscáII or téqam'itscáI.
70 sótcisacáI.
80 téqtisacáI.
90 tímqiácáI.
100 ópen tésawitcáI.
1000 ópen tésawitcáI.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trees</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Stones</th>
<th>Hats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 spálai</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... pálols</td>
<td>... pálaiyéuk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 tem'cidai</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... témec'álu</td>
<td>... témecidaiyéuk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 teácasai</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... teáldantq</td>
<td>... teatlásóls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 mósai</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... mósantq</td>
<td>... mósóls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 cólatai</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ópádai</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... ópáldantq</td>
<td>... ópádóls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long round things such as fishing lines, etc.</th>
<th>Blankets, skins, clothing, etc.</th>
<th>Long things such as poles, logs, etc.</th>
<th>Round things</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 pálakwón</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... páléwa</td>
<td>... pèlekókwýi yu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... témécidéwa</td>
<td>... témecidýi yu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... móséwa</td>
<td>... mósýi yu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>... ópádléwa</td>
<td>... ópádfi yu.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ordinals.**

*first, thas’é, second, stès’t, or stès’t = “next,” “close to,” third, stès’t thal = “next again.” All after the second are expressed as the third, until the last which is áákwaitabót, or áákwaitamót.*

**Adverbial Numerals.**

- once, naitcaunq.
- twice, sáma or sába.
- thrice, ténmaunq.
- four times, mósatl.
- five, silástatl.
- six times, téqménatl.
- seven, tsóteśsatl.
- eight, téteśsatl.
- nine, túqáqatl.
- ten, ópénatl.

**Distributives.**

- pápeku, one each.
- tétémuciu, two.
- tecitlátas, three.
- mónis, four.
- tsétslátécis, five.
- tétsevéquum, six each.
- sóóteis, seven.
- tétítéis, eight.
- tétqúnq, nine.
- óópan, ten.
- tétswítoc, one hundred each.
Comparison of Adjectives.

**Positive.**

čí, good.

**Superlative.**

tóqál čí, best.

Strictly speaking there are but two degrees of comparison of the adjective in Sćiatl as given above, but a kind of comparative is formed by using the superlative form with little stress. In other words the degree of excellence or its opposite is expressed rather by the voice than by the term. The longer the expression is drawn out the more superlative it becomes.

**Verbs.**

The inflection of the verb in Sćiatl is effected as in the other Salish dialects examined by means of affixes and auxiliary verbs. The aorist or indefinite past is formed by prefixing the particle té. This corresponds to the č of the Sk'qómic and Halkómélem dialects. The regular past is formed by affixing to the verb stem the particle ötl; the čtl of the other dialects. The future is expressed by the addition of the particle skwa. These are the principal tense signs in Sćiatl.

**Intransitive Verb.**

**Present Tense.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kikelasélem-tein, I am sick.</td>
<td>kikelasélem-c’t, we are sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kikelasélem-teuq, thou art sick.</td>
<td>kikelasélem-tealap, you are sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kikelasélem, he, she, is sick.</td>
<td>kikelasélem, they are sick.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Aorist or Indefinite Tense.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tó-tein-kikelasélem.</td>
<td>tó-c’t-kikelasélem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tó-teuq-</td>
<td>tó-tealap-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The English equivalent of this form is difficult to render. It can only be given by a circumlocution such as, I was and still am sick, etc.

**Past Tense.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kikelasélem-ötl-tein, I have been sick.</td>
<td>kikelasélem-ötl-c’t, we have been sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; &quot; -teuq, thou hast been sick.</td>
<td>&quot; &quot; -u-tealap, you have been sick.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Future Tense.**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kikelasélem-tein skwa, I shall be sick.</td>
<td>kikelasélem-c’t skwa, we shall be sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; &quot; -teuq skwa, thou will be sick.</td>
<td>&quot; &quot; -tealap skwa, you will be sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skwa, he will be sick.</td>
<td>skwa, they will be sick.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conditional Forms.
we-kukelaslem-en, when or if I am sick.
   "   " -auq, when or if thou art sick.
   "   " -at, when or if we are sick.
   "   " -ap, when or if you are sick.

Dubitative Forms.
aiaqaelen-En, I may or perhaps I may be sick.
   "   " -auq, thou mayest or perhaps thou mayest be sick.
   "   " -at, we may or perhaps we may be sick.
   "   " -ap, you may or perhaps you may be sick.

Interrogative Forms and Replies.
kelaslem-ut-teuq, are you sick? te-tein-kukelaslem, or shortly te-tein, I am.
kukelaslem-otl-ut-teuq, have you been sick?
kukelaslem-otl-tean, or shortly otl-tean, or tean-otl.

Negative Forms.
qii-tean kuti kyelie-tem-an, I am not sick.
qii-teat "  " -at, we are not sick.
qii nesqalas kwens kyelaslem, I don't want to be sick.

Periphrastic Forms.
collwonen-tein kwens kilielem, I think I am going to be sick.
sukwenonen-tein we-kukelaslem-an, I am afraid I shall be sick.

Transitive Verbs, Active Voice.
sépetut, to strike.

Present Tense.
  Singular.                        Plural.
sépet-tean, I strike.            sépet-teat, we strike.
   "   -teanq, thou striketh.     "   -teap, you strike.
   "   -as, he, she, strikes.    "   -aseit, they strike.

Present Perfect Responsive Tense.
té-tein sépet-an, I am striking.  té-c't sépet-at, we are striking.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

This tense is used in reply to question, "What are you doing?" and it is
interesting to note that the auxiliary verb attracts the primary pronoun, while
the verb takes the secondary. The same is seen in the following forms:

Present Continuous Tense.
té-tein sép'-nuq-an, I am striking it.
té-teuq sép'-nuq-anq, thou art striking it.
nélt-té sépe-nuq, he is striking it.
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tē-ci tēpe-nūq-at, we are striking it.
tē-tcap tēpe-nūq-ap, you are striking it.
nēl tē tēpe-nūq, they are striking it.

Another form of this tense is: pāla-tei tēpe-nūq, etc., etc.

**Past Continuous Tense.**

sēpe-nūq-tei, I was striking it.
" -teūq, thou wast striking it.
" " hē was striking it.
" -e, we were striking it.
" -ap, you were striking it.

**Past Perfect Continuous Tense of Remote Action.**

sēpe-nūq-ōtl-tei, I have or had been striking it.
" " -e, we " " "

The other tenses follow regularly in like manner.

**Past Perfect Continuous Tense of Recent Action.**

sēpet-ōtl-tea, I have been striking it.
" " -teat, we " " "

The other tenses follow regularly in like manner.

**Past Tense.**

sēpet-ōtl-tea, I struck; or I have struck.
sēpet-ōtl-teat, we struck; or we have struck.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

**Future Tense.**

sēpet-tea skwa, I shall strike.
" -teat skwa, we shall strike.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

My collections of native texts have not furnished me with any other form of the future than the above. There is no instance, I think, of this tense being formed by the verb "to go" as in other of the Salish dialects.

**Imparative Mood.**

The imperative inflection in Sciatl is -la or -ela, thus:—

sēp'tela! strike!

The use of the future particle is interesting here.

sēp't-ēn qēlat, I will strike, or I am determined to strike.

Other forms of the imperative are: sēp't! strike! this form is employed when speaking to one person alone. When the command is given to several persons the following forms are used: sēpet! sēpetila! strike!
Obligative Forms.

té-teïn-sepé-nūq-en, I must strike it.

Negative Forms.

Present Tense.
qá-tecan sep’-an, I strike not; qá-tecat sep’-at, we strike not.
The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

Past Tense.
q’otl-tecan sep’-an, I did not strike; q’otl-tecat sep’-at, we did not strike.
The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

Future Tense.
qá-tecan-skwa sep’-an, I shall not strike; qá-tecat-skwa sep’-at, we shall not strike.

Imperative.
qá-tecanq sēpēt-auq! don’t strike it!
qá-tecnuq sēpēnōmc-auq, don’t strike me.
qá-tecat keēl sēpēt-at, don’t let us strike it.
qá-la sēsēp’cu, don’t strike me.
qá-tecnuq sēpē-nūq-auq, don’t you strike it.

In these negative forms it is interesting to note that the negative attracts the principal pronoun, the verb taking the secondary form. In the fourth sentence the negative takes the imperative inflection, la.

Miscellaneous Forms.
qá-tecan keēl sēpē-nūq-an, I will not strike it.
k’ōm neēl-ā-wā sēpē-nūq-an, I haven’t yet struck it.

Conditional Forms.
sēsēp’-tcen, if I strike. sēsēp’-tcat, if we strike.
The other persons follow in like manner.
kwēns tē-we-tl sēpē’t, when I strike or struck it.
kwōms ’sēsēp’-t, when we.

Optative Forms.
nesqatılı kwēns sēpē’t, I wish I could, or I should like, to strike it.
musqatılı kwōms sēsēp’-t, we wish we could, or we should like it.

Interrogative Forms and Replies.
to sēpētas? did he strike? tē sēpētas, he struck it.
tā-teciq-hā-sepē’t? did you strike it? tē-teiin, I did.
sēpēt-ā-c’t? did we strike it? tē-c’t, we did.

The interrogative sign is ā or hā, the same as in the Kwântlen.
Iterative Forms.
té-tein(e)wa-tl-sésp'et-an, I am repeatedly striking it.
té-c't-wa-tl-sésp'et-at, we are repeatedly striking it.
ápál sésp'etas, he is striking it all the time.
sésp'et-anq, keep on striking: sésp'et-teap, keep on striking (plural).

Deprecative Form.
tsépeméts và teamq sés'pet-anq, please don't strike it.

Reciprocal Forms.
sépetautl, we struck each other.
sápáteła: strike one another!

Infinitives.
sépetas, to strike; tó-sépetas : to have struck.

Participles.
sésp'etas, striking: sépet', struck.

Passive Voice.
sépet', struck.

Present Perfect of Accidental Action.
té sápetnomálem, I am struck: té sápetnomólem, we are struck.

Present Perfect of Purposive Action.
té sápetálem, I am struck.

Past Perfect of Accidental Action.
sépetnomálem-ól, I have been struck.
té-tein-sépet', I have been struck, or I have struck myself.

Conditional Form.
k's té sápetálem, If I am struck.

Reflexive Forms.
té-tein sápetnomót, I strike myself.
sápetnomót-ól-tein, I have struck myself.

A secondary form of the present perfect is as follows: té-tein-sépetl, I am struck (with a stick); té-c't-sépetl, we are struck (with a stick).

Miscellaneous Texts.
I struck you, tétcein sépénomí (in answer to question "did you strike me?").
it is going to rain, kwó-kul teítl (the particle kwó here marks the absence of the rain).
hé struck me, té sápetnomcas.
it is John's dog, sná tla John teédō or teínō.
we have some horses, stékànaän teimsnàna.

my dog is white, kwès-oöm teën's tééddo.

come with me, mëła kumé tìëc.

bring me the horse, mëstwëla te stékànaän.

give me the horse, yëçela à te stékànaän.

it is cloudy, tìë sankweeltl.

are you hungry? kwàkwài-á-teën? I am hungry, kwàkwài-teën.

are you cold? téëfem-á-teën? I am cold, téëfem-teën.

did you shoot a deer? qàa-teën tosöt te hòpit?

it is John, nëtl à te John.

it is Mary, nëtl à te Mali.

he said I was a bad man, sësët mai teën-kaà stόmic.

when you come in shut the door, we-kwàllauq umastüüq teket te cailt.

I ought to drink, kòk-kaàn skwa.

he stole my horse, kwòtèkètól u-teën stékànaän.

he stole your horse, kwòtèkètól u-teën stékànaän.

it is raining, të-wël-teétitl.

if it rains I shall not go, we teétæls qàa-ten skwa só-an.

I live here, nì teën à tì (in answer to question).

I live there, kwò teën nè à tì (in answer to question).

I am a Sèwitl, cèitl-teën, or sèitl-teën.

I am hunting, yìyënlëll-teën (in answer to question “what are you doing?”).

a canoe maker, hai-hai.

a basket maker, Hòhopôlitë (from Hòp, “to pierce”).

a stone, qàïëls.

is it a stone? qàïëls-á?

is that the stone! (pointing at object) qàïëls tå-tlànn?

this is the stone, qàïëls tå-tlànn.

which stone? kwintæ teë qàïëls?

is that a stone? qàïëls-â tå-tlànn?

what kind of a stone? stäm teën qàïëls?

is that a black stone? kwès-oöm tå-tlànn qàïëls?

one dog, teëdë, stëdë, or teënë.

twó dogs, téëd-teëdë, stëd-teëdë (or -në; ñ and d are interchangeable).

no dogs, qâk’ tëéddë.

many dogs, te aÁk teëdëm.

many dogs, keq teëdëm.

some dogs, tã këjas teëdëm, av lîtî, “not a lot of dogs”.

few dogs, qëqàddë, or qëqædë teëdëm.

right ear, aïyûlbalés à aïyûlmaînë.

left ear, sëkwàriñà à sëkwàriñà.

both ears, kwôlkwàlëdë à kwôlkwàlëdë.
left eye, sēkālōs.
both eyes, kelkelōm.
right hand, aiyūlōbōya or -mōiyə.
left hand, sēkōiya.
both hands, teiltcūl.əc.
a good ili, i"i stcedo (or -no).
my back is sore, quis ten ēltecín.
your back is bad, mai te ēltecín (singular).
his back is bad, mai ēltecins.
our back is bad, mai tems ēltecín.
your back is bad, mai ēltecins-εlap.
this, tī, this house, tī tłamstən.
that, tā, that house, tā tłamstən.
these houses, tī tłāltłumstən, those houses, tā tłāltłumstən.
I want a horse, nesqatlıcıs stékəkəiŋə.
I am thirsty, kōkamtecin.
I want some water, nesqatlıcıs əwəcə.
I want some meat, nesqatlıcıs səuŋə.
I burnt it, kwō-tecin kwásatən.
I burnt it all up, kwō-kətəŋəq.
I burnt my hand, kwásawōiyə-tecin.
I am burnt, tē-tecin kətəŋəq.

the moon will rise soon, tē cācicəl sōa enə.
he will come soon, qāqəqas kum kwutlənənə.
I am hurt, tē-tecin əcən.
that is your horse, əsəna stékəkəiŋə.
I must go soon, sōwatcin sō.
can you swim? qətećıq qəkələmənəq?
who made this? wat-ə tī nətə?
I made it, sələnə or sələŋə tī nətə.
he has killed my dog, tē kwįyutəs teen səcədə.
he killed it, tē kwįyutəs (object near) tē cəntəcə (object far off).
once he came to my house, nəitecuq kwutlənə ten tłamstən.
I will come, kwutlətən skwa.
often he came to my house, palət kwokkwutlənə ten tłamstən.
he is laughing, qąqıəmən.
he is crying, qąqawəmən.
who is that? wat tətlənə.
it is Mary, nətəl kə̈ Mətl. it is John, nətəl təcə John.
give me my hat, məsləq ten sələkəpən.
make up the fire! tełməkəplən!
will you come with me? kwutlə-ə-tećıq kwa kunət te meq?
it is dark, kəłəkəm. it is cold, təqələcım.
it is snowing, téwatl kwôkwômai.
is your father dead? kwa kwôi te man?
is your mother dead? kwa kwôi klê tan?
are you coming? kwutLâtcûq kwâhâ?
he lives with me, skâtlseâ tla sâliyû.
I saw the dog, kwô-tein kwedêten stëdô.
the moon is bright, te câlcai stëqait kâlt.
this house is good, tê thümstan êi.
this is a good house, tlâtênih êi, or stëqait êi, thümstan.

one tree, palâi (siya).
two trees, têmiciidai.
a small tree, çoçêai.
a large tree, tiâi.
many trees, kéqai.
o trees, qâkt siya.
tree trees, qëqaunê siya.
any tree, anêq siya.
all trees, auêq siya.

Prepositional Phrases.
on the beach, â te tcau.

near the house, stësât â te thümstan.
in bed, â te âçêlite.
on a stone, â te qaîês.
in the box, â te kwûkwa.
in the sky, â te tsôk.
inide the house, âstu â te thümstan.
in the cause, âluâtìl â te smûqûtl. go în, sôûtîhê.

Vocabulary.

Corporeal Terms.

head, skûkum.

face, mëòstên.
crown of the head, sâlâlçuk*, kûtukwat.
side of the head, tûtafays.
back of the head, sálûntcêp or sâldêcêp.
forehead, êisen.
cheek, sâlâkweïda (or -na).
jaw, kwôkaíêk.
skull, skûwôthôs or (qûs).
hair, mâkên.
beard, kwôpôcîn.
hair of the body, skûwôpens.

hair of animals, mâkên.
tooth, yînês.
tongue, têukças.
palate, kwâmênakain.
gums, têlâkwôldis (or -nis).
nose, mâkên.
septum of nose, skwûkâ:
car, kwoladá (or -na).
lobe of the car, sîlpoïada (or -na).
eye, kôlêm.
eye-lashes, têôptên.
eyebrows, çôçôbên.
N.B.—According to my informants there is no distinction between upper and lower lips, no terms existing in Siciatl for "lips.

Terms of the Principal Animals known to the Siciatl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Siciatl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>horse, steakaii</td>
<td>steakaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog, stéódo (or -nó)</td>
<td>steódo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bear (black), steitíon</td>
<td>steitíon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; (grisly), maíyq</td>
<td>maíyq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deer, hópit</td>
<td>hópit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elk, kaíte</td>
<td>kaíte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wolf, wókwelátem</td>
<td>wókwelátem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beaver, skúmk</td>
<td>skúmk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain-goat, squálai</td>
<td>squálai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raccoon, mélláhs</td>
<td>mélláhs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lynx, mólq</td>
<td>mólq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wild-cat, wiláksia</td>
<td>wiláksia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain-lion, skúkwákim</td>
<td>skúkwákim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otter, skúatl</td>
<td>skúatl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabbit, sóspit</td>
<td>sóspit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weasel, pipkitcatài</td>
<td>pipkitcatài</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skunk, spálas</td>
<td>spálas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bat, pâpiqebak</td>
<td>pâpiqebak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chip-monk, qaíxpétem</td>
<td>qaíxpétem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squirrel, skwóiy</td>
<td>skwóiy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crane, pákwaïyns</td>
<td>pákwaïyns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hawk, kakakawénûq</td>
<td>kakakawénûq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish-hawk, tsóqútsëunq</td>
<td>tsóqútsëunq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woodpecker, sláluk</td>
<td>sláluk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rat, skwákóbin</td>
<td>skwákóbin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mouse, kwát'na.
flea, matcóskla.
house, méténin.
goose (black), qa.
   " (white), klúkwamn.
duck (mallard), ténúks.
loon, skákačém.
owl, skáakenék.
seagull, k'áikó.
jay (blue), skáčkae.
robin, skwécutak't.
kingsfisher, kwákwolé.
pigeon, hámó.

tum, stóstós.
swan, nőken.

martin, spéélósh.
ren, stémtem.
snake, ótlkai.
toad, wiyélólaúq.
frog, hóham.
lizard, séskwatli.
aux, ábaúqyú.
worm, séskó.
wasp, mánálwé'óstuq.
hou soldfly, qáqýaiyó.

tsew, skékak.
grouse, nóomhóm.

Terms of Consanguinity and Affinity.

be mena, my son. When addressed by parents, called téł =
dughter } mena } "lad."
son } télen mena, my daughter. When addressed by parents, called
tlé = "lass."

family, offspring, túúkq̓eł or túúkwéł.
mother, tan, when spoken of. When addressed by children, ta.
father, mán, " " " " " ni.
grandfather
grandmother } séla. When addressed by grandchildren they are called, yáha.
great-grandfather } túnénu. When spoken of collectively the suffix -ten is
great-grandmother } added, thus: túnénu-ten.
great-great-grandfather } háuqéyuk. This term also takes the collective suffix
great-great-grandmother } -ten.
great-great-great-grandmother

-ten.
great-great-grandfather

-ten.
great-great-grandfather

-ten.
great-great-grandfather

-ten.
great-great-grandfather

-ten.
great-great-grandfather

-ten.
great-great-grandfather

-ten.
great-grandson
great-granddaughter } émac or énats.
grand-parents, séla-ten (coll.); grand-children, énats-ten (coll.).
mother's brother } tčápt's.
mother's sister } tčápt's.
father's brother

sister's } child, sélúh; nephews and nieces, séliúh-ten (coll.).
elest brother

óstát.
elest sister

óstát.
elest cousin

óstát.
The suffix -ten may be added to all these terms.

dad of two brothers or sisters, tłówēt.
younger of two brothers or sisters, kútì.
youngest of many brothers and sisters, k'éktí.
sister (by courtesy), álís.
brother's

sister's } child, sélúh; nephews and nieces, séliúh-ten (coll.).

If the immediate relative be dead otl must be added; thus, séliúh-otl. This
term is always employed when speaking of the dead, the ancients or the ancient
time. It is probably the same particle as marks the "past" tense of verbs.
eldest child, tłówēt, tóintá, tóótsintá.
second child, kútì.
All others termed collectively, kékáktí.

last or youngest child, kékáktí.
father-in-law } swéñem. son-in-law } tewétaç.
father-in-law } swéñem. daughter-in-law } tewétaç.
step-father, má-naláci, step-son } men'člúq.
step-mother, tā-naláci, step-daughter

father's brother's } wife, tā-naláci. father's sister's }

husband, má-naláci.
father's brother's }

wife, tā-naláci.
husband's

brothers, sisters, cousins, neqteúmač-ten (coll.).
wife's

relations (taken collectively), neqvéndem-ten.
able, etcalém.
I am able, etcalém-tein.
above, kúmatam.
afternoon, yelau tekúkq.
again, thal.
aid, help, kwinámq.
I will help you, kwinâmce-tein skwa.
air, breath, spils.
aldér-tree (alnus rubra), qeqeqsai.
all, ankq.
always, pálát.
he is always hunting, të pálát teatecítem.
ancients, people of long ago, tómósotl.
and, éé, fta.
anger, to, taiyakémítem.
angry, taiyék.
animal (generic), titateulmínq.
answer, reply, kwál.
anybody; au-wât.
arise, get up, kwóéé, kwafée.
arise, spring up (as a storm), teletc'.
arow, haiyatem.
arrive at, or come to, teetlált, tesnét.
ashamed, thail or saill.
ashes (hot), kwás, kwailécp.
ashes (cold), telbem or teinem.
ask, to, walút.
I will ask him, walút-tein-skwa.
back (to come or return back), yélčen.
he went back, të sö yélčen.
bad, mai.
bail, to, stlókotsot.
let him bail, nélwela stlókotsot.
bailer (instrument), tlókómin.
bait, skwá.
bake, kwolic.
bark, to, wówom.
bark (of tree), p'élán.
basket (used principally for berries), spitoú.
basket (used principally for clothes), kátčá.
basket (used principally for roots, etc.), láqai.
bay, ãcelete.
beach, tcau.
on the beach, à te tcau.
let us go down to the beach; we sö à te tcau.
bear, to (with stick), supetet.
bear, to (with the hands), supetet à te tehec.
bear, to (with a stone), suk'et à te qaiels.
bed, láas or látl.
befool, to (anyone), kák-minahtas.
become or get angry, titafyak'.
below, down, unkéé, qutluk; tlup.
below (under), klépedetc or klépeneetc.
belt, k'ait.'
bench, chair, sukwenateten.
bend, to, t'øyüet, humkwét.
I bent it, te-tein-humkwáten,
you bent it, nüwil-te-humkwét.
be quick (to), káyé.
berry (generic), skwolóba or skwolóma.
bid, command, to, ōtlétém.
big, large, immense, ti.
billow, wave, yulak.
bird (generic), skwéakwelkwálác.
bite, to, quilt'.
black, kwosém.
blackberry, swókwatl.
blanket (Hudson's Bay), pek' kwókwét (white).
blanket (Hudson's Bay), kwum mök't (red).
blind, t'ápos.
blister (a), spóya.
blister, to, póya.
my hand is blistered, të-tein-póya.
blood, skwétl.

blow, to, pót.

blow it! pot-teuq; ad. litt., blow-you.

blunt, mainia.

boil (on the body), sóben.

boil, to, kwólstan.

the pot is boiling, mátlókwówm te kwólstan.

the water is boiling, tāwutl másku te séwotl.

bone, cau.

bore (instrument), kwésébim or kwésémin.

I bore, kwésé-tcin.

both, s’kásait.

we will both go, s’kásait kwums só.

let them both go, sós twelat.

bottle (of glass), lamáli.

bottle (kelp bulb), pělteis.

bottle (fish sound), kwop’t te lauf.

bottom, qúsuk; tłup.

bow, stłuk' or sluk’.

box, kwákwa.

boy (small), stötötémic méman.

boy (youth), swáwolos.

branch, sáltýa.

break, to, qust.

“” (into pieces), kwatsau.

bridge, haléin.

bright, dazzling, kwiyfím.

bring, to, kwutsuq.

I will bring it, kwutsuq-tecun kw마다.

bread, wide, pěk’.

brush (a), pčuštětén.

bundle, kétáltcě.

bush (small), sáltýa.

” (large), saldatefýa or salmatoféyá.

by, on, ní.

carry, to, yāc’t.

catch, kwidat or kwínat.

cane, stúkën.

cedar-tree (thuya gigantea), těq’emai.

change, transform, tũq or tōq.

chew, tsáám.

chief, héwus.

chiefs, háwéwus.

chief (war), skáteq.

child, méman.

children, munémus.

chip, klumén.

chipmonk, squikpétcmi.

choke, to, pětákáál’.

chop, to, k’témúm.

chop or fell a tree, Hétšnate.

clamber, to, tsčlčsét.

cloud, sáltmkt.

coffin-box, núákwa, qék’um.

cold, tcím.

comb, čkósém.

come, to, ainé, mé.

come, arrive to, kwutL.

command, bid, qáét.

completed, finished, žóis.

continue, repeat, tłalet.

cook, to, k’wél.

corpse, smaúkwa.

country, land, swiya.

crabapple-tree, kwěhópi.

crooked, bent, skwósét.

cross-eyed, čégśói.

cry, to, qatém.

cry out with pain, skwinét.

cut, to, sitewát, těxt.

cut into pieces, kwóqt.

daily, auksélét.

dance, to, kwájyélic.

danceer, a, skwałák kwájyélic.

dangle, to, sáltákaim.

damp, kelkel.

dark, tšük’wom.

dawn, kwákwi.

day, k’él’t.

dead, k’óí.

declare, say, to, čqót or sósét.

depth, k’lip.

deer, špít or hópít.
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deer-hide, tl̓ánauk.
desire, wish, to, sqats or qatl.
die to, kwół.
dig to, kwənət.
dirty, wiyam.
disbelieve, q̓oqwaiaq̓átem.
discuss, to, s̓o̓t̓i̓wán.
dish, kʷáist.
dislike, hate, to, mais.
I dislike you, mais-tom̓tí-tein.
distress, to, q̓e̓ł̓əlit.
dire, to, nekúm.
diver, a, smu̓kənən̓um.
do, perform, to, st̓e̓q̓uas.
done, finished, hóis.
door, t̓ákt̓en.
down (of birds), st̓óna te.
dream, to, ut̓étəł̓.
dream, a, usuł̓əł̓təł.
drip, to, sáł̓əq.
drop or fall, to (of person), p̓eł̓pəł̓əm.
(I) (of thing), pəł̓əm.
drown, to, mel.
he will be drowned, melas skwə.
dwelling-place, home, úlawəm.
drum, mem̓ətsí.
dust, dirt, swiyə.
carth, land, swiyə.
earthquake, súkw̓óm te swiyə.
eat, to, étəł̓ən.
evening, nánət.
everything, tet-əukə-stam.
European or white man, q̓ałəteñ.
examine, to, kwətel'ə.
exceedingly, very, stoł̓əq̓ət.
extraordinary, pat̓l̓pə̱šət or pat̓pə̱łəł̓tə.
far, teuík̓.
fat, q̓os.
feast, to, tłaćən.
feather, címəł.
feel, to, t̓ánət.
fight, to, q̓al̓q̓əq.
file, a, yúkəmən.
green, klusém.
grind, sharpen, to, téékénís.
groan, to, ánē néít.
grow, to (of things), pepápä.
" (of man), tiótötli.
group (of people), nökvaılmüüq.
guide, to, sáyúséls.
  " a, sáșayúséls or nuks-sáyúséls.
gum, pitch, kwelétl or kweléč.
hail, tsełócín.
it's hailing, tsetsełócín.
handsome, pretty, saiyúbic, aiyúbic.
hang down, depend, pélem.
hard, k'luk".
hare, hear, to, kánam.
hat, siyákóp.
hats, sísyákóp.
hate, dislike, to, mais.
health, cure, to, lačmá.
heaven or skyland, kwátem.
help, to, kwinamen.
help him! kwinamét-teúq.
he, him, tē té-tloms.
hemlock-tree, kwilái.
hide, to, hámék:
  " a, cámék:
hide, to (person), kwålémöt.
  " (things), kwálíc.
hiding-place, kwáltén.
hill, skümét.
him, tē tenítl.
his, sna (when person present).
  " snas (when person absent).
hold, to, kłáát.
hold it! kláátélía!
hole, slepčőq.
hook, to, kőyök.
home, améwit, yö, yū, ameút, úlumwém.
home-sick, yöım.
hop, jump, to, wétém.
horn, wudái or wunái.
hot, kwús.
house, tlätłumstan, úlawém.
houses, tlätłumstan.
house (small), tlätłumstan.
hunger, skvái, skwóí.
hungry, kwákái.
hunt, to (large game), teátlem, teátłém.
  " (small game), hailézk.
hurry, to, tsášsaíyéq.
husband, skwákuts.
I, me, te sályú or sáłyú.
ice, spéú.
island, kwétsa.
Indian, skákmuq, kálmuq.
infant, skákkelat.
inspect, examine, to, kwéltét.
inside (of house), ástúq.
instructions, sqúnál.
interpret, to, kwékwétlken.
interpreter, nuks-kwékwétlken.
is, are, nélí.
itech, tečém.
invite, to, öt or öét.
jump, to, qétém.
keep, to, néstq.
kettle, kwelístén.
kid, good, ét.
knife (small), tlańt'lctén.
  " (large), tlagtén.
  " (pocket), qeóqs.
knock, to (at a door), súkacáiít.
knock or strike, to, súk-ńt.
know, to (intuitively), teqwánóm.
  " teqnóq.
ladder, tek-êsót-tén.
lake, silál.
land, swía (when spoken of on the water it is called tlált).
language, kwáltén.
large, big, tí.
laugh, to, qáiém.
laughing, qáqlém.
lazy, sőomat.
lazy person, sóomat.
leak, to, kú-kéłéen.
leaf, sália.
lean, sélá-két.
leap (as a salmon in water), má-k’-ém.
learning, instruction, stétúcam.
learned, stútúcúc.
leather, cítetcúc.
leave, go, tső or sō; sōla! go! só-tein,
I am going.
lend, to, kwébilis or kwémilis.
lier, éwon, qeqéwon.
líee, metcúin.
líck, to, tsémét.
lie, to, qalaqéwoném.
lie dead, to, skóiyét.
lie down, to, s’aqaič.
life, swáyi.
lift up, to, tečt.
light (opp. heavy), qeqá.
" (opp. dark), k’élit or k’áilt.
" (of moon), cáilt.
" (of torch), kwéyém.
líghtning, púpéloqéq.
like as, similar to, swúnám.
line, qélem or qailem.
little, tsótśi.
live, to, ni.
I live, ni-tečn.
liver, pökók.
log (in the forest), sfya.
" (in the water), kwéltai.
logs (in the forest), sfýam.
" jam of, petsečt.
lonely, sásślukč.
long, klak’t.
look at, investigate, to, kwetáss.
" for, search, to, sólót.
lose, to, qaqaq.
loose, kíaikáiyá.
loud, túnësöt.
love, to, sqat.
lover, swátela.
he is my lover, nélí ne-swátela.
lump, skuméq.
lungs, tlák-wamálít.
man, stómic.
many, keq.
maid, swái-wélos tlánai.
maple, kúmólai.
marrow, niqcin.
make, to, nélít.
" a fire, tečmúeqwóp.
make whole, restore, to, tlük-wamát.
marry, to, swákáč.
marríed woman, swákáts.
" man, siyaktscú.
mark, to, títkém.
máta (for bed), kícwái.
" (for food), sélí-sétśén.
me, sûlyú.
meat, szúukq.
medicine, stét-méwít.
meet, to, ałákwoíst.
melt, to, yauq.
men, stémítomic.
mend, to, lásmát.
message, swam or sqam.
mídst night, nićíc.
mind, kwálówón.
mídst day, kuíkúh.
míne, tséna.
místake, nátcúin.
míte, to, nélít.
mock, to, titaaméken.
mocásín, sítúkčén.
moon, cálcíd.
morning, kwékwi.
morning-star, kwékwi-kwóśén.
mountain, anánít, skwétlai.
morsel, bit, tífúyet.
mové, to, yulám.
" it! yulótečn!
" to (from place to place), yulósdót.
much, many, keq.
mud, tsértscék.
murder, to, kwóyiluk.
murderer, kwókwóyifluk, kwókwaiyiluk, kwókwaimaq. (The last two terms are employed when more than one person has been murdered.)
naked, sleuwétsa.
name, skwic.
narrow, tséalé.
near, stését, tetsét.
needle, k'enaíyu.
night, nát.
no, qá.
oise, qálökóm.
one, qáuk't.
oon, kaúkůn.
ot, qáuk't.
now, teitúú, teat.
nut, k'upsuítl.
of or belonging to, tik.
offer, to, yátóyát.
offer it! yátóyatela!
oil, sques.
old, k'läkatl, stötélémít.
old man or woman, qámémanes.
on, by, ní or né.
orphan, wánwáném.
outside (of a thing), ástlkám.
" (of a house), ástlk:
out, tluk.
owe, to, skwómklas.
pack, te, yactém.
" a, siyacin.
paddle, sk'ümöl.
pail, tlokónin.
pain, swoét.
paint, yútlémén.
" to, yóytul.
parents, kláqkláq.
pass, to, yílau.
path, trail, cautil.
paw, spákín.
peel or skin, to (roots, etc.), tlophýóst.
" to (bark from tree), slukwéyúst.

peep, to (through a hole), télakwálósem.
" (from behind tree, etc.), wélébm.
people, te skálaumíq.
perhaps, étíoqwómkla.
pipe, patlum-mái = "smoke-place."
pipe-clay, stúf’uk’.
pitch, gum, kwúlétl.
pierce, to, hóp.
place or put in water, to, paksát.
play, to, kákséém.
he’s playing, kákáausém.
plate, kwákweítlt (dim. of kwátlt, dish).
point (of thing), áiyulin.
" saliyuk.
" at, to, hópém.
" it out! hópet.
poison, tsuqtem = “rattlesnake.”
poor, needy, sêqékm, naádó.
portrait, skélio.
potlatch, klečnuk.
power (physical), sai’iym.
prepare, make ready (food), neúmtém.
presently, in a little while, qágóqés.
prick, to, sükóom.
push, to, yótísem.
" it, yótísít.
put, to, kwúts.
put in the mouth (as a bit), yátkáít.
put in the fire to cook, héwét.
put in the mouth, skómôts.
quarrel, to, kwámétatíl.
quiet, calm, tsósém.
race, yúl.
rain, to, teitl.
rain-storm, stéitl or eteitl.
rainbow, sitéi.
raspberry (black), sk’ómá.
" (”red-cap”), saýuq.
" (salmon-berry), k’wéek-wel.
raw, qóts.
ready, hóíyá.
red, kwémên.
red-point, témítl.
red-hot, qahól's.

reflection (in water), mâmákîô.

regard, to, nêëtem.

remember, to, hâkwât.

reply, to, kwâl.

repeat, continue, to, tlâlet.

rest, to, kwânieusem.

restore, make whole, to, tluk'wamât.

return, yîlicin.

rich, wealthy, hêwës.

ring, stêléte = "round thing."

" (for finger), tsôwätêkwôïya.

ripe, k'wel.

ingen, stôfô.

tivulet, stêltôlô.

roost, to, kwëlac.

roast, to, kwëlac.

roast it! kwëlacîla!

" to, the hands or paws,

têpenatçôiûm.

roast, to make them drip oil,

têpenatçôiûm.

rob, to, têlôtl.

robber, stëiltcîlôtô.

roof, ñôto.

root, kwetâmîntô.

rope, qëlem.

rotten, tluk'k.

round, pêlek", pêluk.

rub, to, tsûkwum.

rub it! tsuktîla.

run, to, yitl.

sail, to, pôtên.

" a, pôten.

salt, klâltum, kwôtlôm. (The latter is

older term.)

salt-water, kwôtkwôô.

salty, kwôtlôm.

same as, similar to, sukweiman.

sand, kwëlakwêl.

sap, sqûmëts.

say, to, kwâl.

save, to (by clutching at something),

tlalsâm.
sky, tsök.
slap, to, tlük'el.
snow, skwök'um.
snow, to, kwök'wónai.
snow-shoe, nukwelcin.
soak, to, sluk'um.
sock, kwelt'ën.
soft (to touch), keaké.
sold, qaiic.
solid, tk'i, tük'wón.
someone, watsáye.
some, skwuk.
song, stél'ën.
soon, klé.
soot, kwaiétcúp.
soothe, to, teét'it.
soric, qus.
soup, skwökwañlkô, sték'ela.
sour, tôtsöm.
sparks, pétceém.
spark, to, kwál.
spire, haúwa.
spit, to, tlök't.
spit! tlök't'ela!
out to, pektas.
splash, to, kwéél.
splinter, skwuk'êt, skwék'wuk'êt (diminutive).
split, to, kwuk'ut.
spoon, teáwai.
spring (of year), tem, paíya.
" (of water), målom.
spruce-tree, teétpai.
squeeze, to, pétcät.
squint, to, hulak'ëlós.
stab, to, tlük'el.
stale, kwutlum = stinking, bad.
stand, to, kwaiéc.
standing, kwáiécit.
star, kwósëm.
starve, to, kwaiák'wám.
stay, to, skwiincs.
stead, to, tellt'l.
steam, póúwém.
steps, ladder, haicin.
stew, s'piniicán.
stick, to, tlük'óm.
still, yet, tlal.
stink, to, kwetlém.
stink, bad odour, skwetlém.
stone, qaiíls, diminutive qaiqáiís.
stony, qaiqáiésam.
stop, to, kaiyé.
stoop, to, kutsec.
story, myth, ságiam (if thought to record an actual or historic event then called wonauq).
straight, tók'tök.
strap, k'ët = "belt."
" (for basket), k'álta.
strawberry, teéluk.
stream, stóteít (diminutive of river).
stretch, to, tsük'ët.
strike, to, s'épetas.
stripe, sñél'ët.
strong, ñiyém.
stumble, to, tenténim, tsátkwóicín (=to catch the foot in something).
stump, tsúk'ënate.
stutter, to, átcetc.
stutterer, nüks-átcetc.
suck, tököm, tököt.
sucker, a, nüks-tököm.
summer, tem őyös.
sun, siaiyök'.
sunbeam, swél, yicínálitsq.
sunshine, swélét.
sunrise, wéwélcé, éena te siaiyök' = "appearing the sun."
sunset, áum te siaiyök'.
sure, wenaít.
surprise, to, tcilem.
swallow, to, mòkwem.
sweat, to, yakinam.
sweating, yakiyakwem.
swell, to, tlak.
sweep, to, Ékwmén. suk'
sweet, k'utl.
sweet, k'utl.
sweat, to, yakwum.
sweating, yayakwum.
swig, to, ekwumeu. suk'
swing, to, molmolsum, moimolsot.
tail, sopenatc.
take, kwinaít.
take home, to, améwit-enom.
take up in the arms, élémnt.
tale, qäqíam or sqäqíam.
tall, klak't.
tame, kwálkwal.
taste, to, téát.
teach, to, téyúcam.
tear, to, puq't.
tearing, puqtpuqtem.
tear (lacrima), kelös.
tell, to, táaut, táqom.
telling, táqacom.
tent, sílaútaq.
testicles, métcin.
that, tâ, te ne á tâ.
thaw, to, yaíyaquk.
the, te (masc.), tle (fem.).
there, éna, tas, ta né á tâ.

they, tátetlóm.

thick, pett.
thief, tcileitłótl.
thin, pëpé.
think, to, sóteut, kwáléteut.

thirsty, kókwám.

this, tâ.

throw, cast, to, sukúm.
throw away, to, nemác, nemácac.
thunder, qátkém.

thy, thine, ásena.
tickle, to, këkayúsak.
tie, to (a knot), kësét.
tiny, small, sóç.
tired, weary, k'óéyús.
to-day, te kwál or kwéil.
to-morrow, útkwás.
tooth, yinis.
tooth-ache, quş te yinis, ad. litt. sore the tooth.
touch, to, kafisat.

" (one on the shoulder), qámálautcistem.

track, yicínánim.

trail, cautl.
transform, aiyúwatém.
trap, múcín.

" (pitfall), hápéuk.

" (log), pákawös.

" (spring), cátkós.

travel, to, yölošöt.
tree, sya.
trees, syam (more literally "forest," place of trees; cf. hopít, deer, hopítam = place where deer abound).
tremble, to, skkwim.

try, to, téát.
tumble, pokés.
tunnel, slipétuq.
turn, to (back), yilícfn.

" (round), yilkátem.

" (face down), mélös.
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twilight, čósós.
twist, selcét, selētc.
ugly, máyōbie.
uncover, to, penōt.
under, klépm.
understand, to, tuqenéuq.
unfasten, to, k-ošem, k-éťatíct, yuk-t.
valley, směťukō.
very, steqwēt.
village, tlełnōp.
visit, to, skwinēs.
voice, sásāmin.
vomit, yoyokwot.
wait, to, kaiyē, tluk-āts.
waiting, tliik-am.
wait, to, kaiyē.
walk, to, emac, emewac.
wall, k'ulkotēn.
war, qeleq.
warm, kwas.
warrior, ceman.
wart, skokopia.
wash, to, tsoht'.
wash yourself! tsunstsohtela!
wash away (by torrent), tėśeluq.
watch, to, léeluq.
water, séwōt.
wave (billow), yōlausk.
we, nēmōtəl, tlēmōṭl.
weak, mūmūyēt, kēkēlōmōt.
weary, k'wōiyūs.
wedge, hoit.
weep, qačem, hāwōm.
weir, tukōs.
when, kwēs.
where, kwēntəa.
which? nitočə?
whisper, to, tlākam.
whispering, tlātlākam.
whistle, to, nōpōm.
whistling, nōnōpōm.
white, pek.
white paint, skwōq.
who, wat.
whose, tūwat.
why, wherefore, stealūm.
widow, siyāten.
widower, siyāten.
wide (broad), pek.
wife, siyākču or siyākčau.
win, to, k-lukwēluq.
wind, spāls.
window, kwēkwinōsten (modern term).
" kwāwōs (old term).
wing, čfnal.
wink, to, saikuwosem.
winter, tem steim, or tem sōtētc.
wipe, to, tsuk't.
wise, klākewon.
wish, desire, to, sqats.
witch, teintōcém, kwenēwesals.
with, k-ūtsēt (= together), skūmēt.
I'll go with you, sōteč skūmēt.
woman, slānai or tlānai.
women, tlēslānai, tlētlnānai, tlentlnānai.
wood, skwafeq.
woods (forest), cētcim.
wool, k'wāstən.
wrench or dig out, wətət.
yawn, haheu.
year, silāmim, skwōmai (= snow).
yell, to, kwākvut.
yellow, klesém.
yes, ēa, ō.
yesterday, tełākātłotl.
you, nūwiləp, nūelp.
young, mōman.
youth, wāwēlōs or swāwelōs.
youths, wāwēwelōs swāwēwelōs.
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REPORT ON THE ETHNOLOGY OF THE STLATLUMH OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

BY CHARLES HILL TOUT, Local Correspondent of the Anthropological Institute.

[WITH PLATE XV.]

This paper contains a summary of my studies of the Stlatlumh tribes, one of the interior divisions of the Salish of British Columbia.

I have to acknowledge my indebtedness to the Government Grant Committee of the Royal Society for substantial help and encouragement in my work in the form of a third special grant of £40; to the Government of British Columbia for a grant of $100; and to various kind friends for other help and assistance.

It is gratifying to be able to report that my studies of the Stlatlumh, popularly known as the Lillooets, after the name of one of the chief rivers of their habitat, have been fruitful in bringing to light a body of new and interesting information relating to tribal and sub-tribal origins; to the source and significance of personal and group names; to the nature and character of personal and hereditary totems; and to certain magical ceremonies, which in some striking features resemble the Intichiuma ceremonies of the Arunta and other central Australian tribes, and which are carried out for a like purpose.

Indeed, my notes will recall to those familiar with Messrs. Spencer and Gillen's works on the central and north-western tribes of Australia many features of the culture of the natives of that country.

One of the more striking of these resemblances is the common use, among the two peoples, of mystic and secret names. I call attention to this fact because I believe we have yet much to learn concerning personal and group names as they are found among primitive races; and certainly the fact that we find two peoples, so widely separated and so physically dissimilar as the black-fellows of Australia and the natives of America, holding similar views in this regard, makes it clear, I think, that we are here dealing with some deep-lying universal concept of primitive man, the nature and significance of which is of the highest importance to us in our studies of primitive life and culture.

With this thought in mind I have paid special attention in my investigation to the name systems of the Stlatlumh and cognate tribes. I was unusually fortunate this year in securing the services of a highly intelligent and elderly Indian who possessed a workable knowledge of English, and whose memories go back to times and events ante-dating the settlement of the whites in these parts. His affiliation to both Halkómélem and Stlatlumh divisions, his personal knowledge
of both tongues, and his close acquaintance with all that concerned the inner life, thoughts and customs of the Indians, enabled me to gather from and through him much long-desired information on some of the doubtful and obscure points in Salish culture. When possible I sought confirmation of his statements from other Indians and invariably found them accurate. My intercourse with him has left no doubt in my own mind that such information as I gathered from him is wholly trustworthy.

Those who have followed my examinations of the Salish dialects will find much to interest them in the peculiarities of the Stlalthum speech, which appears to occupy a transitional position between the dialects of the interior and those of the Delta and Coastal tribes; the speech of the upper or northern tribes having many resemblances to the N’tlakapamux and that of the lower to the Halkomelem, though the dialect as a whole is distinct from that of either of these divisions.

ETHNOGRAPHY AND SOCIOLOGY.

The Stlalthum occupy a considerable extent of territory and were formerly a strong and populous division. Since the advent of the white man, however, they have, like their conquerors elsewhere, greatly decreased in numbers, and quite a third of their old villages are now wholly abandoned. Like most other American tribes their settlements are confined to the borders of the lakes and rivers of their habitat; and as these run more or less in a continuous line north and south, their territory is much longer than it is broad, the distance between the most southern and the most northern tribes being upwards of two hundred miles. The intercourse between the upper and the lower tribes was therefore never very close or frequent, and it becomes easy to understand how the dialectical differences in their speech arose.

In the accompanying map (Plate XV) of the Stlalthum and adjacent territory I have marked the approximate sites of the settlements of the Stlalthum. Those marked with a cross are still occupied; the others are now deserted and have no occupants.

The villages, as will be seen, are more or less bunched into two groups; one on the upper waters which flow north-east and one on the lower which flow south. This break in the settlements corresponds to a natural topographical one. It is here that the water-shed or "divide" is found which causes the rivers and lakes to run in opposite directions.

In former times the settlements of the Stlalthum proper did not extend so far south as at present. Prior to the advent of the "gold rush," about the middle of the last century, the Halkomelem territory took in the whole of Harrison Lake and some portion of the Lillooet River; but with the discovery of gold in the Cariboo region many of the miners instead of going up the Fraser to Yale, chose the Harrison Lake route and made Port Douglas their port of debarkation; and in consequence a populous little town soon sprang up here. This attracted the Stlalthum tribes above in such numbers, that in a generation the
Halkómélem speech of that centre gave place to the Stlatlumih, which has ever since been spoken down to this point.

The southernmost tribes are, therefore, of mixed descent, being partly Halkómélem and partly Stlatlumih. All the settlements south of Port Douglas on the Harrison Lake and beyond, as the map shows, are now deserted and unoccupied, and the nearest Halkómélem village is that of the Stslélis of whom I treated in my last report.

Following will be found the names of the settlements above the Stslélis as given to me by my chief informant "Captain Paul" of Port Douglas. I have given the meaning of these names as far as now ascertainable. All those on the shores of Harrison Lake, up as far as Cq'omluks, were formerly Halkómélem villages but are now numbered among the Stlatlumih for the reasons I have given above. From this point northwards to far distant 'Nqóícten stretched the original settlements of the Stlatlumih in the order here given.

1. "Láqskála," place of many berries, cf. "skál," red huckleberry. This settlement was noted for its berries.
2. "Hteqípsum," narrow neck, cf. tépsum, neck, so called because here the Lake narrows to about a third of its usual width.
5. "Cái," Doctor Point. Name has reference to a shaman who was supposed to live here at the time when the Qals wandered about the country. There is a myth in connection with it.
6. "S'kutzás," butting, so called because, if one paddled on here, one would run against the head of the lake.
7. "Qáaqtcen," little lake. This is a small lake that runs into Harrison Lake. On this Fort Douglas is situated.
8. "Tekwátłóc," meaning unknown. This place is used now as a fishing station and root ground.
9. "Léláqín," Fishing stage. This was a noted fishing ground. The shore is rocky here and the waters swirl by. The salmon take this course and the Indians erect staging over the water upon which they stand and fish with the dip-net. Hence the name.
12. "Skáitén," waterfall. This was and is a great fishing ground, the "fall" in the river here causing the salmon to congregate. This is one of the most populous settlements.
15. "Nk'éluk," head of the river. There is here now a settlement on each side of the river with a church in each place.
16. "Énmétécùc," this term has reference to the narrowing of the lake at this point. Close by here is one of the loftiest mountains of the district. It has a peculiar cleft in it. It is called "Enéúkata," which means split like a crutch. At the time of the traditional flood those who escaped managed to do so by climbing this lofty mountain. Paul affirmed that the drift wood of the flood could be seen in the cleft of the mountain above the line of timber.
17. "Pokpák'otl," place of many store-houses. These store-houses were erected on poles and stood from four to six feet above the ground. These are always found in localities when the ground will not permit of digging the commoner teépón or stone-cellar.
18. "Zánuku's," long point or nose. This spot is now the grave-yard of the district. Fifty years ago it was a populous village.
19. "Qaitlólanq," meaning unknown. Tradition says that it was here that the wolf people used to live. Wolves are supposed by these Indians to be dogs gone wild.
20. "Enéúk;" split. There is a mountain opposite the village here with a great cleft in its summit, hence the name of the village.
22. "Lilúetól," the real or true Lilúet. The suffix òl here has the same meaning as the suffix òe of the N'tlakápmuq, the final vowel "ê" having been changed apparently to "l" in the Stlatlumí.
25. "N'káttem," head or source of creek.
29. "Skumkáín," head of the river. This was a populous settlement in former times. It is now the site of the Government salmon hatchery.
30. "Nqóctém," smiling. So called because the salmon were taken here in large numbers and the people were therefore happy and glad.

The social organisation of the Stlatlumí differed somewhat according to the locality, the upper tribes approximating to the simpler, looser social system of the neighbouring N'tlakápmuq, and the lower to the more complex, formal system of the Halkomelem tribes. For instance, we do not find among the upper tribes that
threefold division of the commune into chiefs, nobles, and base folk, which prevailed among the Delta and Coastal groups and which characterised the lower tribes with Halkómêlem affinities.

The office of headman or tribal chief among the Stlatlumh was, as elsewhere among the Salish bands, theoretically elective but practically hereditary; especially among the lower tribes. The power and influence of a chief in any given tribe would seem to have depended upon his personal qualities and character, the more able and intelligent he was the greater and wider his influence; and one might lay it down as a general rule that the office of headman in a Salish tribe was held by the ablest, most intelligent and therefore the wealthiest man in the tribe. But the office in the hands of even the most influential and wealthy was hedged with many limitations, autocracy in any form being contrary to the spirit of Salish institutions. A Salish chief was rather a patriarch than a ruler. He was essentially the tribal father and stood to the tribe as a whole on much the same footing as did the several eldermen to their individual families; and it would appear that he rarely, if ever, entered upon any serious undertaking without first learning the opinions of the tribal elders and consulting with them.

This restricted power and authority of a Salish chief is clearly seen in the fact that he is not necessarily the head or director in all undertakings. For example, if he were not the most noted warrior of the tribe he would not direct warlike operations, or lead in attack or defence. This office and authority was always vested in a man noted for his personal prowess and skill in warfare.

It was the same in hunting. When a hunting expedition was set on foot it was not the chief who usually directed the movement, but the best and most successful hunter in the tribe. And thus it was with all public offices; the man most fitted for any particular post was invariably chosen by his fellows to fill it. But while all other offices seem to have remained elective, circumstances have tended to make that of the tribal chief hereditary. It is easy to understand that the son of a wealthy and influential chief stood a better chance to be his father’s successor, other things being equal, than any other man of the tribe, more particularly when both father and son paved the way for this succession by a generous and discreet distribution of presents; and thus it is not difficult to perceive how an office originally elective became, as we now find it among the Coast and Delta tribes, practically hereditary.

It was this hereditary character of the chieftaincy which gave rise to that threefold social division of chiefs, nobles, and base folk, which prevailed among the lower Salish tribes. As soon as the office of Siám became hereditary the king or chief held a place apart from the rest of the tribe; and thus a princely caste is formed. The hereditary character of the chieftaincy among the upper Stlatlumh and the consequent creation of a “royal” caste was scarcely accomplished when the disrupting influences of the white man began to make themselves felt; but among the lower Stlatlumh the chieftaincy had become virtually hereditary, and the division of the tribes into chiefs, nobles, and base folk was the prevailing system.
We see another instance of the democratic character of the Salish mind in the position of the "divisional" heads. In many groups or divisions this headship received scant recognition. The office was generally held by a local chief whose wealth and influence excelled those of all others, or whose village was most populous and flourishing. The Stlalumut had two such chiefs, one for each group, the upper and the lower. These chiefs or divisional heads had nothing to do with the local affairs of the other villages. Their functions seem to be to represent the group or division as a whole and look after its interests. Each local community had its own headman and looked after its own affairs. In the earlier history of the Stock this local authority and direction of affairs would seem to have been shared by all theeldermen of the village or commune in common; or perhaps it would be more correct to say that the elderman of each family directed the affairs of his own household independently of all others; for the original social unit of Salish society was the family not the village commune. A primitive Salish community was a congeries of independent family groups, each ruled and directed by its own elderman. Every local community or village was composed of a greater or less number of these independent self-ruling families. These families comprised all a man's blood relatives on the father's side, commonly represented by three or four generations, all occupying the same permanent dwelling together.

Next to these family groups, thus constituted, were the kin-groups. These comprised all a man's relatives on both sides of the family, that is, all his mother's blood-kin as well as his father's, to the fifth or sixth generation.

Marriage.

The marriage customs of the Stlalumut differed somewhat in certain features in the upper and lower tribes. At Qaąqțea (Fort Douglas) and the neighbouring villages the ceremony was conducted much as follows: When a boy had arrived at marriageable age his parents would ask him if he looked with favour upon any girl of their acquaintance. Upon his replying in the affirmative, and on learning his choice, they would select one of the eldermen of the kin-group to act as intermediary. It was not etiquette for the youth or his parents themselves to make the first move. This old man would pay a visit to the girl's parents and diplomatically sound them as to their willingness to accept his young kinsman as their son-in-law. If the girl's people considered the match desirable they would signify their consent and a day would be fixed for the visit of the bridegroom. The relatives and kinsmen of both parties now made preparations for the ceremony. These consisted chiefly in cooking large quantities of the choicest food. The parents of the youth opened their treasure chests and set aside such of their contents as was needful for the proper carrying out of the ceremony. The youth himself goes into the forest and cuts a large armful of the best firewood. This he takes home and places with the wedding gifts to be borne with him when he sets out for the marriage ceremony. Everything now being ready and the day appointed having duly come round, he sets out for the home of his father-in-law accompanied by his
The subterranean winter dwelling, called in the Lilüetöl tongue "écitken," of which no specimen now exists, was, as far as I could gather from the descriptions of my informants, similar in construction to this class of dwelling among the interior Salish which has also been described by earlier writers.

The tefųq, or house proper, was, as I have said, of the long-house style. These dwellings were found mostly among the lower Stlatlumu, who would appear to have borrowed them from the neighbouring Halkómélem tribes, this kind of structure being characteristic of the coastal rather than of the interior tribes, where the climatic influences largely differed from those prevalent on the coast.

These houses do not appear to have been as long generally as among the Delta tribes, where continuous structures of from 100 to 200 yards were not uncommon fifty years ago.

Among the Stlatlumu the internal structure of these houses differed from that of any I have described heretofore. Each family group was customarily divided off from the rest by permanent wooden partitions. As the Sučtás, or winter ceremonial dances, were not practised by the Stlatlumu, they had no need of the long open structure of the Halkómélem and coastal tribes, which stretched from end to end without permanent divisions, and often without any divisions whatever. Each "family" was entitled to a space 60 feet long. The width of the building varied with the natural condition of the site, ranging from 25 to 50 feet. The style was usually of the half-gable or single slope type. The roof was always of very slight pitch, being customarily used as a platform upon festive and ceremonial occasions. There were two entrances, a back and a front one, for every two compartments. These latter were divided off from each other by a passage-way about 6 feet wide. In the walls of this passage-way, at about the centre, was a doorway on each side which gave access to the compartments. Within each of these compartments there dwelt usually four fire-groups, one to each corner. These fire-groups made up the family, and were invariably of blood-kin to each other. They were sometimes made up of four generations of the same family, sometimes by a group of brothers with their wives and children, sometimes of a father and his married sons, and sometimes partly of one and partly of the other; but all were related to one another by blood ties, and no marriage was permitted between them.

Among the southernmost of the Stlatlumu tribes these houses contained platforms around the sides of the interior, as among the Halkómélem. These served as beds by night and as lounges by day. Shallow cellars were dug beneath them, in which was stored away the winter's supply of roots. All round the walls above the beds "hkailąkwamtən," or hanging shelves, were erected, on which the household's supply of meat and fish was dried and smoked.

Among the middle and upper Stlatlumu the bed platform was not in use. The beds here were formed of layers of fir branches arranged in a circle round the fire. Upon these the people lie with their feet towards the fire.

Their coverings, when they were wealthy enough to possess such, were
blankets made from the hair of the mountain goat or from the skins of small animals sewn together. Deer, bear and elk skins were also in use among them as winter coverings. Among the lower tribes, where the raised platforms are found, layers of reed or swamp grass mats composed the beds. These are in common use to this day, laid directly upon the floor of their houses or on the bedsteads of the whites.

**Food.**

The food of the Stlatilumii tribes was much the same as that of their neighbours. It consisted in the main of salmon, fresh and dried, supplemented with the flesh of such animals and birds as they could snare or kill, and the wild fruit and edible roots of their habitat. Both the latter were stored away in considerable quantities for winter use, the roots in shallow cellars under the bed-platform, and the berries preserved in a variety of ways. Some were dried after the manner of the currants of commerce, some were pressed into solid cakes, and others were treated in the manner described in my remarks on the food of the Sciatl. In the salmon season large quantities of these fish were caught and sun-dried or smoked, and afterwards stored away in elevated cupboards or storehouses. These structures were erected apart from the dwellings, their floors being raised from 4 to 6 feet above the ground, to preserve their contents from the camp dogs and other prowling animals. They smoked and dried the flesh of the larger game animals when their supplies exceeded their temporary wants. In the seasons when the salmon were plentiful they extracted large quantities of oil from them, storing this away in bottles made from the skin of the smaller salmon themselves, from the larger guts of their game animals, or from the sounds or air-bladders of fish. Their method of extracting the oil closely resembled that followed by the N'tlakápanuq, which I described in detail in my report on those tribes. They also dried and powdered the flesh of the salmon after the oil had been extracted, storing this also for winter use.

**Household Utensils.**

In the matter of domestic utensils, I did not learn that these differed in any essential features from those in use among the neighbouring divisions, which I have described before. They had the usual assortment of cedar and other basketry, and bowls and spoons of maple, cedar and horn. They served their food on mats and platters, and in large communistic bowls.

**Dress.**

The old-time clothing of the Stlatilumii resembled that of their neighbours, the upper tribes using garments similar to those of the Thompsons, and the lower tribes similar to those of the Halkömélem. A blanket was the ordinary and only covering for males, and this was often dispensed with. Women commonly wore shirts or shrouds of dressed hide, or petticoats of woven slówē (inner bark of the
cedar [Thuja gigantea] beaten fine). The upper tribes who lived within the “dry belt” possessed, and commonly wore, moccasins. The lower tribes went barefoot, such foot-gear being unsuited to their wet climate.

**Puberty Customs.**

The puberty customs of the Salish differed almost from tribe to tribe. The Stslumulc customs seem in many features to be peculiar to themselves, and the period of seclusion differed even in the upper and lower divisions, the former being much longer than the latter; the one approximating in this respect to the Thompsons and the other to the Halkómélem. This is probably due to the differences in the climate of the two groups.

When a girl reaches puberty—that is, at the appearance of her first catamenial flux—her mother takes her out and builds her a small lodge or temporary shelter. In the interior of this a hole is dug several feet deep, the usual depth being the level of the girl’s breasts. In this the girl squats while her flux passes. She occupies this structure for at least four days, generally for a longer period, such as eight, twelve or twenty days, or even a whole month, and sometimes as long as six months. For the first four days the girl practically fasts, and throughout the whole period of her seclusion abstains from fresh meats of any kind. There was a two-fold object in this abstention. First, the girl, it was thought, would be harmed by the fresh meat in her peculiar condition; and second, the game animals would take offence if she partook of their meat in these circumstances. Should a pubescent girl eat fresh meat, it was believed her father’s luck as a hunter would be spoiled thereafter. The animals would not permit him to kill them; for it was held that no animal could be killed against its own wish or will. Indeed the Indian looked upon all his food, animal and vegetable, as gifts voluntarily bestowed upon him by the “spirit” of the animal or vegetable, and regarded himself as absolutely dependent upon their goodwill for his daily sustenance. Hence his many curious customs and observances to propitiate the “spirits” and secure their favour and regard. All his food taboos are conceived and carried out with this intention.

During the whole period of her seclusion the girl busied herself in various ways—by spinning yarn or picking off the needles from fir branches, and by frequent baths and scrubbings and walks in the forest, where she was supposed to hold converse with the “spirits” of the trees, in particular that of the red-fir, whose branches were a sovereign remedy against sickness and “bad medicine” of all kinds.

When the period of her seclusion was over she had to be formally purified by a Shaman; in other words, her “bad medicine” had to be taken from her. This was done by the Shaman marking in red paint the symbol of his snam or “familiar spirit” upon her blanket or face.

In my description of the puberty customs of the Stsólís, I pointed out that the women of that tribe employed certain euphemistic terms to indicate their
periodic condition. The same practice is found among the Stlalumih women. The first menstrual period is called "tlógamug." The word has reference to the hole in the ground beneath the menstrual lodge. The second is called "tłókadeim," putting the knees together; and all after periods, "ałitska," going outside, which refers, of course, to their seclusion in the menstrual lodge, it being customary for a woman to seclude herself for four days at these periods. This latter term is a modified form of the regular word for "outside." In some villages the term "zónemə," abstaining from fresh meat, takes the place of "ałitska."

Boys underwent a different kind of seclusion upon reaching puberty. Among the upper tribes a youth retired to the woods or mountains and sought his snam or sułka, every man possessing such among these tribes as among the Thompsons.

Among the lower Stlalumih only those youths who had a desire to excel in any particular thing underwent the regular kwázántəıt, the ordinary youth possessing no personal totem. In this respect they followed the custom of some of their Halkóməlem neighbours.

**Mortuary Customs.**

The burial customs of the Salish, like their puberty and other customs, differed from tribe to tribe. There are several peculiar features among the Stlalumih. When a person died, the corpse was handed over to the wutiltţətea, or funerary shaman, who washed and prepared it for burial. This individual was regarded as immune to the "bad medicine" of dead bodies by reason of his mystery powers. The body was customarily washed all over, the hair combed and tied back, the face painted, and the head sprinkled with the down of bull-rushes, which was potent in checking the evil influences attending corpses. The lower limbs of the corpse were then doubled up and the knees brought up to the chin, and the whole body covered and tied up in a blanket. If the corpse was that of a woman, it was prepared for interment by a female shaman.

When the corpse is ready for burial, a long pole is run through the binding cords, the ends are raised on the shoulders of two or more elderly persons, and the body is thus carried to the burial grounds. The friends and relations of the dead person follow the corpse to the grave, the procession being always headed by the shaman in charge. When they arrive at the grave-yard, a hole is dug in the ground, the Stlalumih proper practising inhumation in the disposal of their dead. The hole or grave is then carefully and ceremoniously brushed out by the presiding shaman with branches of the mystic red-fir. This act constitutes a veritable consecration of the grave, and drives off all evil influences. The body is then lowered into the hole and covered up with soil, a large stone being placed at each end of the grave to mark the site.

After the inhumation of the body, the burial party returns to the house of the nearest relative of the deceased person, and the women and girls of the household are then instructed to prepare the mortuary feast, and the boys are bidden to go and gather firewood. Invitations to the feast are also sent out.
In making these, preference is given to widows, widowers, and orphans, or to those who are mourning the loss of some dead relative. When the guests have assembled and the food is ready, the men are first fed, being waited upon by the women, who afterwards partake of what the men leave. At the close of the feast, the elder of the household opens the family treasure chests and distributes therefrom blankets and skins to those who have actively assisted in the mortuary ceremonies.

The next four days are spent by the members of the household of the deceased person in fasting, lamenting and ceremonial ablutions. At daybreak on the fifth morning they all go outside and have their hair cut by the mortuary shaman. He always cuts that on the right side of the head first, the "right" side being the more honourable in all things in Stlatlumíth opinion. When the ceremony of hair-cutting has been performed, they return to the house and paint their faces and oil and tie up their hair, put on a more cheerful countenance, and, if the family or household be well-to-do, indulge in a second feast.

This cutting of the hair of the surviving relatives of the deceased persons signifies that the family is "in mourning." ¹ The severed hair among the Stlatlumíth was always gathered up and tied into a little ball and taken into the forest and fastened to the branches of a red-fir tree on its eastern side.

MORTUARY TABOOS AND PROHIBITIONS.

There are various taboos and prohibitions in connection with the dead. The name of the dead person must not be uttered. This is not so much out of regard to the feelings of the surviving relatives, as on account of the mystic connection which is supposed to exist between names and their owners. To utter or use the name of a dead person is to affect and disturb his ghost or spirit, and draw it back to its earthy haunts. This is inimical both to the ghost itself and to the person using the name, and thus attracting the ghostly influence. It is, therefore, a thing to be avoided. Hence the taboo. Time is necessary to remove this danger. After a person has been dead a year or more his name can again be used.

Widows, widowers, and orphans, had certain restrictions placed upon them in the matter of food. In the case of the widow, she might eat no fresh food for a whole year. The other members of the deceased person's family abstained from fresh food for a period of from four days to as many months. The widow might not sleep on the customary bed or sleeping-mats; she must make a special bed for herself of red-fir branches, and also wear a head-wreath or "námök" of the same material for a certain period of time. She also wore bands or thongs of buck-skin round her neck, wrists, and ankles. These were put on at the time of the hair-cutting. The object of the former was to prevent coughs and other lung troubles, and of the latter, to keep off rheumatism.

¹ It is noteworthy and curious that no two of any of the tribes which I have had thus far under study, followed the same custom with regard to the disposal of their severed hair.
In the case of the widower, he likewise abstained from fresh meats for some time. The period of abstention varied somewhat with the age of the person—the younger the man, the longer his abstention. Elderly people might shorten the period considerably, and might eat fresh salmon as soon as the first of the salmon "run" was over, and the fish had arrived in numbers, when there was no danger of their being driven away.\footnote{Salmon were supposed to be peculiarly susceptible to the influence of dead bodies.}

A young widower must also be careful to refrain from sexual intercourse for a year, the more particularly if he possessed esoteric or mystery powers. It was not unusual for a young widower to go apart into the forest by himself for a year after the death of his wife, and purify himself from the death defilement, and seek mystery powers. To effect these objects, he would build himself a "'nk'ulz"tEn or sweat-house, or a "'nteplé'kectEn" or hot bath, by the side of a stream, and drive the "bad medicine" of his dead wife out of his body by repeated sweatings or hot baths.

The 'nteplé'kectEn was thus constructed. A circular hole was dug, several feet deep, and from two to three feet in diameter, at the edge of a stream or lake. This would be lined with branches of the mystic red-fir, and while the water from the stream or lake was percolating through the sand and filling the hole, the man would be heating stones in a fire close by, and plunging them into the 'nteplé'kectEn to make the water hot. He would then sit in this hot bath up to his neck for a time, after which he would plunge into the cold waters of the stream or lake. Sometimes he would take a heavy stone in his hand and walk into the water till it rose above his head, and continue thus walking on the bottom of the lake till want of breath forced him to drop the stone and rise to the surface. He would continue these practices day after day, and sometimes by night as well. He would also purge his stomach by enforced vomitings. This he effected by thrusting a "wita'tk"tEn or stomach stick down his gullet.

Young widows had also to undergo continuous ceremonial washings or cleansings. One object of this was to make them long-lived, and another, to render them innocuous to their second husbands. For should a widow marry shortly after the death of her former husband without going through a course of ceremonial cleansing, it was believed that her second or subsequent husband's life would be very short.

**Birth Customs.**

When a woman was about to give birth to a child, she or her husband, or both together, built a small lodge near by the general dwelling-house. When her labour overtook her, she retired to this lodge, in company with four elderly women, who acted as her midwives. After the child was born, it was customary for the friends of the man and his wife to visit the lying-in-lodge and see the baby, and the husband was always expected to make the visitors presents on this occasion to mark the event.
The mother and child remained in the lodge for at least four days, and if the weather permitted, this period would be extended to eight or twelve, or twenty days, or to some other multiple of four, the Salish mystic number.

**Salmon Ceremonies.**

When the "sock-eye" salmon (*Oncorhynchus Nerka*) or "laúwa" run commenced, the first salmon caught was brought reverently and ceremoniously upon the arms of the fisherman, who never touches it with his hands, to the "wá-teéoqáilóć" or seer, the term meaning "he went to see," who always conducts the salmon ceremonies among the Stlalthuml. He lays the fish on the ground upon a layer of fresh red-fir branches. He next selects one of the elders of the tribe to assist him. These two now sit down and arrange before them on the ground a bundle of short rods. These rods all bear the "mystery" names and marks, and represent the elders, of the tribe. The rods are arranged in the order of the ages of the men they symbolise. The assisting elder now hands the rods in turn to the wá-teéoqáilóć, who lays them on the lateral fin of the salmon on its right side, the lateral fins being regarded as the salmon's hands. He then formally introduces the rods to the salmon by name, saying te kaetl, So-and-So, desires to welcome you and shake your hand.

When all the elders have thus been vicariously introduced, and the salmon made welcome to the tribe, it is then ceremoniously boiled, and a small portion of its flesh given to each person present. This done, everyone who has taken part in the ceremony presents a salmon to the wá-teéoqáilóć. The fish are placed on the ground before him, and as each man lays his salmon down the seer's assistant calls out the tally, saying: "This is So-and-So's salmon." When all have presented their salmon, the fish are straightway cooked, and the first salmon feast of the season is indulged in by the whole tribe, with the exception of those who are debarred for various causes from eating fresh salmon. After the feast is over, they all take part in a joint ceremonial dance, the wá-teéoqáilóć leading and directing the performance. He also makes formal thanks to QaQals, the tribal demi-god or culture-hero, for bringing the salmon to them, raising his arms aloft and casting his eyes skywards as he does so.

From this time onwards throughout the season, anyone is free to catch as many salmon as he likes; but no one would dream of taking a "laúwa" salmon before this ceremony had been performed. The Stlalthuml regarded the "laúwa" or sock-eye salmon as the chief of salmon, and hold no ceremony in honour of the other four or five species that frequent their waters.

The significance of these ceremonies is easy to perceive when we remember the attitude of the Indians towards nature generally, and recall their myths relating to the salmon, and their coming to their rivers and streams. Nothing that the Indian of this region eats is regarded by him as mere food and nothing more. Not a single plant, animal or fish, or other object upon which he feeds, is looked upon in this light, or as something he has secured for himself by his own wit and skill.
He regards it rather as something which has been voluntarily and compassionately placed in his hands by the goodwill and consent of the "spirit" of the object itself, or by the intercession and magic of his culture-heroes; to be retained and used by him only upon the fulfilment of certain conditions. These conditions include respect and reverent care in the killing or plucking of the animal or plant and proper treatment of the parts he has no use for, such as the bones, blood, and offal; and the depositing of the same in some stream or lake, so that the object may by that means renew its life and physical form.

The practices in connection with the killing of animals and the gathering of plants and fruits all make this quite clear, and it is only when we bear this attitude of the savage towards nature in mind that we can hope to rightly understand the motives and purposes of many of his strange customs and beliefs.

**TOTEMISM.**

A study of the totemism of the Salish tribes, besides being extremely interesting in itself, throws, I believe, much light upon, and gives us a deep insight into, totemism in general. A comparative study of the totemism of the tribes of this Continent and that of the natives of Australia has convinced me that we should no longer regard totemism as something peculiarly characteristic of the matrilineal stage of savage society. Indeed the insistence on this point is causing some of the foremost students of savage sociology to call in question the propriety of making all savage races pass by natural evolution through Matriarchy to Patriarchy and the village commune. They are inclined to see in the earlier stages two equally original and independent forms of social organisation. Let this be as it may, taking the American evidence on totemism as a whole, it seems to me impossible to doubt that totemism is as much a feature of patriarchy, and the village commune, as of matriarchy. It must be understood that I speak of totemism in the "American" sense of the term. I am unable to regard it any longer in any other sense. Totemism to me is primarily and essentially a "religious" phenomenon, the direct result and outcome of the savage's mental attitude towards nature. The social aspects of totemism I regard as something very secondary and incidental, which attained such importance as they possess in savage organisation only on account of their obvious convenience in classifying and distinguishing one kin group from another.

If totemism were primarily and essentially, as some students hold, a social phenomenon originating only in, and properly belonging to, the matrilineal stage of savage society, we ought to find it decaying and falling into desuetude as matriarchy passes into patriarchy and the village commune. But we do not, at least in this country, and apparently not elsewhere. For while the transition from matriarchal to patriarchal organisation has effected certain superficial changes in the social aspects of totemism, the religious or essential aspects have remained unchanged and unimpaired throughout, and are as active and far-reaching in their
influence in patriarchy and in the village communism of such tribes as the Salish, as in the strictly matrilineal organisation of the Haida or Tlingit. And we find the same thing in Australia. The "religious" or "magical" aspects of totemism there are just as strong and pervasive in those tribes that have patrilineal descent as in those having matrilineal descent. This could not be, I contend, unless the basal concept underlying the various phases or aspects of totemism were of the nature I claim it to be, and had its origin in that attitude which the unsophisticated mind everywhere takes towards the mysterious and the awe-inspiring in nature, which affects the savage as much in his later social stages as in his earlier.

It does not seem to me scientific to regard what is demonstrably an unstable, and, therefore, a secondary phase of totemism as its essential and primary characteristic, and overlook another co-existing with it, which is clearly more constant, and, therefore a more essential feature, inasmuch as it persists through all the social changes, from matriarchy to patriarchy, and from that, again, to the village commune, which savage society undergoes, and is the only feature of totemism which does so. We find something equally common and equally essential to the totemism of the village Salish, the patrilineal Sioux and the matrilineal Haida. This, obviously, is not its social character, for the three stocks have each a different social organisation; but it is its religious character; for the three hold and share equally a belief in tutelary spirits, which belief is seen to lie at the base of, and give life and meaning to, the totemism of Haida, Sioux, and Salish alike.

Ethnological research here has made it clear that totemism, in one form or another, is found among all the native races on this Continent; and it has further revealed the fact that its social aspects vary with the social organisation of the different stocks. Amongst all, the personal or individual totem or tutelary spirit is in evidence in a greater or less degree. It is this prevalence of the personal totem, the *nagual*, *manitou*, *salta*, *snam*, *wagube*, or whatever it may be locally called, that has led those American students who have made a first-hand study of the subject to regard group totemism as a natural extension of personal totemism. It is found among all the Salish tribes of British Columbia, and I cannot myself entertain the least doubt that it is the true basis and origin of their group totemism. For in the tribes of the interior, where group totems are wholly unknown, *every* individual is said to possess a personal totem; and it is only when we come to these Salish tribes that possess hereditary group totems, which are demonstrably here, at least, a later development of the nagual, that we find the personal totem less common and possessed by certain members of the tribe only. This seems to be the case everywhere. In those tribes where the kin or family totems are common, the personal totem is correspondingly rare. This suggests to my mind that the personal totems have been superseded by the kin or group totems on account of the changes which have taken place in the social organisation of these tribes. For among the tribes possessing kin or group totems we find a social system different from that prevailing among those possessing the nagual only. Wherever the group totem is found, we see hereditary chiefs and distinct castes, medicine and
secret societies, crests and such-like social features, all or most of which have their bases and find their support in the group or paternal totems. A study of the group totems of our coastal tribes makes this very clear. As long as the totem is personal it is invariably regarded by its owner as an ever-ready, active, ghostly helper, to be called upon for help and protection, in all emergencies; but when it becomes by inheritance a group or kin totem, we find it losing its active tutelary character and degenerating into what is little more than a mere crest or symbol of kinship.

The personal totem or nagual is thus obviously the earlier in time. This among the Salish is invariably acquired in dreams and visions, and the group totems of these tribes have without doubt a similar origin although their acquisition is commonly otherwise accounted for by the Indians themselves. Among certain of the tribes, I find the group totem is not uncommonly regarded as the semi-human, semi-bestial ancestor of the group who lived in the days of the "S'p'tákweł," the Alsheringa of the Salish. It is noteworthy, I think, that we should find the group or kin totems of tribes organised on the village commune basis originating (according to the tribal myths) in the same way as the group or kin totems of tribes having matriarchal organisation are believed to have originated; and unless it can be proved that the former have borrowed the idea from the latter—and in the case of the Salish I am doubtful if it can be so proved—then, as this seems an almost universal way of accounting for the group totem, a common explanation should underlie this common belief. I shall presently offer what appears to me the true explanation of this prevalent belief among savage peoples, and show, from their known attitude towards nature, how inevitably they are led to hold such a view.\(^1\)

As I have stated, dreams and visions are the invariable source of the personal totem of the Salish; for even when a totem is transmitted from one to another, as it sometimes is, the totem appears to the person or persons upon whom it has been bestowed in a dream or vision, acknowledging the bond and promising protection. The dream or vision is the proper and common mode of communication between the guardian spirit and its protégé.

The manner of personally acquiring a totem among the Salish appears to be the same everywhere. The seeker, who is generally a youth, but sometimes a man of mature years, who has the attainment of some special object in view, goes apart by himself into the forest or mountains and undergoes a more or less lengthy course of "training" and self-discipline. This course among the Halkómélem  

---

\(^1\) If the "moiety," "class," and "sub-class" terms of Australian savage society are of totemic origin, as Mr. Andrew Lang contends, and as seems probable on the analogy of the names of our American "moieties" or "divisions," they would appear to have wholly lost their original significance, according to Messrs. Spencer and Gillen, and would thus be a case in point in my argument, that the farther we get away from the personal character of the totem the less religiously significant it becomes, and the more purely social. I contend, therefore, that a study of totemism from the social point of view will never reveal to us its origin and true import.
tribes is called "Kwâkwâyisêlt," among the Stlatlumût, "Kwâzanêntut," and by other terms in other divisions, and continues for a period of from four days to as many years according to the object the neophyte has in view. Those taking the longer course are generally men seeking shamanistic or some other special mystery powers. Prolonged fasts, bathings, forced vomitings and other exhausting bodily exercises are the means adopted for inducing the mystic dreams and visions. With the body in the enervated condition which must necessarily follow such treatment, the mind becomes abnormally active and expectant; and dreams, visions and hallucinations are as natural to the novice in such a state as breathing; and we can readily understand how real to him must seem the vision of the looked-for spirit, and how firm his belief in its actual manifestation.

The psychical effect of this belief upon some temperaments must be very great, for it enables them to undertake and accomplish feats of abnormal strength, agility and endurance; and gives them at times, besides a general exaltation of the senses, undoubted clairvoyant and other supernormal mental and bodily powers. No one, I believe, is less a conscious humbug than the average Indian "Doctor," though it has been common to regard him as such. His belief in the efficacy of his own practices and in the power of his nagual to effect the cures he undertakes, is as sincere as the belief of his more sophisticated brother in his trained professional skill and in his powerful drugs. "Captain Paul," my chief informant and assistant among the Stlatlumût, gave me the following information with regard to the acquisition of one of his own personal totems, or snam as the tutelary is called in this division. He possessed several snam some acquired by direct personal effort, others by transmission from one of his uncles, who was a noted Shaman:

"One day, when I was a young man," he said, "undergoing my 'Kwâzanêntut,' seeking superior hunting powers, I had a vision in my waking state. A being in the form of a man came to me with hands outstretched, holding in the one a human heart, in the other an animal's heart. He bade me take them and eat them, saying it was the food he ate. I raised my hands to grasp them, but the human heart disappeared, and I seized only the animal heart, which I devoured. The spirit now gave me two leaden bullets, and told me to aim always at the hearts of all the game that I fired at. When he had given me these instructions he disappeared and where he had stood a moment before I saw now only my rifle. By this I know that the spirit of the rifle was my snam. From that time onward, whenever I shot at an animal I aimed at its heart, which always appeared to my sight many times larger than it really was, so that I had no difficulty in hitting it. I could also follow with my naked sight the path of my own or other people's bullets through the air. I often stood behind my father or my brother when they shot, and told them the direction their bullets had taken, where they would strike, and whether they would bring down their game or not." I was unable to verify the truth of these statements by independent testimony, as his father was

1 I have not written the statement in the exact language he used, but have been careful to give the true sense of his words; his knowledge of English making this very easy.
dead, and his brother, though still alive, was speechless from paralysis; but I may say I made inquiries as to my informant’s skill in shooting, and found that in his earlier years he was a noted shot. Indeed, one of his many names referred to his skill in this direction, “A-Zaqen,” meaning good marksman. It was his belief that if the snam had not withheld the human heart from him, and he had eaten it as well as the other, he would have been a great warrior, and could have shot his enemies through the heart as easily as he shot his game.

Touching this and other abnormal powers he formerly possessed, he said the reason that he no longer possessed them was partly because he had given up “exercising” himself since his conversion to Christianity, but more particularly because his present wife, who had been the widow of another man, had been careless about carrying out the purificatory ceremonies after the decease of her former husband, who had been a white man. She had also married him within a few months of her first husband’s death. This, which is contrary to the mortuary regulations, and her “bad medicine” consequent upon her non-purification from the death defilement, robbed him of his mystery powers.

This statement concerning the less of his snam powers is thoroughly in keeping with the practices and beliefs of the Indians, and was told me with the naïve sincerity of a child. Though “Captain Paul” has outwardly long given up the practices of his forefathers, and is one of the chief catechists of his Church, his belief in snam powers is at bottom as firm and real as ever it was. A little incident he related to me regarding the source or origin of the name of one of his grandchildren makes this very clear. When the child was about a year old and they were thinking of giving it one of the ancestral names, he had a dream or vision, in which a being in human form stood before him and told him to give the name “Sk’aeeñak’” to his grandchild. This being was the spirit of the world, which, though ancient, yet never grows old and decays, and the name was his secret or mystery name, the bestowal of which upon the child would make her partake of the immortal character of the world, and in the estimation of her grandparents, prevent her from growing old and decrepit. Needless to say, the name was duly bestowed upon her, in spite of the fact that she possessed already a baptismal name; though few, if any, outside the immediate family circle, besides myself, know of it or its origin and significance. It was not till “Captain Paul” and I had spent several weeks in each other’s company, and I had won his confidence and esteem, and he had bestowed upon me one of his ancestral mystery names, thereby relating me to himself, that he gave me the above, and other “esoteric” information, concerning the abnormal sight powers he claimed to have formerly possessed. I do not, for my own part, doubt his possession of them for a moment; the known phenomena of hypnotism make them quite possible, and fully justify one in holding such a belief. That some of the old Indians had power to exalt their senses and faculties by invocation of their snam is quite clear, I think, from the feats they frequently attempted and accomplished. For example, Paul’s father was a noted mountain-goat hunter. Besides his bow and arrows, with which he
usually brought down the game, he also carried with him a long, stout climbing-stock, called in the native tongue tshákíten. This was a plain pole, twenty-four feet long, which was employed in assisting him up and down the face of the steep and bare cliffs, which are the favourite haunts of the wild goat. Upon its upper end a figure or symbol of one of his snam was carved. Paul said that when his father, who was a famous climber, came to the face of a precipitous cliff up which it was impossible to climb in the ordinary manner, he would address or invoke this figure, which had the form of a bird, asking it for help and power to ascend the cliff before him. Thereupon, Paul affirmed, a living bird of the species of the symbol on the climbing-stock would be seen to fly around his father's head and settle upon the top of the stock. His father, now sure of his snam's aid, would then set the foot of his climbing-pole three or four feet from the base of the cliff, grasp it firmly in both hands one above the other, throw out his feet against the cliff, and thus walk up its face by hauling himself up hand over hand on the pole. When he reached the top the bird would disappear again.

To thus climb the straight or overhanging face of a cliff anywhere from twelve to twenty feet in height, with the base of one's climbing-pole standing on the bare, hard rock, was no easy task, as one may easily see, and there can be no doubt that the success of the climber was largely due to his confidence in the help and support of his snam, and the consequent exaltation of his faculties.

Getting down the face of a cliff was accomplished in the following manner: The climbing-stock was first let down and held in an upright position, then the hunter skilfully slid down the pole without letting it sway out of the perpendicular. This does not appear to be so difficult as climbing up.

Among the upper tribes of the Stlitlumh, everyone, as among the Thompsons and other interior tribes, acquired or possessed a snam or personal totem; but among the lower tribes the personal totem had largely given way to the family or kin totem, and only those who desired to excel in some pursuit acquired and possessed snam. I shall deal with the reasons of this presently, when I come to speak of the origin of names and their relation to totemism. I desire first to treat of the snam, which are indirectly acquired by transmission from one person to another. We have never before been told how this was done. The gift or transmission, I learnt from "Captain Paul," can only be made or effected by certain persons, such as Shamans, or those who possess great mystery power. One of Paul's maternal uncles was a person of this character. When Paul was a youth this uncle wished to make a disciple of him and initiate him into the "mysteries." To this end he conferred upon him one of his own snam. The transmission was made thus: The uncle took the symbol of his snam, which in this case was a dried bird's skin, and bade his nephew breathe upon it. He then blew upon it also himself, uttered some "zúwen" or mystic words and the dried skin seemed to Paul to become a living bird, which flew about them a moment or two and then finally disappeared. Paul was then instructed by his uncle to procure that day a bird's skin of the same kind as his uncle's and wear it on his person. This he did, and
the following night he had a dream, in which the *snam* appeared to him in the shape of a human being, disclosed to him its mystic name by which it might be summoned, and promised him protection and mystic power. The essential feature of this transmission of the *snam* was the blowing or breathing upon it. Without this, according to Paul, no transmission could take place. There is mystery power in the breath of a person. It is the manifestation of the spirit within him, and partakes of its nature. A person's breath conveys both good and evil influences. For example, a man seeking mystery power should never permit the breath of a woman to pass upon him or enter his lungs; it would nullify all his efforts, and effectually prevent the acquisition of the powers he sought if he did so. The verb "to revive" among the Stlalumit shows how closely and intimately the breath and life or spirit of a person was connected in their eyes. The term is "'qpérálēem," and means in English "to sigh or breathe in the spirit, and open the eyes."

This method of acquisition of the totems while it makes perfectly clear the possibility of transmission of personal totems, and shows us that there is nothing inherent in the nature of such to prevent their being passed on from one individual to another, does not seem to suggest that this was the way in which the kin or group totems originated—at any rate, among these tribes—and we must consequently look in some other direction for the evidence on this head. This evidence will, I think, be found in the name systems of these tribes. This subject is so important in its bearing upon totemism, as well as being deeply significant in itself, that it calls for treatment under a special heading. This I have ventured to term *nomenclature*.

**Nomenclature.**

In my paper on the "Origin and Import of Totemism" I took occasion to point out what my studies had led me to believe was the true source of totem group names. My investigations among the Salish during the past two years have confirmed me in this belief; and the evidence I have been able to gather on this head, taken in conjunction with that presented by Messrs. Spencer and Gillen from the Australian field, goes far, I think, to establish the view that in the name systems of savage races we find the true source of totem group-names. It is certainly noteworthy and significant that two races so widely separated and so dissimilar as the natives of Australia and those of this Continent should have so many points in common in their system of naming. Both have hereditary "secret" or "mystery" names, which always refer to some event in the lives of the ancestors of the groups or families, or to the supposed origin of the founders of these.

Among the Stlalumit proper, and, according to all my informants, among all the interior Salish tribes, names were derived from two sources, "tel *snam*" and "tel *stāz*"; that is "from guardian spirits" and "from nick-names." The latter
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were comparatively rare, the main source being the *snam*. The same person might possess a name, or even several, derived from both sources. One curious fact about the *staz* names is that they were hereditary. I call attention to this fact, because it shows us in an unmistakable manner that words or terms which have once been used as names are invested thereby in the unsophisticated mind with a special character and significance. They partake in a mysterious way of the nature of those who first bore them. I cannot say to what extent *staz* names were employed apart from their original signification. They would appear to be generally given to those who resembled in some way the person who originally bore the name. One of Paul’s names, he informed me, was a *staz* name given him by his maternal grandmother. The name had been first borne by a son of hers, whom Paul seemed to recall to her. This son was a famous shot with the bow and arrow, and the name signified “good marksman.”

As a rule, *staz* names were descriptive of some characteristic of the person bearing it, either mental or bodily, and generally the latter: such as “*nťlőćałőc*” = squint-eye, “*nkwáləlőc*” = staring-eye, or the plural form, “*nkvəlkwáləlőc*” = staring-eyes.

Another curious fact about these *staz* names is that they are never given to women. A woman’s name is always an hereditary, family, or a self-acquired *snam* name, or both. She is never known by a nick-name.

All the hereditary names among these tribes are said to be either *snam* or *staz* names. Each family possessed its own list or stock of names. Those belonging to, or which had been borne by, distinguished individuals of the family were the names most commonly used. They might be drawn from either the mother’s or the father’s side of the house. A large proportion of these names are animal or plant names; others are taken from inanimate objects or from natural phenomena.

Among the lower Stlalthumí, Halkómčlem and Coastal tribes, names were derived from many sources. These, according to Paul, might be any or all of the following: “*tel s̱uʔla*, from the dream spirit; “*tel ekókwa*, from grandmothers; “*tel sněčła*, from dream dances; “*tel ziwnč*, from mystery men; “*tel Qals*, from Qals; “*tel s̱p’təkweł*, from mystic beings; “*tel stáz*, from nick-names; “*tel Šiam*, from the “potlatch”; “*tel cəwídaam*, from Shamans; and from several other sources.

These family or hereditary names among all the tribes, but especially among the Delta and Coastal divisions, were regarded as among the most sacred possession of the kin-group and were most jealously guarded. Men who, like Paul, were related by consanguineal or affinitive ties in different villages or groups, had distinct names in each.

Among the interior tribes, where the group-crest or totem was apparently unknown, there do not appear to have been any group names; but when we reach the lower Stlalthumí, the Halkómčlem and Coastal tribes, where the personal totem or *snam* has largely given place to the group totem, the kin-name, or what is the same thing, the kin-crest, is everywhere common.
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Whatever may have been the cause or causes which led to the partial decay of the personal totem and to the development of the kin-totem among these tribes, I think no one who takes all the evidence into consideration can doubt that among the Salish, at least, the personal name and totem gave rise to the group or kin name and totem.

Throughout all the Salish tribes\(^1\) the local or village group, as a whole, invariably bore a topographical name, but among the lower tribes, the subdivision of the village group, the constituent kin-groups or families, are distinguished from one another by different crests and crest names. These crests and names are totemic in origin and significance, and are almost invariably derived from the early ancestors of the family or group, commonly from the "First man" or "Founder" of the family. Among certain groups these "First men" are always conceived as "tel swéyil," heaven born; others, again, are "tel temôq," earth born. These resemble the *ertwe* of the Kaitish and Unmatjera, and are always regarded as "real men." Paul's kindred at Yale claim descent from these, and their totem symbols or crest is a human figure. Paul remarked in this connection, "If I were to die here (Port Douglas), and my people were to bury me in the old-fashioned way, they would paint or carve a figure of a man on my coffin as well as my other crests. Anybody seeing this would know that I belonged to Yale on one side of my family."

Yet other family groups are thought to be descended from the mythic semi-human, semi-bestial beings of the S'p'tákwe days. But from whatever source their traditions make them spring, we always find their names are hereditary and relate to incidents in the lives of the fathers or early members of the group.

Now, as most of these incidents are clearly mythical in character, they cannot be the true source of the names, and must have been created to account for the names themselves. Whence, then, came these family hereditary totem names?

We have seen that the source of a large proportion of the personal names was the *snam* or nagual; we have also seen that these personal names are hereditary, and descend from father to son, or from generation to generation. May we not, then, reasonably conclude that the hereditary kin-name had a similar source, and was the personal *snam* name of some distinguished ancestor of the kin-group? Holding the views that the Salish did—views which appear to be common to unsophisticated races everywhere—that the beings which peopled the earth in the "days of the new," partook of the character and shape of both man and beast, it would be strange if in their endeavours to account for some of their hereditary names their imaginations did not suggest relationship to and descent from these beings. To their minds there was nothing impossible or even incongruous in such a relation, as their myths, which I have recorded, plainly show. And if this be true, as I hold,

---

1 It is not without point and interest to remark here that we find many of the local totem groups of the matrilineal Haida bearing topographical rather than totem names, though they possess the latter as well as distinguishing group-crests.
of the Salish, then it may very well be true of all other unsophisticated peoples which hold similar animistic beliefs.

I have said that a certain sept or kin-group, to which Paul belonged on his father's side, traced their descent from the "ertwa men" of the S'p'tâkwât'el days, and owned a 'nteâwîlap or crest in the form of a human figure. But besides this group there was another with which he was associated by affinitive ties at Yale which traced its descent from the mountain-goat, and whose crest or kindred symbol was the figure of this animal. The traditional origin of this group is given in a very interesting and instructive myth which I have given in full below.

According to this myth, the founder of this totem-group was not a "First man." He was a youthful hunter, who lived with his parents in a village with other families. He was accustomed to hunt the wild goat; and it seems that both he and the rest of his tribe had been careless in their treatment of the carcases of their game. The chief of the goats therefore planned to draw him to their camp and reveal to him their mystery powers and teach him the proper way to treat the "animals" which he killed. These goats were like the S'p'tâkwât'el beings; they had a human as well as a bestial side. He stayed with them and learnt many things; assumed the form of a goat; took two of their women for wives; had children by them; and was later sent home again with his two sons, who became the founders of the mountain-goat kin.

Thus the story has it; but the facts of the case are most probably that a certain young man went off to undergo his puberty training and had a dream or vision of the mountain goat, which he regarded as his suam. He may have dreamt the incidents of the story, which are thoroughly in keeping with Indian conceptions, or they may have become associated with the kin-totem in some other way.

The value of the myth to us is in its revelation of the workings of the primitive mind, and of the way in which it looked upon nature. Viewed in this way, the myth will often offer to us valuable light and suggestion as to the real origin of what it purports to explain.

The family hereditary names of the group, whom tradition derives from the "ertwa men," all relate to the "mystery powers" of the "First man," or to a magic contest he had with the demi-god Qals. It is recorded that when Qals was travelling down the Fraser he stopped at Yale to try his mystery power upon Paul's paternal ancestor, whose name was Qâflqilmos, which means "great in mystery power," having much the same signification as the term "Qals" itself. The contest between the two was very severe, and Qâflqilmos was the victor. The trial between them seems to have consisted in taking away each other's strength and vigour. When Qals perceived that he was beaten, he told his adversary to take a measuring stick (s'qâl'enten) and measure all the different parts of his body.

Qâflqilmos did this. Qals then said, "O my grandfather, you are very strong; now make me strong again." Qâflqilmos restores him to strength and vigour.

¹ Note the form of address.
again, and as they parted Qals bade him thereafter call his children by the names of the different measurements he had taken of his body.

One of Paul's names, viz.: "sqélenken" = head measure, is a specimen of these names. Other names of this family are "slátetél," "slátetéluk," "slátetélát." These are also called "tel Qals" or "Qals' names." They signify "power to transform." The first was borne by Paul, the second by his brother, and the third, which has the feminine suffix, by his sister.

Paul had kindred at Stsúsélis, at Lilúctól, and at several other villages. In each of these he had one or more names peculiar to the group or kin to which he was affiliated. One of his Stsúsélis names was "tel zúwen." This was a "mystery" name, and was supposed to carry with it power over the salmon. The term was "Swátálssulten." Zúwen names always went in pairs, that is possessed a masculine and a feminine form. The feminine form of this was "Swátálssultewet."

Another pair of these names was "Skwiláqfšanoq" (mas.) and "Skwiláqtelét" (fem.) The names of two of the "first pairs" of the Skwálits, which I gave in my notes on that tribe last year, are also Zúwen names, Paul said. Another specimen of these, which belonged to some of the Coast Salish, is "Skwélešitén" and "Skwélesit." These are derived from the word "copper," kwečlis, and evidently commemorate the acquisition of some "copper treasure."

Paul's most honourable name at his mother's village of Lilúctól was "Nerépeksháléc," which signifies "to grow or become great." This also was a Zúwen name.

It is difficult to ascertain with any exactitude who or what these Zúwen people were. They were supposed to possess certain mystery or magic powers. They used esoteric formulas or incantations in their ceremonies or performances, the knowledge of which was most jealously guarded, and only spoken of in whispers. When a Zúwen person desired to initiate his son or nephew he took him apart by himself, gave him a Zúwen name, generally his own, and revealed to him in whispers his sacred knowledge concerning the origin of his family, and imparted to him the word or words of power.

The Zúwen do not appear to have been a brotherhood or society. They are supposed to be the lineal descendants of those who traced their origin to the mythic beings of the S'pí'tkwétl times, for they are thought to have power, by means of certain secret ceremonies and mystic words, to summon or compel the presence of the animals which are the modern representatives of their mythic ancestors.

For instance, the eldermen of the mountain-goat people of Yale and of the Sturgeon people of Skwálits could go to the mountains or to the river, as the case may be, and by a mystic dance, by spitting and breathing on their hands and wrists and rubbing them in a peculiar way, and by the utterance of the "words of power," cause their "relatives" to come and be killed for food. According to Paul, who is related to the Sturgeon people, the elders of this kin-group met together at night and invoked the sturgeon in the mystic tongue in such words as these: "O, our grandfather (or grandmother), come to your grandchildren and be killed for food."
Shortly after a sturgeon would be taken. When the fish was killed the carcass was drawn to the shore and secured for the night. Next morning at sunrise it was cut up and distributed, great care being taken to wash all the blood spilt in the operation back into the water. The offal was also carefully gathered up and returned to the water, and, after the fish was eaten, all the bones likewise. The reason for this I gave in the Sturgeon myth recorded in my last report; it will also be found in the myth of the mountain goats herein recorded. The whole ceremony of cutting up was carried out with great decorum and reverence. The fish might be shared among all the tribe, but only those who belong to the Sturgeon crest or kin could assist in the capture and cutting up of the creature and in the disposal of the blood, offal and bones.

When cutting up the sturgeon the spinal cord ("Kwátłala") is taken out and cut into pieces about six inches long. A piece of this is given to each man assisting in the operation, but no woman or youth must touch it. The men who receive these strips of "Kwátłala" take them home and suck them. Later they return them to the elder or master of the ceremonies, who takes them, and some of the eggs or the head of the sturgeon, and makes a soup from them. Before returning the strips of "Kwátłala" each man puts his private mark upon his piece, and when the soup is ready he gets it back again in his portion. His wife may now eat of the "Kwátłala" if she has not lately given birth to a child or recently recovered from her catamenial flux.

Similar ceremonies were performed by other "crests" or kin-groups who claim descent from S'p'tákwe'l animals.

If we take the culture of the Interior Salish as typical of the original Salish, then the Zawén features are comparatively recent in their growth and appearance. They are unknown in the interior tribes. We first meet with them among the lower or mixed Stlatlumí. Below this they form an essential and characteristic part of the sociology of the Halkómélem and Coast Salish and play an important rôle in the name systems of these tribes.

I think it well to remark again that names among the Salish tribes, as among other of our native stocks, seem never to have been used in the sense in which we employ them, with the possible exception of the stáz or nickname. And even these had a sense and significance in the native mind they never have in ours. It is somewhat difficult, therefore, for the sophisticated student to rightly comprehend what "names" signified to the Indian. Apart from the stáz names, they are never used as mere appellations to distinguish one person from another, as among ourselves, nor do they seem to have been used ordinarily as terms of address. They are primarily terms of relation or affiliation, with historic and mystic reference. They were reserved for special and ceremonial occasions. The ordinary terms of address among the Salish tribes, as among other primitive peoples, were those expressive of age. Length of years with them carried with it experience and wisdom, and, therefore, honour. It was customary, therefore, for the speaker, when he addressed a person whom he wished
to honour or placate, to apply to him some term indicative of superior age, and so of superior honour, such as uncle, aunt; father, mother; grandfather, grandmother. Folk-tales and myths are full of such examples of address. Terms of address within the family circle are all framed on the same plan. A brother does not call his brother or his sister by a snam or hereditary or even by a staz name, but always by a term expressive of their relative ages; and when speaking of them to others he uses terms with similar meanings. A man's "proper" names seem only to have been used among the Salish on ceremonial occasions, or when one wished specially to gratify or honour a person. Said Paul to me in this connection: "When I was a little boy my mother would sometimes speak to me by one of my ancestral names to coax me into doing something for her, or when I had gratified her by some act." Or again: "If my father or uncle had given somebody something, such as food, or skins, or blankets, the recipient would invariably, in thanking him, employ one of his 'proper' names."

On occasions of public ceremony, such as the potlatch or other feasts, or at the winter dancing, men were always formally addressed by their hereditary, mystery or snam names. During the Smétlá, among the Halkómélém tribes, the dancers were always called and addressed by their Sméta or nagual names, but these were dropped again as soon as the Smétlá was over, more particularly if the name itself carried in its ordinary sense any dishonouring reflection with it. Some animals, such as the dog, were held in small esteem by the Salish, and a man, whose sulia was a dog, was not proud of the circumstance after the Smétlá season was over. During the dancing he would be spoken of and addressed by his "dog" name, but after it was over it would be deeply offensive, besides being contrary to etiquette, to address him by this term. When I sought an explanation of this from Paul he replied that a dog was the absolute property of its owner, who might ill-treat it or kill it, or do whatever he liked with it, as with a slave. It had no rights of its own; it lived by sufferance, consequently it was despised and held in small esteem. A person, therefore, having a "dog" sulia or name was not particularly proud of it outside of the Smétlá (where it had no offensive signification, being then a "mystery" object), and was not desirous of having it applied to him, as it carried with it a suggestion of "dog" descent,—an origin as ignoble and contemptible in Indian eyes as in those of more sophisticated races.

On the other hand, some of the Smétlá names were of honourable import, and conferred distinction upon their owners. A person possessing such a name would feel gratified at having it applied to him at any time.

In the Smétlá of the Sts'éélis the elderman of the mountain-goat kin always danced the "Goat" dance, which was characterised by his wearing a goat-skin with the hair upon it. This he would from time to time turn about, at one time with the hair inside, at another the opposite. This action portrayed the dual nature and the transformation of his goat ancestors. The dancer and the dance both bore the name Tlipéélém, which signifies "turning the hair inside," that is, "becoming a man."

According to Paul, among the Halkómélém no man of position or rank or
Shortly after a sturgeon would be taken. When the fish was killed the carcass was drawn to the shore and secured for the night. Next morning at sunrise it was cut up and distributed, great care being taken to wash all the blood spilt in the operation back into the water. The offal was also carefully gathered up and returned to the water, and, after the fish was eaten, all the bones likewise. The reason for this I gave in the Sturgeon myth recorded in my last report; it will also be found in the myth of the mountain goats herein recorded. The whole ceremony of cutting up was carried out with great decorum and reverence. The fish might be shared among all the tribe, but only those who belong to the Sturgeon crest or kin could assist in the capture and cutting up of the creature and in the disposal of the blood, offal and bones.

When cutting up the sturgeon the spinal cord ("Kwátła") is taken out and cut into pieces about six inches long. A piece of this is given to each man assisting in the operation, but no woman or youth must touch it. The men who receive these strips of "Kwátła" take them home and suck them. Later they return them to the elder man or master of the ceremonies, who takes them, and some of the eggs or the head of the sturgeon, and makes a soup from them. Before returning the strips of "Kwátła" each man puts his private mark upon his piece, and when the soup is ready he gets it back again in his portion. His wife may now eat of the "Kwátła" if she has not lately given birth to a child or recently recovered from her catamenial flux.

Similar ceremonies were performed by other "crests" or kin-groups who claim descent from S'pátkwetl animals.

If we take the culture of the Interior Salish as typical of the original Salish, then the Zúwén features are comparatively recent in their growth and appearance. They are unknown in the interior tribes. We first meet with them among the lower or mixed Stlátłumí. Below this they form an essential and characteristic part of the sociology of the Halkomélem and Coast Salish and play an important rôle in the name systems of these tribes.

I think it well to remark again that names among the Salish tribes, as among other of our native stocks, seem never to have been used in the sense in which we employ them, with the possible exception of the stāz or nickname. And even these had a sense and significance in the native mind they never have in ours. It is somewhat difficult, therefore, for the sophisticated student to rightly comprehend what "names" signified to the Indian. Apart from the stāz names, they are never used as mere appellations to distinguish one person from another, as among ourselves, nor do they seem to have been used ordinarily as terms of address. They are primarily terms of relation or affiliation, with historic and mystic reference. They were reserved for special and ceremonial occasions. The ordinary terms of address among the Salish tribes, as among other primitive peoples, were those expressive of age. Length of years with them carried with it experience and wisdom, and, therefore, honour. It was customary, therefore, for the speaker, when he addressed a person whom he wished
to honour or placate, to apply to him some term indicative of superior age, and so
of superior honour, such as uncle, aunt; father, mother, grandfather, grandmother.
Folk-tales and myths are full of such examples of address. Terms of address within
the family circle are all framed on the same plan. A brother does not call his
brother or his sister by a snam or hereditary or even by a stâz name, but always
by a term expressive of their relative ages; and when speaking of them to others
he uses terms with similar meanings. A man's "proper" names seem only to have
been used among the Salish on ceremonial occasions, or when one wished specially
to gratify or honour a person. Said Paul to me in this connection: "When I was
a little boy my mother would sometimes speak to me by one of my ancestral names
to coax me into doing something for her, or when I had gratified her by some act."
Or again: "If my father or uncle had given somebody something, such as food, or
skins, or blankets, the recipient would invariably, in thanking him, employ one of
his 'proper' names."

On occasion of public ceremony, such as the potlatch or other feasts, or at the
winter dancing, men were always formally addressed by their hereditary, mystery
or snam names. During the Smétlâs, among the Halkómélém tribes, the dancers
were always called and addressed by their Sméltâ or nagual names, but these were
dropped again as soon as the Smétlâs was over, more particularly if the name itself
carried in its ordinary sense any dishonouring reflection with it. Some animals,
such as the dog, were held in small esteem by the Salish, and a man, whose sulia
was a dog, was not proud of the circumstance after the Smétlâs season was over.
During the dancing he would be spoken of and addressed by his "dog" name, but
after it was over it would be deeply offensive, besides being contrary to etiquette,
to address him by this term. When I sought an explanation of this from Paul he
replied that a dog was the absolute property of its owner, who might ill-treat it or
kill it, or do whatever he liked with it, as with a slave. It had no rights of its own;
it lived by sufferance, consequently it was despised and held in small esteem. A
person, therefore, having a "dog" sulia or name was not particularly proud of it
outside of the Smétlâs (where it had no offensive signification, being then a
"mystery" object), and was not desirous of having it applied to him, as it carried with
it a suggestion of "dog" descent,—an origin as ignoble and contemptible in Indian
eyes as in those of more sophisticated races.

On the other hand, some of the Smétlâs names were of honourable import, and
conferred distinction upon their owners. A person possessing such a name would
feel gratified at having it applied to him at any time.

In the Smétlâs of the Stsâlîs the elderman of the mountain-goat kin always
danced the "Goat" dance, which was characterised by his wearing a goat-skin with
the hair upon it. This he would from time to time turn about, at one time with the
hair inside, at another the opposite. This action portrayed the dual nature and the
transformation of his goat ancestors. The dancer and the dance both bore the name
Tlîplêklîém, which signifies "turning the hair inside," that is, "becoming a man."

According to Paul, among the Halkómélém no man of position or rank or
family had a "stäz" name. Such names were borne by persons of inferior station only and by slaves. Men of rank always bore hereditary "z̄wën" or mystery names indicative of their honourable descent. Among these tribes every family or kin-group of distinction had its pedigree and names of descent and kin-crests. All names were known publicly, but their significance and the family traditions relating to them, more particularly those belonging to the "z̄wën" class, were secret and private to the individual or to the kin-groups. Paul said that any other Indian of "family" could tell to what class a man belonged as soon as he heard his name, and whether the term were a "z̄wën," or "mētlās" or other name.

One peculiarity about snam names was that the term was invariably more or less modified in form. Among the lower Stlalthimhi, for instance, the name of a man whose snam was the grizzly bear would be "'Nklatel-mäcket," and that of a woman "Klatilil-mēnak." The common term for grizzly-bear was "Stlalthālem." Teit has remarked in this connection that the totem names of the Thompson are modified forms of the common names of the objects from which they are derived. The practice would therefore seem to be a customary one.

**Crests.**

Intimately connected with names were the personal and family "crests." Indeed, in a certain sense the Salish kin-names may be said to be the result of the crest, the kin or family being known and distinguished by its crest; so that if further evidence be wanting to sustain my claim, that the kin-name was originally the personal mystery or snam name of one of the ancestors of the kin, it may be found in the study of these crests.

There were two kinds of these, called in the Stlalthimhi dialect the "nteūwalap skʷékwilamq," or dream picture belonging to the individual, and the "nteūwalap tlel (= tel) kōleca" or picture of descent belonging to the family, and the latter is undoubtedly the former become hereditary. And just as there are no hereditary kin-group names among the Interior tribes so are there no kin-group crests.

According to Paul every individual had a snam mark or picture, in other words a personal "crest," the symbol of his nagual. This he customarily placed upon his personal belongings to mark or distinguish them from those of his fellows. But when we descend the river and meet the Delta and Coastal tribes, we find the personal "crest," like the personal totem, giving place to the kin-group "crest," which among these tribes is possessed by every family of standing, and is its peculiar distinguishing visual mark.

Whenever a dwelling was erected, the common practice in earlier days was for the eldersmen of the kin-groups to carve, or have carved for them, on the main posts of their "apartments" their hereditary 'nteūwilap kōleca or "crests of origin." Said Paul to me in this connection: "If you had come to my father's house fifty years ago, you would have seen a 'picture' carved on each of the main posts of the interior, and had you asked him what those 'pictures' meant, he would have answered you with pride: 'ne nteūwalap tlel te' kōleca,' my crests
of descents." Sometimes these figures were carved on the exterior of the building or erected on poles or placed on the gable ends. They were also invariably painted or carved on the family graveboxes.

Pride of "family" is the distinguishing trait in the character of the Delta and Coastal Salish. However this may have been developed, whether by spontaneous growth or as the result of the conquest and subjugation of an inferior alien race, there can be no doubt that it has been one of the chief factors among these tribes in the creation of family traditions, and in the evolution of kin crests and names from the earlier personal crests and names.

The same desire and craving for social distinction led to the rise and development of the "potlatch" and to the so-called secret societies of the tribes of this region.

TIME, OR DIVISIONS OF THE DAY.

The Stlalthumí language is rich in terms or phrases expressive of the "time" or divisions of the day. I have not met with similar divisions in the other dialects I have examined, though it is possible they may exist. The following list is by no means exhaustive:—

- plan tótaé p'cil, aurora, or daybreak, ad litt. "just it comes day."
- plan aitl p'cil, dawn, ad litt. "just now morning."
- plan tótaé p'niluq, daylight, ad litt. "just see things."
- plan aitl eskét, broad daylight, ad litt. "just now day."
- ótska snúkuma, sunrise, ad litt. "outside sun."
- plan kágáqtka, early morn.
- kágáqtka (voice dwells on second syllable) midway between sunrise and noon.
- ken ripa, noon, midden.
- ken múmułkwa, two hours (approx.) afternoon.
- ken múlekwá, middle of afternoon.
- rípélmin, about four hours after noon.
- álac kenmułkwa three-fourths of the day gone.
- këlekm snúkuma, sun sitting down.
- kenúa snúkuma, sunset, ad litt. "gone the sun."
- rap, evening.
- skaúltlentcúct, creeping up the mountain. This refers to the line of shadow on the eastern mountains.
- ketclípka, reached the top, i.e., the line of shadow.
- kekwéca, twilight.
- ekictlípa, getting dark.
- káltlpa, night, darkness.
- klípetlplém, pitch dark.

SUNDARY BELIEFS AND SUPERSTITIONS.

To sneeze three times in succession was believed by the Stlalthumí to bring good luck to the person sneezing. To sneeze through the right nostril, nzáaluke,
was also a sign of good fortune, but through the left nostril, 'nteékwilułke, a sign of bad fortune.

The small red lizard was much dreaded by the Stlatlumú, who regarded it in much the same light as the Haida did the mouse. They believed that it entered a man through his nostrils and ate up his heart and liver, and thus killed him.

The following story illustrates their superstition on this head. Two men were out hunting a long distance from home. One of them went off to fish alone, and came to a certain spot where he perceived many of the stones on the beach stained with a peculiar yellow matter. He thought to himself: "This is a 'bad place to be in; there must be lots of lizards about here; I had better get away at once." So he hurried off and went back to his comrade, and told him he had by ill luck chanced upon a lizard colony, and that it would be wise for them to leave that neighbourhood as quickly as possible. His companion agreed, and they set off without delay, travelling for the rest of that day and all through the following night, without stopping to rest. When they got home, the man who had visited the lizard "village" told his wife what had happened, bidding her and the children watch at the door while he slept. She rolled him up in a blanket and he slept all that day, while she and the children watched. In the evening he rose and took their place, and sat watching by the door all night. No lizard appeared that night. Next morning he went to bed again, and the family kept watch as before. Early that morning the wife had occasion to go down to the river for water, and as she stooped to dip it up, she perceived two lizards hiding under the bottom of the canoe. She straightway killed them and hurried back to tell her husband that the lizards had followed and found where he was staying. He bade her watch carefully all day that none came near while he slept. The next night he watched again. The night was the most dangerous time, as the lizards then wandered about. About sunset therefore he made a large quantity of brine, and took a large basket and set both by the door and sat down to wait events. As soon as daylight had gone, the lizards began to come forth in twos and threes. They sought to enter the house, but when they came near the doorway, he poured brine over them, which instantly killed them. When dead he placed them in the basket, and by morning he had filled it with dead lizards. They continued to watch and kill the lizards in this way till all had been exterminated, and the man was safe from them again.

This is said to have happened within the last few years. It is clear that the incidents are modern, because of the use of the "brine" to kill the lizards. The Indians had no salt and therefore no "brine" before the advent of the whites.

LINGUISTIC.

As far as I am aware, no attempt has been made to set forth the grammatical structure and peculiarities of the Stlatlumú speech, which, while approximating in its vocables to the N' tłakàpànnûq on the one side, and to the Halkómelem on the
other, is quite distinct in structure from either of these dialects. Some of the peculiarities are very interesting. The more noticeable of these are the verbal termination "en," which is not found in any of the other dialects I have examined; a plural article or demonstrative "a" which precedes substantives used in a plural or collective sense, and in certain constructions, is suffixed to verbs as a pronoun of the third person plural; and a final "a" which is invariably added to nouns and pronouns in composition.

Thus:

- tük-en, to take up;
- nák-en, to charge;
- záq-en, to pack;
- cauíq-en, to wash;
- átsuq-en, to see;
- suk-En, to split;
- zōvát-en, to understand;
- e skelaua, beavers;
- e stlótha, deer;
- e skúka, dogs;
- méteak-e, they get up;
- k'leák-e, they go away;
- kláz, canoe, in composition, kláza;
- kő, water, in composition, kóa;
- hómít, paddle, in composition, hómita;
- tčélkutən, spear, in composition, tčélkutəna;
- katl, our, in composition, kátla;
- kálęp, your, in composition, kálępa.

Other examples may be seen in the native text. Other peculiarities not observable in the dialects previously examined are certain incorporative or enclitic particles which have the function of an objective pronoun of the third person; the use of the verbal affix es or ec (otherwise as or ac) as a prefix to words to give them verb force, and a modification of the same affix under the form "cec" or "ses" to signify action upon something.

Thus:

- réęp, to grow;
- réëps, he grows;
- réępstałi, to make him grow up;
- nauk, to steal;
- nauk-mèn-tałi, steal him away;
- nauk-mèn-em-to, he was stolen;
- nac, to go;
- nac-mèn-ac, he went to him;
- tčélq, to come;
- tčélq-mèn-ac, he came to him;
nekite, to put in the mouth;
nekite-men-ac, to put it in his mouth;
skwál, to say, tell;
skwálmen, she tells him;
mícite, to close the mouth;
Ec-múcite, he closes his mouth;
metólón, to mark or paint the face;
Ec-métólón, he paints his face;
nauk; to steal;
Ec-nauk-tó, he has been stolen;
Ec-métak, he sits down;
téq, to come;
téq-as, he comes;
téq-łó, he comes with it or it brings it;
kăném, to hear;
kanémex, he hears him;
átsuq, to see;
átsuq-łó, he looks after him or it;
tóek, to come;
tóek-łó, he brings or comes with it.

As in the other dialects examined, we find a distinct and separate particle in Stlatlumí to express futurity; no two thus far have been alike.

My grammatical data have all been drawn from the middle Stlatlumí, from the Llúet or Llúet proper. I consider this the purest form of the Stlatlumí speech. The dialectical differences in the upper and the lower tribe, however, are not great, and belong rather to the vocabulary than to the structure of the language.

The chief interchanges of letters are c = sh for s. This was particularly noticeable in the speech of Paul. L and n also commonly interchange. In the mouth of one person the "1" sound will predominate, in that of another the "n" sound. The long vowels i, i, and ai are sometimes very difficult to discriminate. The investigator will find himself sometimes using one, and sometimes another, in writing the same word. In the texts as here presented, I have made an attempt at uniformity in the use of these vowels. The short vowels are also very indeterminate in character.

**Phonology.**

**Vowels.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>as in English hat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>á</td>
<td>&quot; father.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>á</td>
<td>&quot; all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā</td>
<td>&quot; gnat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>&quot; pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>é</td>
<td>&quot; they.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>as in English pin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í</td>
<td>&quot; pique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>&quot; pond.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ō</td>
<td>&quot; tune.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>&quot; but.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ū</td>
<td>&quot; boot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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e, obscure vowel as in English flower; u written above the line, a vowel sound which mostly follows the palatised k and is only partially articulated.

Diphthongs.
ai, as in aisle; au, as in cow; oi, as in boil.

Consonants.
b as in English.
h " "
k " k a strongly palatised or "clicked" k.
k intermediate between our k and g.
tl an explosive palatised l.
L the same but shorter, approximating to the sound of the final -ile in the word cuttle.
l as in English mostly, but interchanging with n in the speech of some Indians.
m as in English.
n as in English, sometimes more strongly nasalised than with us.
p as in English.
p' no English equivalent, semi-mute semi-sonant.
r the sound this letter stands for is not our r, but something midway between it and l.
t as in English mostly, sometimes intermediate between our d and l.
t' a palatised or "klicked" t, scarcely distinguishable from the "klicked" k, but nevertheless a distinct sound.
w as in English.
y " "
q as in ch in loch in broad Scotch.
q approximately as wh is uttered in North Britain.
i as the German in ich.
c as in English sh.
tc, as ch in the word church.
ts, as in English.
dj, as j in English juice.
kw, as qu in the word quantity.

The comma sign, ', written above the line, means a pause or hiatus usually caused by the elision of a vowel. When placed before the letter n thus, 'n, it marks the absence of the initial e sound. This n is a characteristic initial sound of many "proper" names in Stlatlum. The same feature is found in a still more marked degree in the neighbouring N'tlakapamúq.
Accent.

Accent in the Stlatlumh follows much the same laws as in the other Salish dialects examined. There are two accents, a primary and a secondary one. The former marks the principal radix, and the secondary the quantity of a word. Accent also plays an important rôle in oratory and rhetoric.

Number.

Number is distinguished in Stlatlumh, as in the other Salish dialects, in a variety of ways, the commonest of which is peculiar to itself. This is by prefixing the demonstrative particle e to the object word and adding to the latter a final a, thus: tē skelau', a beaver; ē skelau'a, beavers. This a is also added to words in the singular in composition. It therefore is not characteristic of plurality or severalty, though it is invariably found in company with the number-making particle. Reduplication plays its ordinary rôles in the ideas of severalty or distribution in Stlatlumh.

The vocabularies and texts will afford abundant examples of these.

Gender.

The formal grammatical gender which I have pointed out in other dialects appears to be wanting in the Stlatlumh. The demonstrative particles have the same form with masculine as with feminine terms, with one exception. I have drawn attention to this under "Terms of Consanguinity," page 206. When therefore it is necessary to distinguish gender, it is effected by placing the terms for "man" or "woman" before the class word. That for man is somewhat modified. Thus:

my child (masculine), tē skai'wa n'škóza.
my child (feminine), tē yākutea n'škóza.

The term "old" used substantively is sometimes differentiated to mark gender. Thus: kutlmēn, old-man; kutlmēnum, old-woman.

Substantiva Instrumentalia.

Besides the common characteristic suffix -ten or -tel, we have another instrumental suffix in Stlatlumh, viz., min. I observed a few cases of this suffix in Sfciatl, but it was not so characteristic of that dialect as of this, where it holds a place equally with the commoner -ten. Sometimes it is interchangeable with it, but not always so; there is therefore an interesting difference in the usage of the two suffixes. I give a few examples of each. Further examples may be found in the vocabulary.
Substantiva Officilia et Attributiva.

These in Stlatlumn are formed by adding the suffix -otl or -ötl to the substantive or verb, which may or may not be duplicated, thus: a liar, kekzöth, from kákaza, a lie. Here the vowels of the term have undergone modification, but this does not always happen.

- a thief or robber, nuk-wnik-aötl; from nuk-a, to rob.
- a stutterer, es'nāænetötel; from es'nāænetc, to stutter.
- a tattler, kwālūt-ötel; from kwālūt, to speak, tell.
- a hunter, pukpékelem-ötel; from pēkelem, to hunt.
- a dancer, mötsööm-ötel; from mötsöm, to dance.
- a singer, klēm-ötel or òtötlum-ötel; from klēlm or òtlum, to sing.

Synthetic or Incorporative Nouns.

These are mainly employed in the Salish dialects when speaking of the body or its parts. A few other class nouns such as those for house and trees have also incorporative forms, but they are truly characteristic of corporeal terms only. Thus:

- tzāwēq̓en-am, to wash one's feet.
- tzāwák'-am, to wash one's hands.
- tzaukw-am, to wash one's head.
- tzāwōc-em, to wash one's face.
- tzwawáte-en, to wash one's breast.
- tzwawáick-welt-am, to wash one's throat.
- en-tzāu̯k-em, to wash one's back.
- en-tzwawām-am, to wash one's ear.
- en-tzōtzaulüke-em, to wash one's nose; here the term is reduplicated because of the two nostrils.
- en-tzauwalōs-em, to wash one's eye.
- en-tzūtζauwalōs-em, to wash one's eyes; reduplicated to mark number.
- en-tzauwalēmām-em, to wash one's neck (at the back).
PRONOUNS.

1. Personal Pronouns.

Of these there are three classes in Stlatlumii, viz., the Copulative or Enclitic, the Independent, and the Incorporative.

Copulative Pronouns.

Employed with Indicative mood. 

Singular.

I, ken or kan and tilkan.
Thou, kauq and tilkaug.

Plural.

We, katl, kátla and tikatl, tilkátla,
You, kalap, kálapa and tilkalap.

The forms employed with the third person are not pronouns, so I do not give them here. They are merely verbal terminations of auxiliary verbs, and the difference between the singular and plural is just the addition to the latter of the plural demonstrative to mark number.

These copulative forms are generally suffixed to the verbs. Sometimes, however, they are prefixed. When prefixed they give a somewhat different sense to the verb.

Independent Pronouns.

I, me, sendj or sentc. 
Thou, s’núwa or s’núa.
He, she, ù, s’nìtì.

Other forms which are demonstrative in character, employed with the verb in the third person, are:

Singular. 
Plural.

tā, tāo, tūtēwā. 
ētlū, èntūēwā ēzō.

2. Possessive Pronouns.

Of these there are two forms, the general and the selective. Both are more or less enclitic, thus:

Singular.

n’-, my, as n’-skāka, my dog.
-cū, thy, as skāka-cū, thy dog.
-c or -ca, his, her, as skāka-c, his, her dog
Plural.
-tlkatl or katl, our, as skáka-tlkatl, or skáka-katl, our dog.
-lap, your, as skáka-lap, your dog.
-é, or -éha, their, as skáka-é, their dog.

Selective Form.
ten skáka, my dog.
tē skáka-cúwa, thy dog.
tē skáka-ca, his, her dog.

3. Locative Possessive Pronouns.

This class of pronoun has in addition to the possessive element a locative signification, indicating the position of the object possessed, thus:—

Object present near speaker.

Singular.
my, tēn, as tēn skáka, my dog.
thy, tc' - - - cúwa, as tc' skáka-cúwa, thy dog.
his, her, tc' - - - ca, as tc' skákaca, his, her dog.

Plural.
Our, tc' - - - tlkáltla, as tc' skáka-tlkáltla, our dog.
Your, tc' - - - lápa, as tc' skáka-lápa, your dog.
their, tc' - - - éha, as tc' skáka-éha, their dog.

Object absent or distant from speaker.

Singular.
my, nēn, as nēn skáka pükuk-á, my dog is white.
thy, nē, as nē skáka-cúwa pükuk-á, thy dog is white.
his, her, nē, as nē skákaca pükuk-á, his, her dog is white.

Plural.
Our, nē - - - tlkáltla, as nē-skáka-tlkáltla pükuk-á, our dog is white.
Your, nē - - - lápa, as nē-skáka-lápa pükuk-á, your dog is white.
their, nē - - - éha, as nē-skáka-éha pükuk-á, their dog is white.

These locative particles are the demonstratives "tc'" or "tcá" = here and "nē" = there. This latter is the common sign for the past in verbs in the Halkómélem and Sk'unk'mic.

Once, in the text of the mountain-goat myth, the form "kwēn" = my, appears. This form is common in the Halkómélem and is employed when the object is present but invisible to the speaker.
4. Substantive Possessive Pronouns.

These likewise have a general and a selective form, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General form</th>
<th>Selective form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mine, n'tcúwa,</td>
<td>ours, tcúwatkatl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thine, tcúvacú,</td>
<td>yours, tcúwalap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his, hers, tcúwac,</td>
<td>theirs, tcú-ū.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These forms are also used with the object when they become the equivalent of our emphatic forms, my own, thy own, etc., thus:

nëtl n'tcúwa teftúq, it is my own house.

5. Incorporative Pronouns.

It will be seen that these present considerable differences from the corresponding forms in the dialects previously examined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incorporative Pronouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nök-an-teē-tlkan kitl, I will help thee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tōmō-tlkan &quot; I will help you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tcé'-kauq &quot; thou wilt help me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tōmōtl-kauq &quot; thou wilt help us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tcé-m &quot; we will help thee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tēm-tlkālap &quot; we will help you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tcé-aic &quot; he will help me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tē-mōlt-ac &quot; he will help us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tcē-hac &quot; he will help thee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tēm-dīlāp-ac &quot; he will help you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tcē-hac-wēt &quot; they will help thee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -tēm-dīlāp-ac &quot; they will help you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -te-ēlītac &quot; (ētlū) they will help me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -te-ēlītac &quot; (ētlū) they will help me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; -te-ēlītac &quot; (ētlū) they will help me.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These incorporative forms appear to be regularly and uniformly employed as we find them with other verbs, thus:

ātsuq-en-teē-tlkan, I see thee.

" -te'-kauq, thou seest me

" -tcē-m, we see thee.
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átsuqen-tómöttl-kauq, thou seest us.
   " -to-ac, he sees me.
   " -tómöttl-ac, he sees us.
   " -to-ë-ac, he sees thee.
   " -támalâp-ac, he sees you.

Reflexive Pronouns.

-teút.

ka cíken-teút-kênë, I struck myself (accidentally).
ka " -teút-kátla, we struck ourselves (accidentally).

This form is identical with that in the N’tlakâpamúq.

Indefinite Pronouns.

tákem-cwát, anybody.
cwátac ka, somebody.

Interrogative Pronouns.

cwát or cûwát? who?
cwánötl? whose?
stâm? what?
kûn ka? which?

Examples.

Cwât kô mâiteintâli tc’a tcfûqa? who made this house?
Cwât kauq? who are you?
Cwât tî? who is this?
Cwât têó? who is that?
Cwât étltu? who are they?
Cwánôtl tećâ smait? who did this, ad litt. whose is this work?
Cwánôtl teó tcûtúq? whose house is that?
Cwánôtl têó? whose is that?
Cwánôtl tećâ? whose is this?
Stâm tûô? what is that?
Stâm kwa sqâtl-cû? what do you want?
Stâm tûâ sqâtl-cû? what do you want?
Nêtl kûn ka? which one?

Demonstratives.

Singular.                                    Plural.
tê, tl, tâ, ter, tećâ, étzâ, the, this.     ē, éha, these.
têó, tûô or têó, tûtówa, that.             étlô or étltû, entûcwa, those.
Prepositional Phrases.

en tē kōa, in the water.
en tē luk-ŭ luk-ŭ tzōtca} on the beach { = edge of water.
en tē cēcuqtca
ectlā tē teftūqa, near the house.
en tē teftūqa, in the house.
ecōtluq en tē teftūqa, within, or inside of, the house.
ente-tlēk’ta, up in the sky. (stlēket = sky.)
' en tē kutLhā, on the stone.
en tē temōqa, on the ground.
en tē qētc’ma, in the box.

Numerals.

The Salish dialects abound in class numerals and the Stlatlumii marks no exception to this rule. Some of these are given below. The simple absolute forms are as follows:—

1 pāla.
2 ănuwāc, or ăn’wāc.
3 kātlac.
4 qōōcin.
5 tcēlkst, tcēlkst.
6 tlākēmikst.
7 tcūtlaka.
8 pilōp’st, palōpist.
9 k’umpālmin.

It will be seen that the Stlatlumii forms approximate closely to the N’tlakápmuq with the exception of two and ten. The number ten is the most constant of all the numerals and is found with but slight modifications in a large majority of the Salish dialects. This strange form in the Stlatlumii is therefore the more noticeable. The formation of the decades in this dialect is, however, the same as in the N’tlakápmuq.

Class Numerals.

Persons.

1 1 man, pāpela, pāp’la.
2 2 men, enăn’wāc.
3 3 enkēkātlāc.
4 4 enqūhōt’cin.
5 5 entełtečīlkist.

6 6 men, ’ntlūtlākēmikst.
7 7 ’ntcūłtītlākā.
8 8 ’npālōp’st.
9 9 ’nk’umk’umpālmin.
10 10 ’nk’umak’umēp.
Animals.

These terms are confined almost exclusively to the smaller kinds of animals:

1 pépálə. 4 qóotein.
2 áán’wac. 5 təfətəlkət.
3 kátətləlcə. 10 k’uk’uməp.

The interesting feature of these forms is the different manner in which the duplication is effected for the different significations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legs and long round objects</th>
<th>Canoes, boats, ships, steamers, trains, etc.</th>
<th>Streams, creeks, small lakes, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 pépáləkə.</td>
<td>palólwətl.</td>
<td>enáuləptkwə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 nüwəcákaləkə.</td>
<td>nüwəsəlwətl.</td>
<td>enwəcəltkwə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 kátətləlcəkə.</td>
<td>kátəlwətl.</td>
<td>’nkətəltkwə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 qóoteinákaləkə.</td>
<td>qóoteinəlwətl.</td>
<td>’nqóoteinəltkwə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 k’uməpləlcəkə.</td>
<td>k’uməpləlwətl.</td>
<td>’uk’uməplətkwə.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potatoes, apples, dollars, and other round objects</th>
<th>Houses, tents, etc.</th>
<th>Spears, arrows, stones, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 péləca.</td>
<td>páləltəcə.</td>
<td>páləltəcə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 nuwaacəca.</td>
<td>nüwaácəltəcə.</td>
<td>nüwaácəltəcə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 kätəlcəca.</td>
<td>kätəltəcə.</td>
<td>kätəltəcə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 qóoteinəlcəca.</td>
<td>qóoteinəltəcə.</td>
<td>qóoteinəltəcə.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 k’umpəlcəca.</td>
<td>k’umpəltəcə.</td>
<td>k’umpəltəcə.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference in sound between the last two classes is so slight that a European ear has difficulty in detecting any; but there is a distinct difference to the Indians. In counting with class numerals it was customary always to name the class object with the first number and again with the tenth.

**ORDINALS.**

*first,* kələ or kila.  
*second,* ańwit.  
*third,* etinkəkatlačəca.  
*fourth,* etinquqətəntəcə.  
*fifth,* etintelteikistəcə.  

*sixth,* etintelakeilkum-kiletca.  
*seventh,* etinteluteiltłakatca.  
*eighth,* etintalpešəpistəcə.  
*ninth,* etink’unk’umpələntəcə.  
*tenth,* etink’umk’uməptəcə.
DISTRIBUTIVES.

one each, pilpála.
two " " e án'wac.
three " " e käthlátúc.
four " " e qoótsein.
five " " e télkíst.
six each, e tlákémíkt.
seven " " e télúläka.
eight " " e palópst.
nine " " e k'úmpálmin.
ten " " e k'úmp.

VERBS.

The inflection of the verb in the Stlatlumíl is effected, as in the other Salish dialects examined, by means of affixes and auxiliary verbs. The regular past is formed by adding tó or tó to the present stem. A modification of this particle is effected to express very remote action by a lengthening or duplication of the vowel, thus: —to-t or tu-tó. The longer the vowel is drawn out the remoter the action or event. This particle is the equivalent of the étł of the Halkómélém and the ótl of the Síciatl dialects. There appear to be no forms corresponding to the e and ne of the Halkómélém, or to the étł of the Síciatl and Skóqúnát. The simple future is formed by the addition of the particle kitl. It will be seen that this is different from any of the forms employed to express futurity in the other dialects examined, each one possessing a form peculiar to itself. There is a conditional future which is formed by prefixing the particles tai and hói. Thus, “tai hói-kan-kálmin,” I shall sure to be hungry, said by person who contemplates going a long time without food. Again tai hói kan-álsum, I shall be sick, said by person who thinks he cannot escape a prevalent sickness.

This particle hói is apparently the same as that which marks the regular future in N'tlakápmuq.

SUBSTANTIVE VERBS.

Present Tense.
sick, álsum.
ken-álsum, I am sick.
kuq-álsum, thou art sick.
wā-álsum, he, she is sick.
katl-álsum, we are sick.
kélep-álsum, you are sick.
wā-wét-álsum, they are sick.

This tense may be otherwise rendered. Thus we may say: —
álsum-tlkan, I am sick.
álsum-tlkátl, we are sick.

The difference in meaning between the two forms in substantive verbs is that the former is employed to express a statement of fact, the latter is used in answer to direct questions and may thus be called the responsive form. It means also more than the former, and is best rendered thus: “I am and have been sick for some time past”; when the sickness has been of long duration this is expressed by dwelling upon the initial vowel or syllable, thus: á...lsum tlkan, I am sick a long
long time. This of course is a very primitive method and is commonly employed in all uncultivated languages. It is also the method employed by children in their speech. The superlative degree in comparison is likewise thus commonly expressed:—

**Past Tense.**

ken-tō-ālsum, *I was sick.*
kuq-tō-ālsum, *thou art sick.*
wā-tō-ālsum, *he, she is sick.*
katl-tō-ālsum, *we are sick.*
kēlep-tō-ālsum, *you are sick.*
wā-wēt-tō-ālsum, *they are sick.*

This form is the equivalent of the Halkomélem "kākal-ētl-teil," *I was sick.*

There are several ways of expressing the past in Stlatlum. Thus I may say ālsum-tlkan-tūō, signifying by this prolongation of the temporal element tō that I have been sick, but am at the moment of speaking nearly well again. Or I may say, wā-ālsum, *I have been sick but am now well.*

It is interesting to note that this past particle "tō" has an independent function, and is primarily a locative adverb, meaning "there." The corresponding *ne* or *le* form of the Halkomélem has the same double function and meaning, though in the interior it is employed by some of the tribes to express future states and actions. We get here a fine insight into the workings of the primitive mind and may perceive how the "temporal" elements of verbal conjugation are sometimes evolved. With the Salish speaker time holds a very subordinate place in his verbal syntheses. It is *place* rather that his mind dwells upon. Actions and states are always conceived by him as taking place somewhere rather than at sometime. If it be necessary to mark the time this is done by using an independent temporal expression as "yesterday," "to-morrow," "next moon," "last moon," and so on.

But when this is not necessary the "past" and the "future" are both expressed by a term of local signification, that is by an adverb of place. It is not difficult to understand this. Both "past" and "future" actions are equally away from the speaker, are both over "there." There is a "there" of the past and a "there" of the future, and thus we can understand how some of the Salish tribes have come to employ the locative *ne* to express "future" actions and states, and others the same particle to express "past" actions and states.

**Future Tense.**

ken-ālsum kitl, *I shall be sick.*
kuq-ālsum ktl, *thou wilt be sick.*
ālsum kitl, *she, he will be sick.*
katl-ālsum kitl, *we shall be sick.*
kālep-ālsum kitl, *you will be sick.*
ālsum-wēt-kitl, *they will be sick.*

The form—

ālsum-tlkan kitl, *I shall be sick;*
ālsum-tlkatl kitl, *we shall be sick;*

is also employed, but conveys a sense different from the other.
Periphrastic Form.
Entc'petónocim kwendj hoz álsum, I think I am going to be sick.

Negative Forms.
qoaz kwendj wà álsum, not I am sick.
qoaz kwacú álsum, not thou sick.
qoaz kwá-tlkát álsum, not we sick.
qoaz kwendj wà qátlémín kwendj wà álsum, not I am desire I am sick, or I don't want to be sick.

Conditional Forms.
rtl-tcákwan-en tcÉa tÈ álsum-tlkán kitl, If I eat this I shall become sick.
kÈl-ás'mén kitl, when I am sick.
skánas kwendj wà álsum, I may be, or perhaps I shall be, sick.

Miscellaneous Forms.
qoaz kwendj wà álóc kwendj álsum, I am not often sick, verbatim, not I am often I sick.
pápet-kan kló wà álsum, I am often sick.
wà-kauq-ha-álsum ? are you sick.
wà-tlkán, I am. qoaz, kwendj wà álsum, no, I am not sick.
wà-ha álsum ? Is he sick? wà, yes, or he is.
plan tlkan-wà-álsum, I have been sick already.
tai hói-álsum, I shall be sure to get sick.

Interrogative Verbs.
Núc, go.

Present Tense.
I go, nác-kan.
thou goest, nác-kauq.
he, or she goes, níc.

The past of this could be rendered by adding the locative particle tó to the present forms, but the past of this verb is not customarily used. They employ instead the verb tcéoq which has a double sense of "to go" and "to come." Thus "I went" would be rendered: tcéoq-kan-tó. The other "persons" would follow in like manner.

Future.
nác-kan kitl, I shall go.
nác-katl kitl, we shall go.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.
Conditional Forms.

skánac-kitl kwéns-náč s'ente, perhaps I may go.
skánac-kitl kwé-náč teús'núwa, perhaps thou mayest go.
skánac-kitl kló-kwé-náč snítl, perhaps he, she may go.

Imperative Forms.
náč, go.
náč-kaunq, go you.

Miscellaneous Forms.

ámatl náč-auq, you had better go.

In this expression the adverb áma takes the imperative inflexion.
kwendj-náč, that I should go.
nétl kitl 'tlo-ens-náč, then will I go.

In the N'tlakapamuq we find two distinct copulative pronominal forms, one used exclusively with intransitive and one with transitive verbs. We have two forms also in the Stlatlum, but they do not appear to be employed in this way in this dialect. I can find no rule for their use other than that I have given under "substantive verb." In some expressions they appear to be used interchangeably.

Active Verb.

Present Tense.

cíken, to strike.

I strike, cíken-ťlkăn ;

we strike, cíkeném (wienémutl.)

thou strikkest, cíken-ťlkauq ;

you strike, cíken-ťlkálep.

he, or she strikes, cík'nac ;

they strike, cík'néťac.

Past Tense.

cíken-ťlkăn-tó, I struck.

cíkëném-tó, we struck.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

Future Tense.

cíken-ťlkăn kitl, I shall strike.

cíkeném kitl, we shall strike.

The other persons follow regularly in like manner.

Imperative Forms.

strike! cíken!
strike now! cíkenmatl! or cíken wá-matl!
strike you! cíken é matl or cíken-é-wá-matl! or lóhómatl cíken!

let me strike it, s'ntéás kó cíken tálé.
Obligative Forms.
I must or ought to strike it, tē ciken-tilkan.
you must or ought to strike it, tē ciken-tlkaq.
we must or ought to strike it, tē cikenēm.

Conditional Forms.
when I strike, kwendj plan ciken.
when thou strikwest, kw's plan cū ciken.
when we strike, kw's plan cikenēm.
when you strike, kw's plan-tlep ciken.

Optative Forms.
I wish I could strike it, neqat'1 or 'nsqat'1 kw's ciken-en.
I wish we could strike it, neqat'1 kw's ciken-em.
I wish thou couldst strike it, neqat'1 kw's ciken-aq.
I wish you could strike it, neqat'1 kw's cik'nālep.

Interrogative Forms.
Did he strike it? ciken-ac wentc? or ciken-ac-ha?
Yes, he struck it, ciken-ac.
Did you strike it? ciken-kauq wente?
I did, wā-tilkan.
Ought we to strike it? hōz wentc ciken-em?

Deprecative Forms.
Please don't strike it, s'aluks qoaz kwācū ciken.
Please don't strike me, s'aluks qoaz kwācū cikente.

Reciprocal Forms.
Let us strike one another, hōi-tlkatl-ciken-tūāl.
they fought each other, ka hāz-tūāl-wēta.

Iterative Forms.
I am repeatedly striking it, wātlkan cikēcken.
we are " " wātlkatl cikēcken-em.
 thou art " " wātlkaq cikēcken.
 you are " " wā-tlkalep cikēcken.

It is interesting to note that the duplication for the first person plural is different from that of the others.

**Negative Forms.**

**Present Tense.**

I do not strike, qoaz kwendj wā ciken.

thou dost not strike, qoaz kwácèi ciken.

he does not strike, qoaz kwā cikēn-ac.

we do not strike, qoaz kwē ciken-ēm.

you do not strike, qoaz kwālap ciken.

they do not strike, qoaz kwā cik’ nétac.

**Past Tense.**

I did not strike, or I have not struck it, qoaz kwendj wā-tō ciken.

we did not strike it, qoaz tō-kwē ciken-ēm.

Don’t strike it! qoaz kwā cē ciken!

Don’t strike me! qoaz kwē cē cikente!

**Infinitives.**

to strike, ciken; to have struck, ciken-tō.

**Passive Voice.**

Struck, cik.

**Present Perfect Tense of Accidental Action.**

I am struck, cikstōmålēm.

we are ” cikstōmōlēm.

thou art ” cikstōmēm.

you are ” cikālep.

**Present Perfect Tense of Purposive Action.**

I am struck, cikentōlēm.

we are ” cikentōmōlēm.

**Recent Past Present Tense of Accidental Action.**

I have been struck, cikstōmålēm-tō.

we have ” cikstōmōlēm-tō.

**Recent Past Perfect Tense of Purposive Action.**

I have been struck, wā-tō-cikentōlēm.

we have ” wā-tō cikentōmōlēm.

**Remote and Past Perfect of Accidental Action.**

I have been struck, cikstōmålēm-tō...ō.

we ” cikstōmōlēm-tō...ō.
The longer the voice dwells upon the final vowel of the tense suffix, the more remote is the action.

**Immediate Past Perfect of Accidental Action.**

I was struck, wā kā cikstómhálema.

we were " wā kā cikstómól'ína.

**Immediate Past Perfect of Purposive Action.**

I was struck, wā cikentáleme.

we were " wā cikentómól'íme.

**Pluperfect.**

cik-kan-tō, I had been struck.

cik-katl-tō, we "

**Future.**

cik stómháleme kitl, I shall be struck (accidental action).

cik-kan kitl " " (purposive action).

cik-tómól'íme kitl, we " " (accidental action).

cik-katl kitl, we " " (purposive action).

cik-ent-kan kitl, I shall strike myself (if I do this).

ka ciken-teút-kan, I struck myself (accidentally).

ciken tēl Melania kitl, I shall be beaten. (I know I deserve punishment.)

etl c'k-an kitl, If I am struck. etl c'k-at kitl, If we are struck.

**Miscellaneous Phrases.**

I burnt it, rōlen-tlkăn.

I burnt my hand, k'wētpǎkā-tlkăn.

I burnt it all up, rōlen-tlkăn-tō tākem.

I must go soon, kālāl kwendj nāc, or 'ntlōs nātłte nēnāc.

The moon will rise soon, kālāl teftlk aş k-'lānāmtēna.

one dog, pāla skākā.

two dogs, án'wāc skākā.

few dogs, qoāz skākā (?)

many dogs, qoāit skākā.

every dog or all dogs, tākem ē skākā.

no dog, qoāz kātī kwa skākā.

one hat, 'npepḻḻuik'q, or pāla kamōt.

two hats, án'wac kamōt or nan'wacałq'q.

all the hats, tākem ē kamōta.

no hat, qoāz kātī kwa kamōt.

one house, pāla teftq, or pālālēte.

two houses, án'wac teftq, or 'n'wacēl'te.
one stone, pāla kētla or pālalite.
is it a stone? kētla-ha tō?
is that a stone? kētla-ha tēō?
this is a stone, kētla teēā.
which stone? nētl kūnkā kētla?
Is that a black stone? kwoqkwēeq-ha tē kētla?
what kind of stone? stām tē kō kētla?
I have a dog, wā-tilkan ekkāka.
you have a dog, wā-tilkanq ekkāka.
we have a dog, wā-tilkatl ekkāka.
we have some dogs, wā-tilkatl en-kēltc'-skāka.
he has some dogs, wā enkēltc'-skāka.
my dog is black, knōqkwēeq ten skāka.
your dog is white, skākacuwa puk.
my hat is on the table, ten kamōta wā esk'īl, or wā eck'īl ten kamōta.
in the box, 'n tī hute'ma.
where is my hat? ēnka tō nēna-kamōta?

Note here the use of tō, the locative adverb "there," to express absence of object; nen, is the "absent" form of the possessive pronoun, and the final ā attached to it is the interrogative sign.

on that stone, en teō kētla.
sit near me, métcak ec-tla s'endj.
come with me, cēma ec-dīc ec-Endj; or cēma ē'wā ec-Endj (or ūnteطم).
come home with me, ēqwel ēwā ec-Endj.
I will go with you, nac-kan ēwā ec-nūwa, or nācban ēwā méntcin.
let us build a house, nōi wē mēcāl'te.
let us make something, nōi wē mátt.
let us build a canoe, nōi stōi mé cāūtl.
let us go there (several people), hōhōictuc tūō, or qiātuc eťō tūō.
let us go there (two persons only), hōhōic etēō tūō, or qiātuc etēō tūō.
come here, cēma etcā.
come this way, entcētem etcā.
the moon is bright, tcitletctlēm tē k'tānāmtena.
the day is clear, qōqqkwēm.
it is cloudy, esk'um'p, ad litt. he (meaning the sun) is shut up.
he is making a fire, wā pām'cēm.
give or bring me the dog, cēmac skākacūwa.
are you cold? teōtlōmskauq wentc?
yes, or I am (in reply) wā or ē.
is he sick? wā wente ālsum?
he is, wā, or wā ālsum; no, qoāz, or qoāz kwāc ālsum, no, he is not sick.
is your father dead? zōk-tō wente nē skātzacūwa? yes, ē; no, qoāz.
The Salish tongues always employ the negative form in questions of this kind, thus; would you not like some meat?

I must drink, ken-ökwe.
I ought to drink, áma kwendj ökwe, or ámatl ök-an; verbatim, it is good that
I drink.

I am eating meat, ken-teči tečinem.
which is your dog? nētl kō ēnka skākacū?
he stole my dog, nauk-ńećełec ten skākā.
he stole your dog, nauk-ńećełac skākacūwa.
he killed my dog, zőcēc nen-skākā.
I lost my dog, pilip-tīkan nen-skākā,
he lost his dog, pilipeza nē skākaca.

(The function of nen and ne in the last three sentences, will be understood by referring to the possessive pronominal forms.)

it is raining, wā kwic.
it rained yesterday, wā kwic ēnāt'qac.
it will rain to-morrow, kwic kitl nātūq.
it may rain to-morrow, kwic kitl etl-p'čīl-ec.
if it rains I shall not go, etl wie kwic qōāz kwendj wā nāc.
where are you? ūn-ka etl-wā-aq?
I am here, en-teči wā-en.
where do you live? ūn-ka tlauq-wā?
I live here, en-teči tlō-en wā.
where is John? en-ka tō kw'c John?
he stays in that house, en tuō tečf tlō wā-ac.
he is down on the beach, enkōō teč'qteča.
I fish, ken-teči kwāzem; a fisherman, teč'k-tzōkwačem.
are you coming? teč'ča-kuq kitl wente?
I often go there, pāpet kwendj wā nācāte.
come in, cēma ōtluq, or ōtluq tlō.
did you shoot a door? kōc qitkuq wente tō sk'lōla?
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is it dark? k'íspet'l'pm aít?  
I want you to go, nesqat'1 kwá oů-náč.  
it is Harry, nèl Harry.  
Once he came to my house, pálá tó kw'e tleákuč ét'en tefíq.  
When I came in the man was lying on the bed, tleák-kan ótlúq wá ec-áqaíte skaíqa.  
I saw him when I went out, átsqen tlkan entlac ens-náč ótska wá ec-áqaíte.  
I am hurt, qan-tilkan.  
you have hurt me, qantétomíkaúq.  
who made this? oůwát kó máitcintálé tseá?  
I did, c'entce; he did, c'uítl.  
he has killed it, zóké-nóq-c.  
I want some water, ken-qat'min kókó.  
he said he was going, wá-teít kwás náč.  
I am hunting (habitually) wa-tilkan-pékem.  
I hunt, ken-pékem.  
I dance, ken-mótsóm.  
I sing, ken-klélém, or ken-útlem.  
this house, tseá tefíqa.  
that house, tó tê láka tefíq.  
these houses, é-zá tefíqa.  
these houses, é-tló tefíqa.  
those houses, é-láka untbó tefíq.  
right eye, 'nzehálóca.  
left eye, 'ntcuk-álóca.  
both eyes, túacálóš.  
right ear, 'nzehálána.  
left ear, 'ntcuk-weíná.  
both ears, é 'nkaléná.  
right hand, n'zeháká.  
left hand, 'ntcuk-wáká.  
both hands, é 'nkwekécta.  
right foot, tensáká.  
left foot, tensék-wáká.  
both feet, é 'nskwąqta.

Myths and Traditions.

Kaiyám.

Kaiyám wá ecécitken, né-tlós wáííc, ec-teítúq kw'e Kaiyám.  
Kaiyám was "keekwilee" house, then she lived there, it-housed Kaiyám.  
Rap aít, né-tlós ro-ite, né-tlós kwelékwilauq né-tlós teóqec étě kóa.  
Evening now, then she slept, then dreamed-she, that went-she into-the water.
P'el aitl né-tlos qáke, né-tlos mëteake, né-tlos tåtllëhe, né-tlos aitl Morning now then awoke-she, then got-up-she, then stood-up-she, then now mëtuke, 'nteÊtem auq-a kô kóa, né-tlos teÊqec auq-a kô kóa, né-tlos walked-she, entered-she into the water, then went-she into the water, then mëteake en ti efêkteca. TeÊlaacë tê skweÊkwilaqca, né-tlos átstuqenac sat-she on the bank. She-did-like as-in the dream-her, then saw-she tê stzökwaña 'nkwónam stzökwaña. Në-tlos kâlûqaca né skweÊkwilaqca. A salmon (a) soft-roe salmon. Then recalled-it-she the dream-her.

Në-tlos kwányac tê wìkÊtënea, né-tlos teÊraàniknac, né-tlos kwánac tê tâqéélëa Then took-she the knife-her, then cut-it-open-she, then took-she the long tê kwóna, né-tlos tzâwânac, nûkenac skûkumëit, né-tlos teûnaqc kwe the roe then washes-it-she transforms-it-she a baby, then bade-she-it élale. Në-tlos teûnanmatecaac "n'kôkwa" teûn. Në-tlos teûts tê to cry. Then taught-her-she "my grandmother" to say. Then says-she the skûkumûtâ "n'kôkwa." Në-tlos mòlìc kwánac tê slákëkalâ tèl kô baby "my grandmother." Then again took-she the short kwóna, né-tlos tzâwânac, né-tlos skûkumëil wëylih. Në-tlos tûkënaqc, roe, then washed-it-she, then a baby becomes it. Then took-them-up-she, kìla áma te'p'tënocêimca. Në-tils tâttëlih, stûkëcë tâcákaëmënes è very good feelings-her. Then stood-up-she, held-them-she in-beth-arms the umëmatseca.

grand-children her.

Në-tils aitl enüicte étì teftûclea, né-tlos kòteënaqc, Ámaac skwâkùuka. Then now goes-in-she the house-her, then puts-them-down-she, good-is heart-her.

Në-tils àmaac kwâcë átsuqec. Në-tils aitl lâlištami Then well cares for-them-she looks-after-them-she. Then now become-big ématseca Skaiyâm. Në-tils âléñëe, në-tlos kwâluteë Skaiyâm grand-children of Skaiyâm. Then sick-becomes-she, then speaks-she Skaiyâm kwâluteëcë è umëmatseca: Etil-zôk'ëan nachëxkëlep ten zóteëmina, instructs-them-she the grandchildren-her: When dead-I am take-me-you my red-paint, móta ten qëunkea, móta ten têltkëca, móta ten qëëta, móta ten teÊckëtena, also my black-paint, also my stone-hammer, also my wedge, also my spear, móta ten hómita, móta ten ëlùza, móta ten lûkwa, móta ten newanëkëna, also my paddle, also my canoe, also my basket, also my fisher-skin-head-dress.

Etil-zôk'ëan eòë Etil-nàctamkëlep tì stëélukca; q'ócin ketël eskaft né-tils When I am dead yonder then go-you that point; four shall be days then ne-zôk. Qëçin nàc-kut né-tlos zôk'ëc. Në-tlos kwâñëm è umëmatseca my-death. Four went-by then dies-she. Then take-her the grandchildren-her, né-tlos 'ntlamànam en tê k'lùza, né-tlos aitl nàc-tam étï qatìmëñëca. Në-tils then put-her in the canoe-her, then now take-her where desired-to-go-she. Then aitl teÊuku-s-ton êkë umëmatseca tâkum è sten-ëtënea. Në-tils aitl now placed them by the grandchildren-her all the belongings-her. Then now
qelene~en entlemtlam en te kl'azca Skaiyam. Te'q aitl kw'c k'keokin~n
haul-her-up lying down in the canoe-of Skaiyam. Finished now putting-her-away,
n'lt-lo aitl tl'wa~ne~m ek~e une~natsca. Kamatla~ku sk'umpa;
then now she-is-left-behind by-the grand-children-her. It-is-a-beautiful-day warm;
'qwel-wet aitl. N'e-tlos aitl 'qwel-e, te'eq-wet aitl te teftiq-e~ha; te teftiq-e~ha
go-home-they now. Then now home-they, go-in-they now the house-their; the house-their
O'Ciclenk. N'e-tlos 'elal-e; N'e-tlos rOIt-e. Pe'il aitl N'e-tlos
is-a "keekwile~e-house." Then lament-they; then sleep-they. Morning now then
meteak, N'e-tlos ot~ka unikuma, N'e-tlos k'umps, N'e-tlos ot~ka te skilamq'a.
sit-up, then outside (the) sun, then warm, then goes-out-she the elder.
N'e-tlos te'eqes aukwaltzuka, N'e-tlos meteaks, kamatla~ku skumpa,
When went-she to-a-distant-point, then sat-down-she, the-day-is-beautiful warm
N'e-tlos kanema~ec kwaw'equ'a, N'e-tlos kalanie, N'e-tlos kanema~ec, N'e-tlas k'o te
then hears-shc, shouting, then listens-she, then hears-she, it-was erst-while the
kwokwa~ca wanhenhem. N'e-tlo aitl skwani~e te ciekwoza;
grandmother-her calling-out. Then now asks-she the younger sister:
"Ti qonauq-ha-tlo zok Skaiyam?" "Qonauq-tlo zok. Qonauq-tlo zok qelute.
"Is it true dead Skaiyam?" "It-is-true dead. Yes dead sir."
N'e-tlo aitl hatelin; N'e-tlos qelene~e te kl'azca; N'e-tlo aitl st'ee~uits, N'e-tlos
Then now lands-she; then hauls-she the canoe-her; then now comes-up-she, then
O'tluqs te sifyuktea, N'e-tlos kwani~e te slaw'nea, N'e-tlos te'akwani~e. St'ee~e
goes-in-she the girl, then takes-she the mat, then spreads-it-she. Enters-she
aitl O'tluq utc ciclenk; no't-lo aitl meteak en te' slaw'nea. N'e-tlos
now into the "keekwile~e-house"; then now sits-down-she on the mat. Then
kwani~e te helaka, N'e-tlos nacite 'nazauqom te skilamqa; N'e-tlos kernani~e,
takes she the water-basket, then went-she for-water the elder-one; then bade-she,
n'lt-lo tcun~a; "nac kwam kw'c pl'amic ek'o-aleska." N'e-tlos k'leekene,
then said-she; "go get some fire-wood outside-there." Then comes she,
stukca~e O'pa~mi~ca. N'e-tlos tciJenem te te kekqke~ca "pam'cem aitl!
brings-she much fire-wood. Then hidden-she by the elder sister-her "make-up-the-fire!
kauwokmatl!" N'e-tlo aitl kwani~e te skilamq'a te nokwitna, N'e-tlos
heat-the-cooking-stones! Then now took-she the elder-one the cooking-basket, then
ntlakwani~ac, N'e-tlo aitl te'eqafim. Kwol aitl. N'e-tlos kwani~e, N'e-tlos
put-in-water-she; then now boils. Cooked now. Then took-she, then
enktecanekenac, N'e-tlo aitl tlomie te ska'eqwa qoz kwacka ecaucac
placed-before-him-she, then now spoons-it-he that man not able to chew
e skami~ca; w'a-tlo-esla~wa etl-wielakwonec e skami~ca. Te'ukwalite
the roots; he-covered-up-his-mouth when-he-spat-out-it the roots. Finished-eating
aitl te ska'eqwa; N'e-tlos tatelin, N'e-tlos kwiskwe~its; N'e-tlos ot~kae~to
now that man; then he stood up, then dropped them; then outside-went-he,
(the roots)
N'e-tlos atsmachen te tce Ilina e skam'ic'a; N'e-tlos te'tits: "wa-kumen
Then perceived-she the younger the roots; then said-she: "why
2
ke qoiz kwac sákwanac č skam'tca?" Nē-tlōs teùts te skilämqa:
not eat-he the roots?" Then said the elder:

"Ke-wie-káne." Cénpmok: kō á té nūwānékena té skařeqwa,
I don't know why." Bound-around-head with a fisher-skin that man,
eq-metoc čítě zőtsemina, móta té qeqeqca tće metocetca, ec-tlūk-cain,
mark-face-he with the red paint, also the black-paint mark-face-his, he-parts-his-hair,
enzúcak ko té skařeqwa, tče šeqeka skařeqwa ḳę k'umk'amaa. Rap
he-dressed-his-hair that man, that goes man with-the young-women. Night
aįlt. Nē-tlōs aįlt āqeq-e, eskwuntámētečwēt té skilämqa āqeqe
now. Then now lie-down-they, they-have-intercourse-together the elder lies
'názaknówec č tće skařeqwa, āqeqe tće tcilāna tće 'ntečk-‘âtlúnwec č
on-the-right-side-of the man lies the younger on-the-left-side-of the
skilämqa. Nē-tlōs tcimócminac tće skilämqa čimámic. Nē-tlōs k'łókónač,
man. Then faces-he-towards the older wife. Then embraces-her-here,
nē-tlōs nokménač aįlt čimámica. Teuk'ćec č tće skilämqa čimámic, then
has-intercourse he now-wife his. Finished-with the elder wife,
'p'elkócem aįlt čtě tcilāna čimámic; nokménač aįlt tće lána
he faces now to the younger wife; he-has-intercourse with now the younger
čimámic. Teuk'ć aįlt, eškwam-malôqcem, rött-to-wët aįlt. P'eįlt aįlt, nē-tlōs
wife. Finished now, he-lies-breast-upwards, slept they now. Morning now, then
mëtcæk-č nē-tlōs ñtk-č tkum-wewith-tlō, téeq-wët. Nē-tlōs nacija
get-up they then go-outside they all-of-them, went out they. Then goes he
skilämqwa ełéo këkaua. Nē-tlōs kwálùtīc če tcilina; nē-tlōs kwálùtīc če
tće mnuk there away off. Then spoke the younger; then said-she-to the
kéqeqča; "Pupau-tlkam." "Kailen-tlkam-tlō tličt, pupau-tlkam-tlō tlët,"
elder-sister-here; "I am swollen." "The same I am too, swollen-I am also,"
teùts aįlt č tće skilämqwa; "etl-rápēc kitl móka četqet
ail now the elker; "when night-it-is shall-be next at-midnight
höz-n'kuk'tzántcyken, nē-tlōs zwotnän kitl." "Nēl teówaca čumíćet
let-us-make-him-laugh, then find out shall." Last-night his is closed-month
tlō-āic-nek'ukzáně, teùt aįlt če tcilina. Nē-tlōs teútīc če skilämqa:
when-he-laughed," said now the younger. Then said-she the elder:
"āma." Rap aįlt; nē-tlōs āqeq-e aįlt; nē-tlōs aįlt nek'ukzáněk'n-čtăc.
"all-right." Night now; then lie-down-they now; then now tickle-him-they.
Nekukzáně aįlt teówāc mçcēte, nek'ukzáně aįlt, čäkem aįlt, teăt aįlt:
Laughing now his mouth-closed, laughing now opening now, he says now
"ha! ha! ha! ha!" Nē-tlōs móta teùts; "Teuk'ćstőmítəli, s'čnteqm
"ha! ha! ha! ha!" Then also says-he: "Let-me-alone, it-is-I
nē-kwôkwa-lápa." "qoiz kwac këkkan; qoiz kwac teuk'ćstômeč, teùt aįlt če
grandmother-your," "Not eat stop; not can let-you-alone," said now the
skilämqa. Zök aįlt Skaiyam. P'eįlt aįlt, kwānac aįlt skilämqa k'tkalıqen,
elder. Dead no Skaiyam. Morning now, takes-she now the elder a-rope,

ázémen-étac ekwámnik'wum ně-tlō aitl tůken-étac, qáten-étac, mátkuk tie-up-they-her knees-drawn-up then now lift-her-up-they, raise-her-up-they, walk 'n tečėm tečoq-wët aitl; ně-tlō 'nšlūmān-étac te kūłācu te kūłācu stē'mna to the water reach-they now; then place-her-in they the canoe-her the canoe big-tub (the water)
skwātcíte.a. Ně-tlō 'nkauwanétac nemkál-wët, tečoq-wët, aitl těkokaun ně-tlōs its-name. Then set-off-they paddling-they, arrive-they now far-out, then tůken-étac, 'nkumkwa-étac, ně-tlō 'nmāctek, ně-tlōs òwel'mi'c; lift-her-up-they, put-her-into-the-water-they, then she sinks, then bubbles-appear; kklek'lołackohem aitl, ekwél. Ôqwel-wët aitl, tečoq-wët etc' very-still-water now, it is balmy. Go-home-they now, arrive-they at the

cítken-čha, ně-tlō hōzā-č, tečuík-wët aitl. K's-hōzā-č ně-tlō "keekwíle-house"-their, then get-ready prepared-they now. Being-ready-they then for a journey,
orš-č, ně-tlō mátkū-č nîcëtem kwünkünkëna stūàk'kwa. Tečoq-wët aitl go-out-they, then they walk-they towards head of the creek. Arrive-they now ēwā-ec-teftūq, ótluq-wët aitl; wā skūkumēta, čečkwatl, móta tē where-was-a-house, go-inside-they now; there-was a baby, a-tiny-baby, also an kutlmēmina; ec-nēmēnem tē kutlmēmina. Wā-čdal tē skūkumēta. old-woman; she-was-blind that old-woman. It-was-crying that baby.

Ně-tlō tcúts tē kāmaza, tē skflēmq: "Teunāc tē kutlmēmina, Then said the maid, the elder-one: "Bid-her the old-woman, (to her sister)
cauqenskaúk'kwa!" "Qoź kwendj ka q'itlēca." "Ama, cauq'nēmētl, wash-you-it!" "Not I can-do-it." "Very well, wash-it-we, (replied the old woman)
orīt-kitl." "Āma." Tē skflēmq ně-tlōs tāthlēnius, ně-tlōs tůkenac it-sleeps-then-will." "All right!" The elder-one then stood-up, then took-it-she (answered the old woman).

k'ilkwänac, ně-tlōs kēnāc, ně-tlōs métεcak'cē. Ně-tlōs placed-it-on-the-floor-she, then laid-the-baby-in-her-lap, then sat-it-up-she. Then k'kwänac tē koa, ně-tlō nkluíkwänac, ně-tlōs kēp'ēnes tē took-she some water, then poured-into-the-basket, then "tonged"-she the k'umpál'te, ně-tlōs tēpēnac, ně-tlōs k'kwänac tē kūtl, ně-tlōs kītenac tē hot-stone, then heats-it-she, then took-it-she the stone, then lifted-it-she the (out-of-the-water)
kūtl, etl-cauqencac aitl. Ně-tlōs teunac tē čečkwōza: "Nae kwām kō stone, then washes-it-she now. Then bids-she the younger-sister-her: "Go get a zōkwōz." Ně-tlōs nācie kwām kō zōkwōz. Qoź k's-hūnic piece-of-punk-wood. Then went-she to get a piece-of-punk-wood. Not a-long-while ně-tlōs tōk'kókkē tē zōkwōz. Ně-tlōs wētcēk'cē tē then returns-with-it-she the log-of-punk-wood. Then hands-it-to-she the čečkwōza tē skūkumēta. Ně-tlōs qometētēc s'ńitl aitl. Tē younger-sister-her the baby. Then hurries-herself-off-she (with) it now. The
skilumqa 'n-újétée. Teék'a aitl, né-tlós lauwonée, né-tlós elder one lays it (the wood) down-in-the-cradle. Finished now, then suspends-it then she (the cradle),

gétéatc tè kutلامéjina tè cfla, né-tlós teúna: "Qoáz-kwac-okwóctcin hands-she the old-woman the string, then said-she: "Don't-you-touch-it (for swinging cradle)

plan rót." Né-tlós aitl ótsáhe né-tlós Qoméntútec, p'zánac tè while it-sleeps." Then now goes-out-she, then hurries-she-herself, overtakes-she the ciékwózca, né-tlós kwánac tè skukumétè skükaiyúq. Né-tlós aitl kísk-kè younger-sister-her, then took-she the baby boy. Then now set-off-they máístuk kakaú; teéñkwét aitl tè kakaú, teéñkwét aitl tè kakaú, walking a-long-way; they-went now a long-way-off, they arrive now a long-way-off, máíł-towét tè tefitúq, né-tlós aitl ceqwa. Né-tlós qetéñóstwé etl-stám-ac make-they a house, then now stay-there-they. Then ponder-they what-kind-of kúret kúqom reyep-stái, kwáné-tac tè kálweta nél aitl medicine quickly make-him (the baby) grow up, take-it-they the medicine then now wá-cuñe-étac, nél kó-kło aitl cómékwé kwé rééps; né-tlós aitl léstémpu; washed-him-they, then thereupon now quickly he-grew-up; then now becomes-a man;

né-tlós aitl ec-péákm. then now he-goes-hunting.

Né-tlós-tó-kakuméjca è nanwáca yukýúkac, kló-hén-kó kwé qóaic kwác It-is-far-away-they-are those two women, a-long-time that not he was elal. Rap aitl, tè kutlaméjina né-tlós tántélísíí teácínac crying Night now, the old-woman then stands-up she-felt-for-the-baby (the grandchild).

kłó, zókwóz. Né-tlós qaúacíac tè kw'támíteca: "Skwá—skwá—set lo, a log. Then called-she the husband-her: "Skwáskwáset pla—ne—keñen tè—é—ma—tsa ka—tla"! Skwáskwáset kelámec changed the grandson our!" Skwáskwáset hears

ló-wie-cnwt kwa wéu, né-tlós Sáñstác tè nhwopqencé, né-tlós nektemenac some-kind-of a noise, then pulls out a leg-hair-his, then puts-it-in-his-mouth né-tlós écaunnc, né-tlós p'téekwunnc= étí toá réép, né-tlós teúk's, né-tlós then he chews-it, then he spits-it-out into that water-fall. Then it stops, then mótá kelámec etl-kúñém aitl ló-wie-cnwt cimám'ca, kanémc aitl, né-tlós again he listens if—hear now it-might-be-the-sound-of wife-his he-hears now, then zówátenc aitl. Né-tlós k'étíliing, teéñq aitl tè tefitúq, né-tlós he-understands now. Then he-starts-off, he-arrives-at now the house-his, then skwámínc cimám'ca: "Náñcem tè ématé-kátla zókwóz." Skwáskwáset né-tlós she-tells wife-his: "changed the grandson-our log-of-punk. Skwáskwáset then teúna cimám'ca: "Kánmém Qoác kwácum ámac kwáxem kutsúq té ématé-kátla",

chides wife-his: "Why not better you look-after the grandson our.

"Hóimátz-lúqpentetóímic." Zúqencé aitl né-tlós niéc-k; teéñkwét aitl "Now-you-must'-pack 'me." He-packs-her now then go-they; get they now (said old woman)
kō ālsēka; nē-tlōs āltum'c tēc yāketea: "Rīma, rīma, rīma, rīma, outside; then sings she this woman: "Shorten, shorten, shorten, shorten, nōmate." Nē-tlōs rīmalīte, kañemēncē tē ēmāte-čha kēkta my grandson." Then the-path-is-shortened, hear-him-they the grandson-their-at-little tlas ēlas. Nē-tlōs kētecēmā ca; nē-tlōs kētecēle uk-a nēwa ca kwa distance crying. Then he-throws-her-off wife-his; then runs he to where-is the ēlas. Tāqulmin kō klo, nē—tēlōs mōtāc kañalīne tēcunās-kō ēla kō kakāta crying. He-is-almost-there, then again it-goes-far-off a receding cry far far away. Skwāskwāset kelēl aitl; pānēt aitl tēlēkmēncē ca; nē-tlōs tu'ēnēcē Skwāskwāset angry now; returning now he went to her wife-his, then took he caimā'ca, nē-tlōs kō-tluķānac. Teūk-a aitl kāitl kō-tluķānac wife-his, then he-jammed-her-nose-into-a-log. Finished now when jamming-nose-into-log caimā'ca ełl-tećunāc aitl: "Ełl-rēép-kaauq-matl tsākwa, skwāste tek-ča-či-it-kīl wife-his then said he now: "Become-you tsākwa-plant, name-your hereafter ōqwel'mi'aq, tsākwa kitl kwā snālēntoēhacwēt, wa-kitl tsākwa-tenöhacwēt." people tālāq ca tālāq shall they-call-you, it-shall-be eat-you-they.

Skwāskwāset ōqwel aitl, tēcōq tē tečōqca nē-tlōs wāaca. Kleēk aitl Skwāskwāset goes-home now, arrives at the house-his, then stays-there. Comes now tēc skōzaca; nē-tlōs skwānac. "Nē-čkōzačūwa no-nāk-a-tō nēnānuwa the daughte-his; then he-informs her. "Child-you has-been-stolen-by two cyukiyāktea." "Nkétōozam nē-tećipalēnca"? "Untō. "Āmā." Nē-tlōs women. "Where-is-now cradle-his"? "Over-there." "All-right." Then kwānac, nē-tlōs kētecēmā, nē-tlōs kwānac tē qelākā, nē-tlōs nōcīte she-gets-it, then she-puts-it-down, then she takes the water-basket, then she fetches nēzaqūn. "Nkā-tō nē-kutlā"? "Untō. "Nkā-tō nē-neaqēnic"? water. "Where the-heating-stone"? "Over-there." "Where the wash-tub"?

"Untō. "Nkā-tō nē-kwisqēna"? "Untō. "Nkālōkāwānac aitl tē "Over-there." "Where the-tonga"? "Over-there." She pours in water now the 'neaqēninca; nē-tlōs tu'ēnēcē kwisqēna, kēpēncē tē k'umpālīteca, nē-tlōs washing-utensil her; then she takes the tongs, seizes the heating-stone, then pótlōnac tē 'neaqēninca; kwānac aitl entećāntecē, nē-tlōs mōlōnac, nē-tlōs heats the washing-utensil-her; she-takes now the-napkin-her, then soaks it, then k'lōpōnac, nē-tlōs wōqwa, nē-tlōs ēlas, nē-tlōs tu'ēnēcē skūkumētā, nē-tlōs she wrings-it, then it-drips, then it-cries, then she takes up a child, then cauqēnca skūkiiyuuq, nē-tlōs neqētecē, nē-tlōs lau'wanac, nē-tlōs aitl she washes the-baby-boy, then she cradles-him, then she-hangs-it-up, then now ce-ānac kwooče-atsuqēcē. Nē-tlō aitl kōltûmpe. Nē-tlō aitl it-is-well cared-for-and-looked-after. Then now he-becomes-a-youth. Then now nācīte pēkēken; tēcōq pēkēken; klēek ōqwel. Pēil nac mōta he goes out hunting; he has been hunting; comes home. Next-morning he goes again pēkēken; ālsuqmaq tō mōta; klēek ōqwel, skūmsatl skwātcētēca. Skwānac to hunt; he-saw-him again; comes home, napkin-man name-his. He told
ail te’ skêqozaca: “P’zantik-kan-tlo móta.” “O n’êkôza nauk-ônêz-e-nô now mother-his: “met-I-him again. “O my son he was-stolen nê-kâteikeuíwa, eñan’wie eyuki’yâktea nê-nauk-ônêz-tali-ha tô the elder-brother-your two - women they-stole-him-away-a-long-time-ago nê-kâteikeuíwa, nê-kâteikeuíwa esemê-teczâ; en tô közâpîla tô the elder-brother-your, the elder-brother-your has-a-mole; on the cheek-his the sme-mê-teczâ.” P’êl-môta nac môta pê-kêmê nêl aitl nesêqnae; mole-his. The morning-following he goes again hunting it is now he-seeks-him; kânênece to wâame’inêmêm skwilatên, nê-tlô aitl niê-nênae, nê-tlôs he-hears-it the tapping-noise-of the wood-pecker, then now he-goes-towards-him, then teçq-mên-ae; nê-tlôs méteak-ê; nê-tlôs skwilútêc Skâmsat. Nê-tlôs tehnae: he-gets-to-him, then sit-down-they, then spoke Napkin-man. Then said-he:

Snûwa-ka kwen-kâteik, nauk-ônêz-em-kô-tô kwen-kâteik “You must be my-missing elder-brother, he was-stolen-by my-missing-elder-brother eñanuwa-ke-o nauk-ônêz-tali-ha, auk’êto tô etl-talakstômac.” “Wonaúq two-women-they stole-him-long-ago over-there when-they-took-him-away.” “True eñêntem. Nâc-kaun-tlo oqwel, teêickau tlo móta nátuq; nâc-kan oqwel, I-am he. Go-you home, return-here again to-morrow; go-I home, klêek-kan ititl tlo móta etca etlkan-rîpaca nátuq; snûwa klêek-kaun etca come-I will again here when-it-is-noon-of to-morrow; you come-you here nátuq nêl ititl tlo ens-ênê ûwua eñuwa.” Oqwel aitl te’ pêpela, to-morrow then will I-go along with you.” Went-home now the one, oqwel móta te’ pêpela. Oqwel-wêt aitl. Têqôq êti teñuqqa móta te went home also the other. Went-home-they now. He went to the house-his again the tece Il rains, oqwel aitl, klêek aitl êti teñuqqa, skwilnac skêqozaca: younger-one, he reaches home now, he enters now the house-his, he tells mother-his:

"Wonaúq nêl skôzaeû nê-wâ-âtsuqen-en, wá-tecmtasca. “True it is son-your (that) I have-been-in-the-habit-of meeting, he-bade-me kwendj-nac tlo móta nátuq.” Aqêto-wêt aitl klô quaiz kwêc rât-tô-wêt that-I go there again to-morrow.” They-go-to-bed now but not able to sleep-they.

P’êl aitl, nê-tlôs métêcak, nê-tlôs hózac, teûl’s hózac; nê-tlô aitl Morning now, then he-gets-up, then makes-ready, finished making-ready; then now náciit, nê-tlôs teçoqac en-swâ-êha-tô ê-nátuqac; nê-tlôs âtsuqemps etêo, he-sets-out, then he-went-to-where-far-off yesterday; then he looks over-there, nê-tlôs âtsuqemps c’pелоkwa, nê-tlôs wûc là tâ; ec-mêtêcak. Ten snauk-a-e-tôi then he-sees smoke, then he stays there; he-sits-down. The stolen-youth teçq êti teñuqqa nê-tlôs âqêtoêc nê-tlôs p’êlnoêm auk’a went to the house-his then he-throws-himself-on, then he ponders upon what his bed

etl-kâce ê teemâl’têa; nê-tlôs pôânac auk’a etl-kâce kitl. Nê-tlô he-should-do-with the family-his; then determines upon what-do he-will. Then aitl náciit kôleem kô kwêâhâ; pônac aitl ê kwêâhâ, kwânac now he-goes-out looking for some pitch-wood; he finds now much pitch-wood he-takes-it
This is an extremely interesting and valuable text from a syntactical point of view. It gives us an excellent insight into the structure and idioms of the Stlatlumí language. The story is not a new one, but the Stlatlumí version differs in many interesting particulars from that I collected from the Ststélís. It also rightly belongs here, being a Stlatlumí myth.

**English Equivalent of Above.**

Kaiyam lived in an écitken (a subterranean winter dwelling) all by herself. One night she had a peculiar dream. Next day she went down to the water and sat upon the bank thinking of her dream. Presently she saw a soft-roed salmon, and recalling what had transpired in her dream, she set about enacting it over again. She took her knife and cut open the salmon, carefully taking out the long roe and washing it. She then transformed it into a child, teaching it how to cry. She then taught it to call her “grandmother.” She then returned to the fish, and taking out the short roe, treated it in like manner. She now takes the two children, which are both girls, in her arms and carries them into her house. She is very happy in her possession of them. Thereafter she takes great care of them, and they soon grow to be big girls. When they are grown up, Kaiyam falls sick.
She makes preparations for her death. She calls her two grand-daughters to her and tells them she is about to die, and what they are to do for her when she is dead. "Put all my belongings with my body," said she, "my red paint, and my black paint, my stone hammer and my wedge, my spear and my basket, my paddle and my canoe, and also my fisher-head-band, and take me to yonder point, and place me and the things there. In four days I shall be dead." When the four days had gone by Kaiyam died. Her grand-daughters treat her as she had bidden them. They place her body in her canoe, and take it and all her other belongings to the spot she had designated. Then they left her and returned home. Then they weep and lament for her till bed-time. Next day they rose early. It was a lovely morning, and they went outside and sat down. As they sat they heard someone shouting. It was their erstwhile grand-dame, who had not really died, but merely shammed death for purposes of her own; and she now appeared in the character of a man. The visitor called out, addressing the younger of the sisters, "Is it true that your old grandmother Kaiyam is dead?" "Yes, sir," she replies, "it is quite true; she died yesterday." The visitor now lands, hauls up his canoe and comes forward. One of the young women now enters the house and spreads a mat for the visitor to sit upon. He presently enters and sits down upon the mat. The elder sister now takes her water basket and goes out to fetch some water to cook the stranger a meal. She bids her sister get some firewood and make a fire, and heat the cooking stones. This she does, and the elder then prepares a meal of roots. When it is ready they place it before their visitor, and he takes a spoon and begins to eat. Now, being really an old woman, the seeming young man had no teeth wherewith to masticate the roots, and as he had to hide his face with his arm while he ate, that the girls might not see his vain efforts to chew the roots, he held his blanket up to his mouth from time to time that he might spit them out. Presently he finished his meal and stands up. As he does so, the discarded roots fall to the ground. He now goes outside for a while. When he had gone the younger of the girls perceives the root he had spat out, and, calling her sister's attention to them, asked her why he had not eaten them. "I don't know why," replied she. The old woman now decorates herself, putting on her mystic fisher-skin head-band, and painting her face with the black and red paints, and parting and tying up her hair like a man. She then returns to the young women. Evening arrives, and they prepare to retire for the night. The visitor shares the bed of the sisters, lying between them. He has intercourse with them, first with the elder, and afterwards with the younger. In order to effect this, Kaiyam had used her pestle hammer as a genital organ. Next morning when they get up, and Kaiyam has gone outside, the younger woman says to the elder, "I am very much swollen in my genitals." The other replied, "So am I"; and their suspicions are aroused as to the genuineness of their new husband's manhood. The younger one seems to have suspected that some trick of their old grandmother Kaiyam was being played upon them, and she suggests taking measures on the following night to discover if their husband was what he seemed to be. "When
midnight comes," said she, "let us tickle him and make him open his mouth. I have noticed he always keeps his mouth shut when he laughs." The elder agreed, and the following night the two women set upon Kaiyam, and tickled her so vigorously that in the end she is obliged to open her mouth and cry for mercy. She prays them to stop, but they will not; and, being in danger of being tickled to death, in self defence she declares her identity, crying out, "Oh! leave me alone, don't tickle me any more; I am your grandmother Kaiyam." When they hear this, instead of ceasing they continue to tickle her the more, until she dies under their hands. The following morning the elder sister takes a rope and ties the old woman's body up for burial. They then take the corpse down to Kaiyam's canoe (which was really a big cooking tub, and not a canoe at all) and paddle off some distance upon the water with it. They then cast the body into the water, and it sinks down and disappears for good, the air bubbles rising as it sinks. Then they return home again and make preparations for leaving the old place. When ready they start off, and in time get to the head of the creek. There they perceive a house, which they enter. Within they find an old blind woman and a baby. The latter is in its cradle, which hangs from the swinging pole, and it is crying and sobbing. They go to see what is the matter with it. Said the elder, "It wants to be washed; tell the old woman to wash it." When the old woman is told what ails the child, she replies, "I am blind; I cannot see to do it." "All right," said the elder of the young women, "I'll wash it for you and then it will go to sleep." "Very well, do so," replied the old woman. The young woman then took the cradle down, and began to make preparation for washing the child. She poured the water into the kettle, put the stones in the fire to heat, and when they were hot, heated the water with them and washed the baby. As she did so she bade her sister go outside, and bring in a small punk log. By the time the baby was washed the younger woman returned with the log of punk wood. The elder woman now gave the child to her sister, and bade her hurry away with it, and she would follow presently. The younger woman took the child and hurried off with it, and the elder took the piece of punk wood and placed it in the baby's cradle. She then hung the cradle up again to the spring pole, and, giving the swinging string to the old woman, bade her swing the baby if it cried. "It is asleep now, and you had better not disturb it; let it alone till it cries again." After this she leaves the old woman, and hurries off after her sister, whom she presently overtakes. They now travel on until they have left that part of the country far behind them. They then stop and build themselves a house, and remain there. They take great care of the child, and search out and learn the best kind of medicine to give it to make it grow quickly to manhood. When they discovered the right kind, they wash the child with it, and straightway he becomes a man and takes the two women for his wives. He spends his time in hunting and wandering about the country.

In the meantime the old woman who had been robbed of her grandchild began to wonder as the hours went by why the baby did not wake up or cry.
Presently growing anxious, she got up and felt for the cradle, and discovered that where the baby ought to be was only a rotten log. She shouts out to her husband, who is down the creek some distance fishing, calling him by name and telling him that their grandchild had been changed to a log. The old man, whose name was Skwáskwásét, heard her shouts, but the noise of the water prevented him from understanding what she said. So he pulled out a hair from his leg, and after chewing it for a moment spat it into the waterfall. This caused the water to stop falling, and to become quite silent and still. He now listens to his wife's shouting, and understands what she says. He hurries home, and the old woman tells him what has happened. He scolds her for her carelessness, telling her she should have taken better care of their grandson. She replies by bidding him take her on his back, and hurry with her after the thieves. He puts her on his back, and they set off in pursuit, and she, by her magic power and the repeated utterance of a mystic phrase, shortens the way, so that in a little while they draw near to the two women. They hear the crying of the baby a little way in advance. The old man now throws his wife off his shoulders, and rushes forward to catch the women; but no sooner is his old wife left behind, than the sound of the child's crying recedes farther and farther away, and soon he hears it no more, and knows not which direction to take. In anger he returns to his wife, and takes her up and jams her nose into a log, saying as he does so, “There! you shall become a Tsúkwa. By and bye people will eat you, and give you the name Tsúkwa.” (The Tsúkwa is some kind of trailing plant or herb that grows on logs in the forest.) Skwáskwásét now returns home. After he had been home some little time, his daughter, the mother of the stolen child, returns, and is informed by him that her child has been stolen by two women. When she learns this, she asks him where the child’s cradle was. Being told, she gets it and takes out the napkins. She now makes preparations for washing them, heating the water with hot stones, which she takes from the fire with tongs. When the water is ready she soaks the napkins and presently wrings them out. The drippings from the napkins are thereupon transformed into a child, which cries like a new-born baby. She takes this child and cares for him, and in a short time he becomes a young man. He now goes forth to hunt. One day, as he was out hunting, he saw a strange man, and wondered who he might be. On his return he told his mother, and she replies, “Oh, my son, it may be your elder brother who was stolen by two women. You can easily find out if it be he; your elder brother had a mole on his cheek.” The following day the youth, whose name was “Squeezed-from-a-napkin,” returned to that part of the country where he had seen the stranger. Presently he heard a tapping sound like that made by a woodpecker. He goes in the direction of the sound, and in a little while comes upon the stranger. They sit down together, and enter into conversation, and presently Squeezed-from-a-napkin says to the other, “I think you must be my missing brother who was stolen by two women.” “It is true,” the other answered; “I am he. Now I want you to go home, and come back here again to-morrow, and then I will go home with you.” Thereupon they separate, the younger going home to
tell his mother that the strange hunter was her lost son, and the elder going back
to dispose of his wicked wives and the children they had borne him. When
Squeezed-from-a-napkin gets home he tells his mother what has taken place, and
that his brother had instructed him to return for him on the morrow. Both
mother and son are so excited about the matter that they cannot sleep at all that
night, and at the first break of day get up, the son making preparations for his
journey, the mother for the home-coming of her first-born.

When Squeezed-from-a-napkin is ready he sets off, and in course of time
reaching the spot where his elder brother was to meet him, sits down there to
await him.

In the meantime his elder brother had returned to his house. As he lay abed
that night he pondered over what steps he should take to punish his wives for
their wickedness. At last he determined upon a course, and rises and goes out to
gather a quantity of pitch-wood. Having found what he sought, he takes it home,
and splits it into small pieces and puts it over the fire to dry. He goes back to his
bed again, but is unable to sleep. At daybreak he rises again, and taking his elder
wife in his arms, he casts her upon the ground. Immediately she is changed to
a grizzly bear. He then takes his younger wife and treats her in the same manner,
only she is changed to a black bear. When he has accomplished this, he takes his
children, and blowing upon them, transforms them into little birds, which now fly
away. He then takes the pitchwood, and, making a fire, burns up his house and all
it contains, and then sets out to meet his brother. In due time they meet, and the
two go home to their mother, and thereafter live with her.

THE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE MOUNTAIN-GOAT PEOPLE IN NATIVE TEXT.

Etl-zök-qeqanc kó téé tséla átí, tló-tléek-kauq auwenémutł
When-kilt-you any animal do-it-like this, came-you to-us

Etl-nétlac kw’e hóoc qeqqétecem kó tákem eckénnan, neqútken-tlketł:
in-order that we-might-show-you-how everything is-done, instruct-we

"Etl-zök-qeqanc kó téé áña kwóců čats’qecę. Kila kwáců kwólEn kó
"When kill you any animal well that-you look-after it. First-of-all-must-you roast the
k’lwa, hów-aqz tsákwan kó kíla qoqz kwánegę. Qoázec kwóc tzákwanac
kwa, when-you eat the liver not over-look anyone. It is not should eat
cyáq’tca kó kíla, nóta kwe tȯēwet. Etl-wec-tzákwanec kwe tȯēwet kó
woman any liver, nor-yet a young-hunter. If-he-eat a young-hunter
kíla niitnilpól wá-kitl uk’aliminónit kitl. Etl-qoázec kwáců kwólEn kwac
liver short-winded he will always-thirsty will-be. If it-is-not that-you cook the
kw’tloć, né-tlós wók-qeqanc. Etl-wó-qitLmís kwaćů kwólEn mp
head, then throw-it-into-the-water. If desire you to-cook evening
käitka kw’kwólEn-tlkauq. Kétenc-tlkauq kó kuulitę zítzikače
at-twilight cook-it-you. Lay-down-you some leaves spread-them-you
Etl-kétenc-tlkauq aítl tčélemóc ute pám’ča; métééhem-tlkauq en-ketcéač;
then put-it-down-you now facing towards the fire; mark-face-you across;
The English equivalent of this will be found in the myth of the origin of the mountain-goat kin given below. I thought it well to give this portion of the myth in the native text on account of its intrinsic importance, and because of its high syntactic value. It is of interest to mark the three different forms of the personal pronoun of the second person employed here, viz.: "-tl-kauq," the full primary copulative form,—"auq," the secondary copulative form, and "cu" the possessive form. This latter is not a common usage.
Clamqel.

Prayer.

Kō-heá kókpi, ekatsa-tlikatl, áma tákema óqwelmúq kwác ec-átzaq Heavenly Lord, Father-our, good all people should take-care-of tůwétac tč'kwátcitůwá kša áma. Áma c-tákema óqwelmúq e'tl-tečoqwac everybody the name-thy most good. Good that every person if come-he óke c'núwa kša kókpi. Áma c-tákema óqwelmúq en teá teméeqa where thou-art highest chief. Good that every person in this world hóz-tečlacr tůwétac tče teńwa s'wá skwālúth hóz-tečlacr c-óqwelmúq wa shall-do-like everyone-one the thy commands as-do all people who-are en te heá teméeqa. Qe'tcit-tómótł kwéckátlkatl en tečátemeqa. Áma in the heavenly world. Give-to us some-food-our in this world. Good that tlápen-auq tče teńwa tlikatl kša wa-skóočen tečlacr teč tlápenatn tče kša forget-thou the thou our bad actions like as forget-we the evil wa-záiten-stómótł-ac ó céqtłla óqwelmúq. Áma tirešel-stómótł-aunq kwé done-to-us the other people. Good that make-strong-us-thou that qoázaic kwac kwánem kó tečlacr kó kel. Áma cō-črásuq-stómótł not take-we any doing any evil. Good that there-is-care-taken-of-us, kwé qoázaic kwac kati kélkenančínt. Áma tečlacr. in-order-not that we defile-ourselves. Good that it be so.

Myth of the Origin of the Mountain-Goat-Kin.

Once, a long time ago, a young man, who was a mountain-goat hunter, went forth by himself to hunt. Now both he and the other members of his tribe had been careless and inconsiderate in their manner of dressing their game and disposing of the blood and offal. This had displeased and grieved the chief of the mountain-goats, and he determined to have the young hunter brought to his camp and instructed in the proper way of killing and dressing his game.

With this end in view, he instructed two of his young women to assume their goat forms and place themselves in the way of the hunter and draw him to the camp. Accordingly, when the youth was well into the mountains, they show themselves to him under the guise of goats, and lead him in the direction of their camp. After following them from cliff to cliff, he presently loses sight of them. He mounts the spur upon which he had last seen them, but instead of finding two goats there he sees two young women. Not perceiving that they were the goats he had been following changed to human form, he accosts them, asking if they had seen a pair of goats about there a few moments since. "I see," said he, "their tracks to this point, but can find no trace of them beyond." They smile upon him, and say, "They are our own marks; we made them." Thereupon he falls into a trance, and the young women take him up and convey him to their camp, which is close by. This camp lay beneath the water of a lake, which formed the roof of their
dwellings. When they had descended with him, the young man recovers from his trance, and looks about him. He is surprised to see that he is in a fine large building, with a crystal-like roof over it. The inmates he perceives are handsome, pleasant-looking people. He is soon made to feel at his ease, and the two young women who had brought him there are bestowed upon him freely as his wives.

He is not aware of the connection between these seeming people and the mountain-goats. Night now coming on, all retire to rest. The hunter shares the bed of his wives, the elder lying on his right side, the younger on his left. At the first gleam of dawn two young men of the goat people leave their couch, don their goat-skin coats and leave the camp. They had received their instructions from the chief the night before as to what they were to do. Soon after their departure one of the young man's wives woke him up, and the other begged him to rise, and go out and shoot them some goats. He complies, and takes his bow and arrows and sets forth in quest of the game.

Now the two goat youths had been instructed on this wise by their chief. "When our visitor goes forth to shoot, you must watch him carefully, and see how he does it." When, therefore, they saw the young hunter approaching them, they waited and watched him.

As soon as he perceived the goats, he drew his bow and shot them. But as he wore his blanket, his arms and his bow were partly hidden beneath it, so that the two goats could not see distinctly how he manipulated his arrows. Said one to the other, "He put the arrow in his teeth." "No," replied the other, "you are mistaken; he held it in his hand." When he had shot the two goats he returned to the camp and bade his wives tell some of the men to go and fetch in the game. Four of the men set off and bring in the two dead goats and skin and clean them. The young hunter observed how they did it, and perceived the care and decorum they used in the operation. First they laid down many leaves with which to soak up the blood; when the cleaning was over these leaves were all carefully gathered up and carried with the other offal of the game, and cast into the river. Next morning, early, the meat is cooked, and after the whole camp had partaken of it, the bones were all carefully gathered up and likewise thrown into the river. Everybody now goes into the water to bathe except the old men and widows, who stand on the bank and sing and dance and throw "medicine" into the water. Presently they return to camp, and shortly after the hunter perceives two of the young men of the tribe come back alone, as if they had stayed longer in the water than the rest of the people.

He had missed these two youths the night before, and also that morning, and he wondered where they had been. The following morning he is again awakened by his wives and begged to go out and kill more game. He complies. Close by the camp he perceived two yearling goats. These he brings down with his arrows, firing only one at each.

Now, as the two goat youths whom he had first shot could not agree as to the method of his shooting, the chief had instructed several of his people to keep watch close by when the young man next went forth to shoot. These hid in the
bushes, and tried to observe how he caused the arrow's flight, but the folds of his blanket again hid his actions, and they also could not agree as to the manner of his shooting. On his return four men are sent out to bring in the game. The same course is observed as before in cleaning and cutting up the goats. The blood is soaked up by the leaves, and this, with the rest of the offal, is cast into the lake. The meat is cooked and eaten as before, and the bones all gathered up and ceremoniously thrown into the water when they go to bathe. As before the old men and widows dance and sing on the bank and make "medicine." Again the young hunter misses two of the goat people, who presently come in a little while after the others. He wonders where they have been. Next morning one of the older men goes and stands just outside the smoke hole on the roof of the dwelling. The wives of the hunter wake him up and point out to him an old buck on this roof. He draws his blanket around him, seizes his bow and arrows, manipulates them under cover of his blanket, and shoots the old buck. His wives, who had this time been instructed to observe how he shot his arrows, closely watched his action, but failed, as did the others, to learn how the arrow was sped. Said one, "I saw him bite the arrow with his teeth." "No, he did not bite it," replied another; "he held it in his hand all the time." All the other inmates of the house were watching and whispering to one another. The arrow struck and killed the buck, which fell down through the smoke-hole. The careease is treated as before. Whilst they were eating its flesh, the young hunter noticed that one of the elders was missing. He closely watches the others as they gather up the bones and take them to the lake, and notes that one of their number is still missing. He is also absent when they return to the camp, but shortly after comes in with his face and head painted. The young man wonders where he has been, and begins to suspect that there must be some connection between the goats he kills and the individuals who go and come so mysteriously. He determines to keep a close watch and learn what this connection is. The next morning, when his wives wake him, he is not greatly surprised when they tell him that there is a goat in the house. He knows, too, that the people wish to find out how he shoots, so before he takes his bow and arrows, he throws his blanket round him, and speeds the arrow from beneath its folds. Everyone is keenly watching his actions, but again they fail to learn how the arrow is sent. They dispute among themselves, one declaring that he put it in his mouth, another that he blew it, and others that he cast it with his fingers. They now get arrows and try to shoot with them, but all fail in the attempt, and hence, say the Indians, goat people and other animal people never shoot, as they do not know how to use the bow and arrow.

The following morning the hunter's attention is directed by his wives to a pair of goats standing on a butte of the mountain some way off. He goes after and shoots and kills them, and this time he skins them himself. He also cuts them up and cooks them after they are brought home. In doing so he surreptitiously abstracts a small bone from the base of the tongue of one of the goats, and a piece of the cartilage from the nose of the other. These he secretes in his back hair.
After the meal the bones are all collected and taken down to the water as before. When the people return from their bathing and singing, the young man notices that two of them are still missing. He now goes and lies down on his bed, holding the bone and cartilage in his hand. The two missing goat people presently return, and it is seen that something is the matter with them. In a little while his wives come to him and say: "Your brothers are sick; one cannot speak, and the nose of the other is bleeding; you have kept back some of the bones; please give them to us." He at first denies the charge. But they reply that they know he has them, and beg him to give them up. He now admits that he has them, saying: "I kept them to find out if you are really people like myself. I know now that you are 'mystery' people. He now gives up the bone and cartilage, the former to his elder wife, the latter to the younger. They take them to the lake and cast them in. The two young goat people to whom they belong now dive into the water, and presently return well and healed. The youth had observed all, and now knew that the people he was living with were the "goat" people. He returns to the house and throws himself on his bed, and ponders upon what he had learnt.

Shortly after this he desires to lie with his elder wife. But she repulses him, and says, "Not so, this is not the time, wait till the next moon."

He then sought his younger wife, but she made the same response. A few days later, the chief instructed two of the "kids" to go down to the river's edge.

Said he to them, "Go and see if your uncle is chasing his wives." He referred to the "dog" salmon, whose spawning season was just then coming on. The two young messengers go to a point or spur of the mountain overlooking the river, and make their observations, but see no sign yet of the salmon. They return and report accordingly.

The goat people therefore still keep camp.

After a few days more have gone by, other messengers are sent, and this time they return with the report that the salmon are "lying down." By this time the moon was full, and the rutting season of the goats come on.

The father-in-law of the young hunter now takes medicine, and causes the rain to fall, and washes his son-in-law, and transforms him into a goat.

Next morning all the females scatter over the mountain, in their goat forms, and the males play and butt each other, after the manner of goats in the rutting season. The wives of the young man had instructed their husband thus: "You can chase and pair with any of the women now, and when the rutting season is over and we return, we shall be your wives again." The young hunter donned his goat-skin, and, with the other male goats, set out to overtake the females. He outstrips all his fellows and "serves" the whole flock before they come up. The old bucks always stay at the camp. They lie down the whole time, never eating and never getting

---

1 This means that the salmon have spawned, and are dying and lying on the sand bars and banks. After spawning, a salmon frequently dies. The streams are full of dead salmon after spawning time.
up, except to evacuate, for the whole of the rutting period, which lasts from one full moon to another. A goat is considered an “old fellow” after his fourth year.

When the rutting season is over, a great rain is made, and all bathe and cleanse themselves, turn their goat skins about, and thus assume their human form again. They now remain quiet at the camp, the males being weary and exhausted from the rutting and the females making preparations for their forthcoming “kids.” When spring arrives, the women give birth to their children. The wives of the hunter bear him each a son.

He continues to live with the goat people all that summer, having lost all recollection of his former life and relations. But when the summer is over and his children have begun to notice things, they cry incessantly for their paternal grandparents, and he now feels a strong desire to return to his old home. He grows moody, and lies for hours together on his bed without speaking. His wives notice his behaviour, and know that he is longing to return to his parents. They therefore speak to him on this wise: “Cheer up, Husband; we know you wish to go back to your own village and people. We will not keep you; you can take your two sons with you, but we must stay behind; we cannot accompany you, we are not the same as you; the boys are of your blood, and so can go with you, but we cannot.” He is sorry to part from his wives, but his longing to return to his old home is too strong to be overcome, and he prepares to set out with his two boys.

When he is ready to start they bid him remember what he has seen and learnt among them, and to be careful in his treatment of the carcases of his game particularly those of the mountain-goat.

Said they: “Tell your people to paint their faces before they begin to skin and cut up a goat, and to place the sacred down upon the tongue, and lungs and heart, and hang the whole up to dry in the house over the fire, for that is good “medicine” for us. They must also carefully gather up the bones and other offal, and put them in the water, as you have seen us do. In cooking the meat, first roast the liver on a spit, after putting down upon it; that is good “medicine” for us. When the liver is cooked take some fresh cypress branches, and place the liver upon them and cut it up into small bits and give a portion to each person. If you should make use of and cook the head, mark the face first with red paint, sprinkle down upon it, and place it before the fire nose foremost. Let it remain there a little while, and then skin it. The man who does this must paint his face and put down upon his head, and all who are near and watching him must be silent and make no noise of any kind. When the head is skinned, then place it before the fire again, carefully turning the right side first towards the flame. All the time the head is thus roasting, the people must keep silent; not even a cough or sneeze must be heard, or the “spirit” of the goat will be frightened away, and you would have no more luck in hunting goats. Let the head remain before the fire until the right eye bursts under the heat with a splutter, then turn the left side to the fire. Now the

1 In Indian stories this is a common way of reminding a man who has for some reason left his own parents and home and forgotten all about them, of their existence and his former life.
"spirit" cannot see the people misbehave, and it does not matter if they talk and make a noise. If the "spirit" should ask the "cook" what that noise is, he can answer, "That is your people's noise, not mine." When the head is cooked give a little of it to each of the elders; the women and young men must not touch it. This must always be done at sunset on the day of killing."

The young man promised to remember and observe for the future all the instructions they had given him.

He now sets out for his old home, taking his two sons and the pack his wives had prepared, with him. When he gets near home he conceals himself and his sons on the edge of the village. Presently his younger brother came by. He was playing with a bow and arrow. He shot the arrow towards the spot where his elder brother lay hidden. The latter seized and held the arrow, and when the former comes to get it, he is accosted by his brother, and asked what he is looking for. He replies, "My arrow, which I shot in this direction. Have you seen it?" The elder brother now gives the younger the arrow, and tells him that he is his elder brother who was lost, and bids him go tell his parents that he has returned, and desire them to make the house clean and strew fresh branches on the floor; for he could not enter till this was done. The boy runs home, and informs his parents that his elder brother was on the outskirts of the village, and desired them to clean and make ready the house for his reception. His mother, who believes that her elder son must be dead, gets angry with him, thinking he is needlessly reminding her of her loss. She weeps and says, "Why do you tell me this lie?" and whips him and sends him out of the house. The lad declares it is no lie; but the mother refuses to believe him. He then returns to his elder brother and tells him what has taken place. The elder brother then unties one of his packs, and takes therefrom a choice piece of kidney-fat, and bids his younger brother take that to his mother, and tell her again to prepare the house for him, that he was really come home, and had brought two young sons with him. When the mother sees the fat, she knows her younger child's story must be true. She informs her husband, and then goes out to see her lost son. He tells her of his adventures, and all that had befallen him, and that his memory of her and his home had left him entirely for a whole year. When she has heard his story, she returns to the house and sends out her husband to bring in the packs. Said she, "Take your packing-strap, and go and bring in our son's packs; he is really there." She then makes the house clean and tidy, and purifies it of all bad smells. This was necessary because her son had been living among the goat people, and, like them, would be harmed by bad smells. The goats had no fires in their houses and no smoke, and as they did not eat fish there was no bad smell of fish with them as with the Indian. When everything was ready, the young man and his two boys were brought home, and all the people of the village came to see him and them. He had brought with him four small packs. When everybody had come in and was seated, he took these four packs, which contained much more than they appeared to hold, being magic packs, and shook some of the contents of one of
them before each of the visitors. One contained dried goat-meat, one kidney-fat, and the other two goat-hair for making blankets. On the day of his arrival he distributed the meat only, and bade the people come back again the next day. The second day he opened the pack of fat, and distributed this in like manner; and on the succeeding day, one of the packs of hair. The fourth pack he gave to his mother. He had taken advantage of the presence of the people on these days, and had instructed them in the things he had learned, and how they ought to handle and prepare their game, especially the carcases of the mountain-goats.

When this man's sons grew up, they became skilful goat-hunters, and never failed to bring home all the meat they needed, the goats readily putting themselves in their way, that they might kill them and not lack food.

Paul gave me this myth in explanation of the origin of the mountain-goat kin of his father, who are supposed to be descendants of the goat youths.

I have given that part of it relating to the treatment of the dead game in the native text above, on account of its importance and syntactic value.

I might add here, in this relation, that the liver of any animal was forbidden at all times to young people of both sexes—to young men, because it was supposed to make a hunter thirsty and broken-winded; and to young women, because it made them short-winded when climbing the mountain slopes in search of berries and roots. Even the elderly people ate sparingly of it because of its thirst-producing tendencies.

**MYTH OF THE MAN WHO RESTORED THE DEAD.**

A certain young man lived with his parents. Being of the age to marry, he took a wife, of whom he became very fond. They had not been married long when the young wife fell sick, and shortly after died. The corpse was wrapped in the best blanket, and put away after the manner of his people. The youth is heart-broken, and sorrows much. His uncle is sorry for him, and says: "Why not do as the old people advise and go for your kwázántéit (training for "mystery power")." He hearkens to his uncle's advice, and replies, "Very good, I will go." He ceased his lamentations, and went down to the stream, and washed the tears from his countenance. All his friends and kinsfolk are gathered at the house and make loud lamentations for the dead, but he joins with them no more. That night, when all the village is asleep, he takes his father's fire-drill and quiver of arrows, and starts off to undergo his kwázántéit. He goes to the head of a distant creek, and then constructs for himself a 'nk'elzaten or sweat-house. Here he enters upon a long course of bodily training. He remains at the creek for a whole year, at the end of which he has a vision, and a snam appears to him, and offers him the mystery power of curing coughs. This not being what he seeks, he betakes himself to another spot, and undergoes a second year's training. At the end of this period, he has a second vision, and the snam this time offers him the power of curing all pulmonary ailments. Again he is dissatisfied with his gift, and departs to another training ground. Here also he spent a year in exercises; at
the close of which he had a third vision. This time his snam offers him the power to cure miscarriages. "These," said he, "are not the powers I seek; I want to be able to restore my dead wife to life." He seeks out a new spot and continues his kwázántéit for another year. When the fourth year is completed he falls into a trance, and while in that condition learns from his snam how he may restore the dead to life. He is told to step over the dead body four times, and then it will rise up alive; nor need the body be whole, a small bone of it would do as well. When he recovered from his trance, he began to test his power. He sought for the bones of dead animals. He came upon one of the bones of a bird. He steps over this four times, as his snam had instructed him, and immediately the bone becomes a bird, and rises and flies away. He is now glad, and rejoices over his power, and seeks to test it still further. Presently he comes upon the bone of a deer. He treats this as he had the bone of the bird, and straightway a deer springs up alive and runs off. He is now anxious to test his power upon the remains of human bodies; he is not yet satisfied that he has the power to restore his wife to life. But he can find no human bones, so he determines to return one night when all the village is asleep to try his power upon the corpse of his wife. In the meantime he continues to practice and strengthen his power upon the bones of birds and animals. He learns to vary his practice. Sometimes he brushes the bones with the tips of fir-trees; sometimes he sucks up water into his mouth, and blows it out upon the bones through his hands; and at others he blows his breath upon the object. When he thought he had grown "strong" enough, he sets his face homewards, now to try his power upon his wife's corpse. He arrives at night, and opens the grave and levels the soil. He then steps over the corpse; at the first step his wife revived and sat up. He now brushes her on back and front and on both sides with fir-tops, then sprinkles "medicine water" upon her, and bids her arise. She stands up. He now invites her to come with him to the stream. They enter the water together, and he washes her all over with fir-branches. This is to take away the odour of the dead from her. He now gives her a fresh, clean blanket, and then slowly and gently takes her home to the house of her parents, as she is still weak. They enter without disturbing the family, and retire to bed. The next morning when his mother-in-law rises, she perceives the couple at once. She wonders who they are, and quietly wakes her husband and whispers to him to look at the strangers in their daughter's bed. He looks and wonders also who they are, but does not go near them. Presently he rises, and noisily makes up the fire. The disturbance arouses the young man, who now uncovers his face and looks about him. His father-in-law recognises him, and says to his wife, "He is your son-in-law." The young couple now get up. The girl's mother is much agitated, and trembles greatly. She feels them to see if they are really alive, and not ghosts. When she is satisfied that it is really they, she is much rejoiced, and makes known the glad tidings to all the kinsfolk and friends of the family. These now flock in to see the marvel, and all are astonished and filled with wonder at the occurrence.
'Nkwinkwinkéin.

The Gambler.

There was once a man who spent all his time in gambling. At times he won, but more often he lost. One day he had worse luck than usual, and after he had lost all his property, he staked his wife and children. He loses them also, and is left without a single belonging. He feels sad and miserable. Some old people tell him he should go and visit the gambling man, who lives afar off in the mountains. This man was a Qa Qa, or mystery man.

The gambler determined to visit this person, and learn from him the mystery of gambling. He goes off into the forest, and begins a course of mystery training. He built himself a sweat-house, and took many sweat baths. At the end of a year he set out to find the Qa Qa man. In time he came to a stream, on the other side of which he saw smoke rising. The stream was deep and swift, and he called out for someone to come and put him over; but no one stirred. He calls again and yet again, but still no one answers his call, or puts in an appearance. He becomes angry; he is tired; he yawns. No sooner had he done so than some one immediately calls out, "Hello! there; what do you want?" "I wish to cross over; bring a canoe and take me across," he replied. Presently a man appears, and paddles across in a canoe to him. He gets in and the man paddles back. When they reach the middle of the stream he stops and asks the gambler where he wants to go. "Do you wish to cross to 'Nézenêqa?" "Yes," replied the gambler. "No, don't go there," said the ferryman; "go to 'Nkênlêqa." "No, I don't want to go to 'Nkênlêqa, take me to 'Nézenêqa." The ferryman tries to persuade his passenger to go to the house of 'Nkênlêqa, but the other refuses. Four times the ferryman tries to induce him to go to 'Nkênlêqa, but the other is firm, and refuses to be taken in that direction. He is landed at a point where two trails diverge, one to the right and one to the left; the one leads to the dwelling of 'Nézenêqa, the other to that of 'Nkênlêqa. Now 'Nézenêqa was the mystery being of all that was lovely and beautiful in nature, and 'Nkênlêqa was the mystery being of all that is bad and ugly. The former presided over good and fair weather, the latter over dark and foul weather. The ferryman now asks the gambler which trail he will take, 'Nézenêqa's or 'Nkênlêqa's? The latter replies, '"Nézenêqa's." "No, don't take that; take the other," urged the ferryman. But the gambler was not to be moved. Four times did the ferryman ask him which road he wished to take, and four times he tried to advise him to take that which led to the home of the bad spirit.

When the trial was over the ferryman led the way along 'Nézenêqa trail. Presently they come to a Skumel, and the ferryman puts his head down the smoke-hole and cries out, "Here is a man come to see you." "All right," answers a voice from below, "let him remain on the roof; I'll come up in a moment. Meantime you go and get some kálite (young fir shoots)." 'Nézenêqa now climbs up the pole and joins the gambler on the roof. When the slave
returns with the fin-tops, 'Nézenëca brushes the gambler all over with them. When he has finished he says to his visitor, "Look at your badness which I have brushed out of you." The gambler looks on the ground and sees what looks like the scales of a fish. 'Nézenëca now bids the slave take up the "sheddings" and cast them into the river, and invites his visitor to enter the Skumel. They both descend. They sit down, the gambler being given the seat of honour on the right-hand side of his host. 'Nézenëca now sprinkles "medicine" upon his guest. Presently it is evening, and night comes on, and a large party of ghosts come to the Skumel to gamble (slikénaïwe), bringing with them much property. This property consists of the things that were put with their bodies when they were buried. 'Nézenëca taking some of his "medicine," sprinkles it on the ghosts, and they all suddenly disappear, leaving their property behind them. This 'Nézenëca gives to his visitor. Four days and nights 'Nkwinkwinkén stays with 'Nézenëca, and each night the ghosts come to gamble, and are frightened away by his host's magic, and he gets all their property. After the fourth night, 'Nézenëca says to him, "Now you have enough property, you shall go home again." Before he leaves he packs up all the ghost's property into four bundles, and by his magic so decreases the size and weight of these that the gambler is easily able to carry all four. He also at parting presents him with his magic flying gambling bones. 'Nkwinkwinkén in course of time reaches his old home. He is now a wealthy man, and determines to be revenged upon his old gambling friend who had stripped him of his former possessions.

This man's name was Humanónté. It is soon known that 'Nkwinkwinkén has returned with much property. Humanónté chuckles to himself when he hears of it, and already considers it as good as his own. He makes an early call upon his old friend, and proposes a little gamble. 'Nkwinkwinkén assents, with a show of indifference. The people soon gather round to watch the game. At first 'Nkwinkwinkén allows his opponent to win, and as his property passes piece by piece over to the side of Humanónté, his friends look sorry, and feel sad at his ill-luck. But he smiles all the time, and tells them it is all right, that he is not beaten yet. When he has lost all but the last blanket, he takes the magic bones of 'Nézenëca, and they fly so quickly from one of his hands to the other that Humanónté is unable to tell which hand contains the marked one, and so loses his winnings piece by piece and all the rest of his belongings till he has not even a blanket to call his own.

A few days later it enters his mind to go away and seek a Qa Qa man, as 'Nkwinkwinkén had done. He therefore sets out. In course of time he comes to the river which he, desires to cross. He sees smoke rising on the other side, and shouts out to attract the attention of those who might be camping or living there. But he meets with no response to his calls. He shouts again and again, till he is angry and tired. Presently he opens his mouth and yawns. No sooner had he done so than a man appeared upon the other side, and asks him what he wants. Humanónté asks to be taken across. The man gets into his canoe and paddles
over to him. From this point the story is a repetition of the experience of 'Nkwinkwinkēin, with the difference that Humanōnte chooses to go to 'Nkẽlnéqa's house, where he meets with his death, which brings the tale to a close.

**Myth of the Deserted Boy.**

A long time ago many people lived at Seaton Lake. The chief of the village had a son about ten years old. One day this boy, who was of a gluttonous disposition, went to a certain house and told the inmates that his father had sent him to borrow some cured salmon, some s'tcākwum (dried berries), and some skámite (long carrot-like roots). The woman says, "All right," and gives him the food. Now the boy had lied to the woman; he had come at the promptings of his gluttony, not at the desire of his father. He takes the food into the bush by himself and eats the whole.

The next day he tries the same trick, going to another house, and asks this time for some oil, some nəmátlkwa (salmon-butter), and some s'üpäd (salmon-flour). His requests are complied with, and he takes the food as before into the bush and devours it all himself. Again, the third day, he does the same, asking this time for some cōk (dried meat). Finding this an easy way to fill his stomach, he goes again the fourth day, and asks for some eqs (fat) for his parents. By this time the people begin to talk about the chief begging food each day, and the boy's aunt, hearing the gossip, suspects what has happened, and comes to the boy's parents and tells them, asking if their son is borrowing food with their knowledge and consent. Said she, "Your boy has been round to all the houses, borrowing food, and saying you had sent him." "No," said the chief, "I did not send him, I do not think it can be true." "Yes, it is," replied the boy's aunt; "you watch him, and you'll soon find out it's true." This the chief determined to do, and accordingly sends someone to watch the boy's movements through the day. The boy, not suspecting that his trick has been found out, goes again to one of the houses, and asks for more food. The person set to watch him follows him to the bush, and then leaves him eating the food whilst he runs back and tells the boy's parents. They come out and observe him themselves, and when the chief is convinced of the truth of the story, he goes round to each house and asks, "Has my son come to you borrowing food for me?" All reply in the affirmative. The chief is much annoyed, and very angry with his son, and determines to punish him most severely. He tells some of the older boys to take him across the mountain, and when they get him there to lose him, and leave him to shift for himself.

The boys start off on their trip, with the ostensible object of getting a supply of good arrow-wood. When they get on the other side of the mountain range, they intentionally separate themselves from the chief's son and hurry back and leave him there. The elders had been waiting for them in their canoes at the edge of the lake. As soon as the boys arrive the canoes are turned lakewards and everybody leaves.
The deserted boy is thus left on the far side of the lake, with no means of crossing it. Now, the land juts far out into the lake at one point, forming a promontory. When the canoes round this, one old woman lags behind, and as soon as she is hidden by the land from the others, she paddles back to the old camp. She then gathers some of the discarded cores of the roots they had been eating, and put them in the ashes of the camp fire to set them smouldering. She then put them in her bosom to await the coming of her grandson. In the meantime the deserted boy had missed his companions and was making his way back to camp. When he reached the crown of the mountain, he saw lying before him the waters of the lake, and in the distance the receding canoes of his people. He realises then that he has been deserted. He cries, and rages, and kicks the mountain so hard that a portion of it slid down into the lake, the course of which may be seen to this day. Presently, when his grief and rage have subsided, he returns to the camp. When he gets there, he perceives a small basket on the ground. He kicks it out of his way, saying, "Why did you not go with your owner?" The old woman, who was lying under the cover which sheltered her like the roof of a Skumel, now cried out, "My grandson, I am here." She now takes from her bosom the smouldering cores, and says, "See here, my grandson, we can get fire with these; don’t be downhearted, I will stay with you." She is glad, and rejoices that he has returned; he also is glad to find her, and stops his crying, and makes a fire and constructs a small dwelling for them. The old woman now bids him go look in the teépón (cellars) of the camp to see if he could find any salmon bones or scraps. Now, some of the people when they paddled off had felt sorry for the deserted boy, and had left some scraps of food for him in their teépón. These he now gathers up and takes back to his grandmother. When she receives them she says to him, "Don’t forget where you found this food; some day you can repay those who left it for you."

They continue to live there at the camp. He makes traps and catches a number of small animals. Amongst these was the magpie. They eat the flesh of them, and the old woman makes blankets of the skins. The boy’s blanket (sk̓ečɛ́tsa) was composed wholly of magpie skins. The summer is now advancing, and the weather is warm and fine. One day the boy put on his magpie-skin blanket, and went outside to sit in the sun. Presently the Sun-man came down to the boy, and said to him, "I wish to have your magpie blanket. Let us change blankets. You take mine, and let me have yours. My cnáz (blanket) is a magic blanket. If you put a corner of it into the lake the trout will immediately swarm about the spot, and you can take them readily. And if you desire lots of fish you have only to dip it a little deeper and you will get all you want. If you wish to keep them you must preserve them by drying them. Thrust a switch through their gills and hang them thus up to dry in the sun or in the smoke of your fires."

They exchange blankets, and the Sun goes back again. The boy now desires to test his magic garment, and so goes down to the edge of the lake and dips one
corner of it into the water. Immediately the spot is teeming with trout. He puts in his dip-net and takes a netful at the first dip. He leaves them on the bank and runs back to tell his grandmother of his good fortune. She comes down to the water's edge to see his catch. She is greatly delighted, and bids him catch more. He dips the corner of his magic shining blanket into the lake four times, and they take more fish than they know what to do with. They dry large quantities and store them away. When they have filled their own tcepon the old woman tells him to take the rest and put them in those tcepon in which he had found the salmon scraps and bones, but to put none in the other cellars. The boy does so.

Now one day one of the men of his father's village, whose name was Crow, flew over to the lad's camp. He sat on the branch of a tree and began to croak. When the boy saw him he said, "What are you laughing about? Come in and get some food; you look hungry." Crow comes and takes the fish offered him. Says the boy as he gives him the fish, "Don't let any of the other people see them, only your children." Crow takes home the fish to his family. When the young Crows saw the string of trout their father brought with him, they began to cry out and make a great noise to get some. This attracts the attention of the village, and some of the people come to see what all the noise is about. They saw Crow feeding his children with a string of dried trout. They wonder where he has procured it, as food has been very short with them all for some time. Crow makes no communication to them, so they watch his movements. Four successive days did Crow fly across to the deserted boy's camp and bring back with him a string of dried trout on each occasion. One man begins to suspect where Crow gets his supplies.

He says to the others, "I have watched Crow's movements for four days. Each day he has flown across the lake in the direction of our old camp, where we left the chief's son. Let us send some one over to-morrow to watch what takes place there." Accordingly on the morrow two men paddle across the lake to the camp of the deserted boy. When they were about a mile off shore they perceive a bright and shining object on the edge of the lake. They wonder what it can be, and go on very quietly. When they get near they see that the glittering sheen which had caught their attention comes from the blanket of a youth who is sitting down like a grown-up person. They land, and presently recognise the boy, and say to him, "We have come across to see you; your father has been feeling very unhappy about you. How are you getting on?" "Oh," replied he, "I am all right; we have plenty to eat over here. Come in and have some food; you look hungry." They enter the house, and the old woman prepares them a bountiful meal of trout. When they have eaten, they depart again to report to the others what they have seen, taking with them a present of a good supply of dried trout which the boy made them.

When they get back to the village they inform the chief that his son has become a Qa Qa or mystery-man, and is living in plenty across the lake. "Let us go over there ourselves," said the chief. They go across. When they are getting
near the camp the youth takes a stone and throws it into the water, saying as he did so, "Go back; you cannot land yet."

No sooner had he done and said this than the current carried the canoes a long way back. Again and again as his father and his people approached he caused their canoes to be carried back, and it was not till the sun was about to set that he permitted them to land. This he did to show the people his power.

When the people had landed and gone to their houses, those who had felt sorry at the desertion of the boy, and had left him some scraps of food in their tcépon, now reaped their reward. They found their cellars stocked with quantities of dried fish, but the cellars of the boy's father and uncles, and of those who had not been friendly disposed towards him, contained nothing, and they had to go to bed hungry that night.

Next morning the youth rises early and goes down to the lake and dips in his magic blanket. The lake's edge is straightway filled with fish. He now calls all the people and bids them help themselves. He now becomes a great man among them.

**Myth of the Dead Woman who became a Bear.**

There was once a young man who was a lucky bear hunter. He had a wife. She fell sick and died. He wrapped the corpse in a fine bear-skin blanket and laid it away in the grave-box. A day or two after some youths went down to the river to spear salmon. They passed near the grave-yard, and seeing the tracks of a bear, ran back to the village and told the bear hunter. He called his dogs, and went to follow up the tracks. They led him here and there, and finally brought him to the grave-box of his late wife. He looked in and saw the corpse apparently lying as he had left it. Beyond this point he could find no tracks of the bear. Next day fresh tracks were seen. He followed these up to their starting point, which was the grave-box of his late wife. He looked in the box and beheld it was empty. He knew now that the tracks he had been following were those of his deceased wife, who had come to life again in the form of a bear.

**Myth of the Marriage of North Wind and South Wind.**

In the far-off days, Cúttick, the North Wind, came south and married Skápíte the South Wind, and took her back to his northern home with him. Her lot is not a happy one. She is unaccustomed to North Wind's mode of life. He lives in an ice-house without any fire. Skápíte sits and shivers all day long with the cold, and is very miserable and unhappy. She longs for her brothers, of whom she had three. The eldest was named Qóqalánuq. He was the Wind that bears the sleet. The second was called Kupkuptcilánuq. He was the Spring Wind. The third was called Hauhaulánuq. He was the Wind of Mid-summer. In her longing for her brothers she calls out to them one after the other, addressing them by name, thus:

"O, Qóqalánuq nütli-en zók: O, Qóqalánuq, I am dying." Four times she wails forth this plaint.
Qoqalánúq hears the wailing of his sister, and says to his brothers, “Listen to what our sister the South Wind is saying.” They listen and hear. At first the eldest will not believe that his sister is in trouble and unhappy. While they are discussing the matter and considering what to do, they hear her wailing again. This time she calls to her second brother. Four times they hear her cry:

“O Kupkuptcilánúq nětł-en zók; O Kupkuptcilánúq, I am dying.”

Before they have decided again what to do they hear her cries again. This time they are addressed to her youngest brother.

“O Hauhaulánúq nětł-en zók; O Hauhaulánúq, I am dying.” Again it is repeated four times. Said one of them now to the others, “Let us go and see what is the matter with our sister. Qoqalánúq must go first, because he is the eldest, and we will follow.” Thus it was agreed, and Qoqalánúq thereupon sets forth to visit the Northland, the home of his sister's husband. When he arrives he finds her very ill and wretched. She is slowly perishing from the cold. He awaits his brothers. Next day Kupkuptcilánúq arrives and the day following Hauhaulánúq. After the arrival of the latter, Cutick, the husband, is very uneasy and much alarmed for his safety. The warmth of the Summer Wind's presence is deadly to him, and he feels faint and sick. Skápíte, seeing his condition, tries to shelter him from the influence of her youngest brother by standing between them.

The brothers now desire to take their sister away with them, but to this the husband objects. Hauhaulánúq now gets angry, and approaches Cutick, who is terribly distressed by his wrath. The youngest brother is for killing Cutick outright, but the eldest dissuades him, saying, “It will not be good to kill the North Wind, for then it will always be hot.” So Hauhaulánúq spares him, and they take their sister away with them.

Now, the woman had a baby. It was an ice-child, and she wanted to take it with her. This she did stealthily, unknown to her brothers. She bound the child to the back of one of her thighs, and thus hid it beneath her blanket. But as they journeyed the presence of this ice-child caused a chilly atmosphere to surround them. This was very disagreeable to Hauhaulánúq, her youngest brother, and he sought to learn its cause. Said he to her, “I wonder where this cold wind comes from. Do you know what it is?” But she denied any knowledge of it.

In a little while he complains again, and taking his sister's blanket in his hand, pulls it aside to see if she is carrying anything beneath it. He at once perceives her ice-baby. “Why do you carry that?” he asks. “You cannot take that home”; and with that he takes the child from her and casts it into the river. It floats away and presently melts, and they continue their journey to the Southland. Because the South Wind carried her ice-baby at the back of her thigh, this part of a woman’s leg—so believe the Indians—has been cold ever since.

I may add here that I did not seek to collect any myths from the upper Stlatlumi, as I had learned from Mr. J. Teit that he had made a collection from this centre for Dr. F. Boas. These have not yet, I believe, been published; but they doubtless will be sooner or later.
VOCABULARY.

Terms of Consanguinity and Affinity.

great-great-great-grandfather {ókwink's.

" " " mother {tsópiyuk's.

great-great-grandfather {tsámuk's or tséámuk's.

great-great-grandfather {tsámuk's or tséámuk's.

grandfather; teópa; my grandfather, n'-teópa.

grandmother, kókwa; my grandmother, n'-kókwa or n'-kwa.

grandson

granddaughter {émate; my granddaughter, n'-émate.

grandchild

grandchildren (coll.) emémate; my grandchildren, n'emémate.

son
daughter {skóza; my son, ten skóza; my daughter, tin skóza; my child, n'skóza.

child

It will be noticed that the distinction between son and daughter is effected in this dialect by a change of the vowel. This is the only instance that I have detected of a formal gender in the Stlalumíl speech, this division being wanting in those demonstrative sex-denoting elements which I have pointed out in the Halkómélém, the Sk'qómí, and the Síciatl tongues. And the way of making a distinction between a son and a daughter in the Stlalumíl is to modify the common term by coupling with it an abbreviated form of the terms for "man," "woman"; thus:—tē skáiwa n'skóza, my "male" child; tē yákutea n'skóza, my "female" child. The demonstrative particle, tē, which marks the presence of the object, is changed to nē, when the object under discussion is not present, nē being the particle which, in this dialect, marks the absence of the object.

Children, stcumalt or etc'mált; my children, nē-stcumált. Speaking collectively of one's children and those of one's own brother or sister, the term is nēmēnēma, thus:—my children, and nephews, and nieces, nē mēnēmēma. This is a reduplicated form of the common term for son, daughter, child, in the Halkómélém speech. When speaking of other children the terms commonly employed are skükumōt (singular) and skumkókōmēt (plural).

Mother, skqóza, when spoken of; when addressed kéuyta or kéuíya.

Father, skátza, when spoken of; when addressed, káteya.

elder brother {káteih.

elder male cousin {kókew.

elder female cousin {kókew.

younger brother {cickwàz.

sister {cickwàz.
NOTE.—A man speaking of his sisters may use a common term without reference to age; thus he may say, "ne ečakta," my sister, in answer to such a question as, "cwát teō?" who is that? The enquirer may then ask, your elder sister? keqkeqciūha? and if it is the younger he will reply No, "qeū," 'utefekwāz,' my younger sister.

brother's } child } skwecā, male.
sister's } stūnek, female.
elder of two brothers, or sisters, or cousins, sklamqā.
younger of two } } alāna, a diminutive form of which is
father-in-law } cāko.
mother-in-law } cāk̓et.
brother-in-law } skwozōtl.
step-son }
step-daughter
husband, kwetāmite;
wife, cemām;
wife, addressed by husband, néū.
husband, " " wife, néū.
parents, slalč̓t̓em.

Brothers, sisters, and cousins address each other thus:—

cōkwel } { younger brother
" sister
" cousin
addressed by elder brother, etc.
" apa } { elder brother
" male cousin
addressed by younger brother, etc.
" kfka } { elder sister
" female cousin
addressed by younger brother, etc.

It is interesting to compare these with the corresponding Halk̓omel̓em terms which are all radically different. Thus:—

eyāk, elder brother or cousin, addressed by younger brother, sister, or cousin.
eyā, elder sister or cousin, addressed by younger brother, etc.
eyis, younger sister or cousin
eyisuk, younger brother or cousin
addressed by elder brother, etc.

In this dialect each has a different form, but all are derived from a common root.
Parts of the Body.

head, kwómken.
face, skw’tlóc.
crown of head, natelekën.
parting in hair, wákélakén ten.
back of head, teékšapukuén.
side of whole head, alána.
jaw, kwezoqtcék.
hair (of head), mákex.
beard, zhwópite.
hair (on the body), kwâtc.
tooth, nátcemin.
eye tooth, khqâmí.
molar teeth, môtkânic.
tongue, tòqát ál.
palate, qaumin.
gums, teékânaác.
nose, spózúks.
ear, kléná or tloná.
eye, 'nk'losten or 'ntlosten.
eye-brow, nüweqkólóma.
eye-lash, tlpólíc.
cheek, közápél.
mouth, tuqtcin.
upper-lip, čékoctc.
lower-lip, skaúinetc.
throat, nakasoldtkwilt.
neck, nálálemet.
chest, tákwtce.
breasts, skám.
back, sqétśkin.
stomach, őalém.
arm, sqwóléqen.
hand, skúákidet.
elbow, kúiqtn.
finger, qóluku, 'nhóláke.
thumb, skelakwóláka.
leg, skwíaqut.
knee, k'patúche.
foot, spásáníin.
bone, k'wókwoét.
skin, cıpás.
blood, p'ťlía.
liver, kála.
fat, skwókwcetc.
tail, cúcqa.
rib, ts'kültúq.
heart, čwákuk or sqákuk.

Terms of the Principal Animals known to the Stlatlumn.

bear (black), k'óqwíeq, méakatlí.
„ (brown), teuk-alén méakatlí.
„ (grizzly), 'stlátlašem.
beaver, s'kelaán.
beavers, č s'kelaána.
bee, skázuku.
bee (bumble), k'wuzkwuzálíqen.
butterfly (generic), pícít.
chipmunk, 'nk'ukquk, kwúnqin.
cougar, kwéwóla.
earne, smók'wa, skwúlqan.
erow, cái.
deer, stlóla, or ctlóla.
dog, skáka.
bear (black), k'óqwíeq, méakatlí.
duck (gen.) sqáieq.
eagle (whitehead), spílkwakée.
eagle (black), yuqélá.
élk, t'kate.
lea, klópészát.
fly, cuk-cicuk', n'máz.
frog, püčúla.
goose, kwééq.
grasshopper, tlukatlúka (on a mat), so called because of the noise it makes when flying.
grasshopper, teánttcén.
ground-hog, cěčěčěk (=whistler).
hawk, skuz.
horse, enkelticékálka.

j ay (blue), kewázaz.

kingfisher, tzulz.

lizard, neklfuqca.

oolican ("candle fish"), swéwa.

otter, lehatz.

owl, skáulála.

pigeon, hámewuz.

rabbit, skwété.

rat, hawiint, quz.

raven, hfla, nilálol.

robin, skwékékkuk, sévéek.

salmon (gen.) stzökwiiz.

(stzökwiiz (spring), skwiiqEm.

(sock-eye), laúwa.

(cohoé), teáiwin.

salmon (dog), kwálunq.

(humpback), háloz.

(stsci-head), kaíwaq.

swan, skupemuéq.

trout (gen.), zitzkwáz.

(spotted), kwpázt.

(silver), stlulkutl.

weasel (in summer), kumkúkum.

(in winter), tluktletluk.

wild cat, skútámic.

wolf, skálám.

wolverine, tlkékén.

woodpecker, skwilátEn.

wren, tkEtu.

GENERAL GLOSSARY OF THE COMMONER WORDS.

able, can, qaitlitc.

I am able, qaitlitc-kan.

above, tEqa, tuqa, tuka.

ache, pain, sore, kwálkwelt.

I am sore, ken-kwálkwelt.

I am sore in the leg, kwál-hún-tlk.

across, klak:

go across, nac klak.

admiré, to, kwáméncin.

I admire, kwáméncin-tlk.

adopt, to, wonzyépékél.

I will adopt him, wonzyépékél-tlk.

advice, lukaluq.

advise, to, teúnámén.

I advise you, teúnámén-teó-tlk.

adz, klúmín.

afternoon, ken múlakwa.

afternoon, (later), rapélmin.

again, hú, móta.

aid, help, to, nókání.

aim, to, teódłukeam.

air, breath, cúp.

alder-tree (alnus rubra), kwélóláz.

all, tákém.

alone, pepeýitéít, from pála, one, and teút (self).

always, pápit.

anchor, núcánitlén.

anger, to, kelélíl.

animal (generic), teó.

another, hóenkelta.

answer, to, aíténci.

anybody, tálkéma, tákémcwát.

apple, k'wEop.

apple-tree, k'wEopáz.

approach, to, stlátílú.

I approached the house, stlátílú-tlk tél télúq.

arise, stand-up, to, tállíl or tállíl'élíl.

arouse, to, qákan.

I aroused him, qákan-tlk tél s'ntíl.

ashamed, ozom.

I am ashamed, ozom-tlk.

ask, to, cáúwin.

I will ask, cáúwin-tlk tél.

astonish, to, télkák.

ashes, skwilátlkup.
autumn, cóez.
awl, squáwetel.
bachelor, kaúqumaniét.
bad, kul.
bail, to, tlókwéél.
bailer (instrument), entlókwétlen.
bait, mámil.
bake, skwólem.
bell, mákup.
bark, to, wázaam.
he is barking, wá wázaam.
bark (of tree), tlókwéél.
basket, ts'la.
beach, cequtc, or ciiqutc.
beat, whip (to), cítkwén.
beautiful, kwámókmet.
born, to be, kéhalha.
bed, áqáiíten (thing to lie upon);
    enróít-ten (sleeping-in-thing).
big, to, qéléntcam.
below, down, klép.
down stream, enkókwitcha.
bell, zápwin.
bell, to, kótzam.
bent, eskóitz.
berry, skwél.
big, large, quzúm.
billow, wave, niliíllélélin, snákuq.
bind, up, to, zécum, rútéén (= to tie up).
birch-tree, kwútlencház.
bird, spápažoza.
bite, to, kláílen.
bitter, tuq.
black, k'óq'qéél, or k'óqwéélq.
blackberry, skólínóq, tétócéía.
blanket (native), swókwátatl.
blanket, lekwáz.
blind, s'némnéém.

I am blind, s'némnéém-tl-kan (statement of fact form).
I am blind, kéu-ec-s'némnéém (responsive form in answer to question).

blood, p'tíla.
blow, to, pón; blow it! pónmatl!
blue, kwuzkwaz.
blush, to, téáíkoc.
boil, to, póutélt.
bore, to, eqútuk.
borer (instrument), qútuk-min, or qútuk-ten.
borrow, to, kótlen.
both (of us) n'ánawoc-katl = "two-we,"
bottle, 'n mékél-ten (constructed from salmon-skin).
bottle, pápaú (constructed from the sound of air-bladder of fish).
bottle, témáník (constructed from the gut of an animal).
bottom, néitéuk.
bought, netóqup.
bow, to, kwínócem, ad litt. (to turn the eyes earthwards).
bow, a, tóqéte.
bowels, guts, témáník.
bowl, 'nklaúkamin.
box, qútéim.
boy (little), túnúwit.
boy (youth), túúcít.
boys, túútúwit, túttúwit.
braid, to, skákátla.
she is braiding, wá kákátlam.
branch, kemákiet.
break, to (wood), kaúqúq.
    " (rope), klélq.
    " (flat things), kápukwa.
    " (round things), kákúka.
    " (up, spoil, destroy), kulwélq.
bridge, 'nk'lk'ák-a min (thing that goes across).

bright, wúk'aukúm.
bring, to, cémac, tæ'àcèc.
broken, split, cípuk-a.
bucket, water, qéláka.
brush, klóámín.
burn, to, kw'wtlip.
burnt, pámén.
bury, to, kólél.
bush, kóq'kwáotg.
button, áquue.
buy, to, áz.
bye-and-bye, kúzawaóna.
calm, quiet, tákwup; calm water, k'loÉl.
camping-ground, 'nteítúq-tén, from teítúq=(house).
can, háítl or quitl.
candle, torch, light, c'teak'; lantern, 'nteak'tén.
canoe, k'láaz.
careful, tzómenélEq.
  I am careful, tzómenélEq-ken; he is careful, tzómenélEq-ta.
carry, to (on hand), stukac; I carry, stuk-tl-kan lc carries, stukce.
carry, to (on shoulder), 'nk'chékmén.
  " (on back), zaqEndj; he carries it, zaqEndjece (cf. c'záqEn, a pack).
carry, to (under arm), 'nk'máqenmén.
carry, to (on head), 'nk'élákánmén.
caree, to, 'nteíwáláp. (This term is applied to the carving of crests and totems.)
cast, throw, to, tzák'amin.
cedar tree, tetáwóz.
cedar-wood, etsúka.
celler, toc'póen.
chair, seat, sk'éluk.
change, transform, to, nákEn.
charcoal, sk'oqozóitek.
chase, to, kálém; I chased him, kálém-tl-kan-tóg.
cheap, Eck'wóa, léluk.
chent, to, nÉ四川省né.
chew, to, écauwen; chew it! écauwen-mát.
chief, kókpi, or kwókpi.
chiefs, kwúkwókpi.
child, skukumét.
children, skwamkóömét.
choke, to (by external pressure), lépatl-kwétan.
choke, to (by swallowing), kenhúkatl-kwétla, akawútél.
chop down, to (a tree), k'lotekam.
chore, Ezúníc.
day, ekútlet.
dear (of water), lukvaléeq.
  " (of sky), hókóqkwém.
climb, to (a tree), k'tkéwilin.
  " (a mountain), qátlem.
close, near, ectlá.
cloud, ekwóitél.
cold, ts'élp, hutl.
comb, to, wÉtnuk-ten.
comb your hair! wÉr'kwamtkanq!
come, to, klÉék.
  I am coming, klÉék-tkán.
companion, conrade, snukwa.
compassion, pity, mósémètc.
corpses, ewílátlip, etc'ók.
cotton-wood-tree, nuk-'nékwáz.
crab tree, k'wépáz.
eradle, tecpalán.
erend, teuáwuq (large); teuáwuq (small).
chopped, sk'óts.
cruel, hónekálta.
crush, to, péteín; crush in the hand, lépón; with feet, kzwátém.
ery, to, étal.
eat, to, nékén.
eat, a, ec nók.
daily, tákum ekákáit, zézá Eckáit.
damp, nóce.
dance, mótsóm.
dancer, a, mótsómótnl.
dark, k'Epetlepem.
darling, dear, slúcekél.
dawn, nánátúq.
daybreak, Eck'aítwélh, teitl'pólmuq.
day, Eck'aít.
dea', 'nutukwitkwána, tłúkwiina.
decide, to, kákeza.
decider, a, kekezótł.
deep, 'n'képáum.
deer hide, k'Éítit.
desire, wish, to, enhatl, or čqatł.

1. I want some water, aukt'almen-tlkan
   wa' n'enatł.
2. I want to drink, kenhatlmen kwendj
   wa' ń'kwa.
devoir, to, sákwanem.
3. I ate it up, sákwa-tl-kan-tó.
deve, chók.
different, čaqétil.
difficult, qátł.
dig, to, áqel.
dim, kákwyckwicní.
dine, to, 'n'kumólukênam.
dirty, čqet-k'et.
disappear, to, kēhēmatuñ.
discover, to, pon.
   I found out, pon'tlkan; he found out,
   pon'aqel.
dish (large), sláqute.
   " (small), tłítłqute.
diver, a, 'n'kumólukënanótl.
dizzy, ençilikpóč.
door, 'n'kéqute-tén.
door-way, čipíč.
down, stlétłau, or stlétłó.
drag, to, q'oñew.
dream, to, kwílókwílanq.
drop, to, kwíc.
drown, to, wök-a; drowned it! wök-sen-
   matł.
drawn, (drawn skin), púłáka.
   " (wooden), k'aúát.
each, tó píla; ad lítł, "the one."
earth, teméčq.
easy, léłuk.
eat, to, k'á, sákwan, or tsákwan.

echo, p'úwítelc.
eddy, zazilikw.
elder-tree, k'aigélp.
enemy, mmán.
enough, teük.
evening, rap.
fall, to, kwíc.
famine, táit, or ten táfít.
   I am hungry, táit-ken.

far, kakaú.
fasten, to, eráutein (with rope); erutc,
   he's tied it up.
fat (adj.), k'égain; a fat person or
   animal, kwitk'wóč.
fat, (soft), skwókwtuc.
   " (hard), k'utatł.
   " (bear), skwótc.
fear, to, pákwó.
   I am afraid, pákwó-tlkan.
feather, ókwel.
feed, to, tçačan.
1. I feed, tçačan-tlkan.
fern, čiikópaza (Pteris aquilína).
fern-root, čiak, " "
fight, to, k'lékekwentuíwel.
file, zúkamin, tsúmelíc.
fill, to, k'oñón.
find, to, pon.
finish, to, teük-a.
fir (red), ezyúpól.
   " (white), manétlep.
   " (spruce), tsáqoz.
firč, epamícč, rölép, or wólép.
firewood, epamícč.
fire-place, 'napamíc-tén.
fire-drill, čwóčč.
fish, tečókwáz (big fish); ts'ékókwáz (small
   fish).
fish, to, tečókwázam (big fish); ts'kókwázam
   (small fish).
fish-bone, s'tcam.
fisherman, teutcók'kwázam.
flame, rölép, or wólép.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flat, tčaćłomōq.</td>
<td>flesh, sléeq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float, to, p'épukʷ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flower, spák'EM.</td>
<td>joy, spótlt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food, ská.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freeze, to, kémálita.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fresh, tččəč (Thompson, teťči).</td>
<td>geben, zugeben.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finger, 'nhōlīka.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamble, to, tlik̓am̓änwac.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gambling-stick, k'uk'ō̱tl (bone).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghost, spirit, čqulatlip, čqulatlip, mezātc</td>
<td>(= breath or spirit of a shaman).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girl, čqulatlipa; girls, enkyęyuktea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give, to, qęččək, or qęččəčé.</td>
<td>glad, tča'auq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glove, mitten, h̓ewiika.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good, ā́ma.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good-bye, hṓməč, kənək̓ú.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grass, člúčəm (long), čtcúpuz (short).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>great, large, quz̓óm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greedy, Qəm̓ (from Q̓om, quick, and itc, mouth).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green, kəkwiləa (used for yellow as well).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grind, to, 'nsuka'čəc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grow, to, ré̱yeč.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guide, to, tččəlq̓ačəm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gum (pitch), kwál̓əč; pitch-wood, kwéeq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hail, skuk̓həč (= tears, eyedrops).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hard, k'wóč.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hark, listen, to, kál̓an.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hear, to, kən̓em.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemlock-tree, pō'tleminəč.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itč, wọt̓eq.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jump, to, kəl̓il̓il.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juniper-tree, pən̓l̓eq̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keekele-čh'us, čćčćčćč.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep, to, wən.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kettle (basketry), 'nəkw̓at̓en.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knife, qęččəcm or wək'č̓əm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knock, to, 'n̓ąp̓t̓čcm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know, to, z̓w̓át̓en.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder, 'n̓tl̓əkt̓en.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lake, teč̓čtl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lame, z̓əq̓uk.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>land, təmq̓eq̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language, 'nkwal̓ut-t̓en.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>large, quz̓óm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laugh, to, 'n̓k̓v̓ən̓ik or 'n̓k̓v̓ən̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lazy, kəkw̓elot̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leak, to, t̓lán̓k; it's leaking, wa t̓lán̓k.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaf, pite-k̓et̓, (=it will drop or fall).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leathér, čp̓eq̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leave, to, kł̓l̓i̱n̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lend, to, kʷot̓l̓i̱n̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liar, kəkw̓ełot̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lie, to, k̓ák̓k̓i̱s̓a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lice, mēk̓in.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>like, to, sǐm̓i̱n̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lie down, to, áq̓i̱te, or áq̓ete.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>life, maw̓el.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lift, to, q̓at̓an.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light (both sunlight and moonlight) tččəlq̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lightning, k̓wel̓k̓wel̓k̓ačəc (=&quot;he (the thunder spirit) is opening his eyes&quot;).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line (odar withes), k̓wə́t̓cem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; (fishing line), čaw̓e̱tc̓en.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; (&quot;flat&quot; or plaited line), k̓eq̓eq̓eq̓-eq̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>little, small, kw̓w̓k̓wec (voice dwells on &quot;e&quot; to mark the smallness of thing described).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver, k̓ála.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log, čcz̓eq̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logs, čcz̓eq̓eq̓eq̓eq̓.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long, z̓a̱q̓el.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lose, to, pil̓ip.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I lost it, piḻ̱̓p̱̓lk̓an.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nut, womaŋqme.  
man, skałyuŋ.  
men, skałyukyuŋ.  
maiden, k'amóz.  
maidens, künkamóz.  
maké, to, máciin.  
maple-tree, k'eml̓á.  
maple-tree (vine), cēstlip.  
mak̓, to, sméte.  
mask, smakwá.  
mud (sleeping), slawén.  
" (floor), tečkut̓in.  
" (sitting), tečkuk.  
meat, te.  
medicine, kálweł.  
melt, to, zímq.  
night, tétetolwáč.  
nitewinter, 'ntétethočken.  
mind, 'nc̕p'tén̓čín.  
mère, entu̲wa.  
mistake, to, 'néčez.  
mix, to, mátlən.  
moecasins, cétltō (from teó = foot).  
moo̲n, k'lanam̓tn̓en.  
morn̓ing, nált̓qun.  
mountain, k̓ekw̓m.  
mov̓e, to, zúken, čé̲k.  
much, q̓oÉ̲.  
murder, to, sk̓ásakam.  
murderer, a, sk̓ásakanót.  
naked, tłótl̓ok̓; he's naked, wā̲ tłótl̓ok̓.  
name, sk̓wálc̓ite.  
narrow, tēt̓qa.  
near, rečl̓á.  
neddle, pák̓w̓a.  
nét, späh̓sin.  
night, cétteč.  
no, q̓oaz.  
one, q̓oaz káti.  
not, q̓oaz.  
nov, aítl.  
old (man), k̓u̲mt̓m̓en (plu.kut̓kut̓m̓en).  
" (woman), kut̓m̓í̲m̓en.  
 orphan, wów̓íc̓ut.  
outside (house), ál̓t̓seka.  
pack, to carry, zāq̓en.  
paddle, h̓o̲m̓et.  
pail (water), q̓al̓ú̲k̓.  
paint, to, tl̓ák̓won̓en.  

I paint, q̓ék̓wənt̓lk̓en.  
parents, sl̓á̲lc̓tem.  
path, trail, h̓w̓eł.  
paw, spe̲k̓a (=fore paw), spe̲k̓ay̲in (=hind paw).  
peel, to (bark), tl̓á̲wak̓w̓en.  
" ( " with knife), ̓q̓wł̓̓k̓w̓en.  
" (oneself, to undress), tl̓ók̓w̓ənt̓c̓ut.  
peep, to (through a hole), 'n̓kel̓həl̓c̓em.  
" (from behind anything), zák̓-č̓.  
penis, sp̓il̓ọ̲k̓.  
people, ̓q̓wl̓̓w̓ọ̲q̓.  
perhaps, ská̲nac.  
plate, dish, t̓l̓át̓q̓unci, (small) tl̓á̲q̓nt̓ (large).  
play, to, cáı̲cež.  
point, to, t̓at̓ł̓̓um.  
poor, kek̓lekenanteč̓ut, kw̓ünkqw̓ánt, mözw̓m̓étanteč̓ut.  
prick, to, t̓ečk̓ain.  
proud, č̓ak̓ak̓a, n̓skuβ̓z̓ám.  
push, to, q̓é̲kin or n̓é̲kin.  
put, lay down, to, ketečin.  
quarrel, to, kel̓ł̓i.  
quiet, ek̓̓ip̓; talk quietly, ek̓̓ip̓te.  
race, contest, k̓u̲ltənt̓w̓ańa.  
raí̲n, ek̓̓w̓ic̓ (from kwic̓, to drop down).  
raspberry (red), eč̓̓a̲c̓̓t̓uč̓.  
" (red-cap), tl̓é̲k̓ik̓-t.  
" (salmon-berry), t̓úw̓án.  
recognise, to, cít̓q̓ten.  
rav, eč̓̓a̲.
red, teuk’tcouk:
red-hot, k’umpákalite.

" (stone), tcékánalite.
remember, to, kálaqstoma, lukaláqce.
I remember, kálaqtkána.
you, kálaqtkauqa.
rest, to, zámeq.
I am resting, zámeqentlkan.
return, to, pánet.
I return, p’án ‘t-tlkán.
receive, to, ‘nap’eralócem (= to sigh and open the eyes).
reward, to, hák’en.
I will reward him, hak’entlkán
tkbí snltl.
rib, te’kaltó.
ring, a, k’esek’ténáqa.
ripe (also cooked), k’wol.
river, cat’l.
roast, to (on a stick set in the ground
inclining towards fire), skwólem.

" (salmon cut open and placed
over the fire), kúpm.
" (salmon not cut open and
placed over the fire), ek’tén.
" (meat over the fire), ek’pálitzka.
" (salmon split open and held in
the left of a stick), kláke.
" (salmon, whole, by thrusting
spit in its mouth), ‘nuq’wíte.
rob, to, nák’u.
robber, a, nuk’u nák’-ótł.
roof, s’káz.
root, k’lákqamélanq.
rope, line (plaited flat), k’utlaliquen.
rope (cedar withes), k’wútem.
rose (wild), k’utiiliqent.
round, esk’umóq (plural or several,
esk’umak’unóq).
rub, to, mékwén.
run, to, kétel.
I run, k’étkel-tlkán.
salt, ts’ul (= taste of fresh meat).
salt-water, kétl.
same, like, tsúltsélkléló.
send, sk’ápa.
say, to, tétít.
scaíd, burn, kw’tlep.
scald (salmon’s), kíélwóók’.
" (man’s or animal’s), cípázó-k’a, cf.
cípáz=skin.
scold, to, kélémén.
scape, to, páqan.
scratch, to, cópón.
scream, to, étlaq’tceam.
sea, k’ótł or kwótl.
search, to, qélin, t’qóémén.
scel, elphul.
see, to, áusqem.
seize, to, k’ailehmen-t’lkén="to jump-
take."
sell, to, t’auwom.
send, to (person) kicnán.
" (object) nacikáwm.
sec, to, k’lokóntl.
shadow, shade, menémén.
" reflection, skuchenéwatl.
shake, to, t’lökqin.
shallow, ‘nuqwéwzeim.
shaman, c’wonám, kweékwilauq, zúwa,
zúwén, kweéc’tenúma kwéékwilauq.
sharp (of edged tools), qa’uq.
" (pointed) tomitsemuke.
sharpen, to, ’nzuk’takén.
" (bring to a point), zuk’ukean.
she, her, s’ntl.
shine, to, wókt’ukum.
shoot, to, kwócim.
short, tlák’ék’at.
short, to, wénú.
shove, to, kwóc’win.
show, to, atsugáletómi.
shrink, to, raík’uk’én.
shut, to, kétként.
sick, álsem.
sickness, sëlsem.
sight, túbóce.
silur, k'î'ikt numérique.
simple, easy (to get), léluq.
sing, to, k'î'lók.
sink, to, 'nemácé.
sit, to, mëtcuk; sit down! métenkmatl.
skin, c'ház.
skull, k'ônken.
sky, c'téčektut.
slap, to, t'luk'wón.
slapping, t'luiq'wón.
sleep, to, roîlo.
slide, to, kwEtuq.
(of mountain), c'Éliq.
slip, to, kwEtuq.
, (to the touch), k'upk'ap.
soft (to the touch), k'upk'ap.
sold, taum.
solid, 'nkumpáálttea.
some, móta; hómóta = some more.
song, c'tlum.
soon, kalal.
soot, sk'ótloé.
sore, kwálzkwít.
soup, c'tlum.
sour, t'zél'tzol, tuq = bitter.
sow, to, pókwel.
sparks, wólulik or rólulik.
spat, to, nêuólwa.
speak, tell, to, kwálút.
spinal column, 'miqteik.
's, cord, 'nêtlkálélpaten.
spinster, yukt'aánaní.
spirit, soul, c'máwél.
spit, to, p'teqwón.
spoon, c'tlákénim.
spread, lay, or put down, to, kétécm.
spring, slâkáktkwa (= to bubble up).
sriquece, to, lép'nén.
squint, to, 'nukótalos.
stand, to, stâtli or stâtleigh.
star, 'nuklóšnet.
store, to, sâtsuqce; he is storing, wâ-sâtsuqce.
steal, to, nauk-â; a thief, nuk'nauk'tól.
step, to, c'Éeqqénem.
stew, boil, to, teçqain (soup, c'tlum).
stick, to, tsúk'pan, tsúk'ep.
stink, to, qóc'ón.
stone, k'éla or kútla.
stoop, to, ták'kót.
stop, to, kák'léla.
straight, Éékwiip.
strange, fresh, télctil.
strap (head), mákéin.
stream, c'úáqut.
stretch, to, télcin.
strike, to, cífkm.
string, c'il.
strong (thing), k'Éuq (animal or person), rulrul.
stumble, to, k'wók'wówän.
stump, 'nk'wós.
stutter, to, Éc'nénatc; he's a stutterer, wâ Éc nénatcótł or nél Éc nénatcótł.
suck, to (the breast), k'ám.
suck, to (something in the mouth), teómôn.

	( " held in the hand), klókôn.

summer, tem kum'p.
sun, snuk'uma or snuk'um.
sun-beam, swáq'ets snuk'uma=legs of the sun.
sun-rise, òtska snuk'uma=outside the sun.
sun-set, rap =evening.
sure, certain, wonauq'm.
surprise, astonishment, tukak', ctukutc'-inen.

I am astonished, tukak'tlkan.
swallow, to, k'umínc.
sweat, to, hián.
sweat, perspiration, chaau.
sweep, to, -dqv slap, cf. broom, aqwelap-ten.
sweet, k'lfíq.

swell, to, pan.
swim, to, 'nkailiH.
swing, to, papela.
tail, cucpa.
take, to, tukEn.
tale, svval.
talk, to, kwálít.
tall (said of persons), záhtalkum.

	" long (of things), záuyet.
tame, teút'ceák.
taste, to, k'ít'ínamen.
tattler, kwálítól.
teach, to, teúnámín.

I will teach you, teúnámín-teé-tikan-ketl.
tear, to, teor'pan.
tear (lacerina) 'nekweálós, skúkhós= drop (applied to hailstones).
tell, to, skwál.

I will tell you, skwálen-teé-tikan-ketl.
that, téô.
thaw, to, teúweq (ice), téém (snow).
there, túdo.
thick, p'tlütí.
thief (habitual), nuknaukótí.
thin, mém'ca.
think, to, p'ténócim.
this, terá.
throw, to, ts'ák:
throw it away, ts'ákamén kekaú.
thunder, eklikaloq =knocking noise,
skink'emap=tapping noise.
tickle, to, 'nek'ezánken, or make to laugh.
tie, to, rútein.
tired, weary, kwélkwál.
to-day, tl'kónea, sk'et.
to-morrow, nátuq.
tongs, kwiş́t'óna.
toothache, k'áníč.
torch, ctanuk'ú.
trail, hwaát.
trap (weir), teímén.

	" (basket above weir), kwélcaúa.

	" ( " with distended mouth), 'ntecukt'áčén.

	" ("fall" for small animals), te'itélóc.

	" ("fall" for big animals, bear, etc.), nát'ós= heavy to lift.

	" (generic), kákíltén.
troc, eyap or crap.
tremble, to, t'likt'l-líth'm.
trip, to, tl'óqupe=to fall on the nose,

tl'qwupq'm=to catch one's foot.
turn, to, pelkóeq.
turn over, to (of things), pelkan.
turn, to (by itself, without agency),
pelkóeq.
twilight, kekwača.
twist, to, k'lópíl̓, ektl'op=it's twisting
(said of crack in splitting wood).
ugly, tžís'tyuzket.
uncover, open, to, wólkwan.
under, 'nk'lpúneek, st'l'pea.
understand, zowálen.

I understand, zowáten-tlkan.
undress, to, tlok’teit, tlok’teq.

unfistend, undo, esctóöh.

unripe, escailiated.

varnish, to, kekéampa.

village, esctétuq.

voice, ‘nkwañit-tén.

vomit, to, wá’tlik.

wade, to, teátcwim, teáqwam=to take a few steps into the water.

wait, to, kálem.

walk, to, mántuk.

wall, quiten.

wander, to, metmámetuk.

war, kultowauq.

warm, ‘kúmep.

warmth, quetók.

wash, to, tsiwáw, caqém (=to wash oneself), wá caqém, he’s washing himself.

watch, to, Enütcuqace.

water, kó or kwó.

wave, billow, hinli’likelín.

we, us, wienémotl, snémotl.

weak, ‘keékél (said of persons).

"qóaz kwac rulral (=not strong; said of anything).

wear, kwilkwáil.

wear, to, kutcótsa (blankets), kutekál, (bands, straps, etc.).

wear, to (anything), eckáte.

wedge, qáet (“Kaiyám’s wedge,” né qáéta kaiyam).

weep, cry, to, kuk’qecam, ‘cáal; he’s crying, wá ‘táal.

weep, teftlimén.

when, čkánnaace, (past), čkánnaace (future).

when (conditional), etl.

which? unká? nél kó unká?

whisper, to, ekákapite.

whistle, to, ötén.

white, puk’.

who? cwát?

why? wá-kánem?

wide, etl’káiqap.

widow, eséátén.

widower, "

wife, cimínú, néü (when addressed by husband).

willow-tree, t’qátiaqáiz.

win, to, t’loqóm.

winner, t’loqómotl.

wind, ekúqem.

we, t’lakál.

wink, to, klotqcin.

winter, tém quít (“cold time”) tem ciotik (“cold-wind time”).

wipe, to, ápan.

wise, liqalúq.

witch, zówa or zúwa, ewenám.

with, čuíwa.

I will go with you, nacán čuíwa ecnuvva.

woman, cyakEtkac.

women, cyükcyáktea.

wood (gen.), múlit.

wool (gen.), kwíte.

wring, to, k’lopiín.

yawn, to, Ecau.

year, quitpázińq = completing the circle.

last year, čzánóq’mac.

next " zánóqum-kełl.

yell, to, etluqcam.

yellow, kukwíleś or kukwilée.

yes, é.

yesterday, čnátuqac.

you, wienúlap, s’núlap.

[Reprinted from the Journal of the Anthropological Institute, Vol. XXXV, January-June, 1905.]
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